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Preface

This volume contains the papers of SPLST’15: 14th Symposium on Programming
Languages and Software Tools held on October 9-10, 2015, in Tampere, Finland.

The symposium series started in Szeged, Hungary, in 1989, and since then,
the symposium has been established as a bi-annual event. From the initial Finno-
Ugric event, the symposia have developed into a conference series aimed to at-
tract scientist from other countries as well, even though the majority of the
authors still come from the Estonia, Finland, and Hungary - the countries where
the symposia is normally organized.

The original profile ”Programming Languages and Software Tools” has main-
tained its importance over the times, with the research topics evolving over
time. This year’s topics included metrics, metrics and testing, software tools,
data types and structures, security, data collection and analysis, and products,
models, and requirements.

The conference papers were selected through peer reviewing. Each paper had
2-3 reviews and the selection was strictly based on the outcome of the reviews.
The paper submission, reviews, selection, and proceedings production were all
performed with the help of the EasyChair system.

In addition to the peer-reviewed papers, the conference programme included
two invited key note talks: One by prof. Aarne Ranta, University of Gothenburg,
on the topic ”Grammars for the Working Programmer: GF and BNFC” and the
other one by Dr. Veli-Pekka Eloranta, from software company Vincit, on the
topic ”From trenches: Software development for medical devices”.

The editors want to express their gratitude to the Program Committee and
the external evaluators, and to the University of Tampere for providing the
facilities for the conference.
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Tampere

Jyrki Nummenmaa
Outi Sievi-Korte

Erkki Mäkinen
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Towards Proactive Management of Technical Debt by 
Software Metrics 

Anna Sandberg1), Miroslaw Staron2), Vard Antinyan2 

1Ericsson 
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anna.sandberg@ericsson.com 
2University of Gothenburg 

 Hörselgången 11, Göteborg, Sweden 
vard.antinyan@cse,gu.se, miroslaw.staron@cse.gu.se  

Abstract. Large software development organizations put enormous amount of 
effort not only for responding to continuous requests of customers but also for 
reengineering and refactoring activities to keep their product maintainable. Of-
ten rapid and immature feature deliveries over long period of time gradually de-
crease the product quality, and therefore the refactoring activities become costly 
and effort-intensive. This situation is described by the concept of “technical 
debt”, which represents the accumulated rework that organization has to do in 
order to prevent the slowdown of the development. In this paper we report re-
sults of a case study at Ericsson on using software metrics for moving towards 
proactive management of technical debt. Our observations show that there are 
four distinguishable maturity phases of quality management over the eight years 
of development time of two large products: Start-n-stop, Reactive, Systematic, 
and Proactive quality management. Three sophisticated metrics are applied to 
help the organizations to move towards Proactive management of technical 
debt. These metrics are used on a systematic basis to provide information on the 
areas of the product that have tendency of accumulating technical debt. Soft-
ware engineers use this information for making decisions on whether or not the 
pinpointed areas should be refactored. 

Keywords: Software development, Software metrics, Software technical debt 

1 Introduction 

Large software developing organizations want to spend their time on feature de-
velopment and innovations to be competitive and profitable. In practice, far too many 
instead spend a substantial part of their time on managing non-feature-delivering ac-
tivities, such as defect handling, refactoring, and scope-cutting. This inefficient situa-
tion can be explained with help of “technical debt”, which is a known metaphor [1], 
but has still gained too little practical attention in the software development industry. 
Gradually accumulated technical debt in a long period of time can reach to scales that 
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require enormous effort for its control and management. Furthermore, it obliges or-
ganizations to stop feature development activities from time to time and focus only on 
defect handling and refactoring. This kind of development is labeled at Ericsson as 
Start-n-stop development with Start-n-stop quality management. In contrast with 
Start-n-stop development, every organization aims to move towards Proactive devel-
opment, described by proactive management of technical debt in parallel with contin-
uous feature delivery. Continuous delivery allows delivering new features to the cus-
tomers all the time, thus making the organization competitive in the market [2] [3]. 
However, gradual increments of technical debt over long period of time slow down 
the development process. This situation requires continuous quality management as 
well which permit continuous control of technical debt. Approaches for technical debt 
management exist as well [4, 5]. However there is scarce data reported on continuous 
technical debt management, which ultimately permits Proactive development. The 
research question we raise in this paper is: 

How can we use software metrics to proactively manage technical debt in 
a large software development organization? 

The telecom company Ericsson has since many years worked with metrics to over-
come the challenges around technical debt. In this article we have documented these 
experiences to visualize and present how large software development organizations 
can increase their understanding and manage the technical debt in four different ma-
turity phases: Start-n-stop development, Reactive development, Systematic develop-
ment and Proactive development. Proactive development is the want-to-be phase with 
its capability of proactive quality management and comparably high attention to fea-
ture development. We show how three sophisticated metrics can guide software or-
ganizations to proactively manage technical debt with the goal of spending valuable 
development time on feature-delivering activities and innovations. 

2 Technical Debt Challenges 

The price to pay for software development includes more than new features with 
added functionality or increased performance. Too often, poor quality, stemming out 
from rapid immature feature delivery, requires costly reworks during later software 
releases. In other words, if a customer has $100 to spend, she cannot buy features for 
all of it. She has to spend a part of it on architectural features and defect handling. The 
size of this part is dependent on the size she spends in the previous releases. The chal-
lenge is to accept that fact and include long-term value thinking when managing her 
ongoing software development. A similar and understandable metaphor is linked to 
paying interests [1]. If she lends $100 to zero % the first quarter, it is easy to under-
stand that she will need to pay much more in the upcoming quarters. 

Krutchen et al. [6] has divided the software development content to four categories 
based on the (non-) feature-delivering (i.e. negative and positive value) and visibility 
(see Figure 1). The guiding principle is – what is possible to see is possible to man-
age, especially when bringing a positive value. All software organizations tend to pay 
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attention to features and defects just because they are visible. It is the invisibility and 
lack of tangible customer value, which characterizes the technical debt that makes it 
harder for the software organizations to manage it. Therefore, it is extremely im-
portant to measure and visualize how technical debt can grow over time and latterly 
eat up the capacity for feature delivery if not kept under control.  

 
 Visible Invisible 
Positive Value  

New features 
Added functionality 

 
Architectural, Structural 

features 

Negative Value  
Defects 

 
Technical Debt 

Figure 1 Technical Debt as an invisible negative value (Kruchten et al. 2012). 

Over time Ericsson has used a variety of software metrics to manage different aspects 
of technical debt [7-9]. We investigated how software metrics are used in the studied 
organization which helped the organization move from Start-n-stop development to 
Proactive development. 

3 Research Approach 

The studied Ericsson case consists of two different products, each containing sev-
eral millions lines of code developed over a 20 years period. Both products are devel-
oped in global multi-site environments with development sites in three different con-
tinents. Each development organization has ~500 developers. The general interest in 
in software metrics at Ericsson has been high during a longer period [10], which has 
driven the interest of the organization to dive into challenging, but beneficial software 
metrics areas such as technical debt.  

We studied metrics used by the two products over an eight years period. We used 
triangulation of multiple data sources (document analysis, observations and literature 
studies) in several iterations, so in the end we could identify four typical development 
phases with their corresponding quality management practices. We call them Start-n-
stop development (correspondingly with Start-n-stop quality management), Reactive 
development, Systematic development and Proactive development. It is the Proactive 
development phase, in which the organization can invest the majority of its capacity 
on feature-delivering work and at the same time proactively manage technical debt. 
We studied the use of metrics and their evolution over time in the organization, which 
provided insights on how the best metrics were chosen for practical use. We also 
identified how metrics can be applied systematically and distributed across the organ-
ization, among smaller substituent development branches, which helped the organiza-
tion to transform their quality management practices toward Proactive quality man-
agement. 
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4 Applied Metrics 

Over time, Ericsson has used variety of metrics in different manners and for differ-
ent purposes. With the development maturity the use of metrics and their role has 
evolved considerably in the organization. In the coming subsections we present the 
technical debt metrics and their use in the four distinguished maturity phases. 

4.1 Using Metrics in Start-n-stop Quality Management 

As in every large software development organization, Ericsson also measured and 
still measures such aspects as software defects, test coverage, size, velocity etc. Such 
elementary measurements were used long time in the company and are vital for deci-
sion making. In the first maturity level (Start-n-Stop) the organization only focuses on 
visible aspect of quality management. Namely, the organization can only see the 
software defects as a manifestation of software quality. Therefore, developers mainly 
focus on handling defects to improve the quality. In this maturity phase the organiza-
tion had either very scarce use of technical debt metrics or did not have any use at all. 
As the product grows, the size and complexity of the product escalates, and therefore 
technical debt accumulates. This situation prompts developers to start irregular meas-
urements (usually taken place right before the product release) and localized refactor-
ing activities. This is the beginning of transition to Reactive quality management. 

4.2 Using Metrics in Reactive Quality Management 

As the development gains more maturity, among all aforementioned metrics the 
organization also uses metrics which provide insights on invisible aspects of quality 
(technical debt). All these metrics are summarized in Table 1.  

Table 2 Early technical debt metrics used at Ericsson 

Metric Used to measure Tech. Debt of  
Number of added LOC Code 
Number of deleted LOC Code 
Number of modified LOC Code, tests 
Number of developers Code 
Fan-in Code, architecture 
Fan-out Code, architecture 
Cyclomatic complexity Code 
Nesting Code 
Halstead measures Code 

 
The application of these metrics usually corresponds to Reactive quality manage-

ment, when the organization needs to have an insight about the quality of their prod-
uct just before the delivery (and therefore before getting defect reports of customers). 
The measures are usually applied in ad-hoc manner and by isolated individuals or 
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teams. The measures are not used by combination and with determined thresholds. 
Rather raw numbers of them is presented and the rest of the verdict is left to the ob-
serving developers. In such situations, usually small areas of the product turn out 
having obvious technical debt, and the organization makes decision on either taking 
the risk or refactoring the identified areas. 

4.3 Using Metrics in Systematic Quality Management 

In the phase of systematic quality management the emphasis is put not only on 
what metrics are used but on how they are used. In this phase a combination of sever-
al simple metrics are used to achieve a single more insightful indicator. Powerful 
visualization techniques are used for visualizing big data for organization. Most im-
portantly, in order to monitor the quality of the product systematically and on all or-
ganizational levels, measurement systems are developed which can provide infor-
mation on weekly or daily basis [11]. The value of the metrics is enhanced when they 
are visualized in appealing and simple diagrams. 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show three key metrics for systematic assessment of tech-
nical debt at Ericsson. The metrics are developed in an integrated dashboard which 
serves the whole development organization. Together they form a solid metrics sys-
tem, which then can guide the software development to continuously build in quality 
from the start. More importantly, the solid metrics system increase awareness so that 
the organization immediately acts on problems to always secure high quality and a 
continuously improved software development base. 

The source code stability metric (heat maps) are used to visualize the change fre-
quency of code [12] (see Figure 2 left hand diagram). This is a comprehensive way of 
showing thousands of software changes in the code in a single figure. The dark areas 
draw the attention to and trigger discussions about the effectiveness of testing of these 
areas and also other negative development practices. 

 
Figure 2 Key metrics and their visualization: Code stability heat map and dashboard of 

risky code 
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Studying the repetitive patterns in the heat maps allows predicting the changes, in-
forming designers about potential need to update components and directing testing to 
reduce the risk of undiscovered defects. 

Visualizing risky source code files [13] (see Figure 2 right hand diagram) permits 
developers to identify the areas of source code that are defect prone or difficult to 
maintain. Two metrics are combined for this assessment: cyclomatic complexity and 
number of revisions per file. Two thresholds are distinguished for this measure in 
order to separate files with high risk (upper right cloud of dots) and files with moder-
ate risk (dots in between the two thresholds). In the upper right corner of the diagram 
the information product is presented, which shows the number of files with high risk 
and the number of files with moderate risk. The information product is integrated in 
the metrics dashboard of the organization alongside with other important metrics (not 
necessarily metrics concerned with technical debt). Files with high risk are refactored 
or additionally tested by all means. Depending on the organization’s resources and 
risk appetite they can decide whether or not moderate risk should be mitigated or not. 

Visualizing implicit dependencies [14] (see Figure 3) brings the invisible to be-
come visible and thus draws attention to actions which shrinks the area of technical 
debt. When using historical data to predict events, the organization can reduce the 
negative repetitive patterns with help of for instance different preparation techniques.  

 

 
Figure 3 Key metrics and their visualization: Implicit architectural dependencies 

The left side of the figure is the graphical representation of change waves, which 
allow detecting implicitly interconnected software modules (files in case of Ericsson). 
This is done by detecting how frequent changes in one file trigger frequent changes in 
another file after certain development time. In that diagram we can detect such pat-
terns by observing different change-frequency picks. Based on this information the 
right hand diagram is developed which shows the names of modules and their implicit 
dependencies. By reviewing these dependencies the design architects make decisions 
on reengineering and avoiding unwanted dependencies. 

4.4 Towards Using Metrics in Proactive Quality Management 

Ericsson currently makes transition towards using metrics for proactive quality 
management. At the time of writing this paper the organization was adopting a princi-
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ple of using a standard set of metrics for independent development teams and their 
development branches. The idea is that every team should have the possibility of in-
teractively using the three metrics when developing the code. This permits to get the 
earliest possible feedback on their code quality and immediately take action if neces-
sary. We also observed that with this kind of quality management a challenge emerg-
es concerned with knowledge of developers on interpreting the metrics values. In 
order to have quality control of this level, the developers need to know what exactly 
the metrics’ values show, and how they can use them on their own for improving the 
quality. 

5 Action Principles for Staying in The Phase of Proactive 
Quality Management 

Ericsson has longitudinal experiences of successful software improvement activi-
ties [15]. Their efforts to understand and manage technical debt come therefore rather 
natural. However, the organizational will to produce customer-value is also natural 
and understandable as adding no “customer-value” is equal to “no business”. When 
this will expands as a result of grasping over too many appetizing business opportuni-
ties, the outcome is a decreased feature-delivering capacity. The will needs to be ac-
companied by deep understanding of software development and its invisible technical 
debt. The experiences at Ericsson suggest the following action principles for moving 
towards and staying current in the optimal phase of Proactive quality management:  

• Embrace Technical Debt Existence. Realize that all software development 
comes with a price for managing technical debt. Make use of metaphors and 
visualizations of metrics to create organizational acceptance of the term 
Technical debt. “Lending money to zero % interest… - the first quarter” is 
difficult to misinterpret. Seeing how the feature delivering capacity increases 
is the most inspiring to ensure action. 

• Understand Technical Debt. Understand the deeply underlying factors for 
technical debt appearance. Continuously analyze the product and visualize 
metrics in all organizational levels in the earliest development phases. This 
reveals details about how neglecting design problems can turn into stinker-
code over time. Understanding such cases allows the organization to plan 
and prioritize accordingly to avoid them and by that reduce their negative ef-
fect.  

• Start with the obvious. Start with the small and most crucial set of prob-
lems. Usually the most of the problems in the product are concentrated in the 
few of artifacts. Use already identified and managed portions for understand-
ing knowledge accumulating for the next step of action. 

• Learn and improve based on maturity phase. Understand the maturity 
phase that is unique for your organization and by that implement and make 
use of the metrics most beneficial in that context. 

• Gradually increase towards more product-oriented metrics. When the 
obvious metrics are in place, start with in-depth product oriented metrics like 
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complexity or implicit architectural dependencies in our case. These metrics 
prepare the organization to uncover the hidden technical debt in the product. 

• Provide Solid Metrics Systems. Triangulate metrics to understand high 
complexity products in-depth. It is important to provide solid and visual met-
rics systems from which root-cause-analyses can be done. Appealing and 
easily accessible metrics facilitate the root-causes activities further. Combin-
ing the internal properties’ metrics together allows keeping track of the in-
fluence of the technical debt on product performance.     

• Experiment with New Metrics. Experiment with new metrics to find the 
most suitable and applicable ones. Experiences show that there are good 
practical metrics to re-use, but every organizations act in its own unique con-
text, where different practical metrics can make tangible difference. 

• Do not stop paying attention. Once in the want-to-be Proactive develop-
ment phase, it is not equal to staying current there. Continuous attention to 
always act on trend changes is of highest importance. When allowing trend 
slippage, the organization allows the technical debt to grow and capacity for 
feature-delivering activities to shrink. 

The notion of technical debt allows organizations to reason about the need to increase 
quality and organizing the road to understand and manage the technical debt. The four 
maturity phases provide a roadmap and improvement opportunity for large companies 
to manage the technical debt in practice. By using a solid metrics system, organiza-
tions can continuously monitor and act on negative trend deviations. When doing so, 
they can get the most out of the important feature-delivering activities – value deliv-
ery to customers and innovation! 

6 The Journey Towards Proactive Quality Management 

Along the evolution of organizational awareness of the invisible aspects of develop-
ment (see Figure 1), the proportions of effort spent on each of these aspects change 
(see Figure 4). The effort spent on these aspects does not change by default along 
with increased awareness. It is the awareness itself that increases the will as well as a 
sense of urgency to act in ways where much attention is directed to manage the invis-
ible aspects. Figure 4 visualizes the roughly estimated proportion of development 
effort spent on each of the four elements and through four maturity phases. Moving 
forward, we describe each maturity phase and typical practical metrics in more detail. 
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Figure 4. Estimated proportion of development effort per element in each maturity level 

6.1 Start-n-Stop Quality Development 

In the Start-n-stop development phase the organization typically focuses on fea-
ture development (i.e. the visible positive value) and then reacts on defects when the 
quality situation becomes critical. The technical debt is not managed at all and re-
mains “hidden” until the development of the product decelerates to the extent when 
the organization needs to react immediately. This deceleration is usually observed by 
a high number of in-development defects which need to be fixed before progressing 
with the development. The organization “stops” new functionality development and 
focused on reduction of defects only [16]. 

The main metric focus of the organization in the start-n-stop development phase 
is the number of known defects measured from various perspectives (e.g. per severity, 
release, function, etc), which are perceived as the major problem. Defect volume met-
rics guide the development and the key mechanism used is to stop development when 
high defect levels prevent continued development. During such a stop, a ‘clean-up’ 
period is initiated before the development can start again. In this phase the technical 
debt is hidden and only the symptoms, defects of it, are managed. To continue the 
journey, the organization needs to develop fundamental awareness of its inefficient 
development practice. 
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6.2 Reactive Quality Development 

Once the organization recognizes the need to make in-depth improvements it 
usually seeks methods to reduce the amplitude between the high and low number of 
defects. Using complexity analyses is one beneficial method as it is perceived to pro-
vide the organization with understanding of the underlying problems that cause the 
defects (i.e. allowing the organization to start managing the invisible values) [17]. In 
this phase, the organization starts to reactively act on its situation and typically im-
proves its architecture management. Common efforts are focused on refactoring of 
stinker-code and redesign of interfaces.  These improvements result in lower number 
of defects and thus more capacity for feature development. In this phase, the organiza-
tion has a limited understanding of the technical debt although there is a shared per-
ception that defects are only symptoms.  

A few senior developers are constantly prioritized to do some localized discrete 
measurements and improvements here and there in the product to keep the develop-
ment ongoing. Metrics in this phase draw the attention of the organization to quality 
assurance and product properties rather than quality problems. Typically used metrics 
are test effectiveness, test-requirement coverage, basic complexity measurements and 
product availability. We also discovered that software designers make ad-hoc at-
tempts to visualize various aspects of product stability. Visualizing instability in this 
context is a means of searching for the areas where technical debt can be found.   

In this phase the technical debt is recognized and attempts are made to understand 
it. To continue the journey, the organization needs to develop in-depth understanding 
of its actual problems that are explaining their current development situation. 

6.3 Systematic Quality Development 

In this phase the organization understands the need for managing the technical 
debt and has established measurement systems and visualization tools. The organiza-
tion attempts to have a standard shared metrics dashboard or similar tools so all de-
velopment teams, developers and architects can follow the evolving product condi-
tion. The main focus is to find new means for visualizing the invisible aspects of the 
product to be able to manage them. The organization spends effort on defining new 
metrics for measuring the invisible problems in order to remedy them before they 
even occur. We observed this type of behavior by studying architecture quality [14]. 

The metrics for quantifying the invisible values are organized in a solid metrics 
system. This metrics system guides the development to continuously act on potential 
problems which can become defects (e.g. monitoring implicit architectural dependen-
cies and combination of several complexity metrics). Stability of the source code is 
also monitored using code change rate metrics to identify periods of development 
when too intensive development prevent quality assurance from being effective. An 
outspoken strategy to build quality from the start is growing and selected individuals 
lead by example. 

In this phase the complete technical debt is understood and valuable efforts are 
made to manage it. Practical and solid metrics systems are used to guide the organiza-
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tion. To continue the journey, the organization needs to develop skills to continuously 
and immediately act on the metrics describing their development situation. 

6.4 Proactive Quality Development 

In the Proactive quality management phase the organization possesses data and ex-
perience on which aspects of technical debt can be continuously monitored. The or-
ganization has an established metrics system to both understand and manage the tech-
nical debt and can focus the main part of their development capacity on feature devel-
opment. The solid metrics system monitors deviations from the decreasing trend in 
technical debt, thus allowing the organization to come in control of their debt at all 
times. 

A solid standardized (in the scope of organization) measurement system continu-
ously provides information to the architects, managers, and technical leaders. Besides 
this every development team and individual developer has the standardized and ap-
proved measurement tool on his own computer in order to interactively follow his and 
teammates’ code quality and control it in its development earliest phase. The design-
ers of measurement systems and metrics (researchers and responsible engineers from 
the organization) set up systematic presentations and training session, so the develop-
ers can understand the meaning and interpret the metrics. 

In this phase the technical debt is both understood and managed. Focus can be fully 
directed to feature growth and metrics are used to automatically keep the technical 
debt under control. To stay current in this phase, the organization needs to continu-
ously pay attention to metrics showing negative trend changes and immediately ad-
dress this with appropriate actions. 

7 Related Work 

An interesting discussion on technical debt is provided by Buschmann [18] who 
discuss the trade-off between paying or not paying accumulated technical debt. He 
claims that technical debt is similar to financial debt as it accumulates like a com-
pound interest, but it is not always paid back if the organization decides to obsolete 
their old product and start with a completely new one. Lim, et al. [19] observes that 
measuring technical debt is a difficult task as it can have a variety of manifestations. 
Possibly that is the reason that many organizations including Ericsson strive for estab-
lishing the right metrics system for technical debt measurement. Tom, et al. [20] ex-
plore the causes of technical debt and found that it is mainly the decisions of non-
technical people that prompt accumulating technical debt. Martini, et al. [21] studies 
the technical debt issues in large software development companies and concludes that 
the lack of knowledge is not a primary cause for accumulated technical debt. Howev-
er, he founds that schedule pressure for feature delivery, using legacy systems, and 
small time allocated for refactoring are the main causes. In a later study Martini, et al. 
[22] develop a qualitative model for understanding technical debt in large software 
development projects. This study is also conducted in the same organization of Erics-
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son as our study. Our study can be considered a complement to their study as we em-
phasize the use of measurement system for technical debt detection. Using such 
measurement system with their qualitative product specific models can be a powerful 
tool for technical debt management. 

There have been a few studies proposing approaches for identifying one or another 
manifestation of technical debt: Marinescu [23] propose an approach for finding the 
technical debt of design flows based on eight types of flows found in code. Then he 
investigates how different software attributes, such as complexity and cohesion, influ-
ence each of the defined design flaw. The measurement systems proposed by us for 
technical debt management can be used to find several design flaws proposed by 
Marinescu. Nugroho, et al. [24] introduces a “return on investment” approach for 
managing technical debt. They estimate the maintainability of system by measuring 
several attributes of code and categorize the units of code by three different levels of 
risk. Then they calculate (to unclear precision) the return on investment for code 
maintainability in case the risky source code is refactored and improved to a level of 
optimal design. The study is interesting as it explicitly attempts to develop a connec-
tion between internal quality and business decisions in software development. Guo, et 
al. [25] explores the effect of technical debt in practice and observes that it has signif-
icant negative influence on the studied developed project. They conclude that busi-
ness factors should be incorporated in the technical debt management model so the 
trade-offs between business opportunities and software quality can be considered. 
Probably one of the best known approaches to manage technical debt is proposed by 
Letouzey [26]. The approach is based on complexity measurement, dependencies, and 
coding violations. There is also a tool support for this approach (SonarQube tool). The 
tool offers effective visualizations, which can come to handy for large software prod-
ucts. It also attempts to derive the effort required for paying the technical debt, but 
this is not yet rigorously tested. The SonarQube has large amount of predefined rules 
for detecting coding violations and can categorize the severity of violations. However 
the tool relies on rather simplistic measures which are shown in literature not to be so 
good indicators of internal quality. We believe that if the tool could rely on more 
sophisticated measures (combination of measures), the assessment accuracy of So-
narQube would increase significantly. We show such an attempt of using sophisticat-
ed measures at Ericsson, however such measures should be further evaluated rigor-
ously which is the future work of this research. 

Tom, et al. [20] investigates the main areas of technical debt and propose a frame-
work for its management. This work is particularly valuable due to its extensive elab-
oration on different kinds of technical debts. 

8 Conclusions 

The primary aim of software development companies is to deliver value to their 
customer and be innovative. However they do not spend all of their resources for 
value delivering activities directly. In fact much time is spent on such activities as 
defect handling, re-architecting, and refactoring. A relevant metaphor to describe this 
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situation is the “technical debt”, which can be considered the time or effort that the 
organization should pay in order to improve the degrading quality of the product. This 
paper distinguishes four maturity levels of managing technical debt at Ericsson: Start-
n-stop, Reactive, Systematic, and Proactive management. We observed that Ericsson 
has been using metrics differently through the four maturity phases. We investigated 
and presented the metrics and their evolution over four maturity phases of develop-
ment. The investigations showed that there are three key metrics which are used for 
Systematic technical debt management at Ericsson: 1) change frequencies of files 
visualized by heat maps 2) implicit architectural dependencies and 3) risky source 
files visualized and reported daily on a dashboard. We also observed that in order for 
the organization to move towards Proactive management of quality and technical debt 
in particular, every software development team and individual developer is preferred 
to have a standard and organizationally accepted measurement dashboard on her own 
computer, so she can interactively enhance the quality of the product all the time.  
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Abstract. Continuous delivery is a software development practice where
new features are made available to end users as soon as they have been
implemented and tested. In such a setting, a key technical piece of in-
frastructure is the development pipeline that consists of various tools
and databases, where features flow from development to deployment and
then further to use. Metrics, unlike those conventionally used in software
development, are needed to help define the performance of the develop-
ment pipeline. In this paper, we address metrics that are suited for sup-
porting continuous delivery and deployment through a descriptive and
exploratory single case study on a project of a mid-sized Finnish soft-
ware company, Solita Plc. As concrete data, we use data from project
”Lupapiste”, a web site for managing municipal authorizations and per-
missions.

Keywords: Agile measurements, continuous deployment, lean software
development.

1 Introduction

Software development, as we know it today, is a demanding area of business
with its fast-changing customer requirements, pressures of an ever shorter time-
to-market, and unpredictability of market [1]. Lean principles, such as ”Decide
as late as possible”, have been seen as an attractive way to answer to these de-
mands by academics [2]. With the shift towards modern continuous deployment
pipelines, releasing new software versions early and often has become a concrete
option also for an ever growing number of practitioners.

As companies, such as Facebook, Atlassian, IBM, Adobe, Tesla, and Mi-
crosoft, are going towards continuous deployment [1], we should also find ways
to measure its performance. The importance of measuring the flow in lean soft-
ware development was identified already in 2010 by [3], but with the emergence
of continuous deployment pipelines, the actual implementation of the Lean prin-
ciples has already changed dramatically [4]. Further on, measuring has been a
critical part of Lean manufacturing long before it was applied to software de-
velopment [5]. However, the digital nature of software development’s approach
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to Lean (ie. continuous deployment pipelines) is creating an environment, where
every step of the process can be traced and thus measured in a way that was not
possible before. Therefore, the need for a contemporary analysis of what should
be tracked in a continuous deployment pipeline is obvious to us.

In this paper, we address metrics that are suited for supporting continu-
ous delivery and deployment through a descriptive and exploratory single case
study on a project of a mid-sized Finnish software company, Solita Plc (http:
//www.solita.fi). As case studies investigate the contemporary phenomena in
their authentic context, where the boundaries between the studied phenomenon
and its context are not clearly separable [6], we use concrete data from project
”Lupapiste”, or ”Permission desk” (https://www.lupapiste.fi), a web site
for managing municipal authorizations and permissions. The precise research
questions we address are the following:

RQ1: Which relevant data for practical metrics are automatically created
when using a state-of-the-art deployment pipeline?
RQ2: How should the pipeline or associated process be modified to support
the metrics that escape the data that is presently available?
RQ3: What kind of new metrics based on automatically generated data
could produce valuable information to the development team?

The study is based on quantitative data and descriptions of the development
processes and the pipeline collected from the developer team. Empirical data
of the case project was collected from information systems used in the project,
including a distributed version control system (Mercurial VCS) and a monitoring
system (Splunk).

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we address the
background of this research. In Section 3, we introduce our case project based
on which the research has been conducted. In Section 4, we propose metrics for
continuous delivery and deployment pipeline. In Section 5, we discuss the results
of case study and provide an extended discussion regarding our observations. In
Section 6 we draw some final conclusions.

2 Background and Related Work

Agile methods – such as Scrum, Kanban and XP to name a few examples –
have become increasingly popular approaches to software development. With
Agile, the traditional ways of measuring software development related issues
can be vague. The outcome of traditional measures may become dubious to the
extent of becoming irrelevant. Consequently, one of the main principles of Agile
Software Development is ”working software over measuring the progress” [7].

However, not all measuring can be automatically considered unnecessary.
Measuring is definitely an effective tool for example for improving Agile Software
Development processes [8], which in turn will eventually lead to better software.
A principle of Lean is to cut down waste that processes produce as well as parts
of the processes that do not provide added value [9]. To this end, one should first
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recognize the current state of a process [3]. This can be assisted with metrics
and visualizations, for instance. Therefore, one role for the deployment pipeline
is to act as a manifestation of the software development process and to allow the
utilization of suitable metrics for the entire flow from writing code to customers
using the eventual implementation [10].

Overall, the goal of software metrics is to identify and measure the essential
parameters that affect software development [11]. Mishra and Omorodion [11]
have listed several reasons for using metrics in software development. These
include making business decision, determining success, changing the behavior of
teammates, increasing satisfaction, and improving decision making process.

2.1 Continuous Delivery and Deployment

Continuous delivery is a software development practise that supports the lean
principles of ”deliver as fast as possible” and ”empower the team”. In it the
software is kept deployable to the staging and production environments at any
time [12, 13]. Continuous delivery is preceded by continuous integration [14, 15]
where the development team integrates its work frequently on a daily basis. This
leads to a faster feedback cycle and to benefits such as increased productivity
and improved communication [15–17]. Similarly, ”the final ladder ” — continu-
ous deployment — requires continuous delivery. So, continuous deployment [18,
19] takes one step further from delivery. In it software is automatically deployed
as it gets done and tested. Taking continuous deployment to the extreme would
mean deployment of new features directly to the end users several times a day
[20, 21]. Whether software is deployed all the way to production, or to a staging
environment is somewhat matter of opinion [18, 22] but a reasonable way to dif-
ferentiate between delivery and deployment in continuous software development
is the release of software to end users. Delivery maintains a continuously deploy-
able software, deployment makes the new software available in the production
environment.

Regardless of actual deployment, continuous software development requires
a deployment pipeline (Figure 1) [10], which uses an automated set of tools from
code to delivery. The role of these tools is to make sure each stakeholder gets
a timely access to the things they need. In addition, the pipeline provides a
feedback loop to each of the stakeholders from all stages of the delivery process.
An automated system is not about software going into production without any
operator supervision. The point of the automated pipeline is that as the software
progresses through it, different stages can be triggered for example by operations
and test teams by the click of a button.

2.2 Agile Metrics

In [8] the authors categorize agile metrics used in industry into metrics relat-
ing to iteration planning and tracking, motivation and improvement, identifying
process problems, pre-release and post-release quality, and changes in the pro-
cesses or tools. The metrics for iteration planning offered help with prioritization
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Fig. 1. Anatomy of a Deployment Pipeline according to [10].

of features. These include estimation metrics for measuring the size of features,
the revenue a customer is willing to pay for a feature, and velocity of the team
in completing a feature development. Iteration tracking include progress met-
rics such as the number of completed web pages, story completion percentage,
and again velocity metrics. In the category of motivation and improvement, ap-
proaches such as visualizing the build status and showing the number of defects
in monitors were found to lead into faster build and fix times. Using metrics
such as lead time and story implementation flow assist in identifying waste and
in describing how efficiently a story is completed compared to the estimate.
Pre-release quality metrics were found to be used for making sure the prod-
uct is tested sufficiently and for avoiding integration fails. Post-release quality
metrics measure attributes such as customer satisfaction and customer respon-
siveness. These can be evaluated for example with the number of defects sent
by customers, change requests from customers, and customer’s willingness to
recommend the product to other potential customers. For the final category of
metrics for changes in processes or tools, sprint readiness and story flow metrics
were found to change company policies to having target values for metrics.

In [11] a more general approach in categorization of agile metrics is used.
The authors define the core agile metrics to include product, resource, process,
and project metrics. Of these, the product metrics deal with size, architecture,
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structure, quality, and complexity metrics. Resource metrics are concerned with
personnel, software, hardware, and performance metrics. Process metrics deal
with maturity, management, and life cycle metrics, and project metrics with
earned business value, cost, time, quality, risk, and so on. Each of these sub-
metrics can define a range of additional metrics such as velocity, running tested
feature, story points, scope creep, function points, earned business value, return
on investment, effort estimates, and downtime. The researchers also point out
that teams should invent metrics as they need such, and not use a metric simply
because it is commonly used – this might result in data that has no value in the
development.

Kunz et al. [23] claim that especially source-code based product metrics in-
crease quality and productivity in agile software development. As examples,
the researchers present Number of Name-Parts of a method (NNP), Number of
Characters (NC), Number of Comment-Lines (CL), Number of Local Variables
(NLV), Number of Created Objects (NCO), and Number of Referring Objects
(NRO). All in all, the researchers emphasize the early observation of quality to
keep the software stable through the development process.

In their 2009 book [9] the Poppendiecks emphasize the customer-centricity
in metrics. They present examples of these including time-to-market for product
development, end-to-end response time for customer requests, success of a prod-
uct in the marketplace, business benefits attributable to a new system, customer
time-to-market, and impact of escaped defects.

2.3 Lean Metrics

As lean methods have been developed originally for manufacturing, there are
obviously collections of corresponding metrics. For instance, the following has
been proposed [3]: Day-by-the-Hour (DbtH) measures the quantity produced
over the hours worked. This should correspond to the same rate of customer
need. Capacity utilization (CU) is the amount of work in progress (WIP) over
the capacity (C) of the process. An ideal rate is 1. On-time delivery (OTD) is
presented as the number of late deliveries over the number of deliveries ordered.
Moreover, such metrics or signals that help the involved people to see the whole,
are mentioned in [24].

Petersen and Wohlin [3] present cost efficiency (CE), value efficiency (VE),
and descriptive statistics as measurements for analyzing the flow in software
development. A possible way of measuring CE is dividing lines of code (LOC)
by person hours (PH). However, they point out how this cost perspective is
insufficient as value is assumed to be created always by investment. The increase
in LOC is not always value-added as knowledge workers are not machines. On
the other hand, VE = ( V(output) - V(input) ) / time window. V(output)
represents the final product, and V(input) the investment to be made. This type
of measuring takes value creation explicitly into account, and therefore it can be
a more suitable option.

Overall, according to van Hilst and Fernandez [25] there are two different
approaches to evaluating efficiency of a process considering Lean ideals. These
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views apply models from queuing theory, in which steps of a process are seen as
a series of queues. Work advances from queue to queue as it flows through the
process, and process performance is then analyzed in terms of starvation(empty
queues) and bottlenecks(queues with backlogs). The first approach is to look at a
workstation and examine the flow of work building up or passing through. At the
same time, the activities on the workstation are studied to see how they either
add value or impede the flow. On the contrary, the second approach follows a
unit of work as it passes through the whole process. In that case, the velocity of
this unit is studied. Considering these two approaches, van Hilst and Fernandez
[25] describe two metrics: Time-in-process and work-in-process. Work-in-process
is corresponding with the first approach as it describes the amount of work
present in an intermediate state at a given point in time. The second approach
is measured with time-in-process describing the time needed for a unit of work
to pass through the process. For an optimal flow, both of these need to be
minimized.

Finally, Modig [24] takes an even deeper look into measuring flow efficiency.
This metric focuses on the unit, which is produced by an organization, (flow
unit) and its flow through different workstations. Flow efficiency describes how
much a flow unit is processed in a specific time frame. Higher flow efficiency
is often better from the flow units point of view. For instance, if a resource
processes the flow unit for one hour, and then the flow unit is placed to a queue
of two hours, and then another resource starts to process it for three hours, the
flow efficiency is 4 / 6 = 66%. If the length of the queue is shortened to for
example half an hour, the flow efficiency is higher (4 / 4.5 = 89%).

3 Case Lupapiste

An industrial single case study was conducted to investigate measuring a state-
of-the-art pipeline within a two months time frame of actual development work.
The case project, and its deployment pipeline are introduced in the following.

3.1 Description of the Case Project

The application ”Lupapiste”, freely translated ”Permission Desk”, is a place for
the citizens and companies in Finland to apply for permissions related to the
built environment, available at https://www.lupapiste.fi. The project was
started in 2012, and the supplier of the system is Solita Plc., a mid-sized Finnish
ICT company. The end users of the system consist of various stakeholders, with
various interests. The Environmental Ministry of Finland owns the project code
and acts as a customer in some new functionalities needed to the system.

At the time of research (Fall 2015), the project team consisted of seven devel-
opers, a user experience (UX) designer and a project manager that are co-located
in a single workspace at the supplier. On the management level there are four
more persons in different roles. The team is cross-functional and has also DevOps
[26] capabilities. Some team members have an ownership of certain parts of the
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system, but the knowledge is actively transferred inside the team by changing
the areas continuously and for example by applying agile practices like pair re-
viewing of code to spread out the knowledge in a continuous manner. The team
takes use of a custom Lean Software Development process that includes features
from agile Scrum-based processes with lean heritage. The process is ongoing and
has no sprints, but milestone deadlines for certain functionalities are set by the
product owner team, which consists of project management personnel of the
supplier and the formal customer of the project. Furthermore, agile practices,
like daily meetings, have been combined with lean practices and tools, like a
Kanban board.

3.2 Deployment Pipeline of the Project

The pipeline of the case project has several environments (see. Figure 2) – a
personal local development environment (Local), the shared development envi-
ronment (Dev), a testing environment (Test), a quality assurance environment
(QA) and the production environment (Production). Each of these environments
serve different needs, and deployments to the different environments are man-
aged through the version control system. Therefore, it automatically provides
accurate data and meta data to measure the pipeline, which we have already
proposed in an earlier paper [27]. The actual timestamps of deployments are
stored in the meta data of the version control system branches.

Fig. 2. Deployments to the pipeline environments are triggered by push-events to the
distributed VCS. Features f1 and f2 have been merged and pushed to the develop-
branch (triggering deployments D1 and D2 to the Dev-environment), then to the Test-
environment (deployment T1 to Test-environment) and production environment (P1).
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The team uses a VCS-driven solution to manage the deployments to the
environments of the pipeline. The team applies the Driessen branching model
[28], which utilizes feature branches. Figure 2 presents the connection between
the branches and the deployments to the various environments of the pipeline.
When the development of a new feature starts, a developer opens a new feature
branch and starts developing the feature in the Local environment by committing
changes to the new branch. The developer may push the local changes to the
version control system from time to time, but no CI jobs are executed in this
phase. When the development of the feature is ready, the feature branch is closed
and the changes are merged to the develop-branch. When the changes are pushed
to the version control system, a stream of CI jobs for deploying a new version
to the Dev-environment is triggered automatically (deployments D1, D2 and D3
in Figure 2). The CI jobs build the software, migrate the database, and deploy
and test the software.

The deployment to the Test environment is accomplished by merging the
develop-branch to a release-branch. Once again, when the changes to a release
branch are pushed to the version control system, a stream of CI jobs for building
the software, migrating the database, and deploying and testing the software
in the Test environment is triggered (deployments T1 and T2). For instance,
deployment t1 in Figure 2 was triggered by a push to branch release/1.10, which
contained features f1 and f2. Similarly, the production deployment happens by
closing the release branch, which is then merged to the master-branch. The
new version to be released can then be deployed to the QA (deployment Q1)
and production environments (deployment P1) with a single click from the CI
server.

In Figure 2, feature f1 flows from the development to production in deploy-
ments D1, T2 and P1. Feature f2 flows in deployments D2, T1 and P1. Feature f3
has flown to the test-environment in deployments D3 and T2. In order to deploy
feature f3 to the production environment, release branch release/1.11 should be
closed and merged to the master branch, which then would be manually released
with a single click from the CI system.

Figure 3 presents the correspondence of the branches in the version control
system and the CI jobs on the radiator screen in the team workspace. If a CI
job fails, the team is immediately knowledgeable of the problems. Moreover, the
current status of the functional end-to-end tests running in the Dev-environment
is visible to the team.

In case of urgent problems in the production environment, the branching
model also allows creation of a hotfix branch. Figure 3 represents a situation
where urgent problems occurred after a deployment to the production environ-
ment. The automated tests had passed, but the login button was invisible on
the front page because of layout problems. In this special case, a hotfix branch
was then opened, the layout problems were fixed, the branch was merged to the
master branch, and when the changes were pushed and a CI job was triggered
manually, the problem was fixed and the users could continue logging in to the
system.
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Fig. 3. An actual usage sample of the branching model and its correspondence to the
CI jobs.

4 Defining Metrics for Pipeline

In this section, we define several new metrics which describe the properties of the
deployment pipeline. The goal of the metrics is to provide valuable information
for the team for improving the performance of the pipeline. With them, it is
possible to detect bottlenecks, indicate and consequently eliminate, waste, and
find process improvements.

We divided the metrics into two categories. First, Metrics on the Imple-
mentation Level dependent of the toolset and practices used to implement the
pipeline. Second, Metrics on the Pipeline Level are metrics that are independent
of the actual implementation of the pipeline. The metrics in the two categories
are discussed in more detail in the following.

4.1 Metrics on the Implementation Level

The availability of data to calculate flow and throughput depends on the imple-
mentation of the pipeline and the actual tools and practices used. In essence,
development, deployment and activation time must be available for each feature,
discussed in more detail in the following.

– Development time, or the time it takes for the team to implement a new
feature. The development time of a single feature can be measured in our
case project, as each new feature is a new branch in the version management
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system. The starting time for the new feature is simply the time when the
branch is created, and completion time is when the branch is merged with
the master branch. See Figure 2 for an example of development time of
feature/f1. It is the time from opening the feature branch until D1. In an
earlier paper [27] we measured the value of this metric during a three month
period. The value was typically one or two days, but for larger features, it
was even 12 working days.

– Deployment time, or the time it takes to deploy a new feature to production
use when its implementation has been completed. There are two dimensions
to this metric. One is the execution time of the tools needed for the actual
deployment (e.g. seconds or minutes), and the other is the decision process to
deploy the features, if additional product management activities, for example
acceptance testing, are associated with the deployment (e.g. hours or days).
See Figure 2 for an example of deployment time of feature/f1 – the time from
D1 to P1. In [27], we measured a mean value of nine working days during a
three month period.

– Activation time, or the time it takes before the first user activates a new fea-
ture after its deployment. Activation time can only be measured for features
that are specific enough to be visible in production logs. At times, however,
this can be somewhat complicated. For instance when a new layout is in-
troduced, the first time the system is activated can be considered as the
first use of the feature. See Figure 2 for an example of activation time of
features found in the production log. It is the time from P1 to the first use
caught from the production logs. The mean activation time in [27] was three
working days while the median was one working day.

Another viewpoint to the time a feature spends in the deployment pipeline,
is to count the age of the features that have been done, but are still waiting for
production environment deployment. The following metric is based on measuring
the current time spent on the pipeline:

– Oldest done feature (ODF), or the time that a single feature has been in
development done state, but is still waiting for deployment to the production
environment in some of the environments of the deployment pipeline. The
metric is dependent on Definition of Done (DoD) [29]. In our case project,
this data is available from the meta data of the feature branches: a feature
branch closed, but not merged to a closed release branch. At the time of
research (Autumn 2015), the value of ODF in the case project is currently
six days and the weekly release schedule has kept the value in less than one
week constantly.

4.2 Metrics on the Pipeline Level

In the context of continuous delivery and deployment, the throughput of the
pipeline used to deliver features to the end user is an important metric. Out of
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the existing metrics, flow efficiency, proposed in [24], best captures the spirit of
the pipeline. We propose the following new metrics to this category.

– Features Per Month (FPM), or the number of new features that have flown
through the pipeline during a month. The metric is based on Day-by-the-
Hour (DbtH), which measures quantity produced over hours worked [3]. In
the case project, the data for this metric can be collected from the implemen-
tation level data (number of feature branches closed and merged to a release
branch that has been closed). Apparently, this metric can be measured in
many other implementation settings, for example in a project that does not
use feature branches. For example, issue management system data or version
commit messages following a certain convention, are possible sources for this
data. At the time of research, the value of this metric for the case project is
27 FPM during the last three months, which is more than one feature per
working day.

– Releases Per Month (RPM), or the number of releases during one month.
Long term change of this metric provides information on changes in the
release cycle. In the case project, this data is available both in the version
control system and the CI server logs. At the time of research, the value of
this metric for the case project is 7 RPM, which is one or two releases per
week.

– Fastest Possible Feature Lead Time, or the actual time the feature spends in
the build and test phase on the pipeline. In our case project, there is latency
which origins from the use of feature branches and separate build processes
for each branch. The code is compiled and packaged multiple times during
the different phases of the pipeline. A build promotion approach in e.g. [30],
where the code is build only once and the same binary is deployed to all
environments, the lead time may be shorter. At the time of research, the
value for this metric is two hours (quick integration and unit tests running
some minutes in the commit stage and functional end-to-end browser tests
running one hour in the pipeline environments). As a shortcut for urgent
issues, the team can also use a hotfix branch, which allows making a quick
fix in minutes.

5 Results

Working in close cooperation with industry to answer to our research questions
has given us important insights over industry tools, processes and needs. Next, we
will revisit our original research questions, and give a short discussion regarding
our observations.

5.1 Research Questions Revisited

Considering the metrics defined above in the light of data available in version
control system has given us high confidence that these metrics can be gathered
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in a straightforward fashion, with certain exceptions. However, tools are needed
to automate data collection process, and to help visualizing the results [31]. The
exact answers to research questions are the following.

RQ1: Which relevant data for practical metrics are automatically created
when using a state-of-the-art deployment pipeline?

Data can be collected regarding development, deployment and activation
time from the tool chain that is used by the project. For the two former, data
is precise, but requires following certain conventions, such as creating feature
branches in the version data base for new features – a feature which is not sup-
ported by all version control systems. Regarding feature activation, the situation
is less clear, since for numerous features it is not obvious when they are truly
activated. When referring to a new function in the system, such as a widget in
the screen for instance, the activation produces identifiable traces, whereas a
change in layout or in libraries used are harder to pinpoint. Therefore, to sum-
marize, with version control and usage monitoring system data, it is also possible
to address the numbers of features in development, deployment, and activation,
although for the latter with only some limitations and interpretations.

Regarding practicality, we feel that any team performing continuous delivery
and deployment should place focus on metrics listed above. Based on discussions
with the team developing Lupapiste, visualizing the data regarding features on
the pipeline was found very useful, and exposing developers to it actually led to
faster deployment and to less uncompleted work in the pipeline.

RQ2: How should the pipeline or associated process be modified to support
the metrics that escape the data that is available?

While actions related to actual development are automatically stored in the
version control system, end users’ actions are not. Therefore, better support
for feature activation is needed. This can not be solved with tools only but
require project-specific practices. For instance, additional code could be inserted
to record activation of newly written code, or aspect-oriented techniques could
be used to trace the execution of new functions as proposed in [32].

In the present setup, there is no link to product management activities. In
other words, the pipeline only supports developers, not product management.
More work and an improved tool chain is therefore needed, which is also re-
lated to the above discussion regarding feature activation. However, it can be
questioned if this falls within the scope of the pipeline, or should be considered
separately as a part of product management activities.

RQ3: What kind of new metrics based on automatically generated data
could produce valuable information to the development team

We presented data collection methods for collecting data for new metrics re-
garding the deployment pipeline. We proposed multiple new metrics for the de-
ployment pipeline. For example, metric Oldest Done Feature (ODF), which the
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team of the case project found especially potentially useful, could be applied for
measuring the current state of the deployment pipeline. Exposing such a metric
to the team for example on the radiator screen in the team workspace, could
improve the release cycle of the project.

We measured the values for the new metrics proposed for the case project.
The team was producing more than one feature a day and making releases at
least once a week. The Oldest Done Feature (ODF) at the time of research was
only six days old. According to these metrics, the features are flowing fluently
from development to the production environment.

5.2 Observations

To begin with, the deployment to production may have extra latency even in a
state-of-the-art deployment pipeline. For instance, in the case project, many of
the features suffered from a long latency of even weeks or months between the
time the feature was done till the time when it was deployed to the production.
The team was shortly interviewed about the obstacles why the features were
not deployed to the production environment earlier. The obstacles were often
related to features that had been merged to the develop-branch, which then
accompanied the develop branch to a state where it was not possible to deploy
anymore. For instance in one case, a key functionality was broken and the fix
needed data from a design process.

The time after a new feature that has been deployed to the production en-
vironment and is waiting for users to use the feature, can be regarded as waste.
To eliminate such, the users of the system must be informed regarding newly
deployed features, and they also have to have the skills to use them. Because
the users in the case project are the municipal authority users nationwide, an
announcement sent by email as new features are introduced. Moreover, a wizard,
which would tell about the new features, for example after login or in the context
of the features, could help the users to find the new functionality.

We discussed about the proposed new metrics with the development team
of the case project. Oldest Done Feature was found as the most useful metric
that could possibly help the team to improve the flow of the pipeline. The team
even considered that this kind of metric could be shown on the radiator screen
– if the oldest feature is for example two weeks old, the radiator could indicate
the problem in the pipeline. However, the actual usage of such a metric is not
straightforward. There are times, when the develop branch is not deployable
because of, for example, a major refactoring. In this kind of circumstances this
kind of metric may disturb the team.

6 Conclusions

A metric should be used for a purpose. A modern deployment pipeline paves
a highway for the features to flow from the development work to actual usage
in the production environment. The tools on the pipeline produce a lot of data
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regarding the development and deployment activities of the new features. We
analyzed the tools and practices of an industrial single case study in order to
identify which data are automatically created by the several tools of the de-
ployment pipeline. The results show that data for many new useful metrics is
automatically generated.

Based on this data, we defined several new metrics for describing the prop-
erties of the deployment pipeline. For instance, the metrics proposed can be
applied to analyze the performance and the present status of the pipeline. The
goal of metrics is to provide valuable information to the team to improve pro-
cesses and the pipeline. Applying the metrics in a continuous delivery project
setting can help to achieve this.
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Abstract. Code reviews are a widely accepted best practice in mod-
ern software development. To enable easier and more agile code reviews,
tools like Gerrit have been developed. Gerrit provides a framework for
conducting reviews online, with no need for meetings or mailing lists.
However, even with the help of tools like Gerrit, following and monitoring
the review process becomes increasingly hard, when tens or even hun-
dreds of code changes are uploaded daily. To make monitoring the review
process easier, we propose a set of metrics to be used with Gerrit code
review. The focus is on providing an insight to velocity and quality of
code reviews, by measuring different review activities based on data, au-
tomatically extracted from Gerrit. When automated, the measurements
enable easy monitoring of code reviews, which help in establishing new
best practices and improved review process.

Keywords: Code quality; Code reviews; Gerrit; Metrics;

1 Introduction

Code reviews are a widely used quality assurance practice in software engineer-
ing, where developers read and assess each other’s code before it is integrated
into the codebase or deployed into production. Main motivations for reviews are
to detect software defects and to improve code quality while sharing knowledge
among developers. Reviews were originally introduced by Fagan [4] already in
1970’s. The original, formal type of code inspections are still used in many com-
panies, but has been often replaced with more modern types of reviews, where
the review is not tied to place or time. Code reviews discussed in this paper are
tool assisted modern code reviews.

Reviews are known to be very efficient in defect detection and prevention es-
pecially in large software projects [10, 1]. For the review process to be successful,
reviews have to be done carefully and without unnecessary delays. To foster that,
review process has to be motivating for developers while also being monitored
and controlled to ensure the review quality. In this paper we are proposing a way
to increase monitoring possibilities and controls by introducing different metrics
to follow activities that take place during the review process. The introduced
metrics are used to examine data that Gerrit [5], a web based light-weight code
review tool, automatically stores during different events in Gerrit code review.
This information can then be processed and prepared to be presented as graphs
or key figures.
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Code reviews in Gerrit are an interesting research target because of Gerrit’s
current position as a popular review tool among some of the leading open source
projects. It is used in projects like LibreOffice, Wikimedia, Eclipse and Android
Open Source Project [5].

The areas of measurement include different phases of the review process and
review outcomes. The biggest focus area is on measuring the time that is spent
on each activity and monitoring the number of reviews that lead into further
code changes. The data provided by the metrics also establishes foundations for
possible future research on how to improve the review processes even further, by
optimizing individual activities.

After analyzing the metrics results from four different projects, we identified
typical time division in code reviews, which was similar in all of the studied
projects. Also we identified that review results depend on the person who is
making the review.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we give a deeper
introduction to code reviews and effects of code reviews to code quality. New
metrics for measuring Gerrit code reviews are given in Section 3 and in Section
4 these metrics are applied to sample projects and findings are discussed. Last
section concludes the work.

2 Code Reviews

Originally the reason for code reviews was mainly to spot defects and prevent
any bad quality code from getting into codebase. Bachelli and Bird [1] reveal
that while finding defects is still the main reason and motivation for reviews,
there are also many other benefits that act as motivation to conduct reviews.
These include at least sharing of knowledge, improved communication among
developers and better overall software quality.

Successful code reviews enable a product with less defects and improved
maintainability [16]. Improvements are not limited to code, but the whole project
may benefit from the reviews as programming practices and other ways of work
are discussed and refined during the reviews. Future work becomes easier as the
development becomes smoother. Reviews are also known to speed up the whole
project at later stages. When reviews are done at early stage, for example, when
10 % of the project is complete, rather than later stage when a lot of work has
been done already, the lessons learned in reviews let the rest 90 % of the work
to be better executed. This also mean better integrity and any fixes are easier
to apply and are less likely to mess up the code structure. [6, 18]

Code reviews are demonstrated to be efficient way of detecting defects, but
every developer does not spot defects with the same efficiency. Rigby et al. [14]
and Porter et al. [13] researched the number of defects found per developer
and found that more experienced developers discovered more defects than less
experienced developers, which is natural because senior developers have more
experience with the program than junior developers. The amount of code re-
viewed also has a big effect on review results. Statistical analysis of code reviews
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by McIntosh et al. [11] shows that there is a significant correlation between code
review coverage and the amount of post release defects. However, even with 100
% review coverage it is likely that some defects remain. On the other hand, when
reducing the review coverage to around 50 %, it is almost certain that at least
one defect per component will get through.

For addition to defect finding, code reviews have become an important knowl-
edge sharing tool especially in projects where people are working in different
locations. Reviews can substitute a huge amount of formal documentation what
would have otherwise been needed to describe to other developers what changes
have been made since the last version. Modern review tools like Gerrit are able
to show all the changes made on a side by side comparison with color codes.
When changes are seen by several developers, it increases their awareness and
understanding of the software being developed. Communication between devel-
opers is also enhanced, especially when review tools are used, which make it
easy for developers to leave inline comments or questions. As frequent commu-
nication is used to discuss problems, there is also better atmosphere to generate
new ideas for implementing the code [Bachelli and Bird, 2013; Markus, 2009].
To further emphasize the importance of knowledge sharing during the reviews,
the knowledge sharing and frequent communication among developers is known
to improve the software quality. [12]

Because of the idea of constant feedback and sharing of written code with oth-
ers, code reviews are also a powerful learning tool. New developers get feedback
from more seasoned programmers which enable them to fortify their skills and
to learn from each other’s work. To summarize, code reviews can be considered
as a very important defect detection tool and even more important when work-
ing with large projects, where software evolves and new versions rely on earlier
work. Code reviews are considered to be the best tool for detecting evolvability
defects while also being effective tool on finding functional defects.

Review processes in Gerrit [5] can vary between projects, but the basic work-
flow is always the same. There is the author of the code change, one or more
reviewers and possibly approver and integrator. The most basic use case of Ger-
rit only involves the author and reviewer, but if we want to measure the process
with better accuracy, at least integrator role is needed to give details about in-
tegration times. The approver is usually a senior developer who makes the final
acceptance decision for the code change.

While the the metrics proposed in this paper are best used with projects
which utilize approver and integration flags, it is also possible to use them with-
out those roles, but the measurement results will be more limited.

Typical code review process proceeds as follows:

1. Author uploads the code change. This step could also include automatic unit
testing.

2. When author considers that the change is ready, he/she assigns reviewers
for the change and gives the change a code review with a score of +1.

3. Reviewers review the code and give it either +1 or -1. If the reviewer doesn’t
find anything to improve, a score of +1 is given. Whenever there is something
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to improve, -1 should be given. The author has to address the issues raised
by the reviewer before the process can continue.

4. When there are enough reviews, approver makes the final decision to pass
the change for integration by giving it +1 or sending it back for rework
by giving it -1. If approver is not used, the code change goes straight into
integration.

5. After the change is approved, integrator starts the integration process and
gives the change +1 to mark the beginning of integration. If the code cannot
be integrated, the integrator gives -1 and sends the change back to author
for rework. Any merge conflicts also result as integrator -1, which typically
means that the change goes back to author for fixing.

6. If the change can be merged and passes final testing, it is merged into the
repository.

3 Metrics for measuring Gerrit code reviews

The motivation to have quality and efficiency metrics is that without them, pro-
cess improvement and identification of the best practices would be impossible.
[Sommerville, 2011; Kupiainen et al., 2015] While Gerrit gives good tools to or-
ganize reviews, it only provides limited amount of metrics about the changes. To
improve code reviews in Gerrit, sufficient metrics are essential. Measuring activi-
ties in Gerrit allows more control over the code reviews which helps managers to
ensure steady flow of code changes. Although Gerrit doesn’t provide metrics, it
has all the necessary data for building the metrics stored in a MySQL database.

The goal of the metrics is to present the data extracted from the review
process to developers and managers, in a way which helps them to monitor and
control the review process, in order to pick out problems, but also to motivate for
better performance. Based on the knowledge gained from the figures, managers
and developers themselves could take action to improve the process or make
corrective actions. Based on the knowledge gained from the metrics, it is possible
to refine the review process for better overall software quality with fewer defects.
Metrics also provide valuable information of the whole process, which supports
the improvement of code review process in the company.

The measurements can be divided into two categories: time and quality. The
time metrics are focused on measuring the velocity of different activities and the
time spent for different tasks. The quality metrics are measuring various items
which can hint on process quality and code quality. In the following the metrics
are discussed in detail.

3.1 Review time

The review time is one of the most fundamental metrics we have. It describes
how long it takes for the change to get the necessary amount of positive code
reviews and an approval by the nominated approver. The review time starts
when a developer has uploaded a change and has given it code review +1 in
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Gerrit, to acknowledge that the change is ready to be reviewed. The +1 given
by the author is also a sign that the author has tested the change and considers
it ready to be submitted to the baseline. The +1 that the change owner gives is
an agreed practice used in the case company. It is not a forced process by Gerrit,
but a good way to communicate that the author approves the change ready for
review. This is especially useful if continuous integration and unit testing is used
alongside Gerrit.

The review time consists of the time it takes for reviewers to start the review
after they have been invited combined with the time it actually takes to complete
the review. Measuring the actual review time, meaning the time how long it takes
for the reviewer to actually review the code, cannot be automatically measured
and it has not been seen convenient to add an additional flag that the reviewer
has to set before he or she starts to review the code, especially if the review is
not completed within a session.

The review time also includes the time that the author uses for fixing the
change whenever it receives a -1. There could be multiple fixing rounds until
the change can be fully accepted by the reviewers. This loop continues until the
change has received required amount of positive reviews without any -1’s and is
thought to be ready for merge. The final decision is done by the approver whose
+1 also ends the review time. If approver is not used, integrator +1 could also
mark the end of review time.

Review time is an important measure of how quickly new changes are ready
for integration. Long review times slow down the whole process, especially when
there are dependencies present. There is a couple of ways reducing the review
time. The most obvious way is that the reviewers should review the change soon
after being invited for a review. Another way to easily reduce the review times is
to promote the communication during the code reviews so that everyone involved
is aware when reviews or fixes are needed. In urgent issues it is best to send
email directly or have talk face to face to get the things moving. Messages left
to single change in Gerrit may remain unseen for a while or are easily forgotten
when developers are simultaneously involved in numerous open changes.

The review time metric allows managers to follow review times and react to
any longer than usual times. Long review times could be caused by a reviewer
forgetting or neglecting the review, or delay may be due to an absence of a
developer. If reviews pile up because of absence of some person, change author
should nominate another reviewer, so that the process can move on. Long review
times can also be a result of poor code quality which generates multiple -1’s.
Received reviews by a developer are also measured and that can be used to
complement review times measurement, to better understand where the problem
with long review times lies. Within the company it is useful to compare review
times of different projects and discuss why some projects achieve better review
times than others. Without these measures it would be inconvenient to try to
determine whether reviews take reasonable amount of time or compare them
with other projects.
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3.2 Pre-review time

When the change is first uploaded to Gerrit the pre-review time starts. The
purpose of measuring the pre-review time is to separate the time that is used
by the author to fix the change after integration and tests from the time that
is used to complete the code reviews. After uploading the change, the source is
built and tested for errors by using automated tools. If the patch passes the tests
it is possible to set the patch ready for review by giving it code review +1. Before
giving +1 the author can still make changes by uploading a new patch-set to
address any issues the author may have come across during the tests. Pre-review
time ends at the moment the code review +1 is given by the author. This also
marks the beginning of review time.

The pre-review time measures how quickly uploaded change is ready for
review. Long pre-review time indicates that there has been need for rework
after the initial upload and first tests. Typically this time should be less than a
day and any longer times need a good reason and managers should take action
whenever long pre-review times are noticed. The owner +1 is not a mandatory
action in Gerrit, but is applied practice in the case company where the metrics
were introduced. Although it is optional in Gerrit for the author to give +1,
it is a good indicator that the author wants the change to be reviewed. It is
especially useful if change is queued for tests or continuous integration after the
upload. The author can then give the +1 when all the tests have fully passed.
By separating these test activities and possible fixing to pre-review time, we can
achieve more accurate review time.

3.3 Pre-integration time

The pre-integration time is the time after the review is completed, but the actual
integration process is yet to start. This time should be minimized as it is time
when no one is working with the change, but it is just waiting for integrator to
start the integration process. Basically pre-integration time describes how long it
takes for the integrator to start the integration process. The integration process
should start as soon as the review is completed and approver has given +1. This
means that the pre-integration time should not be long as there is no reason for
the integrator not to start the integration. Typically the integration should be
started the same day as the review is completed or the next day at the latest.
The pre-integration time shouldn’t therefore be more than 24 hours excluding
weekends.

3.4 Integration time

The integration time is a measure of how long it takes for the change to be
merged into the trunk after the review process is completed. Integration time
includes various phases which take place during the integration. Depending on a
project, integration time could include very different tasks. Validation processes
and build processes depend on platform and the nature of code being tested.
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Some changes may get integrated pretty fast, while in some other projects it is
a slow process. Comparing integration times between projects is therefore not
very useful. Comparison should rather be done within the same project.

At its best, case scenario integration starts almost immediately when the
change has been approved. During the integration time the integrator tries to
merge the patch with rest of the code and if there are no conflicts and the change
passes tests, it can be integrated.

However, sometimes there are merge conflicts which need to be resolved be-
fore the change can be fully merged and tested. When a conflict appears, the
integration process is stopped and integrator gives the change -1. If the conflicts
are small, the integrator can then fix them and a review of changes by the change
author is enough. If there are major conflicts then the change needs rework and
it has to go through the review process all over again. Also if change cannot pass
integration testing, it is returned to the author for rework. The time spent to
rework can be measured in a different metric called integration fix time.

Ideal integration time is less than 24 hours, which means that the integration
is done the next day at the latest, after the change has been approved. There
should not be any excuse for the integrator not to start the integration as soon
as the code change has been approved for integration. For meaningful results,
integration times should only be compared within same project or within projects
with similar workflows. This is because projects working with for example with
application layer or firmware have very different validation processes during the
integration.

Whenever the change gets rejected during the integration, the integration
reject time meric can be used to calculate time wasted to rejected changes. It is
simply a measurement of how long it takes, before the change is rejected after
being approved by the approver. There are many reasons why a change could
be rejected during the integration. The reason can be some known issue in the
change which prevents integration or the integrator -1 could be a result from
merge conflicts or failed tests. Any change receiving integrator -1 needs fixing.
Often the reason is of merge conflicts. In a case of simple conflicts the integrator
can fix them immediately, but most often the problems are more profound and
the change is sent back to the author for rework. The time used for reworking
with the change is another measure called integration fix time.

The reject time depends on at what point the integrator notices that the
change cannot be merged. The most common situation is that the change is
based on too old baseline which is no more compatible with the current codebase.
This results as errors when merging or building. Typically integrator starts the
build at the end of the day and reviews the results the next morning at the
latest. Because of this, the reject time is typically around 12-60 hours including
weekends. The integration fix time is the additional time that is used to fix the
change after it has been rejected during the integration. This time includes the
time the developer uses to actually fix the change, but also the time it takes to
review and approve this new fix.
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After measuring the reject time and fix time, it is clear that any rejected
change becomes expensive as it takes many days for the change to be fixed and
reviewed again. If the developer used few extra hours to rebase and validate the
change to be ready for integration at the first place, it would reduce the overall
lifetime by tens of hours at the minimum.

3.5 Quality metrics

The purpose of quality metrics is to accompany time measurements by giving
a perspective on how code reviews are made. When review times of a project
suddenly fall while reviews constantly result with only +1’s, it hints for change
in review motivation and should be investigated. To maintain good code quality
reviews have to be performed with care. Reviews are successful when defects
are found. However if someone’s patches constantly gets a lot of minuses there
might be a need for discussion with the developer why that is happening. Also
if certain reviewer always finds something to improve, it is useful to investigate
if all those minus ones are necessary.

Metrics were also established to ensure that the reviews are done properly.
When schedules are tight and deadlines are closing in, it is tempting to skip
the reviews. However, any time saved here could cause even bigger delays and
costs later in the development lifecycle. To recognize if any team is trying to
catch its schedule by hurrying or ignoring the reviews, a few different quality
measurements were introduced.

The main motivation for quality measurements is monitoring that the reviews
are conducted following the good code review practice. The measurements used
are the number of reviews given and received. The motivation for not giving
negative reviews is often a need to speed up the review process. When a project
is in hurry it may be tempting to hurry the code reviews too or skip it altogether
so that feature complete milestones can be achieved. Ignoring code reviews or
testing is very shortsighted and it is likely that any schedule advantage gained
by reducing reviews or testing, will later be lost because the end product is too
buggy or hard to maintain. By measuring the review activity, problems like this
are tried to be avoided. To complement these, there is also a metric to measure
review results. Reviews should have quite steady amount of +1s and -1s. If some
project starts to receive only +1’s it might be better to investigate what is the
reason.

3.6 Average number of patch-sets

One straight forward metric for measuring change quality is the number of patch-
sets. In addition to change quality it can be used for measuring process smooth-
ness. Smaller amount of patch-sets means that the code change has needed less
fixes until it has been integrated in to the codebase. The number of patch-sets
is measured with two different ways. There is the absolute number of patch-sets
per change, which makes it possible to easily point out individual changes with
larger than normal count of patch-sets. Then there can be a histogram chart
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which shows the distribution of number of patch-sets needed for a change. The
histogram can quickly tell that the most of the changes go through with only
one patch-set, which may be due to very trivial nature of the change or +1’s
are given too softly in code review. For better understanding these patches need
to be investigated individually. By following this distribution over time, a nor-
mal value for each frequency can be established and big variances to that could
then be a sign to start investigation. A good number of patch-sets is around
2-5, which implies that the initially uploaded patch did not need numerous fixes,
but the reviewer has found something to comment or improve. As each patch-
set represents an improvement to the earlier patch, this can be used to give an
estimate on how effectively code reviews are used to improve the code quality.
The interesting thing to follow are situations where change receives very few or
large amount of patch-sets. If the change receives only one or no fixes at all, it
indicates that reviewers may not have looked the code at all, or have decided
not to give feedback on minor issues. It is rarely the case that the first version
of the code change is perfect and there is no room for improvement.

On the other hand a change with a lot of patch-sets indicates that the change
has needed many fixes and has probably been under development for a long time.
This can be because the change is big and requires a lot of work phases or the
change could be fundamentally problematic and needs a lot of fixes to get it
working with the rest of the code. If the number of changes with large number
of patch-sets increases, it should be investigated whether the changes are too
complex and if they should be divided into smaller ones. Sometimes changes
need to wait for other changes being finished first. For example, in the case of
dependencies the change might need numerous rebases while it waits the parent
change being finished. Rebasing means applying latest changes from the master
branch in Git. This can happen multiple times and that increases the number
of patch-sets although there is no quality issues whatsoever. Other explanation
is that the change has needed many fixes and has been somehow problematic.

If there is always only one patch-set, it means that reviews may not have been
done properly or with enough care. While the main motivation of code reviews
is to find defects, it is also important to try to improve the code. The code is not
improved if the reviewer doesn’t provide any feedback on the proposed change.
Therefore, it is positive to see more than just one patch-set. From the code
improvement point of view, it may not be the ideal situation to have minimum
number of patch-sets. On the other hand, if the amount of patch-sets is very high,
it often means that the patch is too complex or that the programmer is not doing
good enough job. Comparison of number of patch-sets should be done within a
same project on weekly or monthly basis, as the amount of patch-sets vary a
lot between projects due to the different nature of development. High patch-
set count is a good indicator of change complexity as more complex changes
typically require more revisions, which increases the complexity even more. The
complexity should be reduced by making smaller changes, which would make
reviews easier and dependent changes would also get merged faster.
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An important metric for determining the state of the code reviews is the
count of currently open code changes. The difference between opened and closed
items gives the number of currently open items, which is a useful measure to
get an insight of current pace of opening and closing changes. If number of open
patches goes up for extended period of time, it immediately tells that there
are some problems in the process which need attention. If open items pile up,
they are harder to manage and dependency management and the number of
rebases needed become an issue. This metric can be accompanied with a count
of abandoned changes, which measures how many of the uploaded code changes
are abandoned and not integrated.

3.7 Measuring given and received reviews

Measuring review results shows how much negative and positive reviews are
given. As part of the motivation for code review is code improvement, it is
important that changes receive also negative reviews. Whenever a change receives
-1, it means that reviewer has noticed something to comment. Comments are
usually a good thing, because that implies that the code is being improved
and discussed. Only time when comments may be useless are false positives,
where reviewer thinks something as a defect when it is not. When this was
discussed with developers, the consensus was that false positives are very rare.
Measuring the amount of positive and negative reviews given by developer is
also an important measure from the quality control perspective, because if some
reviewer gives constantly only +1’s he/she may not review thoroughly or is too
soft in giving reviews. It is unlikely that the changes are always perfect.

4 Findings

To understand how time is allocated on average between the four major activi-
ties in Gerrit code review process, data was collected from four different Gerrit
projects with over 200 changes per month each. The project sizes varied from
30 to 100 developers per project. Each researched project had teams based in
several locations around the world. More detailed illustrations of project data
can be found from Lehtonen’s [8] thesis.

The results gained from the four projects are shown on Table 1. The inte-
gration reject time and integration fix time are eliminated because the event of
integrator intervention is rare and hardly ever happens in most of the projects.
Project number one is suffering from a couple of changes where integration time
is extraordinary long, which partly explains the share of integration time being
36 % from the change life time.

From the analysis of four projects with different number of people and dif-
ferent tasks it can be seen that the division of time spent is still quite similar in
all of the projects. The times in each project are also fairly long at some stages,
so there is clearly some room for improvement. The change stays in Gerrit for
around one day before the author declares it ready for review. In the investigated
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Table 1. Distribution of time in Gerrit code review. Times are hours with percentage
of total change life cycle.

Pre-review time Review time Pre-integration time Integration time

Project 1 28 (10 %) 99 (36 %) 49 (18 %) 101 (36 %)

Project 2 30 (11 %) 166 (62 %) 28 (10 %) 44 (17 %)

Project 3 14 (7 %) 103 (54 %) 16 (14 %) 49 (25 %)

Project 4 14 (12 %) 119 (59 %) 20 (10 %) 38 (19 %)

Average 24 (10 %) 122 (53 %) 31 (13 %) 58 (24 %)

projects the actual review time took 36 – 62 % from the total time, including
possibly multiple rounds of reviews, which makes it the most time consuming ac-
tivity. This is no surprise as that is when most of the work during review process
is done. However, the hours spent is currently quite a lot. As a percentage, the
share of reviews could increase, as now around 10 % or 30 hours is spent during
the pre-integration time, which is the time the change waits for integration to
begin. This is long time, which partly is explained with people working in dif-
ferent time zones, but still there is clearly room for improvement. In integration
times there is quite a bit of variance, which is because of the different nature of
the projects and amount of required integration testing.

The integration fix time was excluded from the individual projects due to too
small sample size, but when a group of projects was investigated where the total
number of changes goes beyond 1000, the typical time needed to fix a change
after rejection in integration, requires 100 – 150 hours, before it is again ready
for integration. From that finding, it is safe to say that it is worth investing time
to get the change ready for integration at the first place. The fix time quickly
accumulates because developer needs time to do the fixing, but the change also
needs a new round of code reviews and an approval.

Another place where time can be saved in researched projects, is in the code
reviews. Average time for the code change to complete the code review stage is
122 hours, which equals to roughly 5 days. The time a reviewer actually uses to
review the change is typically less than an hour, which means that the change
waits several days for reviews to be completed. Even in the best of the researched
projects, the average review time was 99 hours. When examining the frequency
of minus ones in code reviews, the variance between projects is noticeable. The
share of changes going through without any negative reviews is shown in Table
2.

Table 2. Percentage of changes which receive at least one code review -1.

Share of rejects

Project 1 73 %

Project 2 62 %

Project 3 35 %

Project 4 27 %
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The project which has received the most rejects in code reviews has almost
three times the number of rejects than the project with least rejects. However,
this does not always correlate with the number of patch-sets. For example, in
a project where only 27 % of changes received a negative review, every change
had two or more patch-sets, meaning that the fixes were self-motivated or due
to comments given together with positive review, which is against the agreed
practice. In the project where 35 % of the changes went through with at least
one negative review, share of changes with only one patch-set was around 20 %.

The number of patch-sets is another quality metric and is good in pointing
out complex code changes. In an optimal case the change receives two or three
patch-sets which indicates, that there has been some improvements to the initial
code change. If changes get continuously integrated with only one patch-set, it
should be brought to discussion, because the idea of code reviews is to improve
the code and when the first version of the code is always accepted, there will
be no improvement. On the other hand if a change has much more patch-sets
than two or three, it tells that the change has some serious problems, because
so many fixes has been needed.

Beller et al. [2] reported a case where the figure of undocumented fixes by the
author accounted only 10 – 22 % which is significantly less than in most projects
that were researched. That might be due to different development processes,
because in the projects the unit tests and continuous integration is done after
the change has been uploaded into Gerrit.

A reason which may explain the numbers, is that the sizes of changes in
the projects with high rate of zero negative reviews was often very small, 5-
10 lines. This means that there is very little space for defects. To support this
observation, the project that scored the highest number of rejections during the
code review, also has considerably larger change sizes on average. Contrary to
the findings by Beller et al. [2], who examined small software projects, it was
found that reviewer do have significant effect on review results. Some reviewers
truly are stricter than others. There are also other factors which influence the
number of negative reviews, like cultural background. Beller’s study is based on
two small projects while our sample size is hundreds of employees working within
one company, but in very different projects with their own ways of work.

5 Conclusions and discussion

Code reviews have been around for almost 40 years, but the practice is still
evolving. Modern code reviews are not much studied and without many concrete
best practices being established. In an effort to recognize new best practices for
code reviews in Gerrit code review, this paper has studied code reviews in a
case company and introduced different metrics for measuring the reviews in a
number of projects.

The main measurement areas are the time spent in review process and the
frequencies of various actions in order to establish foundations for measuring
code review velocity and quality.
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In this paper we have demonstrated that measuring code review process
with various metrics, can help controlling the review process on whole, while
enabling improvement of the review process. The metrics give valuable informa-
tion to management and developers including how quickly new code changes are
reviewed and how long it takes for them to become integrated. It was also ex-
amined what are the stages in the process that need the most improvement. The
metrics are most useful in large projects where keeping track of single changes
would be too laborious.

When places of delays are identified and other metrics like number of nega-
tive and positive reviews given are measured, it is possible for the management
to improve the efficiency of the review process. In a case of long change life times
the key is to identify the factors which slow the process down and apply cor-
rective actions. By measuring the number of positive and negative reviews per
developer, it is possible to monitor the review activity and quality. If changes
constantly receive low amount of negative reviews management should encour-
age stricter review policies so that more negative reviews are given and the code
gets therefore improved more. In addition, the number of given feedback can be
monitored and if very little feedback is given, the reviewers are encouraged to
give more comments on the code changes.

When reviews and testing are applied properly, the speed of development
becomes the most important thing to measure, as in the end the ability to
create software fast is the thing that allows to gain the competitive advantage in
the industry. From these time measurements, the most interesting one measures
how quickly new code changes can be integrated after being uploaded to Gerrit.

Measuring code quality is also very important as code with lot of defects,
functional or evolvability will cause additional costs later in the lifecycle. These
metrics do not directly measure the code quality. The focus is more on measuring
areas which do have secondary effect on quality. These include the number of
rejects during review and number of patch-sets. From these two measurements it
is possible to draw conclusions of the initial quality of the changes. When there
are a lot of patch-sets, it typically means problems. When compared with data
of received reviews it is possible to tell whether the change was well crafted. A
lot of negative reviews combined with long change lifetime is a signal of bad code
quality.

5.1 Limitations

The usage of the metrics introduced here is partly limited to Gerrit and some
of the metrics require certain configurations. However, especially the velocity
metrics are quite generic, and can be also used with other code review systems.
While the interface could be different, the basic principles are typically similar,
with change author and reviewers. By using the time stamps from reviews it is
possible to calculate at least pre-review and review times. The proposed qual-
ity metrics are more Gerrit specific, but the concept is not tied to any unique
functionality and can be copied to be used with other systems as well.
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The sample size in the findings is four projects, all from the same organiza-
tion, which sets some limitations to the credibility of the study. On the other
hand, the studied projects are largely self organized, working with different soft-
ware components, which makes them heterogeneous. Therefore, the sample data
can be considered diverse enough to validate the observations.

5.2 Further research

In addition to the measurement areas covered in this paper, there are number
of other possibilities for measurements. The metrics that were presented do not
go deep into the factors behind the results. There are, for example, many vari-
ables that affect the code review process and could be used in later studies to
complement the proposed metrics.

Tomas et al. [17] list and discuss few of the variables in detail including code
complexity, code dependencies, number and size of comments, amount of code
smells and code design. These additional metrics can be used to give more detail
on why reviews take certain time or how effective they are in improving the code
quality. To get deeper understanding of the factors affecting the metrics results,
the future work with the metrics could, for example, take the variables studied
by Tomas et al. and combine them with the metrics introduced in this paper.

The metrics still do not measure how long it takes for the reviewer to start
the review after the change has been made available for review. Neither do
the metrics measure how long it actually takes to complete the review. This
would require adding a new functionality to Gerrit where reviewer can set the
review started. However this is a manual process and might be hard to measure
accurately as it relies to the fact that reviewer always remembers to set review
started. Also, if review is not completed at a one session, the measurement would
be skewed. However, this is very interesting information and the possibility to
measure this will be investigated. Another additional measure could be review
start time. It would be a measure of how long it takes for the change to receive its
first review. This would give some insight on how quickly developers are reacting
to review requests as currently measured review time only measures the total
time spent on reviews.
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Abstract. Regression test suites of evolving software systems are often
crucial to maintaining software quality in the long term. They have to
be effective in terms of detecting faults and helping their localization.
However, to gain knowledge of such capabilities of test suites is usually
difficult. We propose a method for deeper understanding of a test suite
and its relation to the program code it is intended to test. The basic
idea is to decompose the test suite and the program code into coherent
logical groups which are easier to analyze and understand. Coverage
and partition metrics are then extracted directly from code coverage
information to characterize a test suite and its constituents. We also use
heat-map tables for test suite assessment both at the system level and
at the level of logical groups. We employ these metrics to analyze and
evaluate the regression test suite of the WebKit system, an industrial
size browser engine with an extensive set of 27,000 tests.

Keywords: code coverage, regression testing, test suite evaluation, test metrics

1 Introduction

Regression testing is a very important technique for maintaining the overall
quality of incrementally developed and maintained software systems [5, 21, 14,
4]. The basic constituent of regression testing, the regression test suite, however,
may become as large and complex as the software itself. To keep its value, the
test suite needs continuous maintenance, e.g. by the addition of new test cases
and update or removal of outdated ones [12].

Test suite maintenance is not easy and imposes high risks if not done cor-
rectly. In general, the lack of systematic quality control of test suites will reduce
their usefulness and increase associated regression risks. Difficulties include their
ever growing size and complexity [13] and the resulting incomprehensibility. But
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unlike many advanced methods for efficient source code maintenance and evo-
lution available today (such as refactoring tools, code quality assessment tools,
static defect checkers, etc.), developers and testers have hardly any means that
may help them in test suite maintenance activities, apart from perhaps test
prioritization/selection and test suite reduction techniques [21], and some more
recent approaches for the assessment of test code quality [2].

Hence, a more disciplined quality control of test suites requires that one is
able to understand the internal structure of the test suite, its elements and their
relation to the program code. Without this information it is usually very hard
to decide about what parts of the test suite should be improved, extended or
perhaps removed. Today, the typical information available to software engineers
is limited to knowing the purpose of the test cases (the associated functional
behavior to be tested), possibly some information about the defect detection
history of the test cases and – mostly in the case of unit tests – their overall
code coverage.

Furthermore, most of previous work related to assessing test suites and test
cases are defect-oriented, i.e. the actual amount of defects detected and corrected
are central [6]. Unfortunately, past defect data is not always available or cannot
be reliably extracted. Approximations about defect detection capability may be
used instead which, if reliable, could be a more flexible and general approach to
assess test suites. In this work, we employ code coverage-based approximations
that are based on analyzing coverage structures related to individual code ele-
ments and test cases in detail (code coverage is essentially a signature of dynamic
program behavior reflecting which program parts are executed during testing,
often associated with the fault detection capability of the tests [21, 22]).

In our previous work [16], we developed a method for a systematic assessment
and improvement of test suites (named Test Suite Assessment and Improvement
Method – TAIME ). One of its use cases is the assessment of a test suite which
supports its comprehension. In TAIME, we decompose the test suite and pro-
gram code into logical groups called functional units, and compute associated
code coverage and other related metrics for these groups. This will enable a more
elaborate evaluation of the interrelationships among such units, thus not limiting
the analysis to overall coverage on the system level. Such an in-depth analysis
of test suites will help in understanding and evaluating the relationships of the
test suite to the program code and identify possible improvement points that
require further attention. We also introduce “heat-map tables” for more intuitive
visualization of the interrelationships and the metrics.

In this paper, we adapted the TAIME approach to use it for assessment
purposes and verified the usefulness of the method for the comprehension of the
test suite of the open source system WebKit [20], a web-browser layout engine
containing about 2.2 million lines of code and a large test suite of about 27
thousand test cases. We started from major functional units in this system and
decomposed test cases and procedures3 into corresponding pairs of groups. We

3 We use the term procedure as a common name for functions and methods
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were able to characterize the test suite both as a whole and its constituents and
eventually provide suggestions for improvement.

In summary, our contributions are the following:

1. We adapted the TAIME method to provide an initial assessment of a large
regression test suite and present a graphical representation of the metrics
computed from code coverage.

2. We demonstrate the method on a large open source system and its regression
test suite, where we were able to identify potential improvement points.

The paper continues with a general introduction of the analysis method (Sec-
tion 2) and an overview of the metrics used for the evaluation (Section 3). Then,
we demonstrate the process by evaluating the WebKit system: in Section 4,
we report how functional units were determined, while the assessment itself is
presented in Section 5, where we also introduce the heat-map visualization. Rel-
evant related work is presented in Section 6, before we conclude and outline
future research in the last section.

2 Overview of the Method

Our long-term research goal is to elaborate an assessment method for test suites,
which could be a natural extension to existing software quality assessment ap-
proaches. The key problem is how to gain knowledge of overall system properties
of thousands of tests and at the same time understand lower level structure of
the test suite to draw conclusions about enhancement possibilities. In our previ-
ous work [16], we proposed a method to balance between the two extreme cases:
providing system level metrics is not satisfactory for in depth analysis; while
coping with individual tests may miss higher level aims in case of large size test
suites.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the adapted TAIME approach

We adapted the TAIME approach to use it for assessment purposes. The
main steps of the proposed test suite analysis method are presented in Figure 1.
The basic idea is to decompose the program into features that will divide the
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test suite and the program code into different groups. This can be done in sev-
eral ways, e.g. by asking the developers or, as we did, by investigating the tests
and the functionality what they are testing. After we have a set of features
we can decompose the test suite and the code into groups. Those tests, which
are intended to test the same functionality, are grouped together (test groups).
The features are implemented by different (possibly overlapping) program parts
(such as statements or procedures), which we call code groups. In the following,
we will use the term functional unit to refer to the decomposed functionality,
which we consider as a pair of associated test group and code group (see Fig-
ure 2). The whole analysis process is centered around functional units, because
by this division the complexity of large test suites can be handled more easily.
The decomposition process (the number of functional units, the granularity of
code groups and whether the groups may overlap) depend on the system under
investigation. It may follow some existing structuring of the system or may re-
quire additional manual or automatic analysis. More on how we used the concept
of functional units in our subject system will be provided later in the paper.

Fig. 2. Functional units encapsulate procedures and corresponding tests

According to the GQM approach [3], the aim of test suite understanding
and analysis can be addressed by various questions about functional units. The
proposed method lets us answer questions about the relation of code and test
groups to investigate how tests intended for a functionality cover the associated
procedures; and also about the relation of an individual functional unit to other
units or to the test suite.

3 Metrics for Test Suite Evaluation

In this section we give an overview of metrics, coverage and partition that will
be used for test suite evaluation. All metrics will be defined for a pair of a test
group T and a code group P . Let T be the set of tests of a functional unit and
P be the set of procedures which usually belong to the same functional unit.

3.1 Coverage Metric (cov)

We define the Coverage metric (cov) as the ratio of the number of procedures in
the code group P that are covered by test group T . We consider a procedure as
covered if one of its statement was executed by a test case. This is the traditional
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notion of code coverage, and is more formally given as:

cov(T, P ) =
|{p ∈ P | p covered by T}|

|P |
.

Code coverage measures are widely used in white-box test design techniques,
and they are useful, among others, to enhance fault detection rate, drive test
selection and test suite reduction. This metric is easy to calculate based on the
coverage matrix produced by test executions. Possible values of cov fall into
[0, 1] (clearly, bigger values are better).

3.2 Partition Metric (part)

We define the Partition metric (part) to express the average ratio of procedures
that can be distinguished from any other procedures in terms of coverage. The
primary application of this metric is to support fault localization [19]. The basis
for computing this metric are the coverage vectors in a coverage matrix corre-
sponding to the different procedures. The equality relation on coverage vectors
of different procedures will determine a partitioning on them: procedures covered
by the same test cases (i.e. having identical columns in the matrix) belong to
the same partition. For a given test group T and code group P we denote such
a partitioning with Π ⊆ P(P ). We define πp ∈ Π for every p ∈ P , where

πp = {p′ ∈ P | p′ is covered by and only by the same test cases from T as p}.

Notice that p ∈ πp according to the definition. Having fault localization appli-
cation in mind, |πp| − 1 will be the number of procedures “similar” to p in the
program, hence to localize p in πp we would need at most |πp| − 1 examinations.
Based on this observation, the part metric is formalized as follows, taking a
value from [0, 1]:

part(T, P ) = 1−
∑

p∈P (|πp| − 1)

|P | · (|P | − 1)
.

The numerator can be also interpreted as the sum of |π| · (|π| − 1) values for
all different partitions. It will be best (1) if test cases partition procedures so
that each procedure belongs to its own partition, while it will be the worst (0)
if there is only one big partition with all the procedures.

C =



p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6

t1 1 0 0 0 0 0
t2 0 1 0 0 0 0
t3 1 1 1 1 1 1
t4 1 1 1 1 0 1
t5 1 1 0 0 0 0
t6 1 1 1 0 0 0
t7 1 1 0 0 1 1
t8 1 1 1 1 0 0



Fig. 3. An example coverage matrix
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The cov and part metric values for our example coverage matrix (see Fig-
ure 3) can be seen in Table 1. The metrics were calculated for four test groups
and for the whole matrix, the code group always consisted of all procedures.
This example exhibits several cases where either cov is higher than part, or the
other way around. Although in theory there is no direct relationship between
these two metrics, with realistic coverage matrices we observed similarities for
our subject system as described later.

Table 1. Metrics of the example coverage matrix in Figure 3

Test group cov part Partitions

{t1, t2} 0.33 0.60 {{p1}, {p2}, {p3, p4, p5, p6}}

{t3, t4} 1.00 0.33 {{p1, p2, p3, p4, p6}, {p5}}

{t5, t6} 0.50 0.73 {{p1, p2}, {p3}, {p4, p5, p6}}

{t7, t8} 1.00 0.80 {{p1, p2}, {p3, p4}, {p5, p6}}

{t1 . . . t8} 1.00 1.00 {{p1}, {p2}, {p3}, {p4}, {p5}, {p6}}

4 Data Extraction from the WebKit System

The first two steps in the adapted TAIME method is to set the granularity and
determine the test and code groups. In this section we present the extraction
process of these groups from the WebKit system [20], a layout engine that renders
web pages in some major browsers such as Safari. WebKit contains about 2
million lines of C++ code (this amounts to about 86% of the whole source code)
and it has a relatively big collection of regression tests, which helps developers
keep code quality at a high level.

We chose to work on the granularity of procedures (C++ functions and
methods) due to the size and complexity of the system, but our approach is
generalizable to finer levels as well. (In [16], we applied the TAIME method on
both statement and procedure level.)

The next step was to determine test and code groups. WebKit tests are
maintained in the LayoutTests directory. It contains test inputs and expected
results to test whether the content of a web page is displayed correctly (they
could be seen as a form of system level functional tests). In addition to strictly
testing the layout, it contains, for example, http protocol tests and tests for
JavaScript code as well. Tests are divided into thematic subdirectories to group
tests of particular topics. These topics are the different features of the WebKit
system and this separation made by the WebKit developers gave the base of the
decomposition of the program into functional units. Based on this separation,
the decomposition of the test suite into test groups was a natural choice.

At the separation of the program code, it is important to note that the asso-
ciated code groups were not selected based on code coverage information, rather
on expert opinion about the logical connections between test and code. Code
groups could be determined automatically based on the test group coverage,
but in that case the coverage of code groups would be always 100%. Our choice
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to involve experts helps to highlight the differences between the plans of the
developers and the actual state that the test suite provides.

Table 2. Functional units in WebKit with associated test and code group sizes

Functional unit Number of Tests Number of Procedures

WebKit 27013 84142
canvas 1073 400
css 2956 1899
dom 3749 3761
editing 1358 1690
html5lib 2118 4176
http 1778 454
js 8313 8113
svg 1955 6336
tables 1340 2035

The resulting functional units can be observed in Table 2. We identified a
total number of 84142 procedures in WebKit, and the full test suite contains
27013 tests, as shown in the first row of the table.4 The rest of the table lists
selected functional units and the statistics of the associated test and code groups,
which are detailed in the following subsections. We asked 3 experienced WebKit
developers – who have been developing WebKit at our department for about 7
years – to determine functional units of the WebKit system.

4.1 Test Groups

As the experts suggested, the test groups were determined based on how Web-
Kit developers categorize tests. The LayoutTests directory contains a separate
directory for each functionality in the code that is intended to be tested. These
directories (and their sub-directories) contain the test files. A test case in Web-
Kit is a test file processed by the WebKit engine as a main test file, which can
include other files as resources. The distribution of the number of tests in these
main test directories can be seen in Figure 4. There are several small groups
starting form the 12th largest directory in the middle of the diagram. We could
either put them into individual groups, which would make the analysis process
inefficient (with too many groups but less gain), or we could threat them as one
functional unit breaking the logical structure of the groups. Finally we decided
to exclude these tests, so about 91% of tests were included in our experiments.

4 Actually, there are more tests than this, but we included only those tests that are
executed by the test scripts. We used revision r91555 of the Qt (version 4.7.4) port
of WebKit called QtWebKit on the x86_64 Linux platform. Also, only C++ code
was measured.
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Fig. 4. Number of tests in various test directories in WebKit

However, we found some inconsistencies in the test directory structure, so
made further adjustments to arrive at the final set of groups. First, the fast di-
rectory contains a selection of test cases for various topics to provide quick test-
ing capability for WebKit. This directory is constantly growing, and takes about
27% of all the tests in WebKit. Unfortunately, it cannot be treated as a separate
functional unit as it contains tests that logically belong to different functions.
Hence we associated each fast/* subdirectory to some of the other groups and
a small, heterogeneous part is left uncategorized, marked as fast-remaining
(starting with this point we cut the remaining test groups, see in the middle of
Figure 4). Second, there exist three separate test groups for testing JavaScript
code. This language plays a key role in rendering web pages, and the project
adopted two external JavaScript test suites called sputnik and ietestcenter.
In addition, the WebKit project has its own test cases for JavaScript in the
fast/js directory. We used the union of these three sources to create a common
JavaScript category called js in our tables.

4.2 Code Groups

Once the features were formed, we asked the experts to assign source code direc-
tories/files to functionalities based on their expertise, but without letting them
access the coverage data of the tests. This task required two person-day effort
from the experts and the result of this step was a list of directories and files for
each functional unit. The path of each procedure in the code was matched against
this list, and the matching functional unit(s) were assigned to the procedures.
We chose this approach to avoid investigating more than 84000 procedures one
by one and so we determined path prefixes and labeled all procedures automati-
cally. However, this method resulted in a file level granularity in our dataset, and
increased the overlap between functional units. Eventually, out of 84142 proce-
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dures we associated about 28800 with one of the functional units, during code
browsing only procedures strictly implementing the functionality of the units
were selected. The omitted procedures usually included general functionality
that could not be associated with any of the functional units unambiguously. At
the end of this process, all experts accepted the proposed test and code groups.

We used several tools during this process. For the identification of all proce-
dures in WebKit (including non-covered ones) the static C/C++ analyzer of the
Columbus framework [8] was used. Furthermore, we used the SoDA library [15,
17] for trace analysis and metrics calculation after running the tests on the in-
strumented version of WebKit.

At the end of this process we determined the groups, executed the test suite
and measured the coverage using the given metrics.

5 The Internals of a Test Suite as seen through Metrics

In this section, we present the last, analyze step of the proposed TAIME approach
by first presenting our measurement results using the introduced metrics on
WebKit, then at the end of the section we evaluate the system based on the
result and determine possible enhancement opportunities.

5.1 Coverage metrics

In the first set of experiments, we investigated the code coverage metrics for
the different functional units to find out if a test group produces higher overall
coverage on the associated code group than the others. In particular, for each
test group - code group pair we calculated the percentage of code that the cor-
responding test cases cover, which we summarize in Table 3. Rows in the table
represent test groups while code groups are in the columns, and each cell con-
tains the associated coverage metric cov. For example, we can observe that tests
from the canvas functional unit cover 26% of the procedures of unit css.

The first row and column of this table show data computed for the whole
WebKit system without separating the code and tests of the functional units. The
coverage ratio of the whole system is 53%, which means that about 47% of the
procedures is never executed by any of the test cases (note that for computing
system level coverage all tests are used including the 9% tests omitted from
individual groups). This is clearly a possible area for improvement globally, but
let us not forget that in realistic situations complete coverage is never aimed
due to a number of difficulties such as unreachable code or exception handling
routines.

We can interpret the results of Table 3 in two ways: by comparing results in
a row or in a column. In the former case, we can observe which code groups are
best covered by a specific test group, and in the latter the best matching test
group can be associated with a code group. Using the latter it can be observed
which tests are in fact useful for testing a particular piece of code. We used a
graphical notation in the matrix of two parallel horizontal lines for rows and two
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Table 3. Coverage metric values and heat-map for test groups in functional units

PPPPPPPTest
Code W
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lib

ht
tp

js sv
g
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bl
es

WebKit .53 .56 .61 .59 .67 .67 .65 .47 .50 .72

canvas .16 .46 .26 .24 .07 .19 .00 .30 .03 .45

css .24 .13 .51 .33 .25 .36 .00 .32 .11 .62

dom .33 .17 .38 .52 .34 .51 .12 .35 .08 .57

editing .23 .02 .31 .38 .66 .35 .01 .31 .06 .59

html5lib .29 .12 .37 .43 .46 .52 .13 .34 .20 .63

http .33 .23 .41 .42 .25 .41 .65 .39 .14 .57

js .33 .16 .37 .47 .51 .44 .15 .44 .11 .63

svg .26 .01 .38 .35 .17 .21 .01 .31 .50 .56

tables .18 .00 .29 .30 .16 .31 .00 .26 .02 .62

vertical lines for columns, respectively, to indicate the maximal values. In order
to have a more global picture of the results, we also present them in a graphical
way in the form of a ‘heat-map’: the intensity of the red background of a cell
is proportional to the ratio of the cell value and the column maximum, i.e. the
column maxima are the brightest.

The most important to observe is that, except for tables, each code group
is best covered by its own test group. This is an indicator of a good separation of
the tests associated with the functional units. In the other dimension, there are
more cases when a particular test group achieves higher coverage on a foreign
code group, but the value in the diagonal is also very high in all cases. The
dominance of the diagonal is clearly visible, however there are some notable
cases where further investigation was necessary. For example code group http,
which is very specific to its test group, and tables, which does not have a clear
distinction between the test groups. We are going to discuss these cases in more
detail at the end of this section. Another observation is that the coverage values
in the main diagonal are close to the overall coverage of 53%.

5.2 Partition metrics

The partition metrics for the functional unit pairs showed surprising results. As
can be seen in Table 4 – that also shows the corresponding heat-map information
–, the part metric values basically indicate the same relationship between the
test and procedure groups as the coverage metrics. In fact, the Pearson correla-
tion of the two matrices of metrics (represented as vectors) is 0.98.
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Table 4. Partition metric values and heat-map for test groups in functional units

PPPPPPPTest
Code W
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WebKit .77 .80 .84 .83 .88 .88 .80 .71 .74 .92

canvas .29 .69 .45 .41 .13 .33 .00 .50 .06 .65

css .39 .23 .72 .53 .37 .57 .00 .51 .15 .81

dom .55 .30 .62 .76 .56 .76 .22 .57 .16 .79

editing .39 .03 .51 .61 .87 .56 .00 .51 .11 .81

html5lib .48 .22 .60 .67 .70 .76 .23 .55 .30 .84

http .54 .40 .64 .66 .44 .64 .79 .62 .26 .80

js .53 .28 .59 .71 .73 .64 .26 .68 .18 .84

svg .43 .00 .55 .56 .31 .33 .00 .50 .74 .79

tables .31 .00 .46 .50 .21 .51 .00 .45 .04 .83

In general, the coverage and the partition metric values do not necessarily
need to be correlated, which is illustrated also in our example from Figure 3 and
Table 1. However, certain general observations can be made as follows. When
the number of tests and procedures are over a certain limit, it is more likely that
a unit with high coverage will include different tests and produce high partition
metric as well, but it can happen that a unit with high coverage consists of test
cases with high but very similar coverage values, in which case the partition
metric will be worse. On the other hand, if the coverage is low, it is unlikely
that the partition metric will be high because non-covered items do not get
separated into distinct partitions. In earlier work [19], we used partition metrics
in the context of test reduction, and there the difference between partitioning
and coverage was distinguishable. We explain this also by the fact that the
reduced test sets consisted of much less test cases compared to the test groups
of functional units from the present work.

5.3 Distribution of procedures

In a theoretical case of an ideal separation of functional units (code and test
groups) the above test suite metric tables would contain high values only in
their diagonal cells. Our experiments show that this does not always hold for
WebKit test groups. We identified two possible reasons for this phenomenon:
either test cases are not concentrated to their own functional unit, or procedures
are highly overlapping between functional units. We calculated the number of
common procedures in all pairings of functional units and it turned out that in
general the overlap is small: css is slightly overlapped with four other groups;
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and the html5lib group contains most of the canvas and is overlapped with
tables. From the small amount of the total 567 common procedures we reason
that test cases cause the phenomenon. Although the tests are aiming well defined
features of WebKit, technically they are high level (system level) test cases ex-
ecuted through a special, but fully functional browser implementation. WebKit
developers acknowledged that tests go through functional units, for example a
single test case for testing an svg animation property will cover also css for style
information, js for controlling timing and querying attributes, which also implies
the coverage of some dom code as well.

5.4 Characteristics of the WebKit test suite

We summarize our observations on functional units that we found during the
analysis of metrics in the previous sections.

Regarding the special cases, we identified two extremes in the system. On the
one hand, there are functional units, where code groups are not really exercised
by other test groups, while their test groups cover other code groups. One of these
groups is http. By investigating this group, we found that most functionalities –
i.e. assembling requests, sending data, etc. – are covered by the http test group,
while other test groups usually use basic communication and small number of
requests. The number of test cases in these groups could probably be reduced
without losing coverage, but only with taking care of tests which cover the related
code of the group.

On the other hand, there are groups like the tables group which is some
kind of an outlier in the sense that this code group is heavily covered by all of the
test groups. The reason for this is that it is hard to separate this group from the
code implementing the so-called box model in WebKit, which is an integral part
of the rendering engine. Thus, almost anything that tests web pages will use the
implementation of the box model, which is mostly included in the table code
group. Hence, the coverage data is highly overlapping. Although its coverage is
the highest one tables maintains good part metrics. Highly covered by other
test groups, tables should be the last one to be optimized among the test
groups. The number of test cases in this group could probably be reduced due to
the high coverage by other modules, however, more specific tests could be used
to improve coverage.

According to our analysis there is room for improving the coverage of all code
groups as they are around the overall coverage rate of 53%. Another general
comment is that component level testing (unit testing) is usually more effective
than system level testing (as is the case with WebKit) when higher code coverage
is aimed. For example, error handling code is very hard to be exercised during
system level testing, while at component level such code can be more easily
tested. Thus, in a long term, introducing a unit test framework and adding real
component tests would be beneficial to attain higher coverage.

In summary, the experience that we gatherd from analyzing the data of the
adapted TAIME method appoints two main ways to improve testing. The pro-
posed metrics can either be used to provide guidance for the developers during
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the maintenance of the tests, or to focus test reduction on enhancing specific
capabilities of the test suite, e.g. fault detection and localization [19].

6 Related Work

Although there exist many different criteria for test assessment [22], the main
approach to assess the adequacy of testing has long been the fault detection
capability of test processes in general and test suites in particular. Code coverage
measurement is often used as a predictor to the fault detection capability of test
suites, but other approaches have been proposed as well, such as the output
uniqueness criteria defined by Alshahwan and Harman [1]. Code coverage is also
a traditional base for white-box test design techniques due to the presumed
relationship to defect detection capability, but some studies showed that this
correlation is not always present, inversely correlated to reliability [18], or at
least not evident [11, 10].

There have been sporadic attempts to define metrics that can be used to
assess the quality of test suites, but this area is much less developed than that
of general software quality. Athanasiou et. al. [2] gave an overview on the state
of the art. They concluded that although some aspects of test quality had been
addressed, basically it remained an open challenge. They provided a model for
test quality based on the software code maintainability model, however, their
approach can only be applied on tests implemented on some programming lan-
guage.

Researchers started to move towards test oriented metrics only recently,
which strengthens our motives to work towards a more systematic evaluation
method for testing. Gomez et. al. provide a comprehensive survey of measures
used in software engineering [9]. They found that a large proportion of metrics
are related to source code, and only a small fraction is directed towards testing.
Chernak [6] also stresses the importance of test suite evaluation as a basis for
improving the test process. The main message of the paper is that objective mea-
sures should be defined and built into the testing process to improve the overall
quality of testing, but the employed measures in this work are also defect-based.

Code coverage based test selection and prioritization techniques are also re-
lated to our work as we share the same or similar notions. An overview of regres-
sion test selection techniques has been presented by Rothermel and Harrold, who
introduced a framework to evaluate the different techniques [14]. Elbaum et al. [7]
conducted a set of empirical studies and and found that fine-grained (statement
level) prioritization techniques outperform coarse-grained (function level) ones,
but the latter produce only marginally worse results in most cases, and a small
decrease in effectiveness can be more than offset by their substantially lower cost.
A survey for further reading in this area has been presented by Yoo et al. [21].
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7 Conclusions

Systematic evaluation of test suites to support various evolution activities is
largely an unexplored area. This paper provided a step towards establishing a
systematic and objective evaluation method and measurement model for (regres-
sion) test suites of evolving software systems, which is based on analyzing the
code coverage structures among test and code elements. One direction for future
work will be to continue working towards a more complete test assessment model
by incorporating other metrics, possibly from other sources like past defect data.

We believe that our method for test evaluation is general enough and is not
limited to the application we used it in. Nevertheless, we plan to verify it by
involving more systems having different properties, and in different test suite
evolution scenarios such as metrics-driven white-box test case design.

Regarding our subject WebKit, our observations are based mostly on the in-
troduced metrics and we did not take into account the feasibility of the proposed
optimization possibilities of the tests. We plan to involve more test suite metrics
and investigate our actual suggestions in the future.
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Abstract. Testing has become an integral part of most software projects. It ac-
counts for even as high a share as 40% of the overall work effort. At the same 
time software projects are systematically exceeding their effort and schedule 
forecasts. Regardless of the overruns and big share of testing, there is very little 
advice for estimating testing activities. This case study research assesses the 
current practice of estimating testing activities, and the impact of these practices 
on estimation and project success. Based on the interviews with 11 stakeholders 
involved in two case projects and examination of project documentation, this 
study shows that companies easily deviate from their standard procedures, when 
estimating testing. This may even lead to severe estimation errors. The devia-
tions can be explained by negative attitudes towards testing. Furthermore, this 
study shows that the extant literature has sparsely addressed estimation of soft-
ware testing. 

Keywords: Software Cost Estimation, Software testing, Project Management 

1 Introduction 

Software cost estimation (SCE), or effort estimation, is an art which is not well han-
dled by the software industry (see e.g. Rahikkala et al., 2014). The famous Chaos 
Reports by Standish Group International have for decades claimed that nearly two 
thirds of software products either failed to meet their budget and timetable goals or 
they were never delivered (The CHAOS Manifesto, 2013). While these numbers have 
been heavily criticized (see Laurenz Eveleens and Verhoef, 2010), high failure per-
centages have been shown also by other research and consultancy institutes (c.f. 
Moløkken and Jørgensen, 2003; Mieritz, 2012). Nevertheless, these numbers clearly 
show the dilemma of software cost and effort estimations: they often fail.  

In this study, our topic is an increasingly important aspect of SCE: estimating the 
effort of software testing activities. The software testing activities have been found to 
take from 20%–25% (Haberl et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013; Buenen and Teje, 2014) to 
even 40% or more (Ng et al., 2004) of the total cost of the project. However, there is 
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still a lack of knowledge of SCE methods as well as proper tools and practices for 
software testing estimation. For example, from the studies included into Jørgensen 
and Shepperd’s (2007) systematic literature review on software cost estimation, only 
a handful seems to discuss estimation of software testing activities. 

Thus, there is a gap in extant literature on the effect of software testing effort esti-
mation. The objective of this paper is to 1) gain in-depth knowledge of the current 
practice for accounting testing in SCE, and 2) understand the impact of the used prac-
tices on SCE and project success. 

To answer the research questions, a qualitative research approach is used. We 
study software cost estimation practices in two projects in two case companies. Based 
on the study of 11 interviews and 17 project related documents, this paper contributes 
to the scientific literature by reporting on the current practice of estimating testing 
effort, and the impact of use of these practices on estimation and project success. 
Understanding the role of testing effort estimation in software projects better may 
help project managers, other software professionals and researchers to pay more at-
tention on testing and related estimation. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly presents the back-
ground of software cost estimation studies. It is followed by a description of research 
design and the case study subjects. The fourth section presents the results and Section 
5 discusses the practical and scientific implications, and addresses the limitations of 
the study as well as the future research directions. The final section concludes the 
study. 

2 Background 

Software cost and effort estimation has a long tradition in the field of computing dis-
ciplines. For example, Farr and Nanus (1964) and Nelson (1966) addressed the cost 
estimation of programming five decades ago. Since then a multitude of software cost 
estimation methods and models have been presented (c.f. Boehm et al., 2000; Briand 
and Wieczorek, 2002; Jørgensen and Shepperd, 2007). However, as discussed in the 
introduction, the software industry has an infamous history with the success of soft-
ware cost and effort estimations. Despite the decades of research, projects often run 
over their budgets and timetables (Moløkken and Jørgensen, 2003). 

Software testing is showed to be hard to estimate and predict. In the survey of Aus-
tralian companies by Ng et al. (2004), only 11 companies out of the 65 studied were 
able to meet their testing budget estimates. Most of the companies spent more than 
1.5 times the resources they had estimated. Furthermore, three of the studied compa-
nies estimated the cost of testing twice as high as was the actual cost. At the same 
time, most of the companies reported using approximately 10-30% of their initial 
budget to the testing activities.  
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The extant literature has classified presented estimation methods in several ways. 
For example, Boehm, Abts, and Chulani (2000) divided the existing methods into six 
different categories: Model-based, Expertise-based, Learning-oriented, Dynamics -
based, Regression-based and Composite techniques. However, for the sake of simplic-
ity, we consider only two major types of software cost estimation methods: Model-
based and Non-model-based (Briand and Wieczorek, 2002). The first category, in 
general, consists of methods that have a model, a modelling method, and an applica-
tion method. A classical example of these kinds of software cost estimation methods 
is COCOMO by Boehm (1981). The methods of the second category consist of one or 
more estimation techniques. These methods do not involve any models, only estima-
tions. For example, bottom-up expert estimations belong to this category.  

Some methods for software test effort estimation have been presented. For exam-
ple, Calzolari, Tonella and Antoniol (1998) presented a dynamic model for forecast-
ing the effort of testing and maintenance. The model is based on a view that testing is 
a similar activity to predating a prey (i.e. software bug) in nature. Engel and Last 
(2007) have also presented a model for estimating testing effort based on fuzzy logic. 
In contrast to modelling-focused techniques, Benton (2009) recently presented the 
IARM-estimation method for software cost and effort. The model is remarkably sim-
pler than presented formal models and it emphasizes expert evaluation by team mem-
bers; however, there is a lack of validation and verification of the proposed model.  

To summarize, software testing activities seem to be rather hard to estimate. While 
there is a lack of studies on software testing estimations, Ng et al. (2004) showed that 
most of surveyed Australian companies do not hit their estimates. Furthermore, there 
is a rather wide understanding on the size of software testing of the whole software 
development project. While some studies suggest the use of only one-fourth of the 
budget (e.g., Haberl et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2013; Buenen and Teje, 2014), there have 
been claims of even half of the budget (see e.g. Ammann and Offutt, 2001). Neverthe-
less, in our literature review, we sparsely found any studies focusing on developing or 
validating software cost estimation techniques for testing. This is a noteworthy dispar-
ity between the cost caused by testing activities and the academic interest towards the 
topic.  

3 Research methodology 

In the following, we will first present the research approach and design of this study. 
It is followed by a description of case study subjects.   

3.1 Research design 

This study is based on a qualitative research approach (Cresswell, 2003). We use a 
case study research strategy and interviews as the main tools of inquiry. The qualita-
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tive research approach was selected to allow us to get an in-depth understanding about 
the phenomenon under the study lens. The case study research strategy was used as 
the researchers have no control over the study subject (Yin, 2003). As Patton (2001) 
states, the case studies are able to shed light on phenomena occurring in a real-life 
context. This study is exploratory of type, finding out what is happening, seeking new 
ideas and generating hypotheses and ideas for new research (Robson, 2002). The 
research uses a multiple case study design following a replication logic (Yin, 2003). 
The case study organisations were selected based on the impression of the SCE ma-
turity of the organisation gained during the initial discussions with the organisation 
representatives. The unit of analysis is a single software cost estimate. The study is 
focused on the experiences gained during the preparation of the cost estimate. 

This study about estimation of software testing consists of two case companies that 
we call as Small Global and Large Multinational. The companies wished to remain 
anonymous in this study. From both companies, we selected one software implemen-
tation project that has either ended or is near its ending. The first project was devel-
oped for a customer, thus the estimate was used for pricing the project, in addition to 
other planning purposes. The other is a software tool development project, which is 
aimed for a mass market. In this project, the estimates were especially used for esti-
mating the release date of the product. 

For the selected case study projects, we interviewed different stakeholders in-
volved in the projects. The interviewees’ roles varied from developers and testers to 
project managers and senior executives. In addition to the interviews, we collected 
various documents related to the project. For example, we reviewed project plans, 
design documents and minutes of weekly meetings related to the projects.  

We created an interview protocol consisting of several questions related to soft-
ware cost estimation and testing. The protocol was created following the guidelines 
by Runeson et al. (2012). The interviews were conducted as semi-structured (Robson, 
2002). In the interviews, while following the protocol, new ideas were allowed to be 
brought up and discussed with the interviewee. The interviews were conducted by two 
researchers where one acted as the main interviewer. An interview session was ap-
proximately one hour in length and the discussion was recorded. The recordings were 
transcripted and sent to the interviewees for review. All case subjects participated in 
the study voluntarily and anonymously, and the collected data was treated as confi-
dential. 

For the analysis of data, we used nVivo 10. All transcripted interviews, notes done 
during the interviews, in addition to the auxiliary materials, were imported into the 
software. The analysis was conducted in a series of steps (Robson, 2002). First the 
texts were coded by the researchers, whereafter iteration followed, until the conclu-
sions were reached. 
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3.2 Case subjects 

The Small Global is a software producing firm of about 100 persons, headquartered in 
Finland. The company’s line of business consists of selling consultancy and support 
services in addition to software products to businesses. The company is global; it has 
customers and offices in several countries. The selected project, referred to as Devel-
oper Tool, is a typical software product development project in the company. In the 
project, the aim was to produce a visual design tool for developing applications. The 
project followed a Waterfall-style software engineering method: it was strictly 
planned up-front but the actual development work was divided into sprints. The inter-
views conducted in the company are shown in Table 1.  

The Developer Tool project started with a prototype where technical challenges 
and possible development stacks were studied. After the prototype project, a project 
aiming at the release of version 1.0 was planned. The management named a project 
manager and a product owner for the product. The product owner crafted a design 
document for the product, and based on that document, the project management creat-
ed a project plan with time estimates. Initially, the project was estimated to take three 
months with a team of four people.  

The project missed its first deadline, a beta version release, approximately after the 
half-point of the estimated duration of the project. First, the project team narrowed the 
content plan of the product in order to hit the planned release date. Later, the initial 
content was returned to the plan and deadlines were postponed in the future. When the 
problems were noted, some developers were changed and new ones were introduced. 
Currently, the project is expected to finish after approximately nine months of devel-
opment with the team of approximately four persons. 

 
Table 1. Interviews done in this research 

Interview code The role of interviewee 
Small Global 

Interview V1 Key informant interview (Product owner) 
Interview V2 Senior manager of Developer Tool 
Interview V3 Product owner of Developer Tool 
Interview V4 Senior manager of Developer Tool 
Interview V5 Project manager of Developer Tool 

Large Multinational 
Interview T1 Key informant interview (Project manager) 
Interview T2 Project manager of Operational Control System 
Interview T3 Senior manager of Operational Control System 
Interview T4 Software test manager of Operational Control System 
Interview T5 Requirements expert of Operational Control System 
Interview T6 Senior developer of Operational Control System 
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The other case study subject comes from The Large Multinational, which is a large 
multinational company also headquartered in Finland. The Large Multinational pro-
duces software and consultancy for a wide area of business sectors. The selected pro-
ject, referred to as Operational Control System, is a typical software development 
project for the company. The resulted software is a business intelligence reporting 
system for following certain control activities. The software was ordered by a long-
term customer of the company. The interviews conducted in the company are shown 
in Table 1.  

Also this project followed a Waterfall-like software development process: the re-
quirements were elicited before the features of the product were agreed upon with the 
customer. The product was estimated only after the specification documentation was 
ready and accepted by the customer. The estimation was done by the developers and 
testers themselves. The Large Multinational uses a structured sheet for estimations 
that the workers filled individually by themselves. The project manager prepared the 
final estimates by using the expert estimates as the base.  

The Operational Control System project was planned according to certain precon-
ditions: the customer had a fixed budget and limited time for development. Only after 
both the customer and the software vendor had agreed upon the content with a limited 
set of unknown features, the development started. The development work continued 
rather straightforwardly from design and implementation to testing and delivery. The 
project lasted 10 months; the size of the project was approximately 30 man-months, 
of which 25% was used for testing and quality assurance. While there were major 
changes asked by the customer in the midway of the project, it hit the targets by keep-
ing the budget and the timetable. In certain areas, there were estimation mismatches: 
in one software testing area, there was a significant overrun (+76% of initial esti-
mate); however, in the implementation of a certain feature, an expert level developer 
was able to underbid the estimate (-77%) that was created with the presumption of a 
general level developer.  

4 Results 

This section presents the findings identified during the analysis of data, as described 
in the research methodology chapter. The findings are grouped into the following five 
categories: 

1. General 
2. Estimation practices 
3. Testing plan 
4. Attitudes 
5. Estimation challenges 
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4.1 General 

In both projects testing was strongly related to effort and schedule overruns. In the 
Operational Control System project the overrun of the data import testing was nearly 
80%, although the overall project managed to keep the original budgets. In the Devel-
oper Tool project, omitted testing tasks resulted in significant effort and schedule 
overruns, being roughly 100% in July 2015. Regardless of the significant testing re-
lated overruns, the management in both projects report that the actual amount of work 
would probably not have been affected by more accurate estimates. In other words, 
the actual testing work was necessary, although bigger than anticipated. 

The overrun of the testing effort in the Operational Control System lead to discus-
sions with the customer, and likely to decreased customer satisfaction. In the Devel-
oper Tool, the project has received a late project status because of the overruns. This 
has lead to some negative late project symptoms, like decreased development team 
motivation, increased number of status meetings, frequent re-estimation and more 
discussions about the project scope (McConnell, 2006). 

Both organisations have a long experience of software projects and related testing. 
The unit responsible for the Operational Control System has dedicated testing engi-
neers and teams, while in the Developer Tool project the testing was conducted par-
tially by dedicated testing engineers, partially by the development team. In both cases 
customer representatives or pilot users participated in user testing. Following the 
Testing Maturity Model (TMM) presented by Burstein et al. (1998), the testing ma-
turity was on level 3 and level 2 in Operational Control System and Developer Tool, 
respectively, in the scale from 1 (low maturity) to 5 (high maturity). 

4.2 Estimation practices 

There were standard procedures for the estimation of the testing effort in both of the 
companies. The procedures required that the project plan, functional specification and 
testing plan must be ready before the effort estimation. Expert estimation was used for 
estimating testing tasks in both projects, i.e. experts estimated the effort of the testing 
tasks based on their professional competence. In the Operational Control System pro-
ject a spreadsheet based work breakdown structure was used for preparing the final 
estimate, and the effort was also compared with the historical project data. There was 
also a guideline based on the historical data that the testing effort varies between 50% 
and 200% of implementation effort, depending on the application area to be tested. 
The expert estimation of testing tasks was conducted by the actual testing engineer in 
the Operational Control System project and by the product owner in the Developer 
Tool, while feature implementation tasks were estimated by the actual software engi-
neers in both projects. In the Operational Control System, the actual testing engineers 
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were known by the time of estimation, which was not the case in the Developer Tool 
project. Finally the estimates were reviewed in the project steering groups. 

The fact that the actual testing engineer estimated the testing tasks was seen to 
have a positive impact on the estimation results in the Operational Control System 
project, as well as the experience of the estimator. The Operational Control System 
team members report also that knowing the actual persons who will be doing the test-
ing helps in preparing estimates. That is, the amount of work hours needed depends 
on the persons doing the work. 

4.3 Testing Plan 

Regardless of the requirement by the standard estimation procedures, neither of the 
projects had a testing plan ready, when the implementation phase of the project was 
started. In other words, the exact scope of the testing was not defined in detail before 
testing was estimated. In the Operational Control System project the testing effort was 
accounted in the project plan, and the testing manager reports that there was a shared 
vision of the testing based on the previous projects. In the Developer Tool project 
only automated regression testing was accounted in the project plan, but user testing 
and manual testing were omitted. In both projects the testing plan was created in a 
later phase of the project. The reason for not finalizing the testing plan before starting 
the implementation was a hurry to proceed with the implementation, not to save mon-
ey. 

Interviewees in the Developer Tool report that there was a significant difference in 
the expectations of the project results between the development team and the man-
agement. The management expected a finalized, user tested product, while the devel-
opment team’s expectation was more like a regression tested proof-of-concept, where 
the user testing would have been postponed until the next version of the product. The 
overruns in the Developer Tool project are specifically related to this difference in 
expectations. Although the testing activities are seen as necessary, a senior manager 
in the Developer Tool states that a testing plan would have helped to discover testing 
related problems earlier and to plan testing activities better. A proof-of-concept pro-
ject was done prior to the actual Developer Tool project to test all key technological 
assumptions, but that did not cover testing. Retrospectively a senior manager specu-
lates that testing should have been part of the proof-of-concept to avoid testing related 
surprises. 

In the Operational Control System the project manager reported that the first esti-
mate for testing did not fit in the project schedule, and it was discovered that the esti-
mate was prepared in five minutes. The project manager had also challenged the high 
effort for testing activities, being not able to understand the basis for the estimate. 
Furthermore, the project and testing managers report that the difficulties in testing 
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were related to e.g. unavailability of test data and higher complexity of the data im-
port logic than expected. 

4.4 Attitudes 

In the Operational Control System, the testing manager describes that testing is gener-
ally considered as of low importance, and that the competence and historical data is 
not valued as it is valued in the implementation. This feeling contradicts with the 
general comments where professional competence and use of historical data are 
strongly connected to estimation success. The Operational Control System project 
owner emphasizes that the testing effort must be on a reasonable level considering the 
application area and that it must add value to the project. The project owner continues 
that Large Multinational has invested significant amount of time and money for im-
proving testing capabilities within the past two years. This communicates about the 
experienced importance of testing. However, according the product owner, changing 
established practices will take time. Based on the interviews, changing attitudes seem 
to take time, like changing any other capabilities. In both projects the technical staff 
considered especially automated regression testing to have a high importance. In the 
Developer Tool project, a senior manager describes that developers’ attitudes towards 
manual testing and user experience testing are negative. 

Other findings in this research support the feeling that testing is not considered 
equally important as implementation. For example, the testing plans were not ready 
when the project was estimated or testing started, and in one project the actual testers 
did not estimate the testing work or the actual testers were not known at the time of 
estimation. The Developer Tool projects’s product owner reports that testing related 
tasks are first omitted if the schedule is tight and something needs to be dropped out 
from the scope. This lower level of importance may prevent testing as a function from 
evolving, including estimation of testing. The testing manager in the Operational Con-
trol System pointed out that the attitudes towards testing are not encouraging even in 
universities: “There was only one course of software testing out of two hundred of-
fered”. Additionally, the testing manager commented that testing is seen as a task for 
those who are not good enough for ordinary programming.  

4.5 Estimation challenges 

In the Operational Control System project, the testing manager considered estimation 
of testing as more difficult than estimating implementation. The primary reason for 
this is the high number of dependencies: problems with data or specifications, or high 
number of bugs will reflect to testing. For example, if the test data is delayed by one 
week, the testing team is still there, but not doing what they were planned to do. The 
number of found bugs was relatively high in the Operational Control System, which 
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cumulated extra work because of manual testing practices. Also the Developer Tool 
project manager emphasised the role of external parties in estimation. For example, 
the unavailability of external testing engineers or users for user testing may delay the 
project. Other interviewees could not make a difference in difficulty, but a senior 
manager in the Developer Tool pointed out that there is generally less experience of 
estimating testing. 

Automated testing was widely seen to make regression testing more predictable, 
because then the regression would not cause additional testing work. The project 
manager in the Developer Tool emphasises the importance of the right degree and 
phase of testing, otherwise the maintenance of tests can generate extra work. A senior 
executive of the project continues that indecisiveness in processing user feedback may 
cause overruns, and underlines the importance of decisiveness and time boxing in user 
testing. 

5 Discussion 

This section discusses the main case study findings, and presents the related practical 
and theoretical implications. This section also addresses the limitations of this study, 
and gives pointers for further research. 

This study has captured in-depth experiences from two typical project organisa-
tions, who have established software development practices for one project, based on 
their internal guidelines. As is typical for these kinds of organisations, the maturity 
and optimisations of the practices are not on an exemplary level, because the projects 
exist for only a certain period of time, and the contents of the projects vary. The pri-
mary need of these organisations is to get the basic things right in every project, not to 
optimise the last details. 

5.1 Implications for practice 

This study clearly shows that the basic principles for estimating testing related tasks 
are the same as for estimating implementation tasks, but there is a strong tendency to 
take shortcuts and postpone tasks beyond their planned deadlines. The most signifi-
cant finding is that the testing plan was not delivered in either project by the time of 
estimation. This can be compared to estimation of implementation with incomplete or 
no specifications, which is connected to overruns (Standish group, 1994; Lederer and 
Prasad, 1995). Especially in the Developer Tool project this was the reason for over-
runs, and the evidence suggests also that some surprises could have been avoided also 
in the Operational Control System project with a finalised testing plan. 

Also, the practical estimation tasks were subject to taking short-cuts in the Devel-
oper Tool. While the implementation tasks were estimated by a developer and the 
initial project team was known, the testing was estimated by the product owner for an 
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unknown team. This is problematic from the estimation point of view, because the 
productivity of developers is known to vary significantly (Kemayel, Mili and Oueder-
ni, 1991). 

The attitudes towards testing and its estimation seem to be contradictory: on one 
hand testing cannot be omitted, but on the other hand it seems not to be a full-fledged 
part of the software project. This research has found that the testing personnel per-
ceives that testing is considered as unimportant, and the management emphasises that 
the cost needs to be reasonable. The tendency to take shortcuts supports this perceived 
unimportance. The extant literature clearly shows that the attitudes of the senior man-
agement influences strongly the change or improvement of a certain area (Stelzer and 
Mellis, 1998; Wiegers, 1998), which means that the negative attitudes are likely to 
influence also the estimation of testing tasks negatively. 

The technical staff in both projects has very positive attitudes towards automated 
testing. This is claimed to reduce manual work and improve predictability. This is a 
fair assumption, and confirmed, for example, by Ramler and Wolfmeier (2006) and 
Hoffman (1999), but only if implemented properly. They emphasise that the project 
characteristics need to be accounted when planning testing, in order to implement 
effective and reasonably priced testing. This was supported by the comments from a 
senior manager in the Operational Control System (“the extent of testing must consid-
er the project at hand”) and (“testing must add value to the project”), the project 
manager from the Developer Tool (“degree and phase of testing must be carefully 
planned”) and a senior manager in the Developer Tool (“decisiveness and time box-
ing is important in user testing”). 

Changing attitudes, as well as other capabilities, seem to take time. The Large Mul-
tinational has invested resources in building capabilities significantly within the past 
two years, but the know-how or attitudes are still not on the same level as in imple-
mentation. This corresponds to results from other change situations (Piderit, 2000). 

As a summary, similar projects as the Developer Tool and Operational Control 
System are recommended to follow the same estimation practices for testing related 
tasks as for implementation. Neither of the projects reported that the reason for post-
poning or omitting tasks was cutting cost. In this sense, it seems counter intuitive and 
productive not to follow the same rigour in testing as with implementation, especially 
when the short-cuts seem to cause even severe estimation errors. 

Finally, it was noted in the interviews that the personnel was rarely properly edu-
cated to use the estimation tools. While the other of our case study companies offered 
support and education in the estimation to the project management, the development 
teams were not aware of these services. Furthermore, only a few mentioned university 
education as a source of cost estimation knowledge, even though cost estimation 
based on an expert’s opinion is nowadays a part of the standard workflow in many 
companies. While effort estimation is a part of the curriculum guidelines suggested by 
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ACM1, there might be a need for education organisations to re-evaluate the content of 
teaching.  

5.2 Implications for theory 

The current SCE literature provides only a few case studies providing in-depth 
knowledge of real-life situations (Jørgensen and Shepperd, 2007), and, to our best 
knowledge, this is among the first studies to report on experiences related to estimat-
ing software testing. This paper contributes to the body of knowledge by showing that 
organisations seem to deviate from their standard practices when estimating testing 
related tasks, causing estimation errors. The reason for deviations resides in negative 
attitudes towards testing. Cost savings are rejected as a reason for deviations, as well 
as poorly performed testing as a reason for overruns in testing. 

Furthermore, our literature review shows that there is a lack of empirical and theo-
retical studies on addressing software testing effort estimation. While further work 
such as a systematic literature review is needed to confirm this observation, this hints 
that one of the reasons for software cost estimation related problems is the lack of 
proper focus on testing and its effort estimation. However, new estimation tools or 
methods for software testing are not silver bullets. A holistic view is needed for im-
proving the accuracy of software estimates.  

5.3  Limitations and further research 

This study has certain limitations. First, the findings of this study are subject to con-
straints of the research methodology. This research studied two very similar software 
projects, which limits the validity of the findings to similar contexts. It is recommend-
ed that further research would be conducted in a different context to see if e.g. larger 
projects or continuous product development projects suffer from similar testing esti-
mation related problems as reported in this paper. Second, a qualitative study is al-
ways, to some degree, subjective and might be influenced by the expectations and 
opinions of the researchers and interviewees. However, we did our best to treat the 
data objectively and tool countermeasures to reduce bias. For example, all transcripts 
and quotes, as well as the manuscript, were checked and approved by the interviewees 
before the publication.  

Considering the big share of testing work in the overall software project and the 
problems reported in this study, further research of the topic is justified. First, our 
unstructured literature review did not reveal many studies in this topic. Thus, a more 
thorough literature review should focus to shed more light on possible research gaps 

1  Software Engineering 2014. Curriculum Guidelines for Undergraduate Degree in Software 
Engineering. https://www.acm.org/education/SE2014-20150223_draft.pdf 
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in software testing estimation. Second, there is a lack of studies addressing the meth-
ods and tools used in the industry to estimate software testing. Further work should be 
devoted to reveal the best practices already used in the industry.  

6 Conclusions 

This research provides evidence that software testing related tasks in software projects 
are estimated by using similar practices as for implementation related tasks, but devia-
tions from the standard practice occur often. These deviations, such as estimating 
without a testing plan, estimating work that will be carried out by others or estimating 
without knowing the actual testers, have been a source for even severe overruns. The 
research rejects poorly performed testing as a source for overruns. Overruns them-
selves are a source of decreased team motivation and customer satisfaction, and addi-
tional work, among other things. 

The results of this research suggest that the reason for process deviations resides in 
the negative attitudes towards testing. Widespread deviations from established prac-
tices among both project management and technical staff, together with the direct 
comments from the interviews, indicate that testing is not considered as important as 
implementation, and therefore deviations are allowed. The results reject cost savings 
as the reason for deviations. 

The main implications from the results for software managers, experts, project 
managers and academia are the following: 

• A deviating estimation process for software testing may lead to severe estimation 
errors. 

• Software projects should use the same rigor in estimating testing as for estimating 
implementation. Deviations should not be allowed. 

• Managers responsible for software and project processes must recognise the im-
portance of testing and promote the importance of it to change the attitudes to-
wards testing. This is necessary in order to establish the use of good practices in 
organisations. 

Finally, the aforementioned serve also as a good starting point for further research. 
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Abstract. This research is based on three drivers. Firstly, software de-
velopment and deployment cycles are getting shorter and require auto-
matic building and deployment processes. Secondly, elastic clouds are
available for both hosting and development of applications. Thirdly, the
increasingly popular DevOps introduces new organizational and business
culture. This paper presents a research prototype and demonstrator of
an integrated development tool. The tool is cloud based and thus acces-
sible from any Web-enabled terminal. Automation is maximized so that
deployment cycles can be as fast as possible. Since the aim is to use cloud
resources as a utility in a flexible manner, cloud brokering – i.e. finding
the most suitable provider – is included in the system. The contributions
of the paper include: an idea of a new kind of DevOps tool, descrip-
tion on how it can be implemented on top of standard components and
implications to software development processes.

Keywords: Continuous deployment, Cloud brokerage, Cloud federa-
tion, DevOps, Software development, EASI-CLOUDS project

1 Introduction

Continuous Integration (CI) [2] is used in many organizations and has shown its
power in improving the efficiency of software development. Continuous Delivery
and Deployment [3] expand CI with automatic delivery and deployment and
are often attached with mechanisms to immediate collection of data of user
behavior and fast reaction to that feedback [12]. DevOps [4] builds on CI and
CD but also includes organizational and cultural aspects – especially it removes
the wall between developers and operation personnel. There are several tools for
continuous integration with automatic building and testing – Jenkins1 is perhaps
the most well-known. For automatic deployment and management of operations
separate tools like Puppet2 and Rundeck3 can be used. However, the assumption
of these tools, i.e., the deployment is separated from the development, maintains
the wall that DevOps wants to remove.

1 https://jenkins-ci.org/
2 https://puppetlabs.com
3 https://rundeck.com
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Cloud technologies provide new opportunities for both development and op-
eration. With cloud-based tools, developers get scalable and pervasive aid for
all actions like coding, building and testing. Cloud-based development tools like
CoRED [7] and Cloud94 allow developers to access the tool if they just have
access to network and browser. Therefore, developers do not need to install any
software on their local machines, and the computing capacity for the tools can
be elastically allocated according to current needs.

When applications and services are deployed into the cloud, several factors
need to be considered. Enough resources need to be allocated for the hosting of
the application to ensure the required service level under assumed usage load.
Various legal and trust-related concerns can also affect the decision of the phys-
ical and virtual location of the service. Finally, the cost of running the service
needs to be minimized.

ITEA2 project EASI-CLOUDS5 has developed technologies for allocation
and management of cloud resources based on SLA (Service Level Agreement)
and enables a market place for cloud resources through brokering and federation.
In other words, EASI-CLOUDS targets both cloud providers and consumers.
It helps cloud providers utilize each other’s resources through federation and
brokerage. It also assists cloud consumers to adopt to multi-cloud architecture
and select cloud services by simply requesting them by using manifests.

In this paper, we show how development tools like IDE and continuous inte-
gration systems can be combined with brokering-based deployment and service
operation. The same integrated tool can be used for both development and man-
agement of operations. In other words, use of the cloud-based tool starts with
code editor for programming, continues with finding the suitable cloud resources
for application hosting, goes on with automatic building and testing, and finally
ends with the application deployment. In addition, the deployed application can
be managed via the same tool.

The first step of thus work was done as a demonstrator for EASI-CLOUDS
project for communicating the results to the project consortium and to external
stakeholders. In addition, we conducted research on how cloud-based develop-
ment tools and brokered cloud resources complement each other and how the
ideas of DevOps integrate with the ideas of EASI-CLOUDS.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the
fundamentals our research is based on. Section 3 describes the integrated tool,
its usage and gives some of the implementation details of our prototype. Section
4 analyses the prototype and its implications. Section 5 presents comparison
of our research to related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes and states future
work.

4 https://c9.io/
5 http://easi-clouds.eu/
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2 Technology background

2.1 Cloud-based IDE

Department of Pervasive Computing at Tampere University of Technology has
developed a cloud-based IDE. Its different versions include CoRED which mostly
focuses on collaborative aspects of the development and MIDEaaS which adds
a visual UI editor to CoRED [7]. In our research, we chose CoRED as there was
no need for a visual UI editor. Important features of CoRED include:

– Could-based. Running in the cloud, CoRED frees developers from prob-
lems like installation, upgrades and maintenance. To access CoRED and
to start development only an up-to-date browser and a network connection
are needed.

– Real-time collaboration on common programming tasks. This is similar to col-
laboration on document writing with Google Docs6. CoRED provides devel-
opers with various means to collaborate. Collaboration and communication
of developers let them know what they are doing as a team and can prevent
redundancy or even conflicting work. The different collaboration features of
CoRED are explained in more detail in [6] and [10].

More information about CoRED and MIDEaaS is available through http:

//cored.cs.tut.fi. An open source version is also available.

2.2 Cloud Brokerage and EASI-CLOUDS

As more companies adopt cloud computing as a key enabler for their business,
more cloud service providers emerge. This variety of cloud providers has gen-
erated new challenges for both providers and their end users. From the users’
perspective, finding the appropriate cloud provider that fills the requirements on
issues like security, billing, and supported technologies from number of possible
providers is a challenging task.

EASI-CLOUDS project proposes brokerage and federation solutions for the
above challenges. A broker is an entity that manages the use, performance and
delivery of cloud services. It also negotiates relationships between cloud providers
and cloud consumers [8]. Cloud federation provides cloud provider with a mean
to send a cloud request to multiple cloud providers as if they were a single cloud
provider [5]. EASI-CLOUDS project developed both technologies. The aim of
the project was to build a system that assists in usage of offerings from several
cloud providers and acts as an intermediary between providers and their users.
It helps consumers to find and select the most suitable cloud resource among
several providers, and to provision it in a unified mechanism by making providers
interoperable.

EASI-CLOUDS project reuses components from an earlier project Compat-
ibleOne7. CompatibleOne introduces a common description model for Cloud

6 https://www.google.com/docs/about/
7 http://www.compatibleone.org
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resources and a platform which executes provisioning tasks for these resources
[14]. The common description model is called CORDS (CompatibleOne Resource
Description Model) and the execution platform is called ACCORDS (Advanced
Capabilities for CORDS).

2.3 Provisioning Heterogeneous PaaS Resources

Different cloud providers may base their offerings to different PaaS technolo-
gies (e.g., Cloud Foundry8, OpenShift9, Jelastic10, etc.) for provisioning their
resources. Switching from a provider using a PaaS solution to another one with
a different solution takes much effort and learning. So, a PaaS-independent so-
lution to enable use of heterogeneous PaaS resources is required.

CompatibleOne Application Platform Service (COAPS) [11] offers this PaaS-
independent solution. It provides a unified model to describe PaaS resources
regardless of their hosting providers. It also proposes a generic API which is an
abstraction layer for heterogeneous PaaS providers. COAPS API is shown in
Figure 1.
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Update the environment
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Stop the application

Un-deply the application

Delete the application

Fig. 1. COAPS API is an intermediary for management of heterogeneous PaaS re-
sources [1]

The unified description model proposed by COAPS divides PaaS resources
into two parts: Application resource and Environment resource which prepares
the required environment to host the application. The description language for
resources in COAPS is similar to CORDS description model in ACCORDS (see
Subsection 2.2). This similarity facilitates their communication as they are de-
signed to be used together.

For a cloud application to be deployed to a PaaS through COAPS two steps
are needed as shown in Figure 2. Firstly, environment and application resources
should be provisioned on the target PaaS by calling related COAPS APIs (cre-
ate the environment and create the application APIs respectively). In this step,

8 https://www.cloudfoundry.org/
9 https://www.openshift.com/

10 https://jelastic.com/
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COAPS also associates application and environment resources with unique IDs
and sends these IDs back to the caller for further references. In the second step,
actual deployment and starting of the application is done with deploy the appli-
cation and start the application methods in COAPS API.
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Fig. 2. Steps to host and run an application through COAPS

2.4 Application Deployment methods in EASI-CLOUDS

To deploy an application to a multi-provider PaaS architecture using EASI-
CLOUDS components, two methods are proposed as follows:
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Fig. 3. Immediate (a) and deferred (b) deployment methods

Immediate Deployment. In this method, all requests for brokering, provision-
ing, and deployment are sent to ACCORDS. ACCORDS first finds the most
appropriate PaaS provider through the brokerage. Then for the provisioning
cloud resources (step 1 in Figure 2) and the deployment and running the appli-
cation (step 2 in Figure 2), it interacts with COAPS. In other words, ACCORDS
performs two steps shown in Figure 2 one after another as an atomic operation.
Figure 3(a) shows how in immediate deployment method a tool should interact
with ACCORDS to host and run an application in the selected PaaS.

Deferred Deployment. In his method, the only request for brokerage is sent to
ACCORDS. After brokerage, ACCORDS interacts with COAPS of the selected
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PaaS to create environment and application resources (step 1 in Figure 2). Actual
deployment of the cloud application (step 2 in Figure 2) can be done later in any
time by direct interaction with COAPS. Figure 3(b) illustrates how in deferred
deployment method a tool should communicate with ACCORDS and COAPS
to host and run an application.

3 The integrated development tool

3.1 Same tool for development, deployment and operation

CoRED is a cloud-based IDE and its original implementation already included
a simple deployment that could be done after building. In this research, we
added a programmable CI system that can control more complex build and test
procedures. In addition, we integrated deployment to manageable PaaS platform
and cloud brokering to the system. Thus, the developer can use the same tool
to develop, build, allocate cloud resources and to deploy the application.

Our tool demonstrates DevOps by bringing development and operations into
one integrated tool. Users of our tool are provided with an operation and man-
agement console. A snapshot of this console is shown at the bottom part of
Figure 4. Users can start, stop, and delete the deployed applications via this
console. There is also a hyperlink to each application so that the user can eas-
ily run the deployed applications. Figure 4 shows that one application named
Addressbook has been deployed to two PaaS providers (F-Secure11 and BULL
SAS12)13. It also shows that current status of the application deployed to BULL
SAS is stopped, whereas the state of the application hosted at F-secure is started.

3.2 Integrated User Interface

Several existing tools are used as components of our prototype. Each of them
has initially designed to perform specific tasks such as editing code, brokering,
building, and deployment. The goal of our research is to provide a uniform
interface to the user. Thus, the user does not need to switch between several
tools.

Figure 4 shows a snapshot of our prototype. The left column is for manage-
ment of the project files, the top right part is for editing code, and the bottom
part has two tabs. Tab named deploy is for brokerage, initiation of the build
and deployment, and management of operations. Console tab displays logs and
possible errors appeared in build and deployment phase as illustrated in Figure
5. The left panel of console tab shows a high-level view (i.e., pushing code to the
repository, build, and deployment), the middle panel shows the build log, and
the right panel shows the deployment log.

11 https://www.f-secure.com
12 http://www.bull.com/
13 F-secure and Bull were two partners of EASI-CLOUDS project
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Fig. 4. A snapshot of our demonstrator
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Fig. 5. Build and deployment steps together with their log is reported to the user

3.3 Detailed workflow and implementation

This section walks through the operation of our cloud-based development tool
and describes the implementation details of the proposed solution. Figure 6
shows the components of our tool. These components are referenced and their
roles are explained in the rest of this section.

(1) IDE

CoRED

(4) VCS

Git

(2) Manifet
Editor

(3) Broker

ACCORDS

(5) CI

Jenkins

(6) Deploy

COAPS

(7) Mng

PaaS

PaaS

PaaS

Fig. 6. Cloud-based development tool and our demonstrator

As the editor, (1) in Figure 6, we used CoRED (Subsection 2.1). The initial
version of CoRED only supported Vaadin14 applications. Although support for
a range of new languages has later been added to CoRED, our research has been
done on developing Vaadin applications in Java programming language.

To deploy an application into a multi-cloud architecture we integrated CoRED
with cloud brokering solution, (3) in Figure 6, of EASI-CLOUDS (see Subsection
2.2). We chose the deferred deployment method (see Subsection 2.4) to enable

14 https://vaadin.com/
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users to manage the operations of the deployed applications. More details about
this choice are given in Subsection 4.2.

In the deferred method, brokering is done before deployment. In the user
interface shown in Figure 4, brokerage is initiated by pressing ’Find a new host’
button. Then users will then be provided with a graphical tool, (2) in Figure 6, to
define requirements for the needed cloud resources and to adjust quantities like
the amount of memory and disk space, required database solution, the number
of instances, and desired geographical location of PaaS provider. These settings
will be sent to the brokerage system that will choose the most suitable PaaS
provider. Although we tested usage of ACCORDS for brokering, it was replaced
by a mock-up in the final implementation since the current ACCORDS do not
have proper support for deferred brokering.

Fig. 7. Graphical tool with which users can specify required cloud resources

The automated building and deployment pipeline is started by pressing De-
ploy to the selected hosts button (see Figure 4) from the IDE. In the first step
of automated pipeline the edited source files of the project are committed and
pushed to source code repository, (4) in 6, that is based on Git15 revision man-
agement system. Git repository informs related Jenkins task about changes.
Consequently, the Jenkins task fetches the updated project and invokes build
environment, (5) in 6, using Maven16 technology. Maven manages the building
process and creates the final WAR file. Each of these steps and examples of their
corresponding logs are shown to the user as shown in Figure 5.

One important reason behind our choice of Jenkins is its plugin support.
A Jenkins task can be extended by implementing extension points defined in
different stages of its life cycle. For example, to perform deployment, post build
extension point was extended to use COAPS for deployment – see (6) in Figure
6.

15 https://git-scm.com
16 https://maven.apache.org
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Users are also provided with an operation and management console, (7) in
Figure 6, through which operations of the deployed applications can be managed
(see Subsection 3.1).

Our tool is running on TUT infrastructure which is based on OpenStack17.
One virtual machine hosts CoRED and COAPS, whereas Jenkins CI server and
Git server runs on another virtual machine. In addition, one PaaS for hosting
applications is running Cloud Foundry on a separate virtual machine.

4 Analysis

The resulting system has been tested with a few applications during the project.
Different development phases of the tool have been demonstrated to various
stakeholders. Based on experiments with those examples we can say that the
proposed system is possible and the demonstrator communicates the idea. This
section summarizes our key findings regarding development practices and use of
DevOps together with cloud brokering. In addition, we report the implementa-
tion related issues that need to be solved before commercial exploitation of the
ideas.

4.1 Development process and practices

The CoRED code editor has been designed for collaborative coding where several
developers can participate in changing the same file simultaneously. However,
many organizations use revision control systems (RCS) to manage the collab-
oration since developers check the code in when they think that others should
see it. In our demo the check-in always triggers the building process, but since
we use Git we could have implemented traditional RCS-controlled collaboration
by using two separate branches, one for continuous integration and the other
for sharing code between developers. The different nature of collaboration with
cloud-based IDE and with RCS have been discussed in [9]. In that paper, the
authors note that with cloud-based editors three new paradigms are possible.
Here we discuss these paradigms in the light of this research.

1. Real-time collaboration between developers instead of revision
control based collaboration. This has also been the default assumption
in our case, i.e., tools help collaboration instead of preventing simultane-
ous work on the same file. Our domain and assumption of fast release cycles
also emphasize the need for collaborative coding since applications are devel-
oped as a series of feature increments and each developer develops a specific
feature instead of a module or file as in traditional software development.

2. Automatically created versions. Revision control has actually several
purposes: control of the collaboration, provide ways to backtrack to old ver-
sion and to trigger automated building and deployment pipeline. The re-
search in [9] notes that modern IDEs have a compiler-like functionality as

17 http://www.openstack.org
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a background system for syntax checking and that system could recognize
coherent systems to be inserted in the revision database automatically. Al-
though we do not see a need for automatically created deployable version, the
amount and nature of automatic quality check integrated into IDE could be
more extensive and elastic cloud resources could be used for implementation
of such systems.

3. Co-operation for a jointly created version or solving a conflict. This
would not be needed in our current demo set-up but would be very important
use case if components are imported from other projects – especially when
the project is been created.

4.2 DevOps

DevOps and organizations that are both software developers and service providers
were among core assumptions of our research. Thus, the target was to develop a
demonstrator of a tool that supports both development and operation through
an integrated user interface.

As discussed in Section 3 we selected deferred deployment but struggled with
some implementation issues when we wanted to integrate the ACCORDS broker-
ing platform. ACCORDS would have been easier to integrate if we had selected
immediate deployment. However, our work started to follow a simple demo plan
that assumed the deferred deployment. After implementing and working with
the prototype, we have learned that the selection between those approaches is
not obvious.

– Immediate deployment assumes that the user has the built and tested binary
before brokering. On the other hand, the user should be given feedback on
the results of the brokering – and even have a veto – before allocation of cloud
resources and deployment. This means that the whole chain from the version
management to deployment cannot be automated since the user needs to be
consulted about the results of brokering after building but before brokering.
This means that deployment would actually be a separate step.

– In the immediate deployment ACCORDS assumes that it will manage the
cloud resources after deployment. However, we wanted to demonstrate a De-
vOps tool with an integrated user interface to control the whole chain from
development to deployment. In the immediate deployment method, interac-
tions between ACCORDS and COAPS are hidden and not accessible to our
integration core (all components were integrated to CoRED). For example,
provisioning and deployment logs could not be shown in the integrated UI.
Also offering the management view would not be possible since access to
COAPS through ACCORDS was incomplete.

– Most of the time application deployments are updates to an existing applica-
tion. In the case of update, deployed application could simply replace the old
version, in some other cases it is better to allocate new PaaS with new cloud
resources for the new version and to make the switch over as a separate and
controlled action. Use of immediate deployment, at least with the current
implementation of ACCORDS, would not give enough control for this.
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4.3 Implementation issues

Although we showed that the presented integration is possible, we did not use
the different components in a way that was intended by their developers. This
led to some integration problems. In the following, we list some of the issues we
had in our implementation.

Selection between immediate and deferred deployment method in broker-
ing was a difficult choice. At first, the immediate method seemed the natural
choice. However, in the immediate deployment method, interactions between
ACCORDS and COAPS are hidden from CoRED’s point of view. For exam-
ple, provisioning and deployment logs cannot be shown in CoRED. In addition,
there is no way to call COAPS APIs through ACCORDS which would make
implementation of the management view in the integrated tool impossible. In
addition to reasons discussed in Subsection 4.2, these limitations of ACCORDS
led us to the deferred deployment method. In the deferred method, the appli-
cation deployment can be carried out via a direct interaction with COAPS at
any time after resource provisioning. This direct interaction with COAPS allows
access to the wide range of generic APIs of COAPS. For example, each button in
management view should call the related COAPS API; Stop and delete buttons
call stop the application and delete the application APIs respectively.

During the EASI-CLOUDS project, we installed an instance of ACCORDS
and tested it together with our integrated tool. However, our current demonstra-
tor does not use ACCORDS, since the implementation of its deferred deployment
method was not as mature as immediate deployment. Consequently, integration
to our tool was beyond the time and resources we had to complete the project.
Instead, we use the graphical tool, shown in Figure 7, to collect resource require-
ments for brokering and we simulated the brokering behavior of ACCORDS. This
interface was developed in parallel and by another organization, and the user
experience is not that well integrated as other parts of the tool.

Although we deployed applications to different PaaS providers (e.g., Univer-
sity of Helsinki, Public Cloud Foundry, etc.) through our tool, deployment to all
providers offered in the graphical tool is not implemented. Thanks to COAPS,
new PaaS providers could be easily added to our tool.

Software development tools and conventions deal with various information
about the application. Examples of such information include dependencies, exter-
nal components, and required operating systems and services. That information
is an important input to brokering and should not be manually queried from
the user. All that information can be included in the data that is stored in the
revision control database. Actually the data includes all input to brokering, SLA
agreements and output of brokering. This information is not necessarily logical
part of the revision since a single revision may be deployed to several locations.
In our demo and proof of concept, we stored the result of the brokerage among
the other files of the project and thus it was available for CI and CD pipeline. In
a real implementation, the system should separate revisioning of the application
and deployment information. Both of them should be stored in RCS as separate
but interdependent entities.
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5 Related work

Individual cloud-based development tools have been implemented for different
purposes regarding software development and deployment. These tools range
from simple code editors to tool sets that complete several parts of development
and deployment pipelines. However, we believe that our tool is unique in the
sense that it offers some features that have never been implemented before in
one integrated tool.

There are several cloud-based IDEs and many of them could be used as a
component of the integrated tool. One of such IDEs is Cloud9. Its backend has
been implemented using Node.js and its frontend is based on a JavaScript-based
editor called ACE. The editor used in our research, CoRED, is also based on
ACE editor, whereas our backend has been implemented based on Vaadin frame-
work. Cloud9 supports deployment to various services (e.g., Heroku, Google App
Engine, Cloud foundry, etc.). But deployment to each of them needs a user to
install related command line tool and learn how to use it.

One of the tools similar to our work is IBM Bluemix18. It can be used to
build, run, and manage different kinds of apps targeted to the web, mobile, and
smart devices. Bluemix offers a wide variety of runtimes (e.g. Java, Go, PHP,
etc.) and a web-based editor for online coding. While Bluemix editor gives the
same experience as the best desktop tools for certain programming languages
like JavaScript, syntax-highlighting is the only significant feature when it comes
to Java. As a contrast, CoRED supports more advanced features like error check-
ing, code completion, and collaborative features. Moreover, Bluemix is built on
Cloud Foundry. But we leverage COAPS to add support for heterogeneous PaaS
technologies. Finally, Bluemix lacks cloud brokerage which is the key feature of
our work.

Using DevOps tools such as Chef19 and Juju20, one can automate deploy-
ment processes and configure the underline infrastructure. However, these tools
support certain artifacts. So, implementation of a comprehensive automated de-
ployment pipeline requires several tools. [13] describes how to orchestrate these
artifacts by transforming them into a standards-based TOSCA model21. In our
research, we orchestrate various DevOps artifacts supported by different PaaS
technologies (e.g., Cloud Foundry, Openshift, etc.) through COAPS. COAPS de-
fined a unified model for representation of DevOps artifacts and proposes generic
APIs. Moreover, in our research, the DevOps experience is provided through a
single and integrated tool.

6 Conclusion

In this research, we have combined automation and brokered cloud to establish
an integrated development tool. By using our tool, one can develop applications

18 http://www.ibm.com/cloud-computing/bluemix/
19 https://www.chef.io/chef/
20 https://jujucharms.com/
21 https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tosca/
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in a cloud-based IDE, find the most suitable cloud provider, and deploy the
application in the target platform. To enable the fast development and delivery
cycle, we automated all steps. Firstly, cloud brokerage automatically finds the
deployment target out of several cloud platforms. Secondly, automatic provision-
ing and deployment are done through a unified interface for heterogeneous PaaS.
Finally, continuous deployment pipeline automates code integrations, builds, and
deployments.

Our proof-of-concept also demonstrates DevOps by enabling users to manage
the deployed applications from a single tool. Users are provided with an operation
and management console inside the tool with which they can stop, start, and
delete the deployed applications.

For the future work, we first plan to connect our graphical tool to an instance
of ACCORDS instead of simulating its behavior. Moreover, we believe that there
are many automation opportunities besides build, testing and deployment steps
while developing software. For instance, applications can be automatically in-
strumented so that they collect usage data. By the help of such system, the de-
velopers receive fast feedback of which features are important to users, thereby
focusing on them first.
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Abstract. This publication introduces a state space exploration tool
that is based on representing the model under verification as a piece
of C++ code that obeys certain conventions. This approach facilitates
experimenting with many kinds of modelling ideas. On the other hand,
the use of stubborn sets and symmetries requires that either the mod-
eller or a preprocessor tool analyses the model at a syntactic level and
expresses stubborn set obligation rules and the symmetry mapping as
suitable C++ functions. The tool supports the detection of illegal dead-
locks, safety errors, and may progress errors. It also partially supports
the detection of must progress errors.

Keywords: model checking; stubborn sets; symmetries; safety; progress

1 Introduction

This publication discusses A State Space Exploration Tool called ASSET. It
started in autumn 2014 as a simple quickly written tool that could be used
to illustrate deadlocks, livelocks, the effect of the level of atomicity, and other
concurrency-related issues to advanced programming students. The students had
programmed in C++. An important goal was that starting to use the tool would
not require complicated installation or learning a new language. Indeed, to install
ASSET, it suffices to download one C++ file called asset.cc. (However, the
need to learn concurrency-oriented concepts such as local state, global state and
transition cannot, of course, be avoided.)

At the same time, the need arose to test a new method [10] of alleviating the
state explosion problem. ASSET proved very suitable for that purpose.

ASSET is written in C++. From the point of view of its users, the key differ-
ence to other state space tools is that ASSET does not have an input language
of its own, such as the Promela language of the SPIN tool [4] or the textual
CSP language of the FDR tool [7]. Instead, the user represents the model under
verification as a piece of C++ code that uses the pre-defined type state var

provided by ASSET and implements certain functions such as fire transition,
print state, and check state. The model is checked by copying it to the file
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asset.model and then compiling and executing the file asset.cc. The latter
#includes the former.

The advantage is that the user can use most C++ features and his/her earlier
programming knowledge very flexibly when writing models of concurrent systems
and verification questions. The examples in this publication give an idea of what
can be achieved. The disadvantage is that although the modelling of individual
transitions is simple and natural, the part of code that directs execution to the
right transition is often an ugly collection of if- and switch-statements.

This approach leads to very fast execution of the transitions of the model,
because the model is compiled into machine code instead of being simulated by
ASSET. This idea is not new. For instance, SPIN uses it.

Another drawback is that ASSET cannot perform any syntactic analysis on
the model, because it is not read by ASSET but by the C++ compiler. This is
not a big problem for plain state space exploration. On the other hand, some
advanced methods such as the symmetry method [2, 3, 5] require such analysis.

The symmetry method relies on a function that, in a certain sense, represents
the symmetry that is exploited. The typical approach is that the input language
supports modelling the system in a way that makes the symmetry obvious, so
that the tool can easily pick it and construct the necessary function. This means
that also the modeller knows the symmetry. Designing the function only requires
basic understanding of the symmetry method, and representing it in C++ is just
a programming problem. ASSET is used in this way in Section 6. Although this
is of course less convenient than the typical approach, it is realistic, especially
when ASSET is used for teaching or for scientific experiments.

The advanced method known as stubborn sets [8–10] requires so complicated
syntactic analysis that most users cannot be expected to perform it. However,
it is reasonable to make experiments where an expert performs the analysis
and writes the result in a form that is suitable for ASSET. The results of such
experiments would tell whether it would be worth the effort to implement a
preprocessor tool that would perform the analysis, or to implement the method
in other state space exploration tools than ASSET. The experiment in [10] was
of this kind, and another is reported in Section 5.

ASSET and many models are available at http://www.cs.tut.fi/˜ava/ASSET/.
Throughout this publication, a demand-driven token ring is used as an exam-

ple. It is introduced in Section 2 and modelled for ASSET in Section 3. Section 4
discusses the features that ASSET offers for specifying correctness properties.
Sections 5 and 6 focus on the use of the stubborn set and symmetry methods
in ASSET. Results of the experiments with the example system are collected in
Table 1 towards the end of the publication. They clearly show the good time and
memory efficiency of ASSET and the benefits of stubborn sets and symmetries.

2 The Demand-Driven Token Ring

The demand-driven token ring system is a mutual exclusion system. Its overall
structure is shown in Figure 1. The system consists of n clients C0, . . . , Cn−1
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Fig. 1. Overall structure of the demand-driven token ring.

and n servers S0, . . . , Sn−1. Each client has a specific piece of code called critical

section. The purpose of the system is to ensure that two or more clients are never
simultaneously in their critical sections. This property is called mutual exclusion.
The system must also guarantee eventual access, that is, always when a client
has requested for access to its critical section, it eventually gets the permission
to go there. The servers receive requests from the clients, grant permissions to
enter the critical sections, and receive notices that the clients have left the critical
sections. In Figure 1, these are denoted with arrows labelled with ri, gi, and li.

To guarantee mutual exclusion, precisely one token circulates in the ring.
Only the server that has the token may grant permission to its client. To avoid
unnecessary activity, the token is circulated only when there is a pending request.
When a server Si that does not have the token gets a request from its client,
it demands the token from the previous server via di. The demand propagates
in the ring until it reaches the server Sj that has the token. If Cj has made a
request or is in its critical section, then Sj grants permission if it has not yet
done that, and waits until Cj has left its critical section, after which Sj gives the
token to Sj⊕1. By x⊕ y we mean (x+ y) modulo n. Otherwise Sj just gives the
token to Sj⊕1. The server Sj⊕1 first serves its own client if it has made a request,
and then gives the token to Sj⊕2. In this way the token eventually propagates
to Si which can then grant permission to its server.

The clients are shown in state machine form in Figure 2 left. The critical
section consists of state 2. In addition to the ri-gi-li cycle that models requesting
for access and then entering and leaving the critical section, there is a transition
from state 0 to state 3. It models the unforced request property, that is, that
the client may choose to not request for access. This is important for catching
certain kinds of errors.

To see this, assume that the servers are modified such that after getting the
token, each server always waits until its client makes a request and then serves
its client before giving the token to the next server. This is incorrect, because if
the client never makes the request, then the token is blocked at that server, and
the requests by other clients remain unsatisfied forever.

However, in the absence of the transition from state 0 to state 3, this error
would not be caught. This is because most if not all formalisms for concurrency
make implicitly or explicitly the assumption that if something can happen, then
something will happen. (Without this assumption, systems could deadlock at
any time without a reason, which of course would be an inappropriate model
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li0
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3

0: wait until ri or di⊕1 has occurred
if ti has not occurred then di

goto 1
1: wait until ti has occurred

if ri has occurred then gi; goto 2
else ti⊕1; goto 0

2: wait until li has occurred
ti⊕1; goto 0

Fig. 2. The clients and servers.

of reality.) With the assumption, with the modified servers, and without the
transition from state 0 to state 3, consider the situation where every client has
made the request except the one whose server has the token, and all demands
have propagated to that server. Then the only thing that can happen is that
this client makes a request. The assumption forces it to happen. So the client is
forced to make the request even if it does not want to. The client behaviour that
would reveal that the servers are incorrect is thus left out from the analysis.

Another way to look at this is that there is a fundamental difference between
the transitions from state 2 to state 0 and from state 0 to state 1. If the client
chooses to stay in its critical section — that is, state 2 — forever, then requests
by other clients cannot be satisfied without violating mutual exclusion. On the
other hand, not satisfying them violates eventual access. Because of this, every
reasonable analysis of eventual access assumes that if a client is in its critical
section, it eventually leaves it. On the other hand, we just argued that we must
not assume that if a client is in its initial state, it eventually makes a request.
This is a fundamental difference.

Often this difference is represented with so-called idling transitions and fair-
ness assumptions, as explained in [6]. Another mainstream method is to exploit
some variant of so-called failures [1, 7]. We do so by adding the transition from
state 0 to state 3. The client is not forced to take the transition from state 0 to
state 1, because it can take the transition from state 0 to state 3 instead.

That this model is appropriate has been argued in [10,11], based on the theory
of (stable) failures. We do not present full details here, but do briefly discuss
one issue that has caused confusion. Because the client cannot come back from
state 3 to state 0, this model might seem inappropriate in the situation where
the client does not want to make a request now but wants to make it some
later time. However, this situation is represented by the possibility of the client
staying at state 0 until it wants to make a request again. Moving to state 3 only
represents the possibility of making a request never again.

The behaviour of the servers is too tricky to be shown here as a state machine.
Instead, it is represented in pseudocode in Figure 2 right. A precise ASSET model
will be shown in Figure 4.

The server stays in state 0 as long as it has no request or demand to serve.
While in this state, it may have the token. A request or demand makes it to move
to state 1. When going there, it demands the token, if it does not yet have it. It
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#ifdef size_par // n is the number of clients and servers

const unsigned n = size_par; // n comes from the compilation command

#else

const unsigned n = 6; // default value of n

#endif

state_var

C[n] = 2, // state of client i:

// 0 = idle, 1 = requested, 2 = critical, 3 = terminated

S[n] = 2, // state of server i:

// 0 = idle, 1 = waiting for token, 2 = waiting for client

T[n] = 1; // true <==> server i has token

#ifdef symm_must // a trick used with the symmetry method

state_var c0now; // the current index of the original client 0

#else

unsigned const c0now = 0;

#endif

const char Cchr[] = { ’-’, ’R’, ’C’, ’ ’ }, Schr[] = { ’i’, ’w’, ’t’ };

void print_state(){

for( unsigned i = 0; i < n; ++i ){

std::cout << Cchr[C[i]] << Schr[S[i]];

if( T[i] ){ std::cout << ’*’; }else{ std::cout << ’ ’; }

}

std::cout << ’\n’;

}

Fig. 3. Model of the demand-driven token ring, part 1.

stays in state 1 until it has the token. If it does not have a pending request by
its client, it gives the token to the next server and returns to the initial state 0.
Otherwise it grants the permission to its client and goes to state 2. It waits there
until its client leaves the critical section, after which it gives the token to the
next server and returns to the initial state.

When going from state 2 to state 0, the server gives the token to the next
server even in the absence of a demand. The purpose of this is to ensure that if
its own client makes immediately a new request, it is not served before the other
clients have had the chance to go to the critical section.

3 ASSET Model of the System

Figures 3 and 4 show the model of the example system.
The #ifdef size par structure makes it possible to specify the number of

clients and servers via an option that is given to the C++ compiler. Also many
features of ASSET can be controlled in a similar way. For instance, with the Gnu
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C++ compiler, the options -Dstubborn -Dsize par=13 -Dstop cnt=100000000

command ASSET to use stubborn sets, set n = 13, and stop the construction of
the state space when 108 states are exceeded.

The initialization C[n] = 2 does not specify that the initial local state of each
client is 2 (the critical section) but that two bits are used for representing the
local state of each client. The value of each state variable is an unsigned integer
in the range 0, . . . , 2b − 1, where b is the number of bits. The default value of b
is 8. The initial value of each state variable is 0.

Internally, ASSET represents the state of the model as a sequence of unsigned
integers. To save memory, ASSET packs many state variables into the same
unsigned integer when possible. A state var object does not store the value of
the state variable, but information on in which unsigned integer and in which of
its bits the value is stored. If the most recently employed unsigned integer has
at least as many unused bits as the next state variable needs, then ASSET puts
the state variable there. This implies that the order in which the state variables
are declared may affect the amount of memory that ASSET uses per state. For
instance, assuming 16-bit unsigned integers,

state var x, A[7]=3, i(2);

xA A i

consumes three unsigned integers, while

state var x, i(2), A[7]=3;

xA Ai

consumes only two.
The purpose of c0now will be explained in Section 6. Until then, please

assume that c0now is 0.
When ASSET has detected an error, it prints a counterexample in the form

of a sequence of states. For this purpose, it needs a print state function. To
improve the readability of the counterexamples, the function in Figure 3 uses
character encodings for local states. The use of C++ facilitates this and other
methods for making the printout look natural for the model. This has been
widely exploited in the models on the web page of ASSET.

The function nr transitions in Figure 4 tells ASSET how many transitions

the model contains. The most common case is that a transition models one or
more atomic operations of the system. Transitions in ASSET are deterministic.
This implies that nondeterministic operations such as tossing a coin must be
modelled by more than one transition. Other than that, ASSET does not restrict
the grouping of atomic operations to transitions.

In its initial state, a client of the example system makes a nondeterministic
choice between requesting access and terminating for good. For this reason, two
transitions are used to model each client. Each server has one transition.

The function nr transitions may also be used for implementing whatever
operations are necessary before starting the construction of the state space. In
Figure 4, it is used for giving the token to client 1. Client 1 was chosen here,
because eventual access will be tested for client 0, so we wanted it to lack the
token initially.
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unsigned nr_transitions(){ T[1] = true; return 3*n; }

inline unsigned next( unsigned i ){ return (i+1) % n; }

inline unsigned prev( unsigned i ){ return (i+n-1) % n; }

bool fire_transition( unsigned i ){

/* Servers */

if( i >= 2*n ){

i -= 2*n;

#define goto(x){ S[i] = x; return true; }

switch( S[i] ){

case 0:

if( C[i] == 1 || ( S[next(i)] == 1 && !T[next(i)] ) ){ goto(1) }

return false;

case 1:

if( !T[i] ){ return false; }

if( C[i] == 1 ){ C[i] = 2; goto(2) }

if( S[next(i)] == 1 ){ T[i] = false; T[next(i)] = true; goto(0) }

return false;

case 2:

if( C[i] == 2 ){ return false; }

T[i] = false; T[next(i)] = true; goto(0)

default: err_msg = "Illegal local state"; return false;

}

#undef goto

}

/* Clients */

#define goto(x){ C[i] = x; return true; }

if( i >= n ){ // termination transition

i -= n;

if( C[i] == 0 ){ goto(3) }else{ return false; }

}

if( C[i] == 0 ){ goto(1) } // request access

if( C[i] == 2 ){ goto(0) } // leave critical

return false;

}

Fig. 4. Model of the demand-driven token ring, part 2.
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The transitions of the model are numbered starting from 0. The function
fire transition(t) returns true or false to indicate whether transition num-
ber t is enabled. If t is enabled, then fire transition modifies the state ac-
cording to the occurrence of t. If t is disabled, then fire transition must not
modify the state. This rule makes it possible for ASSET to try the next transition
without having to upload the state again.

To improve readability, Figure 4 introduces two versions of a goto(x)macro.
They model the server and the client going to local state x and indicate that the
transition was enabled.

If 0 ≤ t < n, transition t models client t going either from local state 0 to
local state 1 (that is, requesting access) or from local state 2 to local state 0
(leaving the critical section). If n ≤ t < 2n, transition t models client t−n going
from local state 0 to local state 3 (that is, terminating).

Finally, the transitions 2n ≤ t < 3n model server t − 2n. It waits in local
state 0 until its client requests access or the next server needs the token. For the
reason discussed in Section 5, it tests that the next server does not already have
the token.

Then it waits in local state 1 until it has the token. If its client has requested
access, it moves the client to the critical section and goes to local state 2. Oth-
erwise, if the next server needs the token, server t− 2n gives it to it. Otherwise,
server t− 2n continues waiting.

In local state 2, server t−2n waits until its client has left the critical section.
Then it gives the token to the next server and returns to the idle state. As a
consequence, its client cannot get access again before the token has circulated
through the ring and the other clients have had the chance to get access.

The default branch is explained in Section 4.

4 The Checking Features

Figure 5 shows the checking functions used in the experiments of this publication.
Each of them can be switched off by commenting out the corresponding #define,
without having to comment out the function as a whole. This is handy for
experimenting. (It would have been nice to use the same word in the #define

and as the name of the function, but C++ does not allow that.) More flexibility
comes from the fact that if xxx has not been switched on in the model with
#define xxx, then it can be switched on at compile time with a compiler option.

ASSET operates in stages. In the first stage, it checks for safety errors and
illegal deadlocks (if the checking of them has been switched on). It constructs
the state space in breadth-first order, to minimize the length of counterexam-
ples. ASSET calls check state each time when it has constructed a new state,
and check deadlock when it has tried to fire transitions in a state but none
was enabled. If the state is not good, the function returns a character string.
ASSET prints an error message containing it and terminates. That is, ASSET
implements on-the-fly detection of safety and illegal deadlock errors. That the
state is good is indicated by returning the null pointer 0.
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/* Check that at most one client is in critical section at any time. */

#define chk_state

const char *check_state(){

unsigned cnt = 0;

for( unsigned i = 0; i < n; ++i ){ if( C[i] == 2 ){ ++cnt; } }

if( cnt >= 2 ){ return "Mutual exclusion violated"; }

return 0;

}

/* Check that every client has stopped. */

#define chk_deadlock

const char *check_deadlock(){

for( unsigned i = 0; i < n; ++i ){

if( C[i] != 3 ){ return "Client not terminated"; }

}

return 0;

}

/* Check that the original client 0 eventually gets access

if it wants to. */

//#define chk_must_progress

bool is_must_progress(){ return C[c0now] != 1; }

Fig. 5. The check functions of the model of the demand-driven token ring.

By using a global or static C++ variable, check deadlock (or check state)
can be made to count the number of deadlocks that it has detected, and only give
the error message for, say, the tenth. Thus, although ASSET does not provide a
mechanism for investigating each deadlock in turn, C++ makes it possible.

If ASSET did not detect any errors and if it has further checks to perform,
it constructs a data structure that contains the edges of the state space in the
reverse direction. To do that, it goes through all states that it has found and
fires the transitions again in them. (In the case of stubborn sets, it fires the same
subsets of transitions.) In this way, only one unsigned integer per edge is needed.
Storing the edges during the first stage and sorting them afterwards would have
used two unsigned integers per edge.

Then, if chk may progress is on, ASSET checks the state space for may

progress errors by performing a linear-time search along the reversed edges. A
may progress error is a reachable state from which no terminal state and no state
accepted by is may progress is reachable. May progress can be thought of as
a less stringent alternative to linear-time liveness that does not need fairness
assumptions. This feature has been discussed extensively in [10] and is not used
in the experiments of the present publication, so it will not be discussed further
here.

Next ASSET checks the state space for must progress errors, if it has been
commanded to do so and it has not yet terminated because of another error. A
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must progress error is a cycle in the state space that does not contain any state
accepted by is must progress. This is a restricted form of checking linear-time
liveness. For reasons discussed in the next two sections, the simultaneous use of
this feature with stubborn sets and symmetries is limited. Therefore, it has been
switched off in Table 1.

Outside Table 1, the is must progress function in Figure 5 was switched
on in some experiments. ASSET found no errors in the model in Figures 3
and 4. Also a modified model was used where, when leaving local state 2, instead
of giving the token to the next server and going to local state 0, the server
goes to local state 1. ASSET reported that this model has a cycle where a
requesting client does not get access. In it, another client leaves the critical
section, requests for access again, and gets access again. The output of ASSET
is shown below with explanatory comments. (ASSET does not minimize the
length of counterexamples that contain a cycle.)

-i -i* initial state
========== after this line, must progress fails for a pending request
Ri -i* client 0 requests
Rw -i* server 0 waits for token
---------- after the last line, the counterexample jumps back here
Rw -w* the demand reaches server 1
Rw Rw* client 1 requests
Rw Ct* client 1 gets permission
Rw -t* client 1 leaves the critical section
!!! Must-type non-progress error

46 states, 66 edges

Finally, if the stubborn set method is used, safety or progress was checked,
and ASSET has not yet found any error, it checks that the state space is always
may-terminating in the sense discussed in the next section.

The model may at any time assign a character string to err msg. It causes
ASSET to terminate and print an error message containing the string. This
feature is not intended for specifying correctness properties, but for catching
inconsistent situations within the model. In Figure 4 it is used in the default

branch of the switch statement, to indicate that the modeller believes that the
branch is never entered.

In addition to the memory needed for the state itself, ASSET uses two or five
unsigned integers per state, depending on whether the verification task involves
graph search operations in the state space. To quickly detect whether a state is
new or has been constructed also earlier, there is a hash table whose base table
uses 2h unsigned integers, where h is 23 by default but can be changed. The
stubborn set method consumes an additional 5t unsigned integers, where t is the
number returned by nr transitions.

Therefore, in theory, ASSET uses approximately ((2 + s)n + 2h)u bytes for
the easier and ((5 + s)n+m+ 2h)u or ((5 + s)n+m+ 2h + 5t)u bytes for the
more difficult verification tasks, where n is the number of constructed states,
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void next_stubborn( unsigned i ){

if( i >= 2*n ){

i -= 2*n;

switch( S[i] ){

case 0: if(

C[i] == 1 || ( S[next(i)] == 1 && !T[next(i)] )

){ return; }

stb(i, next(i)+2*n); return;

case 1: if( !T[i] ){ stb(prev(i)+2*n); return; }

if( C[i] == 1 ){ return; }

if( S[next(i)] == 1 ){ stb(i); return; }

stb(i, next(i)+2*n); return;

case 2: if( C[i] == 2 ){ stb(i); }

return;

default: return;

}

}

if( i >= n ){ stb(i-n); return; }

switch( C[i] ){

case 0: stb(i+n, i+2*n); return;

case 1: stb(i+2*n); return;

case 2: stb_all(); return;

default: return;

}

}

Fig. 6. The stubborn set obligation rules of the demand-driven token ring.

m is the number of constructed edges, s is the number of unsigned integers
used for representing a state, and u is the number of bytes in an unsigned
integer (usually u = 4 or u = 8). These formulae correctly predict the numeric
and “–” entries in Table 1. However, because of how the dynamically growing
arrays of C++ work, the real memory consumption may add almost (2 + s)nu
or (5+ s)nu bytes to this. With 13 servers and clients, the stubborn set method
yields 13·3 777 949 = 49 113 337 states. This would otherwise fit the memory, but
the doubling of the arrays at 225 = 33 554 432 states causes a memory overflow,
explaining the “..” entries in Table 1.

5 The Stubborn Set Method in ASSET

The implementation of the stubborn set method in ASSET is discussed exten-
sively in [10]. Therefore, it is discussed here only briefly.

Only the basic strong stubborn set method that preserves the deadlocks is
implemented. However, theorems in [10] tell that if the model is always may-
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terminating — that is, if from every reachable state, a terminal state is reachable,
then the basic strong stubborn set method preserves also safety and certain
progress properties. Furthermore, whether the model is always may-terminating
can be checked from the reduced state space.

To use the method, the function next stubborn must be provided. It rep-
resents state-dependent rules of the form “if this transition is in the stubborn
set, then also these transitions must be”. Figure 6 shows the rules used in the
experiments reported in Table 1.

The present author did not at first realize the necessity of the part &&

!T[next(i)] in case 0 in Figure 4. When it was lacking, the plain and sym-
metry methods did not give any error messages. Indeed, mutual exclusion and
eventual access are not violated. However, thanks to the check that the model
is always may-terminating, the stubborn set method gave the following when
n = 2.

-i -i*

-i i*

==========

Ri i*

Rw i*

Rw w*

Rw* i

Rw* w

Ct* w

-t* w

-i w*

----------

i w*

w w*

w* i

w* w

!!! State was reached from which termination is unreachable

67 states, 93 edges

In it, client 0 visits the critical section and both clients terminate. Because
waiting information may be propagated from server i⊕ 1 to server i even if the
former has the token, unnecessary waiting information enters the ring. Eventu-
ally the model runs in a cycle where unnecessary waiting information circulates
in one direction and, driven by it, the token circulates in the opposite direction.
The cycle consists of the states below the “----------” mark. Reaching a ter-
minal state is impossible after the “==========” mark. So the first erroneous
state is Ri i*.

The stubborn set implementation in ASSET does not guarantee that must
progress errors are found. If must progress is used with stubborn sets and ASSET
finds no errors, then it gives a warning that the pass verdict is unreliable. With
the modified model discussed in Section 4, ASSET did find the error with stub-
born sets switched on. With n = 8, there were 2 472 336 states and 17 539 200
edges without and 163 264 states and 293984 edges with stubborn sets.
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void symmetry_representative(){

unsigned i = 0;

while( !T[i] ){ ++i; } // find the server with the token

i = prev(i);

if( !i ){ return; } // terminate, if the state maps to itself

unsigned A[n], j;

for( j = 0; j < n; ++j ){ A[j] = C[(i+j) % n]; }

for( j = 0; j < n; ++j ){ C[j] = A[j]; }

for( j = 0; j < n; ++j ){ A[j] = S[(i+j) % n]; }

for( j = 0; j < n; ++j ){ S[j] = A[j]; }

for( j = 0; j < n; ++j ){ A[j] = T[(i+j) % n]; }

for( j = 0; j < n; ++j ){ T[j] = A[j]; }

#ifdef symm_must

c0now = (c0now + n-i) % n;

#endif

}

Fig. 7. The symmetry representative function of the demand-driven token ring.

6 The Symmetry Method in ASSET

Many systems contain similar components organized in a symmetric fashion.
Several authors have suggested exploiting the symmetry for reducing the size of
the state space, including [2, 3, 5].

The implementation of the symmetry method in ASSET is very simple. Un-
fortunately, as we will see, it leaves a lot of responsibility to the modeller or
preprocessor tool.

Most importantly, the modeller or preprocessor must provide a function
symmetry representative that maps each state to a symmetric state. The more
states are mapped to the same state, the better are the reduction results. Ide-
ally, all states that are symmetric to each other are mapped to the same state.
However, the method remains correct even if the function is not ideal in this
respect.

If the symmetry method has been switched on, ASSET calls the function
symmetry representative on the initial state and on each result of a successful
firing of a transition. As a consequence, paths in the reduced state space may
contain symmetry hops, that is, the head state of an edge is not necessarily the
real result of firing the transition in question in the tail state of the edge. Instead,
it may be another state that is symmetric to the real result.

Figure 7 shows the symmetry mapping used in the experiments of this pub-
lication. It first finds the server that has the token, and then rotates the ring so
that the found server becomes server 1.

The modeller or preprocessor must take the symmetry mapping into account
when formulating the checked properties. Because each of check state and
check deadlock analyses a single state, it is not difficult to make them give the
same reply on symmetric states. The versions in Figure 5 do so.
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It is more difficult with progress properties. For instance, consider the even-
tual access property “if client 0 wants to go to the critical section, it eventually
gets there”. When symm must is off, the is must progress function in Figure 5
formulates the property in a manner that is appropriate only when the sym-
metry method is not used. Because the symmetry mapping in Figure 7 always
rotates the system such that server 1 has the token, only client 1 ever gets to the
critical section in the symmetry-reduced state space. However, the rotation does
not prevent client 0 from trying to go to the critical section. What happens is
that just when client 0 is about to get to the critical section, it becomes client 1.
So ASSET incorrectly reports that client 0 tried to go to the critical section but
never got there.

To solve this problem, the state variable c0now was added to the model. It
keeps track of the current number of the original client 0. The verification results
became correct, but the reduction in the size of the state space was lost entirely.
This is a problem of not just ASSET, but the symmetry method in general.

The counterexamples printed by ASSET may contain symmetry hops. How-
ever, in the experience of the present author, they have not harmed the interpre-
tation of counterexamples. They may even be helpful. When a counterexample
contains many symmetric copies of the same theme, symmetry hops may reduce
them to a single copy.
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n states edges time states edges time

2 P 68 140 0.0 S 44 60 0.0
Y 34 70 0.0 B 22 30 0.0

3 P 468 1 350 0.0 S 219 327 0.0
Y 156 450 0.0 B 73 109 0.0

4 P 2 928 10 880 0.0 S 920 1 432 0.0
Y 732 2 720 0.0 B 230 358 0.0

5 P 17 280 78 600 0.1 S 3 505 5 625 0.0
Y 3 456 15 720 0.0 B 701 1 125 0.0

6 P 98 064 527 760 0.2 S 12 540 20 772 0.1
Y 16 344 87 960 0.1 B 2 090 3 462 0.0

7 P 541 296 3 364 200 0.8 S 43 015 73 899 0.2
Y 77 328 480 600 0.4 B 6 145 10 557 0.1

8 P 2 927 232 20 632 320 4.5 S 143 408 256 880 0.4
Y 365 904 2 579 040 1.6 B 17 926 32 110 0.2

9 P 15 583 104 122 821 920 30.0 S 469 053 879 885 1.4
Y 1 731 456 13 646 880 10.0 B 52 117 97 765 0.3

10 P 81 933 120 714 052 800 262 S 1 514 900 2 984 860 4.6
Y 8 193 312 71 405 280 59.5 B 151 490 298 486 0.9

11 P – – 341 S 4 852 771 10 057 839 16.3
Y 38 771 136 370 202 400 339 B 441 161 914 349 2.6

12 P S 15 464 040 33 719 400 60.1
Y – – 1039 B 1 288 670 2 809 950 9.1

13 P S .. .. 65.0
Y B 3 777 949 8 659 221 30.0

14 P S
Y B 11 116 762 26 741 542 96.1

15 P S
Y B 32 826 001 82 708 765 353

16 P S
Y B .. .. 131

Table 1. Results on the demand-driven token ring. “P” = plain, “S” = stubborn sets,
“Y” = symmetries, and “B” = both. “–” denotes that 108 states was exceeded. “..” in-
dicates memory overflow. The times are in seconds and do not include the compilation.
The experiments were run on a year 2009 laptop with a 1.6GHz dual core processor
and 1.954 GiB (that is, 2.098 GB) of RAM.
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Abstract. This paper presents parameter and expression editors of the design
tool Kactus2. It is aimed at digital System-on-Chip (SoC) designs based on
IEEE 1685 IP-XACT XML metadata standard. SoC’s are constructed by as-
sembling parametrized components using generators for hardware language
code and design configuration. The key challenges are the management of de-
pendencies between thousands of parameters, as well as immediate validation
and evaluation while editing. The expression editor in this paper has been de-
signed to overcome these challenges. The editors include real-time syntax, se-
mantic analysis and the use of UUIDs behind user displayed parameter names.
The implementations for these have been published in Kactus2 v2.8 open
source code, written in C++/Qt5, and consisting of 3000 LoC in the release. An
independent industrial user on the SoC domain has verified the correctness,
completeness and usability of the new solutions. The designed editors signifi-
cantly improve the SoC parameter editing and design configuration.

Keywords: IP-XACT ∙ Kactus2 ∙ Electronic Design Automation ∙ System-on-
Chip ∙ Expression analysis ∙ Semantic analysis

1 Introduction

This paper presents new features and implementation solutions for a design tool
called Kactus2. It is aimed at digital systems design, especially System-on-Chip
(SoC) designs which can include hundreds of Intellectual Property (IP) blocks possi-
bly representing millions of lines of hardware description language (HDL) code [1].
Kactus2 uses IEEE standards 1685-2009 and 1685-2014 “IP-XACT” XML metadata
that is aimed at unified specification for electronic design automation, IP vendors, and
system design communities [2]. IP-XACT specifies how IP blocks are packaged and
assembled independent of the design tool, implementation language or vendor used in
creating the IP block [3]. IP-XACT 2014 templates include 24 XSD files, totaling of
790 elements and 241 attributes. In addition, so called vendor extensions can multiply
these numbers, which shows that IP-XACT is a complex specification. It has been
widely adopted in VLSI industry recently accompanied by FPGA vendors.

SoC designs are increasingly based on automatic generation of HDL code, HW de-
pendent SW device drivers and automated building of the SW stack. IP-XACT at-
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tempts to specify a standard for all of this by a single point of control. The main HW
related tasks are parametrization of the IP blocks, instantiation and connection of the
blocks and design configuration.

Parameters are heavily used e.g. to construct structures and memory regions acces-
sible to SW. Parameters can be propagated through hierarchy, but global references
are not allowed to guarantee reuse of each IP block. Parameters defined in an IP-block
can be overridden for each instance in a design. There are six parameter attributes like
strict typing or allowable numerical range for the different purposes. These can be
used to explicitly define the values that a parameter can be given.

The challenge is how to manage even thousands of parameters and attributes that
may depend on each other and form long chains in expressions. Since the user cannot
comprehend the whole system at once, a tool should validate, and when possible,
evaluate parameter values on-the-fly while editing. A mistake in referencing, renam-
ing or copy-pasting can be very difficult to find afterwards.

Another challenge is how to enter the parameter information in a tool. Some relat-
ed tools resemble XML code editors, and some offer very large table sheets. Both are
prone to human errors and reduce the usability. An XML code should not be visible
for a system designer.

The need for an open source tool easing the reuse, configuration and assembly of
SoC designs motivated the development of Kactus2 at Tampere University of Tech-
nology. Even stronger motivation was to create an outstanding user interface hiding
the complexity of IP-XACT, since the tools in this domain are commonly known to
be very difficult to use.

Kactus2 was launched in 2010. It is implemented in C++ and Qt5, and the current
release v2.8 has ~390k LoC. Kactus2 is actively being used in several companies,
which also have supported the development. There are over 7800 installer downloads
by Aug 2015, which is a very good number in this specific domain. Direct feedback
from the users confirms the good usability.

This paper presents new solutions developed for Kactus2 for SoC design configu-
ration, which were implemented in v2.8. The new contributions are following:

· A new approach to expression editors.
· Real-time validation and semantic analysis of the parameters involved in defining

the high-level SoC design configuration.

This paper is organized in the following way. Chapter 2 discusses the related work
of expression editors. Chapter 3 introduces the solutions for the expression editor of
Kactus2. Chapter 4 contains the evaluation of the created mechanics. Chapter 5 con-
cludes this paper.

2 Related work

The early IP-XACT tools were Eclipse-based XML editors, which are still available
for many variations as commercial tools. The closest free tool to Kactus2 is EDAUtils
IP-XACT Solution [4], but it has much less features and is basically an IP-XACT
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XML editor. All true competitors are commercial tools, but they deny any compari-
sons  and publication  of  the  user  interface  in  their  licensing  terms.  In  addition,  com-
mercial tools have often been customized, which complicate comparison. Thus,
Kactus2 is currently the only usable open source IP-XACT tool.

For the related work, we consider more common solutions outside IP-XACT do-
main. The most important part is an expression editor that should

1. Have a WYSIWYG editor,
2. Support basic mathematical operators,
3. Support nested sections in parentheses,
4. Have constants, parameters and operators adding, copying, pasting and moving

within and between expressions,
5. Offer only existing parameters to be inserted and rejecting any other strings,
6. Validate the formula when typing,
7. Evaluate the value of the expression immediately,
8. Hide the parameter IDs and display only parameter names to the user.

The parameter references are based on unique IDs (UUID), which means the pa-
rameter name can be changed without breaking the dependencies. In addition, when
two IP blocks are integrated with the same parameter name but different meaning,
UUIDs help resolving the issue.

  Marques et al. have presented WIRIS OM Toolset [5] for managing mathematical
expressions. This application tries to construct outputs of mathematical fragments
written in a suitable markup language. WIRIS OM Toolset has been incorporated into
the LeActiveMath and WebALT project [5]. LeaActiveMath is a learning tool system
designed for high school, college or university level teaching [6]. WebALT is an ap-
plication that uses existing standard to represent mathematical equations on the web
together with existing linguistic technologies in order to create a language-
independent mathematical learning platform [7]. The TextMathEditor of WebALT
allows the construction of mathematical expressions using a predetermined grammar.
The WIRIS Formula Editor of the WIRIS OM Toolset has been incorporated within
this math editor.

Lee et al. have developed MathCast [8], an open source equation editor for mathe-
matical expressions. The produced equations can be used in documents, graphically
rendered picture files or within MathML Presentation 2.0, format for describing
mathematics [9]. A tool is included within MathCast to author XHTML web pages
with mathematical equations.

Design Science Inc. offers MathType, a commercial equation editor tool for Win-
dows and Macintosh [10]. It contains a wide range of mathematical functions and
customization options, with an ability to export these equations to Mathematical
Markup Language (MathML). MathType also understands the TeX and LaTeX type-
setting. MathType is compatible with a multitude of applications & websites, such as
Adobe InDesign and Microsoft Office tools.

Design Science Inc. offers another commercial mathematical equation tool, called
MathFlow [11]. MathFlow is a MathML Toolbox standard, offering tools for editing,
displaying and accessing mathematical notations on websites, applications and ser-
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vices. It can be incorporated into a suite of other software, such as Oxygen [12]. The
MathFlow toolbox consist of editors, equation composers and document composers.

All related editors have features from 1 to 7, e.g. WYSIWYG, use of previously
constructed constants, parameters and operators and nesting. MathType also supports
handwriting but this is not important for SoC design. However, none of the editors
support our requirement 8. We also need to consider how operands and operations are
defined for the expression editor.

2.1 Related standards

There are two standards for capturing mathematical equations: OpenMath [13] and
MathML [9]. There is a large overlap between these two communities. Both attempt
to create an extensible standard for representing the semantics of mathematical ob-
jects. As a web based system, MathML is based on XML in order to help browsers
natively render mathematical expressions. OpenMath endorses XML and binary for-
mats, although a custom encoding can be used. It is primarily targeted towards the
semantic meaning and content of mathematical objects instead of focusing on repre-
senting the objects. This approach is used in MathML. However, OpenMath has re-
ceived critique for its use of general mathematics [14].

Since both the MathML and OpenMath are based on XML [9] [13], it could be in-
corporated within Kactus2. Although these could help in displaying the constructed
equations within the expression editor, the semantic analysis is the important part of
the IP-XACT standard. Both of these standards contain semantic tags for constructing
the expressions. Following the structure, an analysis can be formed. For example the
following example sentence

x2 + 4x + 4 =0 (1)

could be constructed using the MathML semantics[9] as follows:

1.    <apply>
2.        <plus/>
3.        <apply>
4.            <power/>
5.            <ci>x</ci>
6.            <cn>2</cn>
7.        </apply>
8.        <apply>
9.            <times/>
10.           <cn>4</cn>
11.           <ci>x</ci>
12.       </apply>
13.      <cn>4</cn>
14.   </apply>

Since these standards describe the expressions in XML format, parsing one sen-
tence for editing requires resources. Comparing to the expression editor developed for
Kactus2, an expression is contained within a single string-variable. The managing of
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the equation becomes resource consuming as the XML tags of the expression need to
be  re-applied  every  time the  user  wants  to  replace  a  value.  Displaying the  data  of  a
table containing tens of parameters each containing between one to three expressions
could possibly cause long loading times in opening and changing tables.

Regardless of the merits of existing solutions, none of these are easy to integrate
into Kactus2. The equation editors presented here are applications, and removing the
functionality of expressions from them could prove difficult. Kactus2 operates using
IP-XACT standard defining the parameters that are used in its expressions. These
expressions are structured according to System Verilog. To ensure that the parameter
references can be handled properly, together with a reliable and immediate expression
validation and evaluation, a custom expression editor was implemented for Kactus2.
The editor would be difficult to implement in other, non-IP-XACT applications.

3 Equations in Kactus2

Expressions are used in Kactus2 to capture mathematical equations and parameter
references. The references are constructed using the unique identifier of the refer-
enced value.

3.1 Expressions in Kactus2

In IP-XACT, the expressions are stored in an XML file. The XML element depends
on the correct location of the expression. Following is a fragment of IP-XACT file of
a component containing parameters. The ** is used as an operator for exponentiation:

<spirit:parameter type="int" usageCount="2">
  <spirit:name>port_width</spirit:name>
  <spirit:value spirit:id=
    "uuid_4087e902_e070_460c_b14f_41445660d950">-2
  </spirit:value>
</spirit:parameter>
<spirit:parameter type="real">
  <spirit:name>clk_enable</spirit:name>
  <spirit:value spirit:id=
    "uuid_0e46c746_ce3d_445b_977a_f9737eb3c505">
     uuid_4087e902_e070_460c_b14f_41445660d950**2+4*
     uuid_4087e902_e070_460c_b14f_41445660d950+4
  </spirit:value>
</spirit:parameter>
<spirit:parameter type="int">
  <spirit:name>port_range</spirit:name>
  <spirit:value spirit:id=
    "uuid_c45c68c9_1a57_4be6_a4e6_5e73ea74f197">14
  </spirit:value>
</spirit:parameter>
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This example displays three parameters, with parameter clk_enable containing a simi-
lar equation as in equation (1). In this example, the string uuid followed by a list of
characters is a universally unique identifier (UUID) [15] of a parameter value. Every
parameter value within Kactus2 has this identifier. When an XML file is read,
Kactus2 checks if a parameter contains a unique identifier. If this identifier is not
found, a new UUID is created.

Fig. 1. Expression reading and displaying in Kactus2

The flowchart for handling of XML files in Kactus2 is shown in Fig. 1. As shown
above, the XML file contains the references of an expression as unique identifiers to
the referenced parameter value. When an expression is displayed in a table of
Kactus2, the expression formatter of the table changes the unique identifier to a more
human readable name of the parameter. Only the name is displayed for user editing
the expressions.

3.2 The expression editor

A section of the Parameters editor of Kactus2 is shown in Fig. 2. This editor is used
to create and manage the parameters of a component. The name column displays the
parameter name, while the type column describes the type of the value. If the selected
type cannot contain the given value, the type is displayed in red.

Fig. 2. Parameters editor of Kactus2
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Fig. 3. Reference selection in the expression editor.

The symbol f(x) in the header informs that the value can be given as an expression.
The value of the expression is displayed as a tooltip of the containing field. The ex-
pression itself is visible when viewing or editing a parameter. The parameter values
can also be given as arrays. Every value of an array can be given a different expres-
sion, but multidimensional arrays are not supported in Kactus2.

While constructing an expression, the Kactus2 expression editor offers a list of
possible completions for an incomplete word. This can be observed in Fig.  3, where
the value of parameter clk_enable is being edited. The available selections are deter-
mined by the location of the expression editor. In the component editor, these com-
pletions are selected from the parameters of the currently active component. In the
configurable element editor, the completions are selected from the configurable
element values.

Each selection consists of the name of the corresponding parameter and its value,
while the unique identifier of the parameter is hidden from the user. When a comple-
tion is selected, the expression editor retrieves this unique identifier and inserts it to
the edited value. Thus the expression itself is constructed using the unique identifiers
of the referenced parameters. When the finished expression is displayed to the user,
the expression formatter changes the unique identifier of the referenced parameter to
the name of the parameter.

The expression editor will colour green the valid parameter references of an ex-
pression. Values containing invalid references are coloured red. All the references are
made using the unique IDs of parameters, but are displayed using the parameter
names. This is because the parameter IDs are not human readable.

The selection management is handled by the parameter completer class. Fig.  4
displays the structure of this completer. This class creates the available selections for
the user when selecting a completion to an unfinished word, as seen in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. The structure of parameter completer class in the expression editor.

The parameter  completer  is  derived from the  QCompleter  class  of  Qt,  and uses  a
component parameter model to construct the model seen in the selection. This model
retrieves the parameters according to its currently selected parameter finder class. It
is based on the table editors of Kactus2 and thus is derived from both the referencing
table model class and the parameterizable table class. These handle the basic func-
tionalities of a table view in Kactus2. An expression parser class is attached to the
parameterizable table class. This parser evaluates the values of expressions. The
parameter finder class is used to find referable parameters, with its subclasses de-
termining the place where these parameters are found.

In version 2.8 of Kactus2, the classes contributing to the expression editor consist
of approximately 3000 lines of C++/Qt code. This includes the expression managing
and parsing, reference selection and expression formatting.
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Fig. 5. View of the parameter reference tree.

3.3 Parameter reference tree

IP-XACT based designs can include very complex parameter reference chains. To
help managing this, Kactus2 offers a parameter reference tree view with the expres-
sion editor. The tree visualizes all of the locations where the parameter has been ref-
erenced within the component together with the expression, in which the parameter
has been referenced. This reference calculation helps the user to be informed of the
importance of a parameter. A warning is given if a user tries to remove a parameter
that has been referenced at least once. An example of the reference tree is depicted in
Fig. 5.

The parameter reference tree is constructed on demand if a parameter has been ref-
erenced in an expression. This is determined by the usage amount column of a param-
eter. Keeping this usage count constantly in a correct state requires the tracking of all
the expression editors of Kactus2.

Whenever a reference is selected in the expression editor, a signal is sent to the pa-
rameter reference calculator class. This signal informs the reference calculator class
to increase the usage count of the referenced parameter. When a reference is deleted
or changed, a signal is sent to inform the reference calculator to decrease the amount
of references made to the parameter.

3.4 Editing an expression

When an expression is edited, the expression editor tracks the current location of the
editing. When the user removes or inserts characters into the expression, this location
is used to determine what is in the current position. If the position contains a reference
to a parameter value, a signal is emitted to inform that the reference has been removed
and the usage count of that parameter should be decreased, thus affecting the parame-
ter reference tree.
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When the user changes location in the expression, the parameter completer at-
tached to the expression editor displays a list of possible references to complete the
word at the current location.

If a new reference is not selected for the edited word, the XML file containing the
edited parameter value is changed. The uuid of the referenced value is replaced with
the edited name of the parameter. For example this XML contains parameter
clk_counter. Its value is an expression containing a reference to parameter
port_range:

<spirit:parameter type="int">
 <spirit:name>clk_counter</spirit:name>
 <spirit:value spirit:id=
 "uuid_5ecaeb33_fd7f_4512_acbf_5684d504af02">
  uuid_c45c68c9_1a57_4be6_a4e6_5e73ea74f197+4
 </spirit:value>
</spirit:parameter>

The uuid of parameter port_range is displayed in the value element of the parame-
ter clk_counter. When the value of the clk_counter is edited by removing a character,
the uuid is replaced by the edited name of parameter port_range:

<spirit:parameter type="int">
<spirit:name>clk_counter</spirit:name>
 <spirit:value spirit:id=
 "uuid_5ecaeb33_fd7f_4512_acbf_5684d504af02">
  port_rage+4
 </spirit:value>
</spirit:parameter>

The analysis of a modified expression is performed after the editing is finished.
The new expression is evaluated and the results are displayed in the tooltip of the
finished expression.

3.5 Semantic analysis of an expression

Kactus2 follows the System Verilog syntax for evaluating expressions. The validity of
an expression is handled in the expression parser classes. Invalid expressions are col-
ored red and the results are given as a string containing the text N/A.

Regular expressions are used to determine the validity of an expression. These de-
fine the available operators and functions that can be given in the expressions of
Kactus2. A valid expression within the expression editor of Kactus2 contains at least
one operator or a string literal. These operators can be negative or positive. Expres-
sions can contain more operators, but they must be connected with mathematical op-
erands. String literals are accepted as valid expressions.

In addition to the regular expression containing the form of the equation, the paren-
theses and braces within the expression are examined. Parentheses are used to con-
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struct equations with priority calculations. Valid places for open parentheses are be-
fore the first operand or before any subsequent operands. The closing parentheses are
placed after any subsequent operands. To handle the construction of multiple paren-
theses containing functions, the expression parses checks if the expression contains
the same number of opening and closing parentheses.

 Braces identify a value containing an array of values. A valid array contains an
equal number of opening and closing braces. A value within an array can be con-
structed similarly as a basic value, i.e. it can contain expressions. Multidimensional
arrays are not supported in the current version of Kactus2.

The expression editor is compatible with the decimal, hexadecimal, octal and bina-
ry number formats. The basic functionalities of the ExpressionParser class of Kactus2
parses any given expression to a decimal number. The ValueFormatter class allows
formatting any expression to a desired number format.

3.6 Expression evaluation

The evaluation of the expressions in Kactus2 is performed by the ExpressionParser
class and its subclasses. The flowchart for expression analysis is shown in Fig. 6. The
expression parser starts by checking any given expression for its validity. An N/A is
returned if an expression is found to be not applicable in Kactus2. It then checks if the
given expression is an array of expressions. If it is an array, the expression parser
evaluates all the expressions contained within it.

The equation is divided into a list of string type units. Each unit contains either an
operator, or a word delimiter. Using this list of units, the expression parser calculates
the value for the given expression using the standard arithmetic formulas.

Parentheses used in the expression are solved in a similar manner to the mathemat-
ical functions. The beginning and ending parentheses are first matched. Then each of
the expressions contained within the parentheses is then calculated separately, begin-
ning with the innermost expression.

Fig. 6. The flowchart for expression analysis used in the expression editor of Kactus2.
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4 Evaluation of the equation mechanics

The semantic analysis of Kactus2 handles the basic functionalities of a mathematical
equation editor. Comparing to other software designed to create and manage complex
mathematical structures, the expression editor of Kactus2 may seem simple. Kactus2
does not support the drawing of mathematical functions, or some the basic functional-
ities such as calculating square roots. However, the expression editor is currently
purposed to handle the mathematical needs of IP-XACT based SoC designs.

The speed of the expression editor depends on the amount of parameters currently
contained within a component. A test was conducted on a Win7 operating system and
4 processors (x86-64, WOW64) with a component containing approximately a hun-
dred parameters. Writing an expression causes no lag. Less than a second of lag can
be perceived in constructing the list of selectable references. Editing an expression
does not incur any more lag than the construction of the reference selections when
editing sections of the expression. The expression editor presented in this paper fol-
lows the System Verilog structure to validate and analyze any expressions given to it.
This structure contains the clog2 (ceiling of log2) function.

The standards OpenMath and MathML are not necessary to be implemented in
Kactus2. The expressions in Kactus2 are stored in simple string variables compared to
the XML tags used in both of these standards. Accessing the correct XML tag to
change a single operator of an expression can be considered more resource consum-
ing, compared to the handling of expressions contained a string. Additionally, as
Kactus2 is developed for SoC design, the expression editor contained within it does
not need very complex mathematical functions.

5 Conclusions

The Kactus2 expression editor presented in this paper allows the creation of mathe-
matical expressions displaying parameter names to the user while hiding the refer-
ences made to the parameter IDs. These parameters can be located within different
parts of a component. The different parameter finders of Kactus2 are used to specify
the location of the usable parameter references. This can be either the currently active
IP-XACT component, the component referenced by the currently active IP-XACT
component instance, the configurable elements of an IP-XACT component instance or
the top component containing a design housing the IP-XACT component instance.

The expression editor shown in this paper allows the defining of mathematical
equations. The editor can support the basic arithmetic formulas, as well as understand
different formats for the input of the data. These are the decimal, hexadecimal, octal
and binary formats.

Future work includes extension of the current semantic analysis for IP-XACT ven-
dor extensions, which have specified nodes in the XML tree but custom content. This
would be implemented by an extensible metamodel for the items of the expressions.

The benefits of the expression editor of Kactus2 are improved usability and re-
duced number of errors in SoC designs. Using the UUIDs as references allows relia-
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ble equation construction with the desired parameters. The use of parameter names in
place of the referenced UUIDs in the expression editor help in transforming these
equations into more human readable.

Without the expression formula and references validation, the IP-XACT XML files
could contain serious errors that can be difficult to find and verify in a large SoC de-
sign. As the expression validation is built into the expression editor, the IP-XACT
based SoC designs cannot contain parameter reference errors in Kactus2. Thus the
presented expression editor improves the SoC design process productivity and quality
significantly compared to plain IP-XACT XML editors that are still widely used.
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Abstract. Reuse is one of the classic ways to improve productivity in
software development. Indeed, benefiting from software components, pat-
terns, and solutions that have been developed in the company potentially
leads to savings in all phases of software intensive work. However, putting
such an approach to practice is far from being simple. In particular, when
considering software companies that specialize in customer-specific soft-
ware projects, it is common that similar designs and technology choices
are made in parallel without project-crossing knowledge. In such settings,
there is a lack of a systematic approach between projects to spread good
practices or to eliminate bad ones. In this paper, we propose solving
such problems with an information system that acts as a marketplace
for promoting software reuse within a project organization, much to the
same flavor as app stores are used to promote mobile applications. The
paper provides insight to the design of our prototype system, as well as
contains preliminary views from users in one organization.

Keywords: Reuse, software projects, inner source, marketplace.

1 Introduction

The business climate today is highly competitive for software companies. This
leads to a constant need to look for improvement in development processes in
order to maintain the competitive edge. One way to achieve this is reuse –
benefiting from software components, patterns, and solutions priorly developed
in the company [1]. The benefits reuse promises are improvement in software
quality, performance, and reliability [2, 3]. When implemented well, code reuse
can shorten development time, which in turn shortens time to market. It can also
help to avoid redundant work in projects, such as analysis phase, thus improving
project productivity and reducing development effort [3]. Reuse can also make
software maintenance easier as reuse unifies coding practices between projects
[4]. All in all, the promise of reuse is undisputable.

Project organizations still largely carry out their businesses in accordance to
the old subcontracting model, where the customer defines requirements and the
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project organization is optimized to perform technical activities needed for re-
quirements elicitation, design, and final implementation. In this context, where
each project is treated as a separate entity due to e.g. confidentiality reasons,
spreading word regarding successful technology choices gets overly complex. Each
technology selection will strictly remain in the project silo instead, and experi-
ences regarding using them are only reused once the developers are allocated to
future projects. Therefore, the developers are constantly faced with a challenge
of finding suitable solutions to current programming tasks. This includes being
constantly on the lookout for components to reuse as such are not readily visible
across project barriers. Furthermore, and even more counterproductively, they
end up assiduously solving the same problems over again. The challenge posed
hence lies in making the components suitable for reuse visible for the developers
across projects and over silo borders.

Commonly used approaches to implement reuse include product-line archi-
tectures [5] and inner source [6], both of which introduce established reuse pro-
cesses. Product-line architectures provide a common platform for a typically
domain-specific family of products. Each product is then developed by adding
the product specific features on top of the shared platform. Inner source, some-
times coined internal open source or corporate source [7], sometimes progressive
open source [8], in turn refers to the practise of utilizing suitable open source soft-
ware development practices and tools within an organization. In general, both
approaches build on creating software repositories [9] as a method to give devel-
opers access to reusable components. Still, finding suitable components from a
large and typically constantly growing repository is challenging [10]. Addition-
ally the lack of decent documentation makes it difficult to evaluate how suitable
a component is for reuse. Furthermore, the amount of work required for using
it as a part of another piece of software can be hard to estimate. In this paper,
we propose an approach to turn this around much like modern online distribu-
tion platforms for mobile applications, colloquially app stores, have simplified
installing compelling applications that were impossible to find before they were
made available through an information system that also syndicates users’ views.

To summarize, while the idea of reuse is decades old and different approaches
to classifying and representing reusable components in repositories have been
around for a while [10, 11] reuse is still not a fluent everyday practice at software
companies. This paper addresses the question: how should reuse be implemented
within a project organization in order to avoid the problems and challenges
repositories bring forth?

The paper presents a pilot study on establishing a company internal compo-
nent marketplace that engages the ideology of app stores in order to highlight
fitting components to developers for reuse across in-house projects. The paper
further presents the systematic reuse process alongside and applied to the mar-
ketplace. As our prototype, such a marketplace was implemented and taken into
use in a mid-sized Finnish software company developing a range of software
products mainly to large customers that require confidentiality, high quality and
predictable delivery. In short, the paper contributes:
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– the concept of using a component marketplace to promote reuse in an orga-
nization,

– an industry scale prototype implementation, and
– the reusability process adopted in conjunction with the marketplace.

Here, we address the very first views to deploying using such a system in a
project organization. A detailed case study regarding the experiences will be
reported later in a separate article, where the resulting increase in reuse will be
evaluated.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents background
on the business environment of the project organization, the challenges of soft-
ware reuse and discusses the requirements in the adoption of systematic reuse.
Section 3 describes the concept of a marketplace as a mechanism for supporting
component reuse. Section 4 describes how requirements were gathered from the
target organization. Section 5 presents the implemented marketplace solution
and discusses how it takes the main challenges into account. Section 6 describes
the reuse process adopted at the company. Section 7 discusses the key findings of
the study. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper with future research directions.

2 Background

The benefits of reuse – better quality and reliability, shorter development time,
and unified practices – are so overwhelming, that it almost beyond understand-
ing why so many organizations overlook this opportunity. Then again, when
considered from the viewpoint of a software company, it is usually self-evident
that a lot of effort must be invested in creating practices needed for systematic
reuse. The enticing prospect of reuse can and often is hindered by the intim-
idating challenges in making it a successful ongoing process – if the processes
of reuse are not planned and well-established the organization may end up in
a situation where a better and faster solution would be to just implement each
project on its own. One must be able to identify the reusable components as
reuse is not a fit-for-all solution [12]. The components intended for reuse need
to be generalized and documented properly [13]. Reuse itself requires finding
the suitable components, getting to know them and making possible changes to
them [4]. As a concept, reuse has been around from the sixties [14] – and we are
still struggling with it.

2.1 Towards Software Reuse

The best results can be obtained with systematic reuse [15]. This also requires
that the challenges and problems that reuse entails are identified in the project
organization. Even the best laid plans do not alone guarantee a successful adop-
tion of reuse. It needs to be encouraged as a best practice on an organizational
level as well as supported by development practices and infrastructure.

Jacobson et al.[13] propose four key processes that are needed in successful
reuse (see Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. Four concurrent processes of reuse [13].

– Create: The creation process focuses on identifying the needs of and provide
for the projects. The development activities included comprise of numerous
issues, such as domain planning, development and installation environment,
selecting components that are to be reused, and tools that are used for reuse.
In many cases, these need a lot of attention in order to introduce generic
solutions instead of context-specific ones.

– Support: Supporting reuse includes numerous human-related issues. For in-
stance, components to be reused need to be classified and packaged in order
to support reuse; distributing them needs common practices; and instruc-
tions need to be in place to make all this happen in accordance to plans.
The focus is on supporting the needed processes and maintaining the com-
ponent collection.

– Manage: Leadership functions – including planning, funding, resourcing,
prioritization, coordination, as well as many other leadership related func-
tions – is often the main obstacle when considering reuse. Balancing between
the long-term investment in coordinated reuse and everyday needs of going
forward with projects is difficult. Moreover, many of the present agile soft-
ware engineering approaches, such as Scrum [16] and Kanban [17], are often
understood as focusing on satisfying customer requirements. They do not
emphasize issues that will help the company in the long run.
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– Reuse: Actual reuse takes place by selecting the components to be reused,
which is a key characteristic for aiming at systematic reuse. Furthermore, sys-
tematic reuse entails customizing and combining the reusable components.

Putting all this to practice in a software organization requires management
attention, organizational engineering, and hence time that is away from pro-
ductive work. That in turn is the key ingredient for creating revenues in soft-
ware companies who specialize in delivering software through customer-specific
projects. There, it is common that problems hindering reuse emerge. These in-
clude considering only reusing individual components, overly generic designs,
lacking scalability, legacy technology, and reuse only for reuse itself [9]. Boehm
further emphasizes the danger of ”the field of dreams”: believing that builiding
a software repository of reusable components suffices to make reuse an everyday
practice.

The open source software movement [18] with its development ideology and
community-driven approach [19] has risen as a force to be reckoned with when it
comes to developing high-quality software products. The concept of a software
forge [20] –an repository of projects that can be browsed and that provides
the necessary development tools – comes from open source. In its wake, inner
source – internal open source – has been utilized by companies to adopt the
methodology and ideas of open source software development within a software
company. As such, inner source on the development infrastructure level provides
a plausible platform for reuse [21]. Inner source does however also pose its set of
challenges [21] such as identifying the suitable components and selecting them
based on evaluation, poor documentation, as well as integration and architecture
issues. These as such are identifiable further as the challenges of reuse itself.
However, the factors supporting adoption of inner source [22] – the idea of a seed
software product, practices and tools, and organizational and the community-
driven approach can also be seen as key factors in supporting reuse.

2.2 Context

The company where the experiment for the proposed approach is carried out,
Insta DefSec Ltd1, is a Finnish software organization that specializes in develop-
ing a range of company software projects. The company delivers software mainly
to large customers that require confidentiality, high quality, and predictable de-
livery time. Their potential customer-base includes such governmental organiza-
tions as the defence forces and other organizations that often require a certain
level of independence of other projects in their execution largely due to their con-
fidential nature. In fact, each project may have different requirements on levels
of confidentiality, which may have an effect on the personnel that may partici-
pate in them. Despite these limitations and project boundaries systematic, well-
organized reuse is beneficial also to the customers. The major programs affect the

1 http://www.insta.fi/en/
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company line structure, for example, due to the requirements and project restric-
tions. Each program usually holds and manages its own resources, including soft-
ware engineers working on the project as well as almost all the technical project
data. Consequently, information regarding successful or unsuccessful technology
decisions or design practices is mostly distributed across project borders through
word-of-mouth from developer to developer, which though effective in breaking
the project silo in separate cases lacks in organization wide governance. For
instance, if in one project, the developers perform an analysis regarding the au-
tomated mapping from an object-oriented design to a relational database, the
results of the analysis would be shareable across all in-house projects. More-
over, experiences from using a certain application-independent component – be
it developed internally or a third party system – could be beneficial across the
projects, as many of them deal with similar technologies simply due to domain
requirements. Without a systematic approach the benefits, such as joint mainte-
nance of common technology, are not gained. The company is constantly looking
for ways to improve its ways of working. Thus working towards new methods
for systematic reuse and organization wide dissemination of best practices is one
area where new directions are tried out.

3 Marketplace as a mechanism for reuse

Despite the promise of reuse code repositories do not seem to provide a sufficient
solution to reuse. Instead they seem to bring issues similar to the challenges of
reuse itself to the organization. Aiming for systematic reuse is not hence solved
by setting up a code repository for the reusable components.

The goal of a company internal marketplace is to combine the idea of a digi-
tal online distribution platforms known from mobile apps such as Google Play2

and Apple’s App Store3 – colloquially coined simply app stores – to these tra-
ditional reuse approaches in order to meet the challenges of reuse. This should
increase the amount of reuse within the company and help to lower the bound-
aries between projects. The marketplace aims to solve the challenge of projects
acting as knowledge silos. It is used to market components developed with the
organization as well as third party components across projects thus taking them
into use more straightforward for the projects. The app store features of the
marketplace should further make locating of reusable component easier. The
marketplace supports making a decision on reuse with clear descriptions on the
available components as well as developer comments and instructions of use for
them – all features familiar from the app store markets.

Philosophically, the marketplace incorporates the feel of inner source. It pro-
motes transparency, acts as the ”seed” product, and attracts contributions across
the organization [22]. A component shared through the marketplace can, in addi-
tion to the components developed in the projects, also be a third party solution
that could be valuable for several in-house projects. For example, in addition to

2 https://play.google.com/store/apps
3 https://itunes.apple.com/app/apple-store/
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traditional software components or applications, the reusable component can be
a reference implementation, a description of, or a design decision on, an archi-
tecture. A software library is shareable through the marketplace as well.

The marketplace can also decrease the effort required to reuse the components
by offering the components directly in the marketplace. For reuse, the most
important factor is that the marketplace offers an easy way to locate, add and
describe components. Hence the components can physically be located outside
the marketplace in a separate repository or online as long as the location is
explicitly shareable through the marketplace. As summary, in order to meet the
needs of systematic, successful reuse the marketplace should:

– act as an internal information channel for the organization
– make adopting reusable components more fluent
– guide development of reusable components
– guide technology choices made in projects
– motivate development toward reusable components
– help keeping track of available reusable components.

The marketplace aims to motivate further development of reusable component
by enabling advertizing them through the marketplace [23]. Through the mar-
ketplace the projects can also give component recommendations. Finally, open
source components are also shareable at the marketplace which allows the orga-
nization to better keep track of them. This way they can also ensure that the
licence terms are known by the developers.

4 Requirements Gathering

Requirements elicitation was done in two stages to ensure that the internal
marketplace would address the true needs of the developers. In the first stage,
a rough list of requirements were gathered in meetings among a small group
of people taking part in the marketplace research. Based on the requirements
recognized there and from the conversations in the meetings, an inquiry about
software reuse was created. The purpose of the inquiry was to identify more
specific requirements.

In the second stage of the requirements gathering, the drafted inquiry was
sent to the project managers, architects and developers of the company. The
results confirmed that the requirements identified by the marketplace research
team were accurate. The results also defined the priority of the requirements.

According to the results, the marketplace should enable sharing the following
information regarding reusable components:

– basic information such as the name and version of components and other
useful details

– the technical and functional descriptions,
– the locations and contact persons of the components, and
– prices and licences, if a 3rd party component was included.
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Respondents also considered important that jar packages can be uploaded
directly through the marketplace. If a direct marketplace access is not possible,
it should offer direct links to repository locations of the components and any
other important files such as license conditions, version history or bug databases.
Respondents also pointed out that the marketplace can not be implemented
as a cloud service because of the information security reasons. The gathered
requirements were used in evaluating the possible marketplace implementations.

5 Marketplace implementation

The goal of deploying the marketplace within the organization is for it to support
the systematic reuse process. Hence, the implementation should simplify the
reuse process as a whole, including all the activities listed above, but with a
particular focus on managing the reuse. Additional focus is put on promoting
people to reuse both software assets as well as research work invested in selecting
best possible third party libraries as these were the missing link between ad-hoc
reuse and systematic reuse processes. As a solution, an information system was
introduced. The system would gather all the necessary data into one, similarly
to the digital online distribution platforms — app stores — that have become
common in the mobile domain and in online stores.

Since several app and web stores exist already, we next performed an evalu-
ation regarding the already existing implementations. As a result of the evalua-
tion process, OpenCart4 was chosen to the pilot use of the internal marketplace.
OpenCart is free open source e-commerce platform for online merchants. Open-
Cart provides a professional and reliable foundation from which to build a suc-
cessful online store. This foundation appeals to a wide variety of users; ranging
from seasoned web developers looking for a user-friendly interface to use, to shop
owners just launching their business online for the first time. OpenCart has an
extensive amount of features that gives you a strong hold over the customization
of your store.

OpenCart offers an e-commerce platform and admin portal. The e-commerce
contains for example a front page, category pages, product pages, a shopping
cart, a product comparison and the search of products. The front page is used
for advertising products. Products are introduced at the category, product and
comparison pages and they can be bought via shopping cart. The admin por-
tal provides user and product management functionalities, reports about the
e-commerce usage and the customization of the store.

Transforming OpenCart to a software component marketplace required some
changes to both the e-commerce and the admin portal. OpenCart is primarily
intended to selling tangible products and by default it does not support sharing
electrical content. Due to this the product descriptions and the language used
required customization. Furthermore, the e-commerce and admin portal con-
tained many features and pages that were unnecessary for the marketplace. For

4 http://www.opencart.com
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example, the shopping cart, payment features and unused reports were removed.
These changes were made directly to the source code.

As shown in Figure 2, the OpenCart design is based on the MVC design
pattern and the language specific information is separated from the other con-
tent. The OpenCart directory structure contains separate folders for e-commerce
and admin model, view, controller and language files. E-commerce files can be
found in the catalog folder and admin files in the admin folder. The OpenCart
installation contains also other folders such as system and image folder that
contains classes that are used by both the e-commerce and admin portals. The
structure of the OpenCart and the developing process of modules are extensively
explained in the OpenCart documentation, which makes creating new modules
and customization existing modules easy.

Fig. 2. OpenCart architecture.

The marketplace is used for promoting reusable components but actual com-
ponents are located in the reuse repository because of the absence of electronical
sharing. The modified marketplace (Figure 3) contains the front page that is
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used for advertising reusable software components. The content of this page can
be customized using the admin portal. In the front page given in the figure, there
is a welcoming message, links to two components, as well as references to some
topic areas according to which components can be grouped.

Fig. 3. Minimal user interface of the marketplace.

Within the system, software components are divided into different categories.
The marketplace offers also an option to search for components. OpenCart’s
modified product pages are used for introducing components and they contain
the essential information about the component deployment and usage. For in-
stance, the description of a component might contain the following information:

– the version of the component,
– the purpose of the component,
– a contact person,
– a technical and functional description,
– a maintenance information,
– requirements and constraints,
– the location of the component, and
– licence term.
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In addition, the OpenCart system supports user reviews, which in the market-
place are used for evaluating components.

6 Reuse process and marketplace

A company wide inner source approach was adopted for collecting and selecting
the reusable components. The marketplace acts as one component in this process.
The goal of the process is the systematic management of the reuse processes and
the ability to control and guide the development of reusable components. This in
turn aims to guide the selection of the technologies used. The process supports
both the viewpoint of design-by-reuse as well as design-for-reuse [24] with the
marketplace as a tool for advocating both views. The goal of the process is to
identify and evaluate reusable components [25].

Figure 4 illustrates the complete reuse process within the organization with
relation to the marketplace. The starting point of the component reuse is the
company’s internal developer community as they develop the product compo-
nents. It is the job of the community, including the projects and product manage-
ment, to initially recognize the reusable components and offer them to the Prod-
uct Decision Board (PDB) for the evaluation process. As the company’s business
domain covers governmental organizations, some of the software components are
tightly coupled with customer project-specifics and as such project-sensitive with
a requirement of confidentiality. Naturally such components cannot be used in
favor of other projects without major modifications.

The role of the PDB is to evaluate the components offered by the developer
community and prepare a decision proposal in the form of Product Decision
Card (PDC). PDB evaluates and selects the suitable components for the reuse
and instructs the developer community to make the necessary changes to the
component for reuse. After the decision on reusability the selected project will
be responsible in modifying and documenting the component for reuse.

When the component modification for reuse is completed, it is added to the
marketplace together with a description of the component. The description in-
cludes a list of features, an architecture description and user guide instructions.
The administrator of the marketplace is responsible for making the component
accessible for the company’s developer community. That means adding the com-
ponent and its artifacts to the marketplace. The customer projects can utilize
the available components distributed through the marketplace. The developers
can share reuse experiences with the chat tools offered there. The administrator
ensures the reliability and correctness of the components. From the maintenance
point of view the selected project takes care of the source code and the configu-
ration of a component.

In the following, we evaluate PDB’s reusability decision from three different
perspectives – business, technology, and customers and stakeholders.

Business. From a business perspective the decision to productize is based
on the evaluation of business model, product strategy, distribution strategy and
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Fig. 4. Reuse process in the target organization

revenue model. In addition, PDB takes into account the productization costs
required for changes and possible 3rd party license costs.

Technology. From the technological point of view, the evaluation includes
the technical feasibility and quality assessment of the code and the software
architecture. The decision to productize a component also needs assessing the
maturity and the component life cycle as packaging a component too early can
cause the need for multiple updates which in turn will cause extra work and costs.
On the other hand later updates can further lead to software incompatibility
issues.

Customers and stakeholders. Overall, the customer projects and stakehold-
ers’ point of view the component must be utilized in a number of projects and
component deployment process must be faster and cheaper than the creation of
a new solution from the scratch.

7 Discussion

Next, we will revisit the four key processes proposed by Jacobson et al. and then
we will discuss the marketplace in relation to them.

Create: The role of the process is to provide for the reusers. The market-
place aims to act as a clearer, easier and more accessible platform to share and
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find reusable components. The development of the marketplace has been largely
a part of the creation process. The needs of the developers were taken into ac-
count prior and during development. The requirements of the marketplace were
prioritized based on developer needs.

Support: The role of the support process is to maintain the reusable compo-
nents, the repository and the reuse processes. The marketplace plays a key role
here. The role of the component descriptions is seen pivotal by the developers.
Good, clear descriptions support reuse and make selection of components easier
while the opposite can be quite harmful for the support process.

Manage: With the marketplace, the reuse process depicted in Section 5
provides the management for the other processes. The developer’s see the role
of the PDB and making correct reusability decidions as key.

Reuse: To what extent the marketplace increases reuse remains to be seen
at this point. Based on the feedback, the developers see the marketplace as a
welcome addition. The response of the developers will be discussed next.

Since the marketplace has just been deployed at the target organization, as
a part of the prototype deployment an interview of the key stakeholders was
conducted. Next, we discuss the feasibility of the marketplace through the esti-
mation interview. In it three representatives of the intended target community
– a software developer, a software architect and a project manager – was inter-
viewed in an open interview session. The results indicated that there is a call
for the marketplace at the organization. All interviewees seem to have identical
opinions on the marketplace and how it should be developed further.

The content of the marketplace was seen as a key element in attracting the
developer community. The content needs to be attractive to the developers and
it needs to be maintained continuously. The interviews also highlighted that
the use of the marketplace needs to be smooth in order to enable updating the
component descriptions as well as to support creation of new components. In
order to get content, all developers should be able to add components to the
marketplace.

The active role of the developers was also valued. As many developers cur-
rently look for and reuse same components available online, a recommendation
feature for them is seen beneficial. The feature would avoid a similar approach to
be applied to the marketplace as it would relieve projects from doing the search-
ing themselves in every case. Furthermore, an egalitarian approach to adding
content to the marketplace was emphasized.

The reusable components themselves were seen as a valuable asset. The de-
velopers should however be able to estimate based on the description alone if
utilizing the component is worth it or not. Hence the description should include
the most restrictive knowledge that can affect the developers decision. Such are,
for example, the licence, the price of the component and the process needed to
reuse. Especially the ability the evaluate 3rd party components was seen as an
asset, as it could save time and money. The fact that the components can include
best practises and architectural decisions was valued.
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8 Conclusions

At this point, the marketplace has been successfully deployed in the target orga-
nization. The developers comments on the marketplace and the organizational
needs for it support the claim that it can make reuse more systematic and help
to put in place and maintain the four key reuse processes. As future research
we also wish that we have enough industrial data to validate these claims with
experience data.

Presently, the marketplace is meant for company use only but as a future
direction the possibility to share the marketplace with organization partners is
considered. This lends way to future research on reuse over organization bound-
aries. The initial results are encouraging and the marketplace has shown its
potential in enabling and supporting reuse over project silos to entire ecosys-
tems that comprise of several companies. The next research steps are to collect
data on the amount of reuse as well as evaluate what kind of reuse gets done; so
far, the initial experiences look promising.
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Abstract. Typical management strategies proven to work in already
established businesses do not work as expected in startups. Startups
do not yet have a business model and product that they could focus
on, but are still looking for a working business model. Lean Startup is
a method for startup management that focuses on quick iteration and
on fast learning to find an iterable business model. As a method, Lean
Startup is still quite novel. It does not have much scientific literature
written about it, but it is used by startups. The two case study companies
were both positive about Lean Startup and felt that the method had
given them a helpful approach.

Keywords: lean startup, iteration, case study

1 Introduction

New product development and business model evolution are critical competen-
cies for any company. Their value is intensified, however, in the case of startups,
where the entire business model can be unclear or at least remain uncertain
and untested. To find a fast-track to profitability, a startup needs to stream-
line and speed up the two vital processes – finding new markets and developing
novel products. This requires highly optimized techniques and methods for the
management of products [4].

An emerging choice for such a management method is Lean Startup [19, 5]. As
the name suggests, the method has emerged from the niche of small companies
that are starting up their businesses. Such companies form an interesting field
of study, as they are seeking to validate their ideas and products as quickly as
possible, but, at the same time, efficient execution of such processes is vital.
Lean Startup defines a process for validation, where companies build, measure
and learn by creating Minimum Viable Products (MVP) [19]. In the process of
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getting to a finalized product, companies might go through a number of different
MVPs. Depending on the company, these MVPs might share characteristics,
build on common tools and technologies, or aim at the same market.

Efficient, rapid development of new products has long been a desire for most
software organizations, and there have been other attempts to manage families
of related products, such as Software Product Lines (SPL). Similarly to Lean
Startup, SPLs promise increased productivity and reduced time-to-market [24],
in the context of SPLs achieved by reusing common core assets for building fam-
ilies of related software products. Although the initial development of reusable
software and a common product-line architecture requires additional up-front
effort, this effort will later be more than compensated over time. For example,
maintenance and evolution of the different products in the SPL can be centrally
planned and coherently staged.

As Lean Startup and Software Product Lines have some similar goals, we
have decided to analyze their commonalities and differences. After we first con-
sider the background and relationships of these two concepts, we provide an
empirical study, where we investigate how two Finnish software startups have
implemented Lean Startup in their software development. In particular, we an-
alyze how multiple MVPs developed by these companies compare to an SPL,
and whether we could use the established body of knowledge regarding SPLs to
analyze Lean Startup’s MVP development practices to avoid some of its known
risks.

The main research questions we have formulated for this paper are listed as
follows:

RQ1: What parallels can be drawn between SPLs and Lean Startup?
RQ2: How did the case companies use the Lean Startup method in their software

development?
RQ3: What kind of similarities are there between the outcomes experienced by the

case companies and can we relate these to the similarities (and differences)
between SPLs and Lean Startup?

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we go through the
theory of SPLs and Lean Startup. We also place particular focus on the MVP
aspect of the Lean Startup approach. In Section 3 we go through our research
approach and case study companies. In Section 4 we go through the case study
results. In Section 6 we provide an overview of lessons we have learned in the
process. In section 5 we take a look at the validity and reliability of the study.
Finally, in Section 7 we summarize the paper by drawing final conclusions.

2 Background

2.1 Software Product Lines

A Software Product Line (SPL) is a systematic way to share a common set of
core assets used in a series of related products, targeted for a certain market or
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Fig. 1. Software Product Lines

for a specific mission [6]. In technical terms, the creation of an SPL culminates
in the creation of an infrastructure that allows rapid, organized production of
similar software systems [9]. Such an approach has proven to be efficient for both
architecture and component-level reuse [24]. Moreover, an SPL can be seen to
include a broad field of different subjects ranging from business to architecture
and from processes to organizations [12].

A major goal of an SPLs is strategic reuse: managers, analysts, architects,
developers, and testers can avoid performing the same activities over and over
again by reusing existing (parameterized, tailorable) assets. SPLs have been re-
garded as a methodology for developing software products and software-intensive
systems in short time and with higher quality [21]. This also allows companies to
produce products that closely related to each other with lower cost and higher
quality (for example, reduced rates of defects) [11].

There are two principal ways to develop an SPL, and they balance their risks
and the aforementioned benefits somewhat differently:

– A proactive reuse-based approach may be adopted in cases where the risk of
developing possibly useless assets is accepted. As the shared assets of an SPL
are developed before they are used in products, an up-front investment is
obviously required. This requires added work in software asset management
and introduces the risk of increased time to market for the first products
[10]. This approach is typically taken in more mature domains, where the
company already has experience in creating similar products and has the
expectation of creating many such products in the future.

– A reactive approach—where assets are created and made general on an as-
needed basis, and in an evolutionary fashion—can significantly reduce this
up-front cost, but at the same time it requires closer coordination within the
SPL project [24]. Moreover, this can also lead to a shorter time to market
but at the expense of greater levels of re-work and waste.
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Typically SPL product development is divided into two distinct software de-
velopment processes: the domain and application development processes. The
domain process focuses on creating shared, reusable software artifacts for the
different applications created in the applications process. The applications build
on the domain assets and add functionality, as needed, that differentiates the
applications one from another. This is outlined in Figure 1. The nature of the
software artifacts in the different application instances is constantly evaluated,
and if recurring artifacts are discovered in those applications they are integrated
into domain engineering. The split between domain and application develop-
ment requires domain expertise from the software developers and architects who
evaluate what should be part of the domain. [11]

Despite all the advantages of using an SPL, there are some risks and issues
related to them as well. For example, [14] describes several challenges, especially
for smaller companies. Smaller companies usually have more limited resources
for creating holistic product lines and have difficulties in affording full-scale
platform development and maintenance. Moreover, their environments are often
highly volatile, which increases the risk that the costs of creating the product
line exceeds the benefits. In addition, the difficulty of using objective methods
without historical data leaves these companies relying on their personal opinions
as to whether a given reuse strategy is actually cost-effective.

2.2 Lean Startup

Lean Startup is a model created by Eric Ries and Steve Blank for the devel-
opment of startups [19] [5], building on the idea that the goal of a startup is
to transform new ideas into products. An iterative cycle of building, measur-
ing, and learning is proposed. First, an idea is turned into a piece of software.
When customers interact with the produced software, they generate feedback,
typically both qualitative and quantitative. Based on this feedback, the startup
learns more about their business space, the performance of their designs, and
hence the acceptance of their products. In the practical implementation of these
cycles, each cycle is typically linked with its own MVP, which is used to test the
hypothesis of the current cycle.

The iterative cycle is run as follows (Figure 2). A company initially enters
the loop in the ideas state. This means that one has an assumption: a hypoth-
esis of a business plan that is being refined into the first product. This first
assumption is called a leap-of-faith assumption, which is based on data outside
of the build-measure-learn cycle. The original leap-of-faith assumption is one
of the most critical points, but the Lean Startup method provides no way to
test it beforehand. The problem should be assessed with customer interviews
or other methods for determining initial feasibility. This is then fed into the
build-measure-learn as an initial assumption and iterated upon to reach a valid
product hypothesis.

The build phase is the transition from the ideas state to the code state. During
this phase a version of the product is built, based on the most recent ideas.
This product is an MVP, meaning a product that only contains the minimum
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Fig. 2. Build-measure-learn loop

amount of features to make it viable with the minimum amount of work. The
goal is to maximize the learning gained from multiple iterations through the
build-measure-learn loop.

In the code state, startups have a ready product version of their program.
The code is not totally ready—for example, it may not be robust and may not
cover a broad range of exceptional conditions—but it fulfills the goals to test
the current hypothesis. This is a minimum viable product version. The software
should also include analytics code to enable the collection of data about customer
behavior, or there may even be two versions of the MVP, to enable A/B testing
of the product.

The measure phase is where the product is deployed to the customers. The
product is used by real customers and data about their behaviour using the
product is collected by the analytics code in the program.

The data state is where the startup has collected data from the usage of the
MVP. The purpose of this data is to decide whether product development efforts
have led to progress. The data collected from the product should be sufficiently
concrete and sufficiently connected to the desired customer outcomes so that it
can be immediately acted upon.
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Fig. 3. Lean Startup process

After this comes the learning phase. In this phase the startup compares the
data collected to their original product hypothesis and assesses whether learning
milestones from the hypotheses have been fulfilled. The data can be used to see
if the customer behavior matched the startup’s expectations and if the changes
made in this iteration have improved the software. For example, one might learn
whether the new landing page has increased the amount of subscriptions. If the
hypothesis was successful, a new hypothesis should be formulated to further
improve the software, ending up back in the ideas phase.

In Lean Startup software development, multiple MVPs are created to help
find the optimal business model for the company and to find information about
the business space the company operates in. Typically multiple MVP versions
are done during the lifecycle of the company, as multiple turns of the build-
measure-learn loop are iterated. This iterative process is outlined in Figure 3.
These MVPs and its subset minimum viable features(MVF) are then used to
iterate the different aspects of the startup. During this iterative process multiple
MVPs and MVFs are created and evaluated, and further MVPs and MVFs can
be built upon the older versions with increasing efficiency.

An MVP might not be used just for finding the optimal business model
for the company. The minimum viable product is defined as a version of the
product that enables a full turn of the build-measure-learn loop with minimum
amount of effort and the least amount of development time. It should contain
the features that realize the software solution’s unique value proposition and
little else, except for logging and metrics integration. The idea is to cut out all
non-essential features and leave just the core features of your application. In the
same way a minimum viable feature (MVF) is a single software feature with just
its basic aspects implemented. [13]

The minimum viable product is not always the simplest possible product if
the problem the startup is trying to solve is not simple. Rather, the MVP should
solve the core problems or jobs that the customer wants to get done.
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Regarding actual software development, Lean Startup does not define any
particular model. Instead, various approaches, including Scrum [22, 23], Lean
software development [17, 18], and Extreme Programming (XP) [3, 2], are seen to
be applicable. The main characteristics desired of the development model are the
ability to provide cost-efficient designs that can be experimented with and their
rapid development. Moreover, one can consider development approaches (e.g.
[15, 16, 8, 7]) that build on experimentation as derivatives of the same mindset.

2.3 Synthesis

Software product lines have been developed to allow a company to produce
multiple similar variants of its core product. This product line approach enables
the company to push products out to the market faster and more efficiently than
before, once the common assets and common architecture have been defined, by
reusing shared domain assets for each product version.

Similarly, Lean Startup produces MVPs as fast and efficiently as possible to
the market to gain information about the business space of the company and
to iterate the company’s core product towards a better one. In a sense, these
iterations with MVPs eventually produce similar kind of a product line with
specific variations to each product that answer the current hypotheses of the
company.

The first few MVPs that a startup produces with Lean Startup might differ
considerably from each other. This is due to the fact that the startups have lim-
ited domain knowledge and are working mainly on the basis of their leap-of-faith
assumptions. After validating these first assumptions through MVP iterations,
their MVPs should be more and more focused and resemble each other increas-
ingly later on. This is because the company should first learn the things that are
the most vital to their business, such as their business model, targeted markets,
and the problem they are trying to solve for their customers. This avoids larger
modifications in the later stages of product life.

After validating these hypotheses about their initial business space with
MVPs, new MVPs should be developed to assist in learning ever smaller and
more focused things. This again allows the increase in the reuse of software com-
ponents from the previous MVPs. For example, if the software company focuses
their product on a specific domain, such as web applications, the product line to
produce multiple web MVPs could be constructed based on the existing knowl-
edge of what is common in web applications and on top of this create different
MVPs. The production (line) of such focused and similar MVPs could be seen
as an ”Iterative Innovation Engine” - a platform for a core product on which the
startup builds its experiments to validate new hypotheses.

Thus, both Software product lines and the Lean Startup method promise
increased productivity and faster time to market. Even though they have a
different originating context, one from the startup domain and one from the
corporate domain, they both are processes to produce multiple similar products.
Whereas Lean Startup talks about MVPs, or MVFs, these end up resembling
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similar software artifacts as the different applications in reactive software prod-
uct lines. One key difference, however, is that the SPL approach plans to produce
similar products in parallel, whereas the MVP approach plans to produce them
sequentially. Thus the up-front costs and time-to-market of MVPs is lower, but
the total lifecycle costs may be higher.

3 Case Study

3.1 Research Approach

The goal of this study is to investigate how our case startup companies used Lean
Startup for their software development in practice. In particular, we address the
effect of using MVPs in the creation of new businesses and business models, and
the consequences of executing such a process.

This study was executed by performing semi-structured interviews and based
on the knowledge of the authors from working in the two case companies. In
general, a case study approach is particularly useful in situations where the
phenomenon and context are difficult to separate [25, 20]. These semi-structured
interviews also allowed for more in-depth discussions, which in turn made it
possible to gather more information from the processes of the companies than
pre-selected questions would have enabled.

3.2 Case Study Companies

Movendos Movendos is a new software startup focusing on creating effective
tools for health and wellness coaching. The main product of the company is the
Movendos health coaching platform. The first author of the paper has worked
in this company. The goal of the company at the time of writing is to create
an online cloud tool to help coaches to keep better track of their trainees and
clients and thus enable cost savings for the health service provider.

The company has used the Lean Startup product development and multiple
MVPs to iterate its core product to its current state through multiple iterations
on it. The original business idea has evolved through the different versions from
personal training data tracking, remote heart rate tracking to its current form
as a remote training tracking tool.

Taplia Taplia is a software company creating simple and lightweight web appli-
cations that can be used to automate the logging of work hours. The products are
targeted for field service engineers and other professionals working on time-based
assignments. The first and the second author work in this company. Taplia aims
at making work time tracking more efficient by removing paper shuffling and
manual entry of time slips into a payment system. The company offers product
customization on a per-client basis for an additional fee.

The company is still in its early stages of trying to find a valid business plan
on which to iterate and produce a profitable business. A few business cases have
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been developed with Lean Startup, but it still remains to be seen if the current
business model is the final one.

3.3 Software Development in Case Companies

First, we investigated what kind of processes the case companies used for their
software development. It turned out that both case study companies followed
the iterative development model laid out by the Lean Startup. Although both
companies dropped some parts of the Lean Startup methodology, both used the
build-measure-learn based iterative method with MVPs. Taplia has produced
four MVP products, Movendos implemented three during the time investigated
in the study. The MVPs were used to test new product concepts or refine existing
ones to guide the company decision making.

Secondly, we compared the different MVP versions developed by both compa-
nies and identified some common parts and patterns. The first MVP for Moven-
dos was a test of a product concept for mobile heart rate and gym log tracking
on a mobile platform. The second MVP was a more generalized version intended
for tracking all exercises and food diary data with a mobile platform. The third
product was expanded to include more focus on the coach using the system and
transferred to the web platform. In total Movendos created three MVPs in the
web application domain.

For Taplia, the first MVP done was a work-hour-logging web application
for the mobile environment. The second was an hour-logging and planning ap-
plication for gym employee hour tracking. The third was a work-logging and
customer work order tracking tool for constructions companies. The fourth was
an expanded gym employee hour planning and tracking software in the cloud.
In total Taplia created four MVPs in the web application domain.

In both companies, the MVPs were based on the same core web technologies,
which were also used in different MVPs. Although Lean Startup promotes the
possibility to make radical pivots if an MVP is unsuccessful, both of the compa-
nies were highly web software oriented from the beginning and thus neither of the
companies changed their initial decision on producing web software. Therefore,
the later MVPs in the companies were generally developed faster as there was
considerable opportunity to reuse gained knowledge of these technologies. For
example, parts of the UI components were reused between the different MVP
versions. However, in some cases technology switches were made and the core
technologies were updated or changed. All in all, the case companies felt that
the Lean Startup allowed the companies to develop their MVPs efficiently and
learn rapidly from customer feedback.

Finally, we looked into the situations where the case companies ended up
by following Lean Startup. Despite the advantages of reuse options, both com-
panies also found out difficulties in their implementations of Lean Startup. In
both of them, the termination of completed MVPs turned out to be difficult,
and consequently the companies ended up with multiple products, each with a
small user base each in use at the same time. By the book, however, MVPs are
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primarily intended for learning purposes, and therefore only the fittest of the
MVPs should survive (Figure 4).

Fig. 4. Survival of the fittest MVPs

In our view, the closing of previous MVPs and freeing their resources could
allow companies to make more extensive pivots, and therefore end up with a
stronger final product. However, the situations our case companies ended up
with resembled an involuntary (and sub-optimal) product line depicted in Figure
5.

Fig. 5. Involuntary product line from MVPs
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Both companies faced the same major challenges in the latter phases of the
MVP development. When an MVP was developed and introduced to the cus-
tomer, it became very difficult to stop developing it further, even if the customer
feedback was not very good. Taplia customers even wanted to continue using
older MVPs that were created for early prototyping and testing. Thus, shutting
down the MVPs was not possible without risking the unhappiness and potential
loss of these customers. This led to a situation where Taplia had to support
multiple versions of practically the same MVPs at the same time but in practice
mostly separately from each other. Movendos also had similar situations, where
multiple versions of an MVP were in development at the same time. There was
an overlap between finishing one MVP and starting to design another one. The
first MVP was also in use with a customer at the same time as the development
of the second one was progressing.

In these cases some individual features were beneficial to the customer and
even though the MVP itself was not successful enough for further development.
The customer, and therefore also the business, relied on those few individual
features. If the MVP had been discontinued, the customer would have been
unhappy, and the companies would have lost significant amount of business they
had been able to attract. This led to the situation, where both companies decided
to further maintain unsuccessful MVPs, despite the fact that they tied valuable
development resources to relatively unprofitable applications when considering
the full potential of companies.

4 Discussion

SPLs are typically seen as means to reuse existing assets. They require the sepa-
ration of a common core from which different products can be efficiently derived
over their lifetime. In MVPs, on the other hand, reuse is mostly opportunistic,
and the emphasis is in the speed of development and meeting a minimum set of
key requirements. Thus, reuse with MVPs only takes place, if a new MVP hap-
pens to be similar to the previous ones. Moreover, variability can only be seen
in hindsight, by comparing a longitudinal set of features included in designs. For
example, in the studied cases, the different MVPs used the same web technolo-
gies and even the same UI components. In this sense, both of the cases produced
their MVPs by sharing some important core assets, which could be interpreted
as a realization of an SPL, if executed properly. In a true SPL, however, the
variability is created and evolves over time as well, but in a planned, managed,
and controlled fashion.

Keeping multiple MVPs alive simultaneously led to resourcing problems in
Movendos and Taplia. Every product was allowed to bloom. We propose that
this kind of a situation can be seen as the creation of an unhealthy, accidental
SPL, where the scope of the SPL is not managed—that is, where each MVP and
their features were all maintained as core assets forever. This inevitably leads
to a situation of “death by 1000 cuts”, where the excessively broad scope bleeds
the companies of resources. To summarize, while it is true that a Lean Startup
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must be focused primarily on the short-term, and an SPL is focused more on
the medium and long-term, the short-term focus of the Lean Startup does not
abdicate the company from the responsibility of doing cost-benefit analyses [1].

Additionally, we propose that resource spending in the above situation steers
the MVPs to be more similar with each other, since more pressure tends to
emerge towards reuse than towards closing more MVPs. However, the technical
basis of the MVP-driven product line cannot become as solid as an SPL, because
the ad-hoc reuse practices will not produce as sustainable and well-thought set
of assets. Still, the eventual situations inside the case companies studied in this
paper resemble the outcomes of using SPL method, with their multiple MVPs
alive and kicking. Thus, the main difference between the SPL and MVP is in how
the eventual outcome is understood and valued. In SPLs the outcome is a basis
for new products, worth being developed further, and adequately maintained.
In MVP, on the other hand, the outcome is often something to be thrown away
and used only as a means to learn and understand the customer needs.

To study these similarities between SPLs and Lean Startup’s MVP develop-
ment even further, we also compared the two methods and the risks they involve.
We found that creating MVPs introduces similar risks to the organization as de-
veloping an SPL. These are discussed in more detail in the following.

Developing useless assets. The risk of developing possibly useless assets can
be seen as the leap of faith assumptions taken with the first MVP versions. Also
improper validation of the build-measure-learn cycle could lead to creating a
new useless MVP version if the assumptions which upon it is based are false. In
SPLs, by contrast, similar risk is associated with support for products that will
never be produced—in other words, getting the SPL scope wrong.

Reuse related risks. The need for close coordination of reusing assets in an
SPL can be seen similar as making unnecessary changes to an MVP, for example
switching technologies, even though the switch is useless. This requires larger
development effort than the simplest MVP production, and if the technology
switch is not directly associated to an MVP hypothesis, it is a wasted effort.
The same coordination is needed in SPLs where decisions on when to reuse
assets or create new ones are also crucial.

Resource limitations. The limited resources in a startup environment and
MVP development are directly related to the way SPLs are used to optimize
resource usage by reusing components between different MVP versions. Startup
companies have higly limited resources and resource management is critical. SPL
theory could be used to guide these decisions in a startup environment.

Volatility and uncertainty risks. Highly volatile and uncertain environments
are typical for startup companies that do not yet know their business space fully
and are still exploring for the right product. The same problems of exceeding
benefits while developing a reusable platform in SPL can be seen as the same
risk, as creating reusable MVP components. We cannot clearly say what part
should be reused without the use of historical data that recent startups do not
have. The uncertainty is also tied to the lack of objective methods for evaluating
component reuse in SPLs. The same problem surfaces in MVP development
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when the company has to create MVP metrics and hypotheses to evaluate the
changes made in the different MVP versions. At the same time component reuse
and what to change to the next MVP should be analyzed. This might be higly
variable, based on the results of the test MVP, and because one cannot be sure
if the MVP test will be a success before executing the tests, planning component
reuse becomes extremely difficult.

5 Validity and Reliability

Internal validity is a critical examination of whether the experimental treatment
makes a difference; that is, whether the independent variable actually causes
the changes seen in the dependent variables being examined [25]. Given that
this was a relatively small case study, there was no control group, so it was
impossible to run this study as a classic controlled experiment. Hence we can
make no inference of causality, but can only observe relations that may merit
further study.

External validity is a critical examination of whether the results of the study
are generalizable [25]. The external validity of the case studies presented here
is hampered by the fact that it is based on just two case study companies.
These companies volunteered their data and as such they do not represent a
random sample of software startups in Finland. Also as both companies are
from Finland this study represents the behaviour of companies in the Finish
operating environment.

6 Lessons Learned

The most important lesson learned from this study is that both Lean Startup
and Software Product Lines require long-term strategies to be successful. A focus
on gaining short-term benefits by first creating products rapidly and then iter-
ating them quickly results in the achievement of some characteristics of both ap-
proaches, but not really in the benefits promised by neither of the approaches. In
practice, however, startups—if they are operating on severely limited budgets—
will likely choose short-term gains over following either of the approaches by the
book simply because there are daily operations and practicalities to take care
of. In this case they may experience the worst of both worlds: little strategic
advantage is gained, because the assets created can not be broadly reused, and
reduced agility over time as the software needing to be maintained grows in size
and complexity, while losing its conceptual integrity due to rapid small modi-
fications. The results indicate that it is reasonable to advocate closing MVPs
without transfering any code forward in the development.

In the best possible world, combining Lean Startup and SPLs can result in
an SPL that is actually the MVP for the company that is being built. However,
this requires 1) carefully analyzing and controlling the scope of SPL, and 2) the
ability to rapidly validate the business value of the technical construct. How-
ever, since creating a successful SPL requires considerable investment, aiming at
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such an MVP will be even more complicated and costly than simply creating a
more traditional product, which would also in most cases better correspond to
Lean Startup ideals. Therefore, while displaying some promise, combining the
two approaches is not a straightforward recipe for automatic success. Instead, a
successful execution of Lean Startup and SPL creation requires careful thought,
strategic planning, and good insights into future trajectories for the MVP. How-
ever, we do acknowledge that the MVPs can be created with a faster cycle using
common core components, provided by an SPL.

Regarding the literature review performed for this paper, we found that while
SPLs have been extensively studied, there are fewer reports regarding the use
of the Lean Startup methodology in practice. Consequently, we believe that the
experiences reported in this paper help in understanding how Lean Startups
work in practice, as well as the risks associated with the approach. However,
further research is required to gain more conclusive data on benefits and pitfalls
of this combination.

7 Conclusions

Software Product Lines and Lean Startup, via its MVP model, promise increased
productivity and reduced time to market. In this paper, we are reporting findings
from our case study based on observing two companies and investigating their
style of Lean Startup software development, where SPLs were formed by the dif-
fering MVP versions. These SPLs closely resemble classic SPLs – the handling of
MVP versions, their component reuse, customer adherence, and lifecycle man-
agement are similar to SPLs, albeit on a faster time scale. However, the creation
of SPLs was at least partially accidental due to mishandling MVP lifecycles,
which is the root cause for the creation of an involuntary SPL. This multitude
of products then consumes resources that could benefit companies more when
invested in a more focused fashion.

Finally, there are numerous directions for future research. To begin with, in
this paper we are reporting experiences from Finland only, and therefore extend-
ing the research to cover other countries is an obvious possibility. In addition,
studying the different funding models of startups and their role in the resulting
product and company strategy is also a subject for future research.
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Abstract. The present work describes a technology for developing soft-
ware in unique and large projects. The present model-based technology
supports the projects where a single software product is developed. This
is different from the block languages and model-based software tools on
the market, which provide a set of components where the reusability of
the components is an important requirement. A distinguished feature of
the technology is a support that it gives to the software design at an
early stage of the design process. The design process begins on the archi-
tectural level where implementation details can be ignored. Components
are introduced considering their functionality, but the implementability
of a component is taken into account at the early stage of the design
process only based on an experience of a designer.

1 Introduction

The present paper describes a technology for developing software in unique and
large projects. Contrary to the model-based software tools on the market, which
support the development of a set of components where the reusability of the com-
ponents is an important requirement, the present tool and technology support
the projects where a single software product is developed. The reusability is a
beneficial, but not necessary property of the components designed and developed
with this technology.

A distinguished feature of the technology is a support that it gives to the
knowledge-based design of software at an early stage of the design process. One
can say that the design process begins on the architectural level where imple-
mentation details can be ignored. Instead of classes, components are introduced.
The implementability of a components can be taken into account only based on
an experience of a designer. This design technology is intended to be analogous
to the architectural design in other engineering areas like civil engineering or
mechanical engineering.

Implementation of a component results in a class, but an implemented com-
ponent has also a formal specification used in composition of the software system
– the metainterface. Beside that, a component may support (local) protocols for
communicating with other components. A component can be considered as a
knowledge module, or even an agent, operating in a coordinated way with other
components.
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2 Visual description of software architecture

We present here a definition and a notation of knowledge module that can be
used for describing software architecture on the knowledge level. A knowledge
module is considered as a pair of sets: a set S of notations (objects) and a set M of
denotations (meanings of notations) together with a notation-denotation relation
between these sets. (This gives interpretation of the notations.) Also means to
perform operations on the set S must be given, although we do not specify these
means here, see details in [14]. They are specific to every knowledge module, and
can be abstractly represented as inference rules. An abstract representation of a
knowledge module is a deductive system with interpretation, see S. Maslov [11].

notations

denotations

(a)

realizations

formulae

intuitionistic logic

(b)

Fig. 1: Visual notation of a knowledge module (a) and of knowledge module of
logic (b)

Visual representation of a knowledge module is a pair of rectangles as shown
in Fig. 1a. An example of a meaningful knowledge module is given in Fig. 1b. It
is a knowledge module of intuitionistic logic.

Knowldege modules can be bound in various ways: hierarchically, semanti-
cally and operationally [14]. Let us have two knowledge modules K1,K2 with
sets of objects S1, S2, sets of meanings M1,M2 and notation-denotation relations
R1, R2 respectively.

Hierarchical connection. We say that knowledge modules K1 and K2 are
hierarchically connected, iff there is a relation R between the set of meanings
M1 and the set of objects S2, and strongly hierarchically connected, iff there is a
one-to-one mapping between the elements of a subset of M1 and of a subset of S2,
see Fig. 2. A hierarchical connection of knowledge modules can be observed quite
often in real life. An example is deductive program synthesis. The knowledge
system of logic and the calculus of computable functions (CCF) are strongly
hierarchically connected, because there exists a Curry-Howard isomorphism of
proofs and formulae as types, see Fig. 2b.

Semantic connection. Knowledge modules that have one and the same set of
meanings are semantically connected. This is the case, for instance, with classical
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K2

K1

S2

M1

R

(a)

CCF

Intuitionistic logic

programs

realizations

computations

formulae

(b)

Fig. 2: Notation of hierarchical connection (a) and example of strongly hierar-
chically connected knowledge modules of deductive program synthesis (b)

logic systems that have different sets of inference rules, or even with natural
languages that belong to closely related cultures (i.e. that have the same set of
meanings). Graphical notation of semantic connection is shown in Fig. 3a.

K1 K2

(a)

K1 K2

(b)

K1 K2

(c)

Fig. 3: Semantic connection (a), operational dependency (b) and operational
connection (c)

Operational dependence and operational connection. Knowledge module
K1 is operationally dependent on a knowledge module K2, if some of its derivation
rules use K2 in deriving a new object, i.e. the result of derivation in K1 depends
on knowledge processing in K2, Fig. 3b.

Knowledge modules K1, K2 are operationally connected, if K1 is operationally
dependent on K2, and K2 is operationally dependent on K1. Graphical notation
of this connection is shown in Fig. 3c. The notations presented here are used for
the architectural design of software at the first stage of a software project.
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3 Architectural design of software

The first stage of design of a software system is its architectural design. At this
stage, only the most general structure of the system is developed and specified by
the knowledge architectural means. It is important to decide, which knowledge
modules are needed, and how they will be connected. The input for this stage is
a specification of functional requirements.

CCF

logic

texts

graphics

(a)

CCF

logic

texts

graphics

user interface

Java

(b)

Fig. 4: Basic knowledge modules of CoCoViLa (a) and complete knowledge ar-
chitecture of CoCOViLa (b).

We present our technology on an example of design and development of a
model-based software tool CoCoSynth that includes also a program synthesis
functionality. For a specification of functional requirements, we refer to [4] and
the documentation of an existing tool CoCoViLa in web1. This means that we
are applying our technology to the development of a new version of CoCoViLa.

It follows from the documentation of CoCoViLa that there must be two
hierarchically connected knowledge modules logic and CCF that support the
deductive program synthesis as it has been shown in Fig. 2b. This is the core
of the software tool. We see also from the documentation that the input of the
tool is not in a logical language, but in a textual domain-oriented specification

1 http://cocovila.github.io/
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language and/or in a visual language. This adds two more knowledge modules:
texts and graphics to the architecture of the tool. These knowledge modules are
hierarchically connected with the logical module, Fig. 4a. Operation of the tool
is controlled by a user through a visual user interface that is also a knowledge
module. We can describe this connection by operational dependence of this mod-
ule on other modules. If we wish to show also the functionality that reflects the
usage of Java at runtime, then we have to add a Java knowledge module tool as
shown in Fig. 4b.

4 Design of components

This stage includes a conceptual analysis of the domain, and can be called also
domain engineering, although the domain is presented by a single new soft-
ware product in this case. Having an architectural description of software, one
can take the knowledge modules of this description as components in the first
place. However, these components may be too large or too small. The knowledge
modules can be sometimes divided into smaller components, or collected into
a single component, considering their functionality and realisability. A separate
component may be required for representing a hierarchical relation between the
knowledge modules. This will be demonstrated on the example below.

Table 1: Table of components

Notation Input Output Comments

specification a data structure

problem a data structure

algorithm a data structure

code a data structure

Controller will be a superclass

EDITOR specification

PARSER specification problem

PLANNER problem algorithm

GENERATOR algorithm code

EXE code

ALGORITHM VISUALISER algorithm

In the present example, we keep the user interface knowledge module as a
separate component controller. The knowledge modules graphics and texts will
be joined into a single component editor, in order to facilitate their usage by
controller, because the latter will produce the text in parallel with the graphics.
We keep the knowledge module of logic as a separate component planner. This
name reflects the purpose of the logic component that synthesises an algorithm
of the software product. The hierarchical connection between editor and planner
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will be represented by a separate component parser which transforms a text into
logical formulae. The computational knowledge module CCF gives a component
called exe. Also a hierarchical relation between planner and exe will be repre-
sented by a separate component generator which generates a Java program that
has to be run. We introduce an additional component algorithmVisualiser for
the visualisation of synthesised algorithms.

5 The CoCOViLa system overview

The tool used in our technology must support convenient implementation of
components, preferably visual specification of software models and automatic
code generation from a model. The tool CoCoViLa [4] used in our technology
consists of two almost independent programs: Component Editor and Specifica-
tion Editor. The first is a relatively small program for developing visual images of
components, specifying their general properties and collecting them in domain-
oriented packages.

The specification editor, referred further as CoCoViLa itself, uses a package
of components for specifying tasks in respective domain or, in the present case,
specifying a software model, and it supports code generation from the model.
Essential working principles of this tool are the following:

– besides a visual representation, each software component has two parts: 1)
logical specification of the component (LO), called metainterface, 2) object-
oriented (OO) realisation of the component – a Java class;

– a component is called metaclass, because after program synthesis it may be
transformed into several different classes;

– object-oriented and logical parts have separate namespaces, except for names
of methods from OO used in LO – this enables one to write specifications of
components almost independently of their Java realisations;

– OO and LO have a common type system.

Metainterface has a precise logical semantics given as a set of formulas – axioms
with realisations given by methods of its Java class. These formulas constitute
a theory in intiutuonistic logic that is used by structural synthesis of programs
[12] for automatic construction of programs in CoCoViLa.

Components can be defined hierarchically, i.e. a metainterface of a component
may contain components whose types are given by metaclasses, i.e. by other
components. Also equations, as well as some other language constructs can be
used in the metainterface. A metaclass may consist of a metainterface only, e.g.
in a case when computations are specified by equations. Metainterface is written
in a specification language, and it is included as a comment in the Java class of
the component between /*@ ... @*/. We give an example of a metaclass now.
The metaclass And represents a logical element (and-gate) for signals represented
by 0 and 1. It includes a Java method calc as a realisation of the axiom in1,

in2 -> out.
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01 pub l i c c l a s s And {
02 /∗@
03 s p e c i f i c a t i o n And {
04 i n t in1 , in2 , out ;
05 in1 , in2 −> out { c a l c } ;
06 }@∗/
07 pub l i c i n t c a l c ( i n t x , i n t y ) {
08 return Math . min (x , y ) ;
09 }
10 }

Lines 02 to 06 of the example are a metainterface. Line 04 is a variable
specification of integer variables, and line 05 is an axiom. All Java classes and
metaclasses can be used as type specifications. Lines 07 and 08 are in Java,
and describe the method calc referred to in the axiom. An axiom is a formula
of a conjunctive-implicative fragment of intuitionistic propositional logic, where
commas represent conjunction symbols.

6 Implementation of components

Each implemented component has graphics, metainterface and Java class. It is
reasonable to start with writing a metainterface, although the development of
all three components can occur in parallel.

Writing metainterfaces. A metainterface is written in the specification lan-
guage and included in the class of a component as a comment. Lines 6 to 15
of Fig. 5 show a metainterface for the component PARSER as an example. The
metainterface shows that problem can be computed in three steps specified by
the axioms in lines 12, 13 and 14.

Fig. 5: Metainterface of PARSER
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Developing graphics. For developing graphics of a component one uses the
Class Editor program of CoCoViLa that supports the development of visual rep-
resentation of the component, definition of ports for binding components, as well
as description of properties of component as it is described in the documentation
of the Class Editor.

Implementing methods. Class of a component is created already when a
metainterface is written. This class must be completed by writing all methods
referred to in axioms of the metainterface. In the case of the component PARSER
in our example, the methods are

getMainClassName ,
makeClassList ,
makeProblem .

It is obvious that in these methods, other methods may be used that need
to be implemented as well. This is a usual program development in Java. For
instance, we see that he method getClassName of a class SpecParser is used in
addition in the method getMainClassName.

As our example is in essence redeveloping CoCoViLa, it is reasonable to use
its classes as much as possible for the implementation of methods. We have used
the source code of CoCoViLa, that consists of 240 Java classes, totally about
30K lines of code. These classes were developed without any restrictions on
programming in Java. Our experiment has shown that most classes could be used
as is, or with only minor changes, depending on the developed metainterfaces.

Static model of software. When components are implemented, a high-level
structural model of software can be written immediately in CoCoViLa speci-
fication language or drawn as a diagram. This is called static model. For the
synthesis, the static model is automatically translated into a metainterface of a
new Java class.

The static model is a specification for the tasks that the system has to per-
form. Programs for the tasks are synthesized automatically. When translated
into logic, the static model describes a theory representing all possible compu-
tations on the model. Let us denote by G the set of the goals that describe the
tasks solvable on the model. Each goal is written in the form

x1, x2, . . . , xm → y1, y2, . . . , ym,

where x1, x2, . . . , xm, y1, y2, . . . , ym are variables of the static model, e.g. speci-
fication, problem, algorithm etc. in our example. These variables are considered
in logic as propositional variables of the theory, and commas as conjunction
symbols. Fig. 6 shows the static model where all components described in the
previous section are present.

Dynamic model. The static model describes only tasks that the software can
perform, but not a user interface to invoke these tasks. In order to describe the
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Fig. 6: Static model of CoCoSynth

interaction between a user and the system, a dynamic model of GUI is intro-
duced. This model is specified as a statechart. This statechart may be explicitly
given as a part of a requirements specification, or it may be implicitly described
by other requirements. In the latter case, the development of the statechart
is performed in a conventional way, e.g. as recommended by some UML-based
technolgy.

Fig. 7: Statcic and dynamic models are connected by goals specifying the tasks
performed on the static model

Each transition t in the dynamic model is marked by an event e(t) and a
goal g(t). The event is either a user action (e.g. pushing a button) or an event
created by the system that triggers some transition. The goal describes a task
to be performed on the static model when the transition t occurs. The tasks for
all transitions must be solvable on the static model, i.e. for every task t must
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be g(t) ∈ G. Fig. 7 shows abstractly a fragment of the dynamic model, and the
connection between the static and dynamic models with the tasks u → v, x → y
and events denoted by a and b.

The dynamic model must be implemented as a component that becomes a
superclass for the class of the static model. In our example, this is the component
controller. Fig. 8 shows a part of the dynamic GUI model for our example with
events created by user commands Run, Compute goal, Compute all, Scheme. One
can find meaning of these commands from the documentation on CoCoViLa. The
respective tasks for the commands are

c → specification

c, specification → algorithm

c, algorithm → code

c, specification, goal → algorithm

c, specification → results

c, specification → schemeMenuOpen,

where c is a control and context variable.

Fig. 8: A part of the dynamic model of CoCoSynth

7 Implementing user interface

The user interface is implemented as a component as described above. Its func-
tionality is described by the dynamic model that is in the form of a statechart.
Java technology can be used in full in this implementation. However, implemen-
tation of a connection between of the dynamic and the static model by means of
events and tasks deserves a special attention, and here are some hints for this.
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1. The user interface component (controller in our case) can be implemented
as a superclass for the static model. This enables one to use the names of
variables of the static model for representing the tasks to be solved on it.

2. A task is always invoked by a respective event (see the dynamic model). The
event is handled by an event handler in Java. Hence a call of program for a
task must be included in the event handler.

3. As a program for a task is synthesised automatically using SSP, each task
must be described by an implication in an axiom whose implementation
creates event handlers. In our example, the event handlers are created by
the method initGUI. Its axiom, included in the metainterface of controller,
is as follows:

[ c −> s p e c i f i c a t i n ] , [ c , s p e c i f i c a t i o n −> algor i thm ] ,
[ c , a lgor i thm −> code ] , [ c , s p e c i f i c a t i o n , goa l −> algor i thm ] ,
[ c , s p e c i f i c a t i o n −> r e s u l t s ] ,
[ c , s p e c i f i c a t i o n −> schemeMenuOpen ] ,
c −> doneinitGUI{ initGUI } ;

8 Synthesising the software

When the static model is implemented including the dynamic model as a super-
class, a new program can be synthesised automatically by giving command Run
from Scheme menu of the CoCoViLas main window. This means bootstrapping
CoCoViLa in our CoCoSynt example.

The bootstrapping process and its results can be explained in Fig. 9. It
shows the windows that open during the bootstrapping and running the boot-
strapped tool. The two upper windows belong to CoCoViLa, they are a diagram
of the static model of the new CoCoViLa (CoCoSynth) and the Java code of
CoCoSynth synthesized in CoCoViLa. This completes the development of the
new tool CoCoSynth.

The static model differs from the model in Fig. 6 by more compact presen-
tation, where ports of the components are directly connected with each other
without intermediate data components. Also an extra component GUIactions
has been added to the model. It includes additional action listeners for the
controller. When command Run is given from Scheme menu in this window,
CoCoSynth is synthesized and started as well. The lower windows belong to the
synthesized CoCoSynth. The leftmost window is the main window of CoCoSynth,
it opens automatically after Run command given from CoCoViLa. It can be used
for loading packages, drawing diagrams and performing computations. We see
a package Gearbox loaded, and a diagram with several wheels, a motor and
two visualizer components in it. After invoking Specification... command from
Scheme menu of CoCoSynth, a new specification window opens according to the
dynamic model.

This window can be used for textual editing of specification, for synthesizing
application programs, for running these programs and for some other actions.
After the command ComputeAll from the specification window, this window
will show the synthesized Java program (partially visible in the second window
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Fig. 9: Bootstrapping CoCoViLa

from left). After the command Compile &Run from this window, the synthesized
program is compiled and executed and, in our example, a table of results is
calculated and visualized (visible in the lower right window). Also a small part of
algorithm for calculations on gearbox is visible from behind the result window.
As the structural synthesis of programs used in CoCoViLa is fast, the whole
process of bootstrapping and creating these windows takes less than 30 seconds
(including interaction with a user, e.g. opening windows from GUI, etc) in the
case when the diagrams are ready and loaded from some repository.

9 Related work and discussion

Model-based software development (MBSD) has been increasingly popular dur-
ing several decades and a number of tools supporting implementation of model-
driven principles have developed. The comprehensive study of achievements in
the field can be found, for example, in the book [1]. Its most successful applica-
tions are in simulation software for automotive engineering, space technology and
others, there are well known specialized products, mainly in simulation domain
like Simulink [6] and more recently several systems like MetaEdit+[8], Modelica
[3] etc.

UML2 is de facto standard not to be ignored in model-based software de-
velopment. Our technology uses two kinds of UML diagrams: statecharts and
component diagrams. However, we have implemented the semantics of these di-
agrams in a way that guarantees automatic code generation from them for large

2 www.uml.org
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Java software including more than two hundred classes. This is a difference from
the existing examples of code generation from UML models, e.g. [1], where only
relatively small examples have been implemented.

Considerable amount of work is being done in improving the existing UML-
based approaches with the aim of providing automated support to the software
development[2] and language development [13]. One of the most successful ap-
proaches in this direction has been made by the Eclipse community. Eclipse
Modelling Project (EMP) [5] that includes Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF),
Graphical Modelling Framework (GMF) and the Generative Modelling Tools
(GMT) is a relatively new collection of technologies for building domain specific
languages (DSLs). Generally speaking, EMP is a powerful set of tools, but it
requires a lot of effort to develop a working DSL from scratch.

The system CoCoVILa used in this papaer belongs to the another research
direction in the MBSD – Model-Integrated Computing (MIC) that addresses
the problems of designing, creating, and evolving information systems by pro-
viding rich, domain-specific modelling environments including model analysis
and model-based program synthesis tools [7]. CoCoViLa, integrates tools for
specification and implementation of visual DSMLs (both for abstract and con-
crete syntax together with some well-formedness constraints) and translators
that implement mappings from syntactic form of modes into formal theories in
the semantic domain. The latter is a domain-independent framework for repre-
senting semantics (components and relations) of domain-specific models as sets
of axioms in intuitionistic logic calculus equipped with specific inference rules
(rules for structural synthesis of programs (SSP)) for generating of algorithms
in a formal theory corresponding to the domain-specific model [12].

CoCoViLa has been applied mainly as a model-based simulation tool [10]3.
The novelty of this paper is to apply this approach for design and development
of software product, including its static and dynamic aspects as well as user
interface.

A technology with automatic code generation from models has been de-
veloped by Steven Kelly and Juha-Pekka Tolvanen. Their technology and tool
MetaEdit+ have been well described in literature [9]. Our software technology
is similar to that. However, we use deductive program synthesis for code gener-
ation. This makes the implementation of components much faster, because no
generator development is needed.

Bootstrapping of software tools has been popular since early days of com-
puting. It was helpful in developing compilers for new hardware, when there was
no tool support on hardware. It is a non-trivial test of the language compiled. A
list of languages having self-hosting compilres today includes 41 names 4. From
this perspective, bootstrapping of CoCoViLa can also be considered a good test
of our technology.

3 see also http://cocovila.github.io/
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bootstrapping (compilers)
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10 Summary

The presented technology is summarised in Fig. 10. It shows the roles of dif-
ferent experts: domain expert, system engineer, graphic expert and code devel-
oper in a project developed in accordance with this technology. We see that
after the requirements specification, developing the knowledge architecture and
components specification, one can proceed by developing in parallel components
metainterfaces and graphics as well as a dynamic model. Components code could
be developed in parallel with graphics and metainterfaces as well, but one will
need the dynamic model for writing the user interface component. The most im-
portant role has a system engineer, who performs six steps of the project. Also
coordination of the project as a whole belongs to his role.

Fig. 10: Software technology step by step

Debugging and testing are not shown in Fig. 10. After developing the static
model, its completeness can be tested on tasks prescribed by the dynamic model
even before the code of components has been developed. After developing the
code of user interface, one can test the interaction of dynamic and static model
even without of other components codes. As usual, repetitions of some steps of
the technology will be needed when errors are detected.
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Abstract. GitHub is an online platform for hosting projects that use
the Git revision control system to manage code. Its lightweight issue
tracker helps to maintain lists of issues identified during the development
process, including bugs, features, or other software artifacts. Although
issue tracking software has been practically used in software industry,
studies on using it to manage requirements remain insufficient. This pa-
per tackles the issue by presenting a semi-formal guideline for managing
requirements in agile software development projects using GitHub. The
guideline is evaluated on a theoretical level by analyzing how well it
guides to manage requirements and fits in an agile software development
setting. It is compared against lean principles. In addition, the guideline
is put into use in a case study. The studies indicate that the guideline
and GitHub are well-suited for requirements management in an agile
environment.

Keywords: Requirements management; GitHub; Lean software devel-
opment; guideline

1 Introduction

GitHub [6] is a rapidly growing Internet based service which describes itself as
a social coding platform. In the beginning of 2013 GitHub had almost 5 million
source code repositories, and in a year it doubled the figure to 10 million. An
average of 10000 new users subscribe every weekday. GitHub is not a place just
for individual users; its lightweight and easy to use features of managing source
code and supporting collaboration with developers have attracted much atten-
tion, and been widely recognized by notable organizations, including Amazon,
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and even the White House. Although GitHub is
mostly used for code, its issue tracker and wiki has been used for requesting and
monitoring software features in ad hoc ways. How could these tools be used to
manage requirements without a need to utilize another tool forms an interesting
issue in software projects using GitHub. This paper tries to tackle it by intro-
ducing a guideline for requirements management (RM) using GitHubs native
features. The guideline was put to use in a software development project and
also evaluated based on the objectives of the requirements management and lean
principles. This article is based on Salo’s [13] thesis.
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Lean ideology derives from Japanese car manufacturing from the middle of
1950s. In the beginning of the 21st century “being lean” has received a lot of hype
in the software engineering field after Poppendiecks’ [12] converted its principles
to a suitable format for software development. The enthusiasm towards lean
started to cumulate a little after agile methodologies hit through. Agile method-
ologies are a response to the failure of coping with changes in the waterfall-like
methods, and their goals are aligned with lean principles. In this study lean
principles offer an insight how well the guideline for RM shapes into an agile
environment that does not necessarily rely on a defined agile methodology like
Scrum or Extreme Programming. Similar topics couldn’t be identified either
within the scientific researches or from practitioners making the study novel.
Although the problem domain and its solution are quite specific, the evaluation
succeeds in combining lean principles to the objective of RM. The case study
reveals that the whole project team values the guidelines defined approach. On
the other hand the evaluation points out that the guideline and GitHub achieve
also in a theoretical level. Overall the results prove that GitHub can be used
successfully for agile requirements management when a systematic guide is ap-
plied.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Next section gives an intro-
duction to GitHub. Section 3 addresses common RM practices in agile projects.
Section 4 describes the guideline and its usage. In Section 5 the guideline is
evaluated. The last section concludes the work.

2 GitHub

The central concept in GitHub is a repository. GitHub’s key aspect is its version
control mechanism, so it is natural that other components are built upon this
feature. The bulk of a repository’s main page consists of the files and folders
inside the version control system. There are navigation links to the subcom-
ponents of the repository, and free-text search function to search multitude of
things inside GitHub’s repositories.

In GitHub all issues are created and tracked in an integrated issue tracker.
An issue is a very vague concept; basically it is a task. However, issues can range
from memos to requirements. In this study, the term issue is used as a higher
level concept, and includes both requirements and tasks. A task is a concrete
item that must be done in order to fulfill defined requirements. Requirements
hold, in predefined format, the goals, business objectives and user requirements
for the software. They are more abstract than tasks. Both can be divided to main
and sublevel. Sublevels are to be used when a requirement or task is so large,
that it is semantically wise to divide it to subcomponents. For example a task
can have different subtasks for designing UI, creating it, designing architecture
and implementation.

As shown in Figure 1, the issue tracker is composed of three components
shown in three areas. The top of the screenshot is the issue tracker’s inner navi-
gation. Provided options are the default view, milestone view, labels, filters and
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a link to create a new issue. Below this area are exclusive general filters. In the
bottom are the issues. Name, assigned labels, identification number, creator and
elapsed time from the creation are displayed. Every issue has a checkbox, for
carrying out actions like assigning a label without a need to open the issue.

Fig. 1. The issue tracker view in GitHub.

The issue tracker provides a separate view for creating a new issue. User must
give a name and a description of the new issue, but he can also assign a developer,
desired milestone and labels. Labels are small tags that can be assigned to issues.
Every label acts as a filter to the issues. Milestones are iterations and as such
issues can be linked to them. An issue can always belong to a maximum of one
milestone. User can observe and manage the milestones. User can toggle open
and closed milestones and also milestones with or without any issues assigned
to him. Every milestone can be edited, closed or deleted. Milestone’s name,
description and due date are also presented.

Filters refer to different filtering options available in the issue tracker. These
filters can be divided to four categories: personal, milestone, label and state.
Personal filters (“Assignee” and “Author” selections) are used to filter issues that
are related with the current user. Milestone filter is for filtering issues associated
to a specific milestone. The label filter limits the issues to those that have all the
selected labels assigned to them. The state filter is for filtering open and closed
issues. There is also a search box that provides a way to make more elaborated
filter queries using a special syntax.

When an existing issue is opened, a detailed info view is displayed. All data
in the view is editable. The state is notified below the name of the issue. Other
relevant information includes subscription to the issue and participants of the
issues. Subscribing to the issue means getting notifications about changes to the
issue. The person creating the issue is automatically subscribed. Comments and
references to the issue are visible below the description in a chronological order.
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The last subcomponent of the repository is a wiki. Each repository has an
own wiki collection that acts like any ordinary wiki instance. It consists of one
or more pages that are created using one markup from the list of possibilities.

3 Requirements management

Paetsch and others [11] have noted that the upfront documentation of require-
ments and the inflexible change management process in a traditional software
development process and as such, is not compatible with agile practices. Agile
practices emphasize the communication and collaboration with customers, the
working software and responding to changes. The questions of how requirements
are managed in an agile environment don’t have unambiguous answers. As differ-
ent agile methods embrace different aspects of agile principles, so do researchers
and requirements analysts. However some common practices can be declared.

Stakeholder involvement forms one of the core principles in agile methods,
and a key factor for project success [2, 4, 8, 11]. Though the traditional require-
ments engineering also embraces customer contribution, it is valued even more
in an agile environment. Communication barriers often exist in the interaction
between developers and stakeholders, due to different working experience, mind
sets and background knowledge. Different techniques provide support for com-
munication and collaboration with stakeholders. Besides the traditional ones
such as interviews, face-to-face conversations, brainstormings, observation, etc.,
techniques such as prototypes, working software [2] or the tests and review meet-
ings offer varying ways for stakeholders to understand their product and propose
changing requirements. It also helps developers to gain an in-depth understand-
ing of the application domain [8]. Such an intense collaboration in agile software
development processes has been reported to lower the need for major changes in
delivered products [2].

Replacing heavyweight documentation with a lightweight alternative forms
another common practice. Documentation should not be neglected because it is
used for knowledge transfer, but it should be toned down to the minimum feasible
level due to its cost ineffectiveness [11]. Instead of a full requirements document,
story cards or user stories form the most common form of user requirements [11,
17]. They are usually either physical or electronic representations of cards that
include a few sentences describing how the user completes a meaningful task in
interaction with the software to be built [3, 15]. The backlog or feature list can
then be used to keep the track of stories and their progress [15]. The details of
user stories are elaborated just in time, before they are about to be implemented.

As many agile methods take advantage of iterative software development
process, the same practice is applied in RM [5, 10, 14]. Working on the increments
based on user stories involves interaction with end-users, where, in fact, changing
requirements come in the form of users’ feedback. A key aspect of the iterative
and incremental process mentioned by multiple studies [4, 8, 11] is prioritization.
Requirements are ranked according to their priority, and the ranking can be
adjusted often before the next implementation iteration [11]. The update and
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adjustment is based on users’ feedback on the latest increment, and to ensure
that the most important and urgent requirements are tracked and implemented
first. [8, 2]

To summarize aforementioned three factors, the key aspect for agile require-
ments engineering is to manage the requirements to implement the most im-
portant ones first in order to produce the best possible business value for the
customer [5, 11].

As with agile methods in general, it should be remembered that agile re-
quirements engineering does not guarantee success, although correctly used can
greatly enhance chances for it. Cao and Ramesh [2] have stated a wide array
of possible problems with these practices. Communication is only as effective
as its participants. It’s hard to create cost and time estimates with iterative
requirements. Documentation is easy to be neglected, same as non-functional
requirements because they don’t necessarily implement visible or otherwise con-
crete business value.

4 Managing requirements in GitHub - the guideline

4.1 A hierarchy between requirements and tasks

Tasks and requirements can be split to smaller parts. Smaller issues give a more
transparent view into what is really wanted. The bigger the issue more likely
it contains too wide a topic to fully grasp. This is why we recommend to use
the subtasks and sub-requirements. For example the case study contained a
requirement R2.2 “There are a total of 10-15 puzzles”. A natural way of splitting
R2.2 to tasks was to make a task for each puzzle. The tasks could be further
split to subtasks representing implementing business logic, the UI and so on.

Splitting could be done endlessly so there must be a limit to how deep the
hierarchy can go. For the guideline the maximum depth is four issues: a re-
quirement, a sub-requirement, a task and a subtask. To revise the example, an
alternative to creating just one subtask for a business logic would be to create
multiple subtasks to depict individual components of the business logic. These
subtasks would be direct descendants of the main task.

Subtasks have some drawbacks. Too small tasks cause more work with their
creation and maintainability and offer minimal benefits. If developers are expe-
rienced, forcing them to create the subtasks might be a waste of time. On the
other hand, in some cases it can help a developer further recognize the problem
and its different areas. A good thing with subtasks is that the components they
affect are easier to identify and trace. A big task could be clogged up with a
long description and dozens of comments hindering the process of finding the
relevant information.

There are benefits of not using the subtasks. When an issue is referenced, the
reference shown in a comment area has the information of how many of issue’s
task list items are completed. With the subtasks such information cannot be
displayed due to the lack of automated hierarchy handling. The second benefit
is negating the overhead caused by creating and maintaining the subtasks.
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Overall it is impossible to say when the benefits of the subtasks overcome the
slight waste caused by their upkeep. The decision about their use should be made
case by case. The main point is that all the necessary information is present,
logically structured and findable with minor effort. It should be noted that to
get the best out of the issues, the whole team must be committed to use them. In
some cases developers may find subtasks to be just a nuisance and therefore the
attitude towards the guideline might decrease causing a negligent usage. Overall
it is hard to say when benefits from defining the subtasks overcome the slight
waste caused by their upkeep. The decision about their use should be made
case by case, although when information is separated to logical components,
it is easier to find and interpret. The guideline emphasizes that the necessary
information must be present, logically structured and findable with minor effort.

Issues should always follow a strictly specified hierarchy where the main
level issues (requirements and tasks) must exist and the subissues (subtasks
and -requirements) inherit from them. Every issue should always have only one
parent, but the amount of children is not limited. Figure 2 depicts this hierarchy
structure. To create this structure in GitHub issue references, labels and naming
conventions are to be used.

Fig. 2. Different hierarchy combinations for issues.

4.2 The steps of creating an issue

Creating issues should be an activity for the whole team. Requirements and
sub-requirements may be composed with only a specified group of team mem-
bers and customer representatives, but creating tasks should involve the whole
team. This has many benefits. Seasoned developers may already have suitable
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solutions or have such experience which is useful in some other way. Letting
the developers contribute enhances the team spirit and takes them inside the
decision making process. In the best scenario, the overview of the domain and
its business objectives is broadened within the team, thus building a stronger
foundation for making better decisions.

As the guideline is directed towards agile environments, issues can be created
iteratively. The best approach is dictated by the size of the project and its
application domain. As the requirements evolve, so do the issues: new ones are
created, old ones closed, modified or rejected, tasks are started and completed.

The creation process consists of seven steps. The first step is deciding the
title of an issue. The title should include some kind of a reference prefix that is
different for requirements and tasks to help identifying the issue and its place in
the issue hierarchy.

The second step involves writing the description of the issue. This is a very
crucial step and concerns the question of how long should the description be? If
too much information is given, the issue becomes cumbersome and it might be
hard to find the core information. Too vague descriptions tend to cause guessing,
misleading or a need to consult somebody with better knowledge thus wasting
time. If the project team is highly experienced and proficient with the domain of
the project, it might be a good idea to leave room for an individual thinking and
implementation. This endorses the team and acts towards agilism which expects
that experienced developers reach the best outcome without handholding.

The requirements on the other hand should be as unambiguous as possible to
make sure that every stakeholder understands them the same way. The bottom
line is that the issue should always have a description which is tangible. The
guideline suggests that as much of the task specific information as possible should
be directly in the description.

A large amount of pictures, documents or other relatively static material
should be archived somewhere else to reduce the overhead of information. For
requirements it might be a good practice to document them to the wiki. In such
case a short description and a link are sufficient for a requirement issue.

The format of the issue’s description is not predefined, but the guideline
highly recommends that a logical structure is used throughout each issue taking
advantage of GitHub Flavored Markdown (GFM). GFM is a special hypertext
formatting syntax utilized by GitHub. It inherits from the Markdown [7] and is
enhanced with additional convenient features, such as task lists and automated
references.

The description shall comprise four parts: summary, information, task list and
references. The summary explains the issue in few sentences. The information
part consists of all the relevant information. If this data is stored somewhere
else, links should be used to point out the source. The task list is utilized when
a task involves steps, that are not split to own tasks yet need to be monitored.
They should also be used as subtask replacements if the subtasks are not used.

Otherwise the format of the description should be kept as simple as possible.
Developers should be aware of GFM’s special features that are not included in
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the basic Markdown. For example @-notation or “mentioning” can be used to
notify a specific person or a team about the issue. Mentioning creates a filter
into the issue tracker for the ones mentioned.

Because GitHub itself does not recognize any kind of hierarchical constraints
between issues, such a behavior must be implemented manually. The way the
guideline achieves this is by using labels, naming conventions for issues and issue
references. An existing issue can be referenced from another issue establishing
a link between them. In GitHub referencing an issue from another means that
within the first issue’s view, there is a hyperlink pointing to the second issue.
The link is accompanied by a comment. The issue referenced must exist to get
the linking to work. This can cause inconvenience when a main task is created
before its subtasks. The guideline recommends that the references are updated
when new issues are created. Referencing issues follows the same rules as the
hierarchy of them. The exception is that if an issue has a close relation with
another issue which is not a descendant or an ancestor to the original issue, a
relational reference can be established. Otherwise the reference should always be
aimed at the direct parent or child of the issue.

Steps three to five consist of assigning additional information to the is-
sues: first labels, then people and lastly milestones. The labels are an essential
part of the guideline and they are the main solution for creating visibility and
status tracking. The guideline does not explicitly state what exact labels should
be used rather it states possible categories for them. The categories are to be
chosen based on the needs of the project and they may vary. There are a total
of six categories suggested by the guideline: the type of the issue, the subtype
of the task, status, requirement level, priority and miscellaneous. The guideline
recommends that every category has its distinctive color with a unique shading
for every single label. A short prefix in the beginning of each label depicting
the category it belongs to complements the color coding. Generally there should
always be a maximum of one label per category assigned to an issue, the miscel-
laneous labels being an exception but the important thing is that the categories
exist and are used appropriately. After the labels comes assigning people (as-
signees) who are responsible for the implementation of the issue. They are linked
directly to the issue.

The use of milestones is recommended and they complement the status and
priority categories of the labels. The exact way to use the milestones is up to the
development team. The guideline suggests that they can be used to represent
iterations or groups of tasks covering some wider topic or feature.

The sixth step is publishing the issue. The seventh instructs the creator
of the issue to update the references of other issues. When an issue is created
and references updated successfully, it starts its own lifecycle.

4.3 Status tracking and traceability of issues

Status tracking and tracing requirements are the core activities of RM. We have
already created a base for them in the previous sections.
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The traceability is mainly gained by the naming conventions and references,
but also the labels from the type and subtype categories enhance it. The sta-
tus tracking however relies on milestones and labels, like status, priority and
miscellaneous.

The monitoring of these aspects requires filters. Even though they can not
cover every scenario they are quite powerful, especially since the filters are a
part of the URL, so bookmarking the most used filter combinations is possible.
The required filter combinations is determined by what kind of information
is relevant to different team members. Developers should be aware of all the
issues that mention them and the issues directly assigned to them. Especially
the priority and milestone information is relevant. Project managers should pay
attention to every task currently worked with. This includes following milestone
deadlines and task list progression if the issues contain them. Also issues needing
special actions - like ones flagged “blocked” - must be dealt with without a delay
to keep the workflow going.

4.4 Combining version control and wiki to the issues

The wiki has already been mentioned in the issue creation. Depending on how
much information is attached directly to the issue, the wiki is an excellent alter-
native for lengthier data masses. As it is within the repository, the convenience
is increased due to an easy access. Should the wiki be utilized, establishing a
logic structure inside it is recommended. The structure itself does not concern
the guideline as long as it is consistent and logical. A careful attention should
be kept to avoid situations where the wiki’s data contradicts issues’.

The repository offers some interesting interactions like referencing an issue
from a commit message is possible. This is special feature of GitHub. Therefore
to enhance visibility, developers are encouraged to always reference the issues
their commit affects. This creates an automatic comment to the issue’s comment
section, making the link between the commit and the issue more visible and
traceable.

4.5 Updating and maintaining issues

During the lifecycle of the issue, it is going to be updated in several ways:
changing labels, assigning milestones, assigning people, commenting, referencing
it from commit messages and closing it. Stakeholder communication regarding
issues is a common update action. The challenge is that the communication can
occur in multiple media. These interactions can cause changes to the issues’
content. It is imperative that in such cases, the issue is immediately updated to
reflect the changes: the descriptions of the issues must always be up to date. This
guarantees that the latest and best knowledge is easy to find. It is encouraged
to use the comment area of an issue for discussion.

A crucial note is that users should be careful when deleting old information.
By doing so the traceability is compromised. However the descriptions should not
contain unnecessary information. The old information should be moved from the
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issue to a suitable page in the wiki. As important as it is to keep the description
updated, is to make sure that the labels are used and updated. The importance of
the labels is to visualize issues and different aspects of them in one view. Should
the labels be misused or not updated, an unnecessary waste is generated. Letting
the information get old causes mistrust towards the guideline and may lead for
rejecting its practices. It also interferes with the RM and its objectives.

5 The evaluation of the guideline

The guideline was evaluated in a student project given in the School of Infor-
mation Sciences at the University of Tampere in 2013. The project lasted nine
months, and had four developers and three project managers from whom one
had to drop out during the project. None of the team had earlier experience
with GitHub’s issue tracker, though two of them had used GitHub. The team
was multicultural and used English for the communication.

The goal of the project was to produce a mobile puzzle game which intro-
duces the concept of computer science to school applicants. Due to a requirement
of an open source development GitHub was chosen as a version control platform.
At the beginning of the case study the team was accustomed to the platform.
They also received the first version of the guideline. Couple of weeks later the
team received a shorter document summarizing the key aspects of the guideline.
The team was responsible of deploying the guideline. We observed the usage
from three perspectives: watching the team’s actions in GitHub, surveying their
internal communication and attending the meetings the team had with the cus-
tomer. In the end of the project an online survey was filled by the team with
different sets of questions for developers and managers.

Several important observations were made from the case study. The man-
agers were little lazy to bring the requirements to the issue tracker and convert
them to tasks. When this was finally conducted the project had already gone
a good way. This meant that some of the traceability and status tracking were
inherently lost. As the team consisted of mainly inexperienced students, they
put more emphasize on the actual implementation than on the RM. This was
also reflected on how the team perceived the whole issue tracker. One of the
developers commented “I think the management of tasks and requirements is
the role of the managers, – Managers should just fiddle with the requirements.”
The rush with the deadlines also meant that the team skipped or neglected some
parts of the guideline. For example issue descriptions were incomplete, issue ref-
erences were neglected and the label categories were used too liberally. However
the whole team felt that they had followed the guideline and it in fact did help
them to achieve a more coherent RM process: “I believe it was very efficient”,
“Overall, the guideline was useful and logical, I did not find any inherent flaws
in it.”.

The guideline was evolved from the first version published in October 2013 in
a slideshow format. The purpose was to iteratively develop the guideline based
on the feedback we received from the case study from October 2013 to May
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2014. A few things were altered. The structure of the guideline was reformatted
to make it more logical and readable. The discussion whether subtasks should be
used was widened. We realized that there are valid situations where a main task
coupled with a task list is enough. Therefore better arguments for and against of
the subtasks were made, highlighting that the relevant information must be eas-
ily displayed whatever the chosen approach is. The first version leaned towards
the expectation that there is a strict division between who creates and handles
issues and the rest of the team. The guideline and RM are everyone’s responsi-
bility and everyone’s contribution is valuable, so the guideline was changed to
put more emphasis on the whole team. The guideline failed to note the power-
fulness of the milestones. With added examples users should be able to identify
additional purposes for them that could help monitoring issues. Maintaining the
issues received a new note about preserving the old information, especially about
disregarding it. Tracing requirements becomes hard should the initial situation
get lost. A new recommendation was that the issues should be closed with an
accompanying comment to clarify why the issue was closed. In the case study
there were a lot of issues closed without an apparent reason. This uncertainty
was also partially due to somewhat disorganized use of the labels. Therefore
the up-to-date labels are even more highlighted. Creating the special issues like
enhancement proposals and bug reports has been clarified to distinct how the
guideline expects them to be used.

5.1 How to use the guideline

The purpose of the guideline was to offer a set of recommendations and practices
for the RM in GitHub’s environment. Individual sections from the guideline can
be used as such but it is advisable to use it as a whole. Some room is left
for customization to preserve the versatility. The guideline aims to complement
the four areas of RM: change control, version control, requirements tracing and
requirements status tracking [9, 11, 16] by utilizing mainly the issue tracker. As
the issue tracker is lightweight to use, it is well suited for the agile RM. As argued
before there does not exist as thorough a guideline for the RM in GitHub. There
are blog posts covering the issue tracker but they are not systematic nor scientific,
but rather experience reports. The lean software principles are used for assessing
the guideline and its compatibility to the agile environment. These principles are
abstract enough so that they don’t restrict guideline’s usefulness, yet still offer
enough concreteness for assessment.

The guideline is a collection of practices and recommendations working to-
gether towards a consistent RM process. The guideline requires a knowledge of
using GitHub, especially the repository, issue tracker and wiki. Using GFM is
advised in the issues and wiki.

Before starting to work with issues, some preparations must be made. The
labels, their categories and their color coding are to be decided. Overall naming
conventions with the issues must be agreed on. Generally it is ideal to go through
the guideline’s practices and decide how they are applied into the project. With-
out a commitment from the whole team, the guideline loses its effectiveness.
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The team should appoint somebody responsible for the RM. This does not
exempt the team from the RM. The purpose of the appointment is to have
a person who can attend questions regarding the issue tracker, guideline and
issues.

The guideline does not take a stand when it comes to requirements engi-
neering processes occurring before the RM. They can be conducted by whatever
means necessary for the project’s scope and type. As new requirements are iden-
tified they are gradually created into the issue tracker. The prefered way is that
the requirements are immediately put into the issue tracker. Postponing this
delays the implementation. As soon as the requirements are in the issue tracker
the team can start splitting them into tasks. When the first tasks are ready
the implementation can begin. The requirements are to be split in the order of
priority to generate the best business value.

Creating requirements and tasks is usually an ongoing process and happens
throughout the whole project. When the first tasks are under work, they must
be monitored, maintained and updated.

5.2 Evaluating the guideline against the RM & lean principles

The following list will summarize the key aspects enhancing the objectives of
the RM and the principles of the Lean as introduced by Poppendiecks’ [12]. The
first four cover the principle’s of the RM, the rest focuses on the Lean.

Change control. Working and successful change control requires that there
is a way to get an overview of how different requirements and their implementa-
tions and components relate to each other. This greatly helps solving the impacts
of the proposed change. A special issue type the enhancement proposal gives
a convenient way for formally proposing changes and tracking their life span:
does the proposed change get implemented, is it further evaluated or even com-
pletely rejected. Of course, in an agile environment, changes don’t always follow
a formal path. The guideline enforces that information contained in the issues is
always up to date.

Version control. The issue tracker itself holds all the requirements together.
Every issue is given an unambiguous identification number by GitHub that can
be used for referencing the issue. Versioning itself is not directly supported so
the guideline suggests that the old information is not erased, but preserved
somewhere else. The naming conventions and type labels are there for identifying
purposes.

Requirements tracing. Separating requirements and concrete tasks and
establishing a hierarchy between each issue creates a clear structure for tracing
requirements and links they have. This strongly requires that the references in
the descriptions are used and maintained properly. The aforementioned naming
conventions also help identifying the relations between the issues.

Status tracking. The labels are the best way to accomplish the status
tracking. The suggested categories are crafted so that tracking requirements and
their tasks is as straightforward as possible. The drawback is that the labels
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are mainly toggled with tasks, not with requirements so the status tracking of
requirements must be carried out through tasks.

Eliminating waste. Descriptions with enough information and an encour-
agement for a free speech in comments aim to generate more knowledge for the
whole team. This contributes towards learning how to produce value more ef-
ficiently. Avoiding unnecessary waiting sharing knowledge and using labels are
suggested. The processes of the guideline are narrowed down and are inher-
ently simple. They are also flexible, which makes them more suitable for various
situations. Splitting requirements to small pieces increases the possibility that
unrequired extra features are detected and rejected.

Optimizing the whole. This is more like an attitude of the team and can-
not be created by this kind of guideline. Sharing knowledge and discussing it
increases the insight to the customer’s mind and thus makes it easier to compre-
hend the whole picture.

Building quality in. The customer’s needs must be understood and openly
collaborated and communicated. Information sharing, keeping everything visible
and actively using commenting are ways the guideline proposes.

Learning constantly. Sharing and absorbing both information and knowl-
edge is best way to fulfill this principle. The splitting of requirements in small
pieces forces the team to truly get a better understanding of the domain.

Delivering fast & deferring commitment. Small tasks take less time
to implement making the fast delivery possible. Feedback and communication
should occur all the time further improving the delivery and its quality. Deferring
commitment requires the best available information. Keeping issues up to date
and openly discussing them enhances this.

Respecting people. The guideline aims for empowering the whole team.
They are the ones to use the issue tracker, and they all should have an interest
on what is happening there. The guideline does not restrict who can do what.
How well the empowerment succeeds is based on whether the parent organization
supports giving the decision power to the development teams.

6 Conclusions

The aim of this article was to present a semi-formal guideline for conducting
the RM process using only the tools provided by GitHub. To prove that the
guideline is applicable and working, a case study was conducted. The guideline
was evaluated on how well it supports the RM objectives and the lean principles.

As far as the research shows, this is an unique topic: similar guidelines for
GitHub platform with a properly surveyed case study could not be identified.
There exist several blog posts about thoughts and suggestions of using the issue
tracker, but none of them approached the topic as systematically. These blog
posts also lacked the evaluation of their usefulness [1]. Our conclusions are based
on the case study and observations, not just vague opinions.

For the science, the guideline is interesting because it combines the lean
principles into the RM. This is also an area that is covered by very few studies.
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The evaluation of the guideline gives more insight on how the RM can be coupled
with the lean principles.

For the practitioners the guideline provides considerable, systematic and well
documented instructions for using the issue tracker to handle the RM in a project
that uses GitHub. The guideline is also evaluated by the case study, and though
the study consisted of only a student project, its feedback was very positive.
The case study project group felt that the guideline helped them achieve a more
consistent RM process. By comparing the guideline against the lean principles
we have showed that the guideline is well suited for the agile approach.

The guideline was created to be usable in a wide array of projects, though it
is required that the project utilizes some agile approach. Therefore the biggest
factor for not using the guideline is the chosen development process of a project.
The practices and suggestions of the guideline are designed to be easily under-
stood and adopted for establishing a good base for the RM. This is especially
beneficial for agile projects that tend to bury the RM below an iterative develop-
ment. As GitHub could be considered a programmer-friendly platform, handling
the RM in the same place can lower the threshold of developers to participate
and take more active role in it.

Like with any agile practices, the users are left with the responsibility to
follow the instructions as they see fit. This can cause a problem, if users try to
cherry pick the concepts and leave out others. A selective use can greatly diminish
the usability and results achieved by the guideline. The guideline leaves room
for customization to preserve versatility but this means that instruction contain
some vagueness.

There are some limitations concerning this article. The topic is very specific
which makes it unique but at the same time difficult to generalize. The RM
has certain objectives and accomplishing them depends on the tools at disposal.
With GitHub we have a limited set of features but on some other platform
the tools and their usage may be completely different. Although the evaluation
combines the RM and lean principles, it wraps around the guideline’s practices
and tools offered by GitHub.

The case study was relatively limited in scope. The project was a student
project that lasted nine months. The problem with students is that they tend to
lack the experience present in professional software projects. As the project was
carried out during the university semester the students also had other course to
attend to, leaving relatively small amount of time to work with the project. The
team was multicultural and this posed a minor problem with communication:
English was used as the communication language but it was not native to any
of the project members.

The guideline would greatly benefit from a larger case study involving projects
with different settings and sizes. A wider case study would make it easier to fur-
ther evaluate the core ideas of the guideline and how well they achieve their
objectives. It could also highlight the situational contexts the guideline manages
the best. Projects with experienced team members could give better facts to
support different kind of approaches.
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Overall the guideline achieved its goal: creating instructions for an agile
requirements management process utilizing only GitHub’s own tools. This is
backed up by the case study and critical assertion of guideline’s practices and
GitHub’s features.
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Abstract. A limitation in the design of the interface of C++ standard
priority queues is addressed. The use of priority queues in Dijkstra’s
shortest path search algorithm is used as an example. Priority queues
are often implemented using heaps. There is a problem, as it may be
necessary to change the priority of an element while it is in the queue,
but finding the element from within a heap is costly. The problem may
be solved by keeping track, in a variable that is outside the heap, of the
position of the element in the heap. Unfortunately, this is impossible with
the template class interface used by the C++ standard library priority
queue. In this research, the problem is analysed in detail. Four inter-
face designs and corresponding implementations are suggested. They are
compared experimentally to each other and the C++ design.

Keywords: data structure, interface, C++ standard library, priority queue,
priority update

1 Introduction

Some modern programming languages such as C++ contain high-quality imple-
mentations of fundamental data structures in the form of containers. This has
obviously reduced the need for programmers to implement fundamental data
structures on their own.

Unfortunately, the shift from self-made data structures to ready-made con-
tainers prevents the exploitation of the data structures to their full potential.
This is because the interfaces of containers reflect some idea of how the data
structures will be used, making some other uses difficult or impossible. An obvi-
ous example is the dynamic order statistics data structure (DOSDS) [5, Ch. 14.1],
which consists of a red-black tree with an additional size attribute in each node.
Although the C++ standard map is typically implemented as a red-black tree [8,
p. 315] and it seems easy to extend it to the DOSDS at the source code level,
it seems impossible to implement the DOSDS only using the features offered by
the interface of the C++ standard map.

This study focuses on the priority queue. The C++ standard priority queue
is implemented as a heap. It has operations for pushing an element to the queue,
and finding and removing an element with the highest priority from the queue.
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It does not have an operation for changing the priority of an element that is in
the queue, although the heap facilitates an efficient implementation of it. The
problem is that the efficient implementation requires such co-operation between
the queue and its user that is difficult to support in an interface. To solve the
problem, we introduce four designs and test them experimentally.

As a use case of the priority queue, Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm is
used. Because it is simple and widely known, it serves well for illustrating the
problem and the interface designs. We emphasize that the goal of this study is
not to make Dijkstra’s algorithm as fast as possible (for that purpose, please
see [4]). The purpose of the measurements in this study is to demonstrate that
our alternative priority queue interface designs are not unrealistically slow.

There are C++ libraries that provide priority queues which are not based
on binary heaps, and some of these also allow changing the priorities of queue
elements. One such library is Boost.Heap [2], which contains priority queues
based on d-ary, binomial, Fibonacci, pairing, and skew heaps. Comparing the
performance of these queues to the ones presented in this study is a potential
subject for further study. In this study, “heap” always refers to a binary heap,
unless stated otherwise.

The use of priority queues in Dijkstra’s algorithm is discussed in Section 2.
Section 3 presents the alternative designs, and the experiments are reported in
Section 4. Section 5 concludes the presentation.

2 Dijkstra’s algorithm

Dijkstra’s algorithm finds shortest paths in a directed multigraph whose edge
weights are non-negative. It uses one vertex as the start vertex. It finds shortest
paths from the start vertex to each vertex in increasing order of the length of
the path. It may be terminated when a designated target vertex is found, or it
may be continued until all vertices that are reachable from the start vertex have
been found. We use the latter termination criterion.

Two versions of Dijkstra’s algorithm are shown in Figure 1 in pseudocode.
Each vertex v has an attribute edges that lists the outgoing edges of v; dist
that contains the shortest distance so far known from start to v; and prev that
tells the previous vertex in a shortest path so far known. Initially each dist

attribute contains a special value ∞ that indicates that the vertex has not yet
been reached. The edges attributes represent the multigraph and thus, together
with start , contain the input to the algorithm. The initial values of prev do not
matter.

The algorithm on the left in Figure 1 uses a priority queue Q that stores
pointers, indices, iterators, or other kind of handles to vertices. For simplicity,
we will talk about pushing, popping, and the presence of vertices in Q, although
in reality handles to vertices are in question. The operation push(v) pushes v

(that is, a handle to v) to Q, and is empty returns a truth value with the obvious
meaning. The operation pop returns a vertex whose dist value is the smallest
among the vertices in Q. It also removes the vertex from Q. The operation
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start .prev := nil; start .dist := 0
Q.push(start)
while ¬Q.is empty do

u := Q.pop

for e ∈ u.edges do

v := e.head; d := u.dist + e.length

if d < v.dist then

v.prev := u

if v.dist = ∞ then

v.dist := d; Q.push(v)
else

v.dist := d; Q.decrease(v)

start .prev := nil; start .dist := 0
Q.push(start , 0)
while ¬Q.is empty do

(u, d) := Q.pop

if u.dist = d then

for e ∈ u.edges do

v := e.head; d := u.dist + e.length

if d < v.dist then

v.prev := u; v.dist := d

Q.push(v , d)

Fig. 1. Dijkstra’s algorithm assuming that the priority queue decrease operation is
(left) and is not (right) available

decrease(v) informs Q that the dist value of v has become smaller. This causes
Q to re-organize its internal data structure.

The queue does not store (copies of) the dist values. The queue operations get
the dist values from the vertex data structure. This means either that the code
for Q depends on the vertex data structure or that the interface of Q contains
features via which Q can access the vertex data that it needs. This issue is
discussed extensively in the next sections.

Let us say that the algorithm processes a vertex when it is the u of the for-
loop. The algorithm processes the reachable vertices in the order of their true
shortest distance from start . It goes through the outgoing edges of u, to see
whether a shortest path to u followed by the edge would yield a shorter path to
the head state v of the edge than the shortest so far known path to v. If yes,
the path and distance information on v is updated accordingly. Furthermore, v
is either pushed to Q or its entry in Q is updated, depending on whether v is in
Q already.

An example is shown in Figure 2. In it, the outgoing edges of vertices are
investigated from top to bottom. Vertex A is used as start . Initially, the algorithm
marks A found with distance 0 and no predecessor vertex, and pushes it to Q.
Then it pops A from Q and processes it. It finds B with distance 0 + 1 = 1 and
predecessor A, and pushes it to Q. Then it does the same to E with distance
0 + 6 = 6, and then to C with distance 0 + 2 = 2.

1

62

4

3
3

1

A B

C
D

E F

Fig. 2. An example graph for Dijkstra’s algorithm
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Next it picks B, because its distance 1 is the smallest among those currently
in Q. It finds E with distance 1 + 4 = 5 and predecessor B. It updates the entry
for E in Q because of the distance decreasing from 6 to 5. Next the algorithm
processes C, finding D with distance 5 which it pushes to Q. Then it finds E

anew, but does nothing to it, because the distance does not improve. Now Q

contains D and E. Both have distance 5. The algorithm processes them one after
the other in an order that depends on implementation details. When processing
E, it finds F. The predecessor of F is E, its predecessor is B, and then A, listing
a shortest path from A to F backwards.

The C++ standard priority queue is based on a heap. A heap is an array
A such that for 1 ≤ i < k, the priority of A[⌊ i−1

2
⌋] is at least as high as the

priority of A[i], where k is the number of elements in the array. Thus A[0] has
the highest priority. We say that A[⌊ i−1

2
⌋] is the parent of A[i] and A[i] is a

child of A[⌊ i−1

2
⌋]. An element has typically and at most two children and one

parent. A new element is added by assigning it to A[k], incrementing k, and
then swapping it with its parent, the parent of the parent, and so on until it is
in the right place. The pop operation returns A[0], moves A[k − 1] to its place,
decrements k, and then swaps the new A[0] with its higher-priority child until
it is in the right place. These require O(log k) operations.

The fact that the priority queue operations obtain the dist values from the
vertex data structure does not prevent the use of the C++ standard priority
queue as Q. The dist values are only needed when comparing queue elements to
each other. The C++ standard priority queue can be given a special comparison
operator that fetches the values that it compares from the vertex data structure.
Alternatively, one can define a special type for the queue elements such that
its data consists of the handle, and its comparison operator works as described
above. These are common practice.

On the other hand, the C++ standard heap and priority queue do not have
any decrease(v) operation. Furthermore, decrease(v) cannot be implemented ef-
ficiently using the features that they offer (except with exorbitant trickery, see
Section 3.5). The main problem is that there is no fast way of finding the handle
to v from within A. The handle is not necessarily where push(v) left it, because
later push and pop operations may have moved it. As a consequence, in practice,
the C++ standard priority queue cannot be used in the algorithm in Figure 1
left.

This problem can be solved by using a self-made heap and by adding an
attribute called loc to each vertex. The value v.loc tells the location of the handle
to v in A, that is, A[v.loc] contains a handle to v. When swapping handles in
the heap, the heap operations also update the loc values of the vertices to which
the handles lead.

Let n denote the number of vertices and m the number of edges in the
multigraph. The running time of this implementation is O(m log n). If also the
initialization of the dist attributes to ∞ is counted, then the running time is
O(n+m logn). This formula is slightly different from the corresponding formula
in [5, Ch. 24.3], because there all vertices are put initially to the queue, while only
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reachable vertices ever enter Q in Figure 1. The edges, head, length, prev, and dist

attributes contain the input data and the answer, so they are considered part of
the problem and can be left out when comparing the memory consumption of
alternative solutions. In addition to them, this solution uses n loc-attributes and
at most n handles in the queue, which is Θ(n) bytes of memory. Assuming that
each elementary data item consumes the same amount of memory, the increase
in memory consumption is at most 40%. This occurs if there is an edge from
start to each other vertex, no other edges, and no other information in vertices
and edges than mentioned above. If m ≫ n, the increase is approximately 0%.

With the C++ standard priority queue, Dijkstra’s algorithm can be imple-
mented as is shown in Figure 1 right. The elements of Q now consist of two
components: a handle to the vertex and the dist value of the vertex at the time
when it was pushed to Q. A vertex is pushed to Q each time it is found with a
shorter distance than before. Therefore, it may be many times in Q. However,
each instance has a different distance. The test u.dist = d recognizes the first
time when u is popped from Q. It prevents the processing of the same vertex
more than once.

In the case of Figure 2, the algorithm pushes (A, 0); pops (A, 0); pushes (B, 1),
(E, 6) and (C, 2); pops (B, 1); pushes (E, 5); pops (C, 2); and pushes (D, 5). It does
not push (E, 5) again, because 5 is not smaller than the dist value that E already
had. At this point Q contains (E, 6), (E, 5), and (D, 5). The value of E.dist is 5.
Next the algorithm pops (D, 5) and (E, 5) in this or the opposite order, processing
D and E. Then it pops (E, 6). This time it does not process E, because the popped
value 6 is different from E.dist which is 5.

With this implementation, the running time is O(m logm). This is asymp-
totically worse than O(m log n). (With a multigraph, it is not necessarily the
case that m ≤ n2.) However, with such applications as road maps the differ-
ence is insignificant. This is because very few roadcrosses have more than 6
outgoing roads. So m ≤ 6n, and the number of swappings of heap elements per
each push or pop (or decrease) operation is at most approximately log

2
6n =

log
2
6 + log

2
n ≈ 2.6 + log

2
n, while the corresponding number with Figure 1

left is at most approximately log
2
n. At the level of constant factors, Figure 1

right wins in simpler access of the distances but loses in two data items being
exchanged in each swapping instead of one. As a consequence, which one is faster
in practice is likely to depend on implementation details and the properties of
the input multigraphs.

The additional memory consumption consists now of at most m handles and
at most m distances in the queue, which is Ω(1) and O(m) bytes of memory. If
m ≫ n, this may almost double the memory consumption.

3 Priority queue implementations discussed in this study

Based on the need for a priority queue with updateable priorities, several so-
lutions were designed by the authors, each providing an increased level of en-
capsulation, modularity, and genericity. These solutions were implemented and
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performance tested against each other. Figure 3 shows the structures of the
five solutions used in this study (of which the first lacks updateable priorities).
Sections 3.1–3.5 discuss these in detail.

3.1 Using STL priority queue with duplicated queue elements

Figure 3(a) shows the structure of a priority queue using STL priority queue. In
this approach the lack of priority updates is circumvented by adding the same
vertex into the queue several times, if necessary (as described earlier). Each
queue element consists of a handle (a pointer, for example) to the graph vertex,
as well as the shortest distance to the vertex at the time it was pushed to the
queue. The priority queue uses this distance as the priority of the element. In
addition to other graph data, each graph vertex contains the calculated shortest
distance (originally initialized to infinity or other special value).

Data that is only needed for priority changes is marked in red. In this version
that data consists of the queue’s internal priority field. In the 64-bit test setup
this caused the size of graph vertices to be 24 bytes. The size of the distance field
was 4 bytes, the remaining 16 bytes were used for pointers needed by the graph
itself and the resulting shortest path, with 4 bytes added by the compiler for
memory alignment purposes [1, Ch. 6]. The size of queue elements is 16 bytes (4
bytes for the internal priority field, 8 bytes for the vertex pointer, and additional
4 bytes again for memory alignment).

3.2 Allowing priority updates in a heap using additional location

data

Figure 3(b) depicts a solution using a self-made priority queue based on a heap
and a separate array for tracking the location of graph vertices in the heap (the
location information is drawn as an arrow in the figure, but it can be implemented
as an integer index). The additional location array has a corresponding element
for each graph vertex in the graph array. This implementation requires that
graph vertices are stored in an array so that indices can be used.

Each time a graph vertex is added to the heap, its location index in the
heap is stored in the location array. Similarly each time an element is moved in
the heap, the heap algorithms update the location index in the array. Moving
an element may be caused by adding or removing an element or changing its
priority. When the priority of a graph vertex has to be changed, its location in
the heap can be found from the location array, so that only approriate elements
of the heap have to be updated.

Handling of the location tracking is encapsulated inside the priority queue,
which is an improvement to the previous version, where the user of the queue
had to take care of duplicate queue elements and the extra distance fields.

In this implementation the only extra data needed for priority changes con-
sists of the location array. In the test setup this adds extra 4 bytes for each graph
vertex. The size of the graph vertex itself was again 24 bytes, including 4 bytes
for memory alignment. The size of the queue elements in the heap was 8 bytes.
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(a) std::priority queue and du-
plicates

(b) separate index array

(c) inheritance-based (d) locator function -based

(e) std::priority queue and lo-
cator -based

Fig. 3. Priority queue variations used in this study
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3.3 Using inheritance to store location information in the graph

vertices

The previous algorithm used an internal array for tracking the location of queue
elements. This forces the actual graph vertices to be stored in an indexable data
structure as well (so that the index of the vertex in the queue can be used to
find the location in the location array). It also means that the number of graph
vertices has to be known beforehand, so that a location array of suitable size
can be allocated in the priority queue.

This situation can be improved by moving the location index inside the graph
vertices themselves. However, to preserve modularity it should still be the re-
sponsibility of the priority queue to take care of this information. One solution
is shown in Figure 3(c). The priority queue provides a base class from which
graph vertices should be derived (using object-oriented inheritance). The base
class contains both the distance field used as a priority and the location index
in the heap. This way the priority queue does not have to know the exact type
of the graph vertices, but it can access the base class data to provide a priority
queue with updateable priorities. Similarly, the implementor of the graph vertex
does not have to know the internal implementation of the queue, just inherit
the vertex from the given base class. The priority of a graph vertex is set and
changed using the interface of the priority queue, and the value of the priority
(i.e., distance) can be queried directly from the base class.

The size of the base class became 8 bytes in the test setup (4 bytes for the
distance, 4 bytes for location index), making the size of the graph vertex again
24 bytes. Queue elements were 8 bytes each.

3.4 Adding modularity: externalizing priority and location data

The inheritance-based implementation abstracts the priority and location index
into a separate base class, allowing vertex data structures to be created with-
out having to pay attention to data needed by the priority queue. This adds
modularity and helps in separation of concerns.

However, even the inheritance-based implementation requires that the pro-
grammer implementing the vertex data structure is aware of the priority queue
and its special needs. The vertices have to be inherited from the base class pro-
vided by the priority queue, and this means that the choice to use the priority
queue described in this study has to be made when the vertex data structure is
defined. This rules out using the modifiable priority queue with third-party data
structures, whose definition cannot be changed. The fact that priority changes
have to be made using the base class’s interface also forces the code that changes
the priority to be aware of the chosen priority queue algorithm.

In order to solve those problems, a fourth implementation of the priority
queue is shown in Figure 3(d). It uses additional functions to calculate the lo-
cation of the priority data and storage needed for the location index. When a
priority queue is created, it is given three parameters: the type of data used as
queue elements and two functions, one to compare the priorities of two vertices,
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and one to calculate the location of the vertex’s location index. The priority
queue implementation uses these functions each time it has to compare priori-
ties or access the location index.

This approach removes the dependency between the graph vertex data type
and the priority queue algorithm. Any data type can be used as a graph vertex
as long as it is possible to calculate the priority and the location of the location
index based on a handle to the vertex. This makes it possible to use a third-party
data type as a graph vertex, and code the name and the location of the priority
field into the priority function. Similarly the storage needed for the location
index can be embedded inside the graph vertex or in an external data structure.

In fact, this approach is general enough to be used to produce implementa-
tions described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The first one can be achieved by providing
a location index function that calculates the index of a graph vertex and uses that
to access an external location index array. Similarly for the inheritance-based ap-
proach, the location index function would return a handle to the location index
stored inside the base class of the queue element.

The downside of this approach is that using external functions causes ad-
ditional performance overhead everywhere where the priority or location index
is used. Also, using this approach is a little bit more complicated for program-
mers, since they have to write two small extra functions in addition to the queue
element data type.

In this approach, the size of the graph vertex is 24 bytes (4 bytes are again
needed for the priority, 4 bytes for the location index). Queue elements are 8
bytes long.

3.5 Test of reuse: Using STL priority queue to create a modifiable

queue

The standard C++ already provides a priority queue (std::priority queue).
Therefore, it is logical to find out if that queue could be used for creating a
priority queue capable of modifying priorities of its elements. As mentioned
earlier, the semantics of the standard C++ priority queue assumes that the
priority of each element stays constant after the element has been added to the
queue.

The benefits of this approach are that the standard C++ priority queue
is likely to have been implemented quite optimally (considering the compiler),
and this way further development of the standard priority queue benefits the
modifiable queue also. Since this implementation is based on the standard C++
priority queue just like the one using duplicate elements, this version can also
be used to get an estimate of how much updating the position of each element
in the queue costs compared to keeping duplicate queue elements.

The C++ standard guarantees that its priority queue is on a heap, and uses
library heap algorithms std::make heap, std::push heap, and std::pop heap

to maintain the heap [8, Ch. 12.3, Ch. 11.9.4]. The standard priority queue allows
the programmer to specify the underlying data structure for the heap, but by
default a vector std::vector is used. To make element priorities modifiable,
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there have to be mechanisms to check whether an element already exists in the
queue, find the element to be updated in the heap, and to update the heap
structure based on the new priority.

The first obstacle in this approach is that standard C++ heap algorithms
only allow removal of the top element (pop heap) and addition of a new element
(push heap). No standard algorithm for updating the position of an existing heap
element exists. Fortunately, the implementation provided by the GCC compiler
has such operations internally, called push heap and adjust heap. The for-
mer moves an element up in the heap to its correct position, and the latter moves
an element down, if necessary. Using these GCC-specific functions it is possible
to readjust the heap after the priority of an element has been changed.

Figure 3(e) shows the structure of this approach. Just like the previous one,
this approach is based on a locator function which calculates the location of
the location index based on a handle to a graph vertex (making it possible to
either embed the location index inside the vertex itself, use a separate location
vector, or something else). However, updating the location index when the heap
is modified is more difficult. The standard C++ heap algorithms used by the
C++ priority queue do not provide means for knowing when the location of a
heap element is changed.

In order to keep track of element locations in the heap, this approach uses an
auxiliary HeapElement class, and a C++ priority queue is created to store these
HeapElements instead of regular data elements. Each HeapElement object con-
tains a handle to a graph vertex. In addition to performing the assignment itself,
the assignment operators of HeapElement update the location of the element us-
ing the locator function. This way, when a HeapElement object is moved inside
the heap by C++ heap algorithms, the HeapElement assignment operators up-
date the location index of each element. To be specific, C++11 now provides two
kinds of assignment, copy assignment and move assignment [7, Ch. 12.8]. Copy
assignment copies data and keeps the original intact, whereas move assignment
may transfer parts of the original data to its target and reset the original data
to an empty state. All C++11 library algorithms prefer move assignment, if
available. The HeapElement class only provides move assignment, making sure
that multiple copies of the same element cannot be temporarily created during
heap algorithms.

After this, implementation of a std::priority queue-based modifiable pri-
ority queue is quite straightforward. Standard priority queue operations can be
used to add and remove elements from the queue. New operations are provided
for modifying priorities of existing elements. In order to change the priority of
an element, first the priority data inside the element is modified by the program-
mer. Then the programmer informs the queue about the priority update, and the
queue updates the heap. This of course introduces the risk that the programmer
updates the priority but forgets to inform the queue, causing the invariants of
the heap to be violated with unpredictable results.

The sizes of the graph vertices and queue elements are the same as in the
previous version, 24 bytes and 8 bytes, respectively.
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4 Testing the algorithms

In order to test the algorithms, they were used to implement Dijkstra’s shortest
path algorithm and run through several graphs. This section presents the test
results and discussion.

4.1 The test graphs

Figure 4 shows the graph types used for testing the algorithms.

(a) levels graph

(b) matrix graph (c) San Francisco road network

Fig. 4. Graphs used for testing

Graph (a) in Figure 4 depicts a family of graphs that was designed to be
increasingly beneficial to the mutable priority queue. In the simplest case (level
1), the graph is simply a series of vertices connected to each other with an edge
of length 1 (edges marked “1” in the figure). In level 2 new edges are added.
They skip over one vertex and have length 3 (edges marked “3”). Similarly, a
level k graph contains for all i = 1, . . . , k edges of length 2i− 1 that leave from
every possible vertex skipping i − 1 vertices.

In Dijkstra’s algorithm, this type of graph causes the priority of most vertices
to be changed k − 1 times for a level k graph. For example, when k = 2, each
vertex (other than the first two) is first pushed to the priority queue with distance
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d+3 (where d is the shortest distance to the previous vertex). Then in the next
step a shorter path of length d+1+1 is found and the priority must be changed.
Similarly, for k = 3, most vertices get distances d+5, d+1+3, and d+1+1+1,
respectively. Thus, the higher the level, the more the basic STL priority queue
-based algorithm has to pay for extraneous elements in the queue. However, the
total size of the priority queue stays small (at most k vertices at any time) and
does not depend on the total number of vertices.

Graph (b) is designed to work in the opposite direction. The graph is a
matrix where each vertex (other than the rightmost and bottommost) has edges
of length 1 to its neighbour vertices on the right and below. This means that
during Dijkstra’s algorithm, the shortest distance to a vertex never has to be
updated. On the other hand, the size of the priority queue can grow to k for an
k× k graph. This type of graph forces the mutable priority queue algorithms to
pay for updating the location index in the queue, but without benefiting from
priority changes.

Finally, graph (c) represents a “real world” example without any intentional
bias towards any algorithm. It is the road network of San Francisco with 174,956
vertices and 446,002 edges (each road in the map data was assumed to be two-
way). The map data and graph image were obtained from [6].

4.2 The test setup

All tests were run under 64-bit OpenSuse 13.2 Linux with Intel Core i5-3570K
processor. GCC 5.1.0 compiler was used with -O3 optimization. Each test was
compiled as one compilation unit so that the compiler was able to fully optimize
the code.

For increasing the accuracy of the time measurements the operating system
was in single-user mode with networking disabled. In each test, the test graph
was first created and a dry-run of Dijkstra’s algorithm was run to fill CPU caches,
etc. Then calculated distances in the graph were zeroed out, and a high-precision
time-stamp was acquired from the operating system (using clock gettime()

and a raw hardware-based system clock with a claimed resolution of 1 ns). After
this, Dijkstra’s algorithm was run again, and a new timestamp was acquired at
the end of it. The difference between these two timestamps was recorded as the
duration of the algorithm. Then distances in the graph were zeroed out again as
preparation for repeating the test.

Hardware interrupts and operating system services can slow down the execu-
tion of the program, even in the single-user mode. To eliminate extra overhead,
each test run of the algorithm was executed at least 10 times or the test was
repeated for 30 seconds, whichever took longer. For tests with small graphs, this
meant running the tests for millions of times, whereas with large graphs even the
10 test runs could take several minutes to run. The algorithms themselves are
fully deterministic, so any fluctuation in the results is caused by outside over-
head, which can only increase the measured time durations. Because of this, only
the minimum running time for each test was chosen, because it has to contain
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the least overhead [3]. In practice, the average and minimum running times only
differed on average 1.8 % in the tests.

4.3 Test results

For the levels graphs, tests were run for graph sizes of 10m, for m = 1, . . . , 8 and
for levels k = 1, . . . , 5. The graph size had no measured effect on the relative
results, which is logical since the length of the priority queue does not depend
on the graph size in this test. Therefore, only the results for the largest graph of
size 100,000,000 vertices are shown. Figure 5 contains the results of the tests. For
each algorithm, the table shows both the absolute time for running Dijkstra’s
algorithm, as well as the difference percentage compared to the basic algorithm
using STL priority queue and duplicate queue elements.

k (a) std::p q (b) sep. index (c) inheritance (d) locator (e) std::p q&loc

1 0.895s 0.00% 0.734s -18.1% 0.827s -7.60% 0.827s -7.60% 0.693s -22.6%

2 3.23s 0.00% 1.05s -67.4% 1.40s -56.7% 1.38s -57.2% 1.52s -53.1%

3 5.64s 0.00% 1.54s -72.6% 2.01s -64.3% 2.08s -63.2% 2.13s -62.3%

4 8.85s 0.00% 2.22s -74.9% 2.51s -71.7% 2.56s -71.1% 2.51s -71.6%

5 12.4s 0.00% 2.80s -77.3% 3.06s -75.2% 3.20s -74.1% 3.02s -75.6%

Fig. 5. Results of performance tests with levels graphs of size 100,000,000

The results show that mutable priority queue algorithms presented in this
study are faster than the basic STL priority queue algorithm for all test graphs,
and the speed difference grows for graphs with more levels. This is as expected,
since the priority of a vertex in the queue is changed an increasing number of
times when new levels are added to the graph, forcing STL priority queue to pay
for duplicate elements in the queue.

It is interesting to notice that mutable queues are faster than the basic STL
priority queue also for level 1, where the graph is a simple string of vertices
and no priority changes occur. This also holds for the case where a mutable
queue is implemented using STL’s own priority queue, ruling out differences in
the queue’s internal implementation. A possible explanation for this difference is
that the basic STL-based approach requires an extra distance field in the queue
elements, making the queue elements larger.

Figure 6 shows the test results for matrix graphs. Tests were run for graphs
of size 10 × 10, 100 × 100, 1000 × 1000, and 10000 × 10000. Again the table
shows both the absolute time for running Dijkstra’s algorithm, as well as the
difference percentage compared to the algorithm using std::priority queue

and duplicate queue elements.
The matrix graph tests show that when the size of the graph (and thus

the size of the priority queue) grows, the mutable algorithms become slower
compared to the basic STL priority queue. Again this is as expected because in
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size (a) std::p q (b) sep. index (c) inheritance (d) locator (e) std::p q&loc

102 2.05µs 0.00% 1.15µs -44.0% 1.62µs -20.8% 1.65µs -19.4% 1.84µs -10.1%

1002 390µs 0.00% 324µs -17.0% 342µs -12.3% 350µs -10.4% 401µs 2.72%

10002 63.8ms 0.00% 70.3ms 10.3% 63.4ms -0.52% 62.1ms -2.62% 61.0ms -4.26%

100002 10.0s 0.00% 18.7s 86.9% 11.9s 19.0% 11.6s 15.6% 15.0s 50.3%

Fig. 6. Results of performance tests with matrix graphs

this test priority changes do not occur, but the mutable queues have to pay for
updating the location index of queue elements. It is interesting to see, however,
that the mutable algorithms are still somewhat faster for matrix graphs smaller
than 1000 × 1000. This is again probably caused by the additional distance
field needed in the unmutable duplicate-based version. It can also be seen that
the mutable version using a separate internal location array is the fastest for
small graphs, but becomes the slowest for large ones. No obvious reason for
this behaviour was found, but differences in memory locality are one possible
explanation.

Finally Figure 7 shows the results when the algorithms were used on the San
Francisco road network. The figures are averages of 10 test runs with random
starting points (the same starting points were used for all algorithms). Individual
runs produced results that differed at most 1.7 % from the average, so they are
not shown.

size (a) std::p q (b) sep. index (c) inheritance (d) locator (e) std::p q&loc

174956 18.7ms 0.00% 20.0ms 7.34% 19.8ms 6.00% 19.7ms 5.47% 18.3ms -2.14%

Fig. 7. Results of performance tests with SF road map graph

In this “real” test differences between the algorithms were relatively small.
Most of the mutable algorithms were 5–7 % slower than the basic STL priority
queue -based one. The results suggest that this graph did not contain enough
priority changes for mutable versions to win, and it did not cause the priority
queue to grow large enough for the basic version to be clearly faster. Perhaps
surprisingly, the modified STL priority queue -based algorithm was 2 % faster
than the others. This can probably be attributed to more optimized queue/heap
algorithms in the STL priority queue, which can tip the balance a bit to the
other direction.

5 Conclusion

The measurements in Section 4 demonstrate that either the simple implementa-
tion or our designs are better, depending on the nature of the input graph. With
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graphs where the same vertex is found several times with decreasing distance,
the performance benefit provided by our designs is significant. On the other
hand, with graphs that resemble road maps (Figure 6 and 7), the new designs
were slower, sometimes significantly.

Adding the priority change operation to the interface of the priority queue
proved to be a trade-off between simplicity and generality. Fortunately, the most
general of our designs, the locator function -based, was never so much slower in
our experiments that it should be rejected on that basis. Therefore, the locator
function -based design seems suitable for a general purpose library.

Acknowledgement. We thank the anonymous reviewers for helpful comments.
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Abstract. We present and compare two different implementations of
quotient types in Intensional Type Theory. We first introduce quotients
as particular inductive-like types following Martin Hofmann’s extension
of Calculus of Constructions with quotient types [6]. Then we give an
impredicative encoding of quotients. This implementation is reminiscent
of Church numerals and more generally of encodings of inductive types
in Calculus of Constructions.

1 Introduction

In mathematics, given a set X and an equivalence relation R on X, the quotient
set X/R is the set of equivalence classes of X with respect to R, i.e. X/R =
{[x] |x ∈ X}, where [x] = {y ∈ X |xR y}. An important example is the set
of integer numbers, constructed as the quotient set (N × N)/SameDiff, where
SameDiff (n1,m1) (n2,m2) if and only if n1 +m2 = n2 +m1. Another example is
the set of real numbers, constructed as the quotient set CauchyQ/Diff→0, where
CauchyQ is the set of Cauchy sequences of rational numbers and Diff→0 {xn} {yn}
if and only if the sequence {xn − yn} converges to 0. A fundamental usage of
quotients in programming is the construction of finite multisubsets of a given
type X as “lists modulo permutations”, and of finite subsets of X as “lists
modulo permutations and multiplicity”.

In Martin-Löf type theory (MLTT) [8] and in Calculus of Inductive Con-
structions (CIC) [1] quotients are typically represented by setoids. A setoid is
a pair (A,R) where A is a set and R is an equivalence relation on A. A map
between setoids (A,R) and (B,S) is a map f : A→ B compatible with the rela-
tions, i.e. if aR b then (fa)S (fb). Every set A can be represented as the setoid
(A,≡), where ≡ is propositional equality on A. Given an equivalence relation R
on A the quotient A/R is represented as the setoid (A,R). There is a canonical
setoid map abs : (A,≡)→ (A,R), abs = id, that is clearly compatible, and every
setoid map f : (A,≡)→ (B,S) such that (fa)S (fb) whenever aR b extends to
a setoid map lift f : (A,R)→ (B,S).

The implementation of quotients as setoids forces us to lift every type former
to setoids. For example the type formers of products, function spaces, lists and
trees must become setoid transformers. Moreover in several applications it is
preferable to work with sets instead of setoids.
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In this paper we present two different frameworks for reasoning about set-
based quotients, i.e. quotients as types. We first introduce in Section 2 quotients
as particular inductive-like types. The presentation is inspired by quotient types
in Martin Hofmann’s PhD thesis [6], and works fine both in MLTT and in
CIC. Our presentation is settled in MLTT. In Section 3 we show an alternative
encoding of quotients in a small extension of Calculus of Constructions (CC).
The two implementations are pretty different in flavor. We highlight their main
features and show some examples. In Section 4 we present integer numbers as
the quotient of N×N mentioned in the introduction, and in Section 5 we present
finite multisubsets of a given type X as the quotient of ListX also mentioned
above. The presentations work fine both in MLTT and in our extension of CC.

Note that integer numbers are already definable in type theory without the
need of quotient types. In MLTT, for example, integers are implemented as two
distinct copies of natural numbers N + N, interpreted as the negative and non-
negative numbers. Note that in order to avoid the presence of two zeros, the
elements of the first copy of N have to be considered as “shifted by one”, i.e.
inln has to be read as −(n + 1). Another possibility is to introduce integers
as the type > + N + N, specifying zero explicitly and “shifting by one” both
copies. Using such implementations, defining operations on integers and proving
that such operations satisfy the laws of arithmetic (e.g. Z is a integral domain)
become tedious due to the number of cases involved in the definitions. In Section
4 we want to show that our implementation is more elegant and less tedious to
work with than the other two presented above.

We have fully formalized the results of this paper in the dependently typed
programming language Agda [9]. The formalization is available at http://cs.

ioc.ee/~niccolo/quotients/. In order to be consistent with the formalization,
in this paper we use the notation of MLTT.

2 Inductive-Like Quotients

In this section, we introduce quotient types as particular inductive-like types
introduced by M. Hofmann [6]. First we briefly describe the type theory under
consideration.

2.1 The Type Theory under Consideration

We consider Martin-Löf type theory (MLTT) with inductive types and a cumu-
lative hierarchy of universes Uk. We allow dependent functions to have implicit
arguments and indicated implicit argument positions with curly brackets (as in
Agda). We write ≡ for propositional equality (identity types) and = for judgmen-
tal (definitional) equality. Reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity and substitutivity
of ≡ are named refl, sym, trans and subst, respectively.

We assume uniqueness of identity proofs for all types, i.e., an inhabitant for

UIP =
∏
{X:U}

∏
{x1,x2:X}

∏
p1,p2:x1≡x2

p1 ≡ p2.
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A type X is said to be a proposition, if it has at most one inhabitant, i.e., if
the type

isPropX =
∏

x1,x2:X

x1 ≡ x2

is inhabited.
Uniqueness of identity proofs is needed only to prove that the propositional

truncation of a type is a proposition (Subsection 2.4), which in turn is needed
in the proof of Proposition 1.

2.2 The Implementation

We now describe quotient types à la Hofmann. We call them “inductive-like
quotients” because they are given a dependent elimination principle (sometimes
also called induction principle). Let X be a type and R an equivalence relation
on X. For any type Y and function f : X → Y , we say that f is R-compatible
(or simply compatible, when the intended equivalence relation is clear from the
context), if the type

compat f =
∏

{x1,x2:X}

x1Rx2 → f x1 ≡ f x2

is inhabited. The quotient of X by the relation R is described by the following
data:

(i) a carrier type X/R;
(ii) a constructor abs : X → X/R together with a proof sound : compat abs;
(iii) a dependent eliminator: for every family of types Y : X/R → Uk and

function f :
∏
x:X Y (absx) with p : dcompat f , there exists a function

lift f p :
∏
q:X/R Y q;

(iv) a computation rule: for every family of types Y : X/R → Uk, function
f :
∏
x:X Y (absx) with p : dcompat f and x : X we have

liftβ f p x : lift f p (absx) ≡ f x

The predicate dcompat represents compatibility for dependent functions f :∏
x:X Y (absx):

dcompat f =
∏

{x1,x2:X}

∏
r:x1Rx2

substY (sound r) (f x1) ≡ f x2.

We postulate the existence of data (i)–(iv) for all types X and equivalence re-
lations R on X. Notice that the predicate dcompat depends on the availability
of sound. Also notice that, in (iii), we allow elimination on every universe Uk. In
our development, we actually eliminate only on U and once on U1 (Proposition
1).

We now take a look at some derived results and examples.
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2.3 Classical Quotients

Classically every equivalence class in a quotient X/R has a representative ele-
ment in the original set, i.e. a map rep : X/R → X that satisfies the following
conditions:

complete :
∏
x:X

(rep (absx))Rx

stable :
∏
q:X/R

abs (rep q) ≡ q

If we postulate the existence of such quotients for all sets and equivalence
relations it is possible to derive the law of excluded middle [2].

In general in constructive mathematics, for a given equivalence class there
is no canonical choice of a representative. This idea is reflected in the imple-
mentation of quotients we presented in the previous section. Every map of type
X/R→ X is of the form lift f p for a certain R-compatible map f : X → X. But
for a general type X and equivalence relation R strictly weaker then equality,
there is no such canonical f .

2.4 Propositional Truncation

The propositional truncation (or squash) ‖X‖ of a type X is the quotient of X by
the total relation λx1 x2.>. Intuitively ‖X‖ is the unit type > if X is inhabited
and it is empty otherwise. In other words, ‖X‖ is the proposition associated
with the type X. Indeed:

isProp‖ : isProp ‖X‖
isProp‖ x1 x2 = lift (λ y1. lift (λ y2. sound ?) p1 x2) p2 x1

where ? : > is the constructor of the unit type, while p1 and p2 are simple
compatibility proofs. Note that in these compatibility proofs we need to show
that two equality proofs are equal, and we do it by using the uniqueness of
identity proofs.

Note that the propositional truncation operation defines a monad: the unit is
| | and multiplication µ‖ : ‖‖X‖‖ → ‖X‖ is defined as µ‖ = lift id p, where p is the
easy proof of compatibility that follows from the fact that ‖X‖ is a proposition.
In general, for a given family of equivalence relations RX : X → X → U , indexed
by X : U , the functor F X = X/RX is not a monad, since there is no way of
constructing a multiplication µ : (X/RX)/RX/RX

→ X/RX .

2.5 Function Extensionality

LetX and Y be types. Extensional equality of functions is an equivalence relation
on X → Y :

FunExt≡ : (X → Y )→ (X → Y )→ U

FunExt≡ f g =
∏
x:X

fx ≡ gx
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For the quotient (X → Y )/FunExt≡ there exists a map that associates a
representative function to each equivalence class.

rep : (X → Y )/FunExt≡ → (X → Y )

rep q x = lift (λf. f x) (λp. p x) q

Using the computation rule liftβ of quotients we obtain rep (abs f)x ≡ f x,
for all f : X → Y and x : X. The computation rule holds only up to proposi-
tional equality. If equality in liftβ were definitional, one could prove, using rep,
the principle of function extensionality. Indeed, consider f, g : X → Y with
FunExt≡ f g. Then the following sequence of equations holds:

f = λx. f x = λx. rep (abs f)x = rep (abs f)

≡ rep (abs g) = λx. rep (abs g)x = λx. g x = g

2.6 Effectiveness

A quotient X/R is said to be effective, if the type
∏
x1,x2:X

absx1 ≡ absx2 →
x1 R x2 is inhabited. In general, effectiveness does not hold for all quotients.
Moreover, postulating effectiveness for all quotients implies the law of excluded
middle [7]. Clearly classical quotients, discussed in Subsection 2.3, are effective.
Indeed, if for x1, x2 : X we have absx1 ≡ absx2 then, using complete we are
done, since rep (absx1)Rx1, rep (absx2)Rx2 and rep (absx1) ≡ rep (absx2).

For a general type X and a general equivalence relation R on X, we can only
prove that, under the assumption of proposition extensionality, the quotient X/R
satisfies a weaker property. The principle of proposition extensionality states that
logically equivalent propositions are equal:1

PropExt =
∏

{X,Y :U}

isPropX → isPropY → X ↔ Y → X ≡ Y

where X ↔ Y = (X → Y ) × (Y → X). We say that a quotient X/R is weakly
effective, if the type

∏
x1,x2:X

absx1 ≡ absx2 → ‖x1 R x2‖ is inhabited.
If we extend our type theory with PropExt, we can prove that all quotients

are weakly effective.

Proposition 1. Under the hypothesis of proposition extensionality, all quotients
are weakly effective.

Proof. In fact, let X be a type, R an equivalence relation on X and x : X.
Consider the function ‖x R ‖ : X → U , ‖x R ‖ = λx′. ‖x R x′‖. We show that
‖xR ‖ is R-compatible. Let x1, x2 : X with x1Rx2. We have xRx1 ↔ xRx2 and
therefore ‖xR x1‖ ↔ ‖xR x2‖. Since propositional truncations are propositions

1 Note that proposition extensionality is accepted in homotopy type theory [12].
Propositions are (-1)-types and proposition extensionality is univalence for (-1)-
types.
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(proof isProp‖ in Subsection 2.4), using proposition extensionality, we conclude
‖xRx1‖ ≡ ‖xRx2‖. We have constructed a term px : compat ‖x R ‖, and
therefore a function lift ‖x R ‖ px : X/R→ U (large elimination is fundamental
in order to apply lift, since ‖x R ‖ : X → U and X → U : U). Moreover,
lift ‖x R ‖ px (abs y) ≡ ‖x R y‖ by its computation rule.

Let absx1 ≡ absx2 for some x1, x2 : X. We have:

‖x1 R x2‖ ≡ lift ‖x1R ‖ px1
(absx2) ≡ lift ‖x1 R ‖ px1

(absx1) ≡ ‖x1 R x1‖

and x1 R x1 holds, since R is reflexive.

3 Impredicative Encoding of Quotients

In this section, we present an implementation of quotients in Calculus of Con-
structions (CC). The implementation is different in flavor from the one discussed
in Section 2.

3.1 The Type Theory under Consideration

Remember that our presentation is done using the language of MLTT. Our Agda
formalization makes use of type-in-type instead of Agda’s current implementa-
tion of universe polymorphism. This means that we are working in a type theory
with only one universe U and U : U . Type-in-type is known to be inconsistent
[5, 3], but we are using it only to simulate in Agda the impredicativity of CC,
which is consistent.

In Subsection 3.3 we need the existence of dependent sums and identity types.
Both are definable in CC. Consider X : U and P : X → U . The dependent sum∑
x:X P x can be defined as follows:

∑
x:X

P x =
∏
Y :U

(∏
x:X

P x→ Y

)
→ Y

Consider X : U and x1, x2 : X. We can define (Leibniz ) equality x1 ≡ x2 as
follows:

x1 ≡ x2 =
∏

P :X→U
P x1 → P x2

One can easily define the constructor and the first projection map of depen-
dent sums.

pair :
∏
x:X

(
P x→

∑
x:X

P x

)
pair x p = λY f. f x p

fst :
∑
x:X

P x→ X

fst c = cX (λx p. x)
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It is also possible to prove that Leibniz equality is a substitutive equiv-
alence relation. But is not possible to construct the second projection map
snd :

∏
c:
∑

x:X P x P (fst c), showing that the type
∑
x:X P x defined above is

a weak dependent sum. Leibniz equality is also weak, since it is not possible
to prove “dependent substitutivity”, i.e. given a type X, a family of types
Y : X → U and a predicate P :

∏
x:X → Y x → U , we cannot construct a

term subst2 of type∏
p:x1≡x2

substY p y1 ≡ y2 → P x1 y1 → P x2 y2

for all x1, x2 : X, y1 : Y x1 and y2 : Y x2.
The results of Subsection 3.3 rely on the existence of terms snd and subst2.

Therefore we extend CC with identity types and dependent sums as primitives.
As a consequence we obtain that the terms snd and subst2 are easily definable.
An instance of subst2 gives us sufficient conditions for proving equality of pairs.
Let X be a type and P : X → U a family of types. Then for all x1, x2 : X,
p1 : P x1 and p2 : P x2:

pair≡ :
∏

r:x1≡x2

substP r p1 ≡ p2 → pair x1 p1 ≡ pair x2 p2

pair≡ r s = subst2 (λx p. pair x1 p1 ≡ pair x p) r s refl

We also assume the dependent version of the principle of function extension-
ality, i.e. there is a term dfunext that inhabits the type

DFunExt =
∏
{X:U}

∏
{Y :X→U}

∏
{f1 f2:

∏
x:X→Y x}

(∏
x:X

f1 x ≡ f2 x

)
→ f1 ≡ f2

3.2 The Implementation

We now describe our impredicative implementation of quotients. Let X be a
type and R an equivalence relation on X. We define the quotient of X over R
as the following type:

X/R =
∏
Y :U

∏
f :X→Y

compat f → Y

In other words, X/R is a polymorphic function which assigns, to every type
Y equipped with a compatible function f : X → Y , an element of Y . One can
then define the constructor abs:

abs : X → X/R

absx = λY f r. f x

Using the principle of function extensionality one proves that abs is an R-
compatible map. Notice that the dependent version of the principle of function
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extensionality is needed here, since elements of type X/R are dependent maps.

sound : compat abs

sound r = dfunext (λY. dfunext (λf. dfunext (λp. p r)))

One can then define the non-dependent elimination principle, which turns
out to be just function application. Crucially the computation rule holds defini-
tionally, as witnessed below in the observation that refl proves the corresponding
propositional equality.

lift :
∏
{Y :U}

∏
f :X→Y

compat f → X/R→ Y

lift {Y } f r q = q Y f p

liftβ :
∏
{Y :U}

∏
f :X→Y

∏
r:compat f

∏
x:X

lift f p (absx) ≡ f x

liftβ f r x = refl

Note the similarity with Church numerals and the implementation of depen-
dent sums given above, and more generally the similarity with the impredicative
encoding of inductive types in CC [10]. Moreover this representation is inspired
by the impredicative encoding of higher inductive types [12, Ch. 6] in CIC [11].

3.3 Dependent Elimination

While in practice having a definitional computation rule is convenient, it is im-
possible to derive a dependent elimination principle. Implementations of induc-
tive types in CC in general suffer from this problem [4].

In this subsection we assume the uniqueness property of lift i.e. the fact that,
for every type Y and R-compatible function f : X → Y , lift f r is the only map
that makes the following diagram commute:

X
f //

abs
��

Y

X/R

lift f r

77

From the uniqueness property we derive the dependent elimination principle.
Let Y : X/R→ U be a type family and f :

∏
x:X Y (absx) a map with compati-

bility proof r : dcompat f . Using the non-dependent eliminator we define a map
of type X/R→

∑
q:X/R Y q.

dlift′ :
∏

{Y :X→U}

∏
f :
∏

x:X Y (abs x)

dcompat f → X/R→
∑
q:X/R

Y q

dlift′ f r = lift (λx. pair (absx) (f x)) (λp. pair≡ (sound p) (r p))
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Notice that, for all x : X, fst (dlift′ f r (absx)) = absx = id (absx). Therefore,
by the uniqueness property, we obtain a term sq : fst (dlift′ f r q) ≡ q for all
q : X/R. This allows us to derive the dependent elimination principle:

dlift :
∏

{Y :X→U}

∏
f :
∏

x:X Y (abs x)

dcompat f →
∏
q:X/R

Y q

dlift {Y } f r q = substY sq (snd (dlift′ f r q))

4 Integer Numbers

As an example we present integer numbers. In order to do that we need to have
natural numbers in our system (defined as Church numerals in CC or defined
inductively in MLTT, it does not matter). We introduce a synonym for pairs of
natural numbers, Diff = N×N, and we use the notation − for the constructor
of Diff. Elements of Diff represent differences of natural numbers. We define an
equivalence relation SameDiff on Diff relating pairs with the same difference:

SameDiff : Diff → Diff → U
SameDiff (n1 −m1) (n2 −m2) = plusn1m2 ≡ plusn2m1

where plus is addition on N. We define Z = Diff/SameDiff. We show formally
that Z is a commutative monoid. The unit zeroZ is the equivalence class of
zeroDiff = zero − zero, where zero is the unit of N. Addition is defined in two
steps. First we introduce an addition operation on Diff.

plusDiff : Diff → Diff → Diff

plusDiff (n1 −m1) (n2 −m2) = plusn1 n2 − plusm1m2

Before lifting addition to Z, we introduce a useful variant of compat2, the
compatibility predicate for two-argument functions. Let X,Y and Z be types
and R,S and T equivalence relations on X,Y and Z respectively. The predicate
compat′2 on X → Y → Z is defined as follows:

compat′2 f =
∏

{x1,x2:X}

∏
{y1,y2:Y }

x1 R x2 → y1 S y2 → (f x1 y1) T (f x2 y2)

A function f satisfies compat′2 if it sends R-related and S-related inputs to
T -related outputs. It is easy to construct a proof p : compat′2 plusDiff . We are
ready to lift the addition plusDiff to Z:

plusZ : Z→ Z→ Z
plusZ = lift2 (λ d e. abs (plusDiff d e)) (λ r s. sound (p r s))

where lift2 is the two-argument version of lift. We prove the right unit law. First
notice that the law holds in Diff up to SameDiff, i.e. for all d : Diff, we have a
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proof sd : SameDiff (plusDiff d (zero− zero)) d. We lift this proof to Z:

rightUnitZ :
∏
z:Z

plusZ z zeroZ ≡ z

rightUnitZ = absEpi (λ d. sound sd)

where absEpi is a proof that the map abs : X → X/R is an epimorphism, for
all types X and equivalence relations R on X, i.e. for all types Y and maps
f1, f2 : X/R→ Y , if f1 (absx) ≡ f2 (absx) for all x : X, then for all q : X/R we
have f1 q ≡ f2 q. This is an easy consequence of the uniqueness property.

We observe that working with impredicative quotients facilitates proofs, since
the computation rule holds definitionally.

5 Finite Multisubsets

Another example we present is finite multisubsets of a given type X. In this
section we work in MLTT. Let X be a type with decidable equality, i.e. there
exists a function dec≡ : X → X → Bool such that dec≡ x1 x2 = true if and only
if x1 ≡ x2. We introduce the binary relation Perm on ListX, inductively defined
by the rules:

Perm [] []

Permxs ys

Perm (x :: xs) (x :: ys)

Permxs ys

Perm (x :: y :: xs) (y :: x :: ys)

Permxs ys Perm ys zs

Permxs zs

Two lists xs and ys are in the relation Perm if xs is a permutation of ys.
The relation is transitive by construction, and it is easily provable reflexive and
symmetric. Therefore we form the quotient MultisubsetX = ListX/Perm, i.e. a
finite multisubset of X is a list modulo permutations.

We introduce a function counting the multiplicity of an element x in a list
xs. If the element does not belong to the list, then its multiplicity is zero. Note
that decidable equality on X is fundamental in order to count the number of
occurrences of x in xs.

multiplicity : X → ListX → N
multiplicity x [] = zero

multiplicity x (y :: xs) with dec≡ x y

multiplicity x (y :: xs) | true = suc (multiplicity xxs)

multiplicity x (y :: xs) | false = multiplicity xxs

The function multiplicity can be proved compatible with the relation Perm.
This is true since permuting a list does not alter the number of occurrences of
an element in it. The proof is easily done by induction on the structure of Perm.
Therefore the function multiplicity lifts to MultisubsetX.
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We conclude this section by noting that there are other possible definitions
of “equality” on finite multisubsets of X. For example one could define a relation
Perm′ on ListX as Perm′ xs ys =

∏
x:X (x ∈ xs) ∼= (x ∈ ys), where ∼= is type

isomorphism and ∈ is list membership. The definition of Perm′ is more concise
that the definition of Perm. The two relations are logically equivalent, but prov-
ing multiplicity compatible with Perm′ is much more complicated than proving
multiplicity compatible with Perm.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we showed two different implementation of quotient types. Both
are set-based and therefore different from the setoid-based approach.

In Section 2 we presented inductive-like quotients in Martin-Löf type theory.
They do not need impredicativity in order to be introduced, but their exis-
tence has to be postulated. Moreover the computation rule only holds up to
propositional equality. Hofmann’s extension of Calculus of Constructions [6] is
consistent, therefore the same holds for our implementation in MLTT.

In Section 3 we presented an impredicative encoding of quotients in Calculus
of Constructions. In order to derive the dependent elimination principle from the
uniqueness property we need to extend CC with dependent sums and identity
types. Our implementation shows that, at the cost of impredicativity, quotient
types are definable. However they are “weak”, similarly to Leibniz equality or
the impredicative encoding of dependent sums given in Subsection 3.2. To get
“strong” quotients, one needs to introduce postulates, such as the uniqueness
property. Geuvers [4] showed that postulating dependent elimination for im-
predicative encodings of inductive types is safe. Similarly this can be extended
to our quotient types. The uniqueness property of quotients is logically equiva-
lent to the dependent elimination principle, therefore assuming the uniqueness
property is also safe. There are other ways of deriving the dependent elimination
principle for inductive types in impredicative systems such as CC, most notably
parametricity [13].
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Abstract. In instruction set diversification, a ”language” used in a sys-
tem is uniquely diversified in order to protect software against malicious
attacks. In this paper, we apply diversification to Linux shell commands
in order to prevent malware from taking advantage of the functional-
ity they provide. When the Linux shell commands are diversified, mal-
ware no longer knows the correct commands and cannot use the shell to
achieve its goals. We demonstrate this by using Shellshock as an example.
This paper presents a scheme that diversifies the commands of Bash, the
most widely used Linux shell and all the scripts in the system. The fea-
sibility of our scheme is tested with a proof-of-concept implementation.
We also present a study on the extent of changes required to make all
the trusted scripts and applications in the system use the new diversified
shell commands.

Keywords: software security, instruction set diversification, Linux com-
mand shell, Bash

1 Introduction

In this paper, we present a diversification scheme which prevents the execution of
undiversified command shell scripts in order to protect the system from malware.
While the focus of our discussion is on injection attacks such as Shellshock, our
scheme also generally prevents attacks in many situations where the attacker
tries to execute a malicious script in the target system.

Among security bugs, vulnerabilities allowing code injection attacks are prob-
ably most commonly exploited by malware [3]. In these attacks, the code is in-
serted in the vulnerable program, enabling the attacker to use the program’s
privileges to launch an attack. Code injection attacks are known to be popular
with binaries compiled from weakly typed languages like C, but are also often
used to execute arbitrary code on other environments like SQL [19] or Unix com-
mand shell [13]. In this paper, we concentrate on preventing attacks in command
shell environment.

Malware and attackers make use of the fact that the set of commands in-
terpreted by the command shell is identical on each computer. Because of this

? The authors gratefully acknowledge Tekes – the Finnish Funding Agency for Inno-
vation, DIGILE Oy and Cyber Trust research program for their support.
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software monoculture, an adversary can design a single program that is able to
successfully attack millions of vulnerable computers and devices. To defeat these
kinds of attacks, we employ a method based on instruction set diversification.

The command sets of command shells on different computers, servers and
devices can be uniquely diversified so that a piece of malware no longer knows
the correct shell commands to perform a specific operation in order to access
resources on a computer. As the malware is unfamiliar with the language used
by the command shell, attempts to attack are rendered useless. Even if a piece of
malware were to find out the secret diversified commands for one shell script, the
same secret commands do not work for other scripts or systems. This diversifica-
tion scheme can also be seen as proactive countermeasure against code injection
attacks: The exact type of injection does not have to be known beforehand in
order to thwart it.

It is also worth noting that diversification does not affect the software devel-
opment process. The general idea in diversification (be it targeted at a command
language or an API interface) is that software development is done against the
ordinary reference language or API interface, and software artefacts are diversi-
fied machine-wisely after the development phase.

The contributions of this paper are as follows. We propose a scheme for
diversifying Unix shell commands. Portokalidis et al. have briefly mentioned this
idea in [15] among other possible applications of instruction set diversification.
However, they do not go into much detail or provide any implementation for a
diversified command shell. Our work can be seen as a continuation of this work,
taking a more detailed and concrete approach on this issue. Our approach also
significantly improves the security of their previous idea.

We present a proof-of-concept implementation of a diversified command shell,
Bash, in order to demonstrate the feasibility of our approach in practice. We also
show how our solution prevents code injection attacks, using different popular
cases of Shellshock attack as examples. Additionally, we provide a brief study on
the extent of changes required to make all the script files in two real life Linux
distributions use the new diversified shell commands.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the attack
scenario. As an example, we describe Shellshock, an attack exploiting vulnera-
bilities in the Bash command shell and explain how our approach prevents this
threat. In Section 3, we present our solution first as a general conceptual model
and then as a practical implementation. Section 4 discusses the feasibility of
shell diversification and presents some results on the number of the script files in
two popular Linux distributions. The limitations of shell diversification are also
covered. Section 5 contains the related work and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Attack scenario

Our solution aims to prevent the attacks where the attackers succeed to run
malicious shell scripts or shell code fragments in the system. Code injection
attacks are one typical way for adversaries to achieve this. Code injection usually
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happens against interfaces where the target system requests data from the user.
If the system doesn’t properly handle this data, it may become susceptible to
code injection attack. Malicious user has an opportunity to offer the system data
containing code instructions that could get executed.

For example, in C programming language, the function int system(const

char *command) from stdlib.h runs the given command string as a shell com-
mand:

char command[100] = "ls -l ";

char *user_input;

/* ask a file name from the user here and put it in user_input */

strcat(command, user_input); /* add a file name to the input */

system(command); /* execute as a shell command*/

Now, if the user would give the string "; cat /etc/passwd" as an input,
contents of the password file would be printed.

As another example of a possible attack scenario, we discuss Shellshock [5], a
family of security bugs found in the widely used Unix Bash shell, first discovered
on 24 September 2014. While the vulnerabilities making this attack possible have
been patched, similar attacks are possible in future. Shellshock would have easily
been defeated by our approach. Bugs like Shellshock are very critical, because
many services on Internet, like several web servers, use Bash to process certain
requests.

The Shellshock attacks made use of vulnerabilities in Bash, a program that
several Unix-based operating systems utilize to run command scripts. Bash is
often installed as the operating system’s standard command-line interface.

In Unix-based systems, every running program possesses a list of environment
variables, which are basically name-value pairs. When a running program invokes
another program, it gives an initial environment variable list to this new process.
In addition, Bash also internally stores a list of functions that can be run from
within the program. When Bash invokes itself as a child process, the original
instance can pass the environment variables and function definitions on to the
new subshell. More specifically, the function definitions reside in the environment
variable list as encoded variables, the values of which start with parentheses
followed up by a function definition. When the subshell starts, it changes these
values back into internal functions. The piece of code in the value is executed
and a function is created dynamically on the fly.

The problem is that the Bash version vulnerable to the attack does not
perform any check to make sure that the code fragment is a valid function
definition. Attacker therefore has a chance to run Bash with a freely chosen
value in its environment variable list. This means the adversary can execute any
commands of his or her choice. Naturally, this arbitrary code execution would not
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be possible in the situation where the interpreter only accepts scripts conforming
to the diversified script language.

As an example, Shellshock can be used to take control of a server. The fol-
lowing remote control attack attempts to use two programs – wget and curl –
to connect to the attacker’s server and download a program that the attacker
can then use to control the targeted server [5]:

() { :;}; /bin/bash -c \"cd /tmp;wget http://213.x.x.x/ji;curl -O

/tmp/ji http://213.x.x.x/ji ; perl /tmp/ji;rm -rf /tmp/ji\"

The downloaded Perl program is run immediately and remote access for the
attacker is established.

Attacks like Shellshock can potentially compromise millions of servers and
other systems. However, if our implementation is in place, a successful attack re-
quires knowing the diversified shell commands, that is, the secret used to diversify
the original commands. Without this knowledge, many security vulnerabilities
become useless. It follows that our solution is also proactive in the sense that
it does not depend on the exact attack vector as long as the adversary tries to
use a shell language to perform the attack. In what follows, we will provide a
detailed description of our scheme.

3 Our solution

3.1 The conceptual diversification scheme

In our conceptual diversification scheme, a diversifier tool is used to produce
uniquely diversified script files. These scripts can then be run only by an in-
terpreter that supports diversified scripts. The interpreter executes the script
by making use of the secret that has been used to diversify the script file. As
the malicious adversaries do not possess the diversification secret, they cannot
diversify their malicious code fragments correctly and their attacks are thwarted.

Our diversification scheme is shown in Figure 1. Each diversified script has
its own secret that is used to generate the diversified script file with a diversifier
tool and execute it with a diversified interpreter. The tokens in the scripts are
diversified by combining the semantic value (that is, the string presentation) of
the original token and a unique tag. In this context, ”token” means a collection
of characters that is assigned a token identifier by the interpreter’s lexer. The
tag is calculated using the secret and the semantic value of the token under
diversification (see the circles in Figure 1). Simple concatenation can be used
but it is also possible to use some cryptographic function to combine these parts.
For example, our implementation appends a hash value to the original token.

Our method only diversifies the tokens that occur in the script, so the ad-
versary has no way of knowing the diversified forms of other tokens even if he
or she somehow get access to the script’s source code. It is worth noting that
each token receives its own unique diversification. In this sense, we improve the
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Fig. 1. Our conceptual diversification scheme.

solution suggested by Portokalidis et al. [15] where each token in a script file is
diversified by appending the same secret tag to each token in a script file. Our
scheme makes the diversification more secure by making the diversification of
different tokens independent of each other. Taking this approach a step further,
we can also vary the diversification of a token depending on the context it ap-
pears in. For example, the diversified form of a token can depend on preceding
tokens or the location of the token in the script file. This makes it even harder
for an attacker to guess the diversified forms of the tokens and inject anything
into the script.

3.2 The practical implementation

Our proof-of-concept implementation of the diversified Bash shell was imple-
mented by extending and modifying GNU Bash version 4.3.39. The implemen-
tation is written in C. The implementation and testing was performed using
Ubuntu GNU/Linux 3.16.0-45-generic on 32-bit architecture. Our implementa-
tion itself is provided as an additional tool library, keeping direct modifications
to the actual Bash interpreter minimal.

In [15], Portokalidis et al. implemented a proof-of-concept version of a Perl
interpreter that executed Perl scripts with randomized instruction sets. The
interpreter’s lexical analyzer was modified to append a 9-number tag to each
token recognized by the lexical analyzer. Our approach for diversifying Bash
follows a similar design: we append a diversifying tag after each recognizable
token’s semantic value.

In Bash, these tokens can be keywords like while, for, if or more complex
constructs like assignments such as k=1. As mentioned previously, the diversi-
fying tag depends on the semantic value of these tokens. In Bash, the semantic
value of the token if is ”if” but for example k=1 is understood as token of the
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type ASSIGNMENT WORD, k=1 being its semantic value. Hence, the string k=1 re-
ceives a different diversifying tag from k=2 despite both being of the same token
type.

The diversification process is shown in Figure 2. The diversification library
provides an interface that the Bash interpreter uses during the tokenizing and
execution phases. Each hash value is separated from a token with a distinct
string of characters. This separator string is used to strip hashes from the input
stream before it is passed to the lexical analyzer. For example, with the separator
and a hash value, the echo command could become

echo~~~B2D21E771D9F86865C5EFF193663574DD1796C8F

After the lexical analyzer has determined which token it is currently handling,
a hash is calculated for that token and compared with the collected hash. If the
hashes match, execution is allowed. Otherwise, the diversified token is considered
erroneous and execution of the script is halted.

The current implementation uses two different separators for the hashes. The
first separator is meant for language specific reserved words and other tokens.
The second separator informs the diversification library that the word before
the separator should be a command word, that is, built-in utility function, a
function call, or a program or script in the PATH variable. Before the command
gets executed, it is parsed for a hash and it is compared to a hash calculated
from the command word. As with other tokens, if the comparison is successful,
execution is allowed, otherwise the script execution is halted.

In our proof-of-concept implementation of our diversified Bash interpreter,
the hashes are generated using SHA-1. The hash is calculated by concatenat-
ing the original token and a token-specific secret. In [15] Portokalidis et al. in-
cluded the secret in the beginning of the diversified script file or provided it as
a command line argument to the interpreter. The secret was omitted from the
executable script before parsing. Our solution currently uses the same approach
but different methods of storing and handling the secret are quite easy to add.

As an example of script diversification, consider the following script that
calculates a few first digits of the Fibonacci sequence:

Num=5

f1=1

f2=1

echo "The Fibonacci sequence for the number $Num is : "

for (( i=0;i<=Num;i++ ))

do

/bin/echo -n "$f1 "

fn=$((f1+f2))

f1=$f2

f2=$fn

done
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Fig. 2. The diversification process.
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The diversified version of the script would look like the following:

Num=5^^^9D4D7FB947AFB1BA187FAEFB20533E918EE04212

f1=1^^^D0EE7568D8FE56441EA4BA60CEB119526C12CA06

f2=1^^^BB8630463671DBC49124A08566D6211B5BB90A6B

echo~~~B2D21E771D9F86865C5EFF193663574DD1796C8F

"The Fibonacci sequence for the number $Num is : "

for^^^D9000A6E1DBA2A95B2DDB13E74B220354B5B63AC

(( i=0;i<=Num;i++ ))^^^A04BDD7E8B4AB852FDC07FAF54E0107B12913976

do^^^23CF80A1D6201DAEA7112F6EA161DBA32A055BD2

/bin/echo~~~BCD981E6B112655886C12639214C366EF6961F03 -n "$f1 "

fn=$((f1+f2))^^^A52A61459E705054790329809CA21970B2999E77

f1=$f2^^^451DBA3B0289063BCA2F6B7319D9F37F944C1BA6

f2=$fn^^^7ECA3DF4236A6E384DE9ABABD46C4D53BEA2528A

done^^^14D13C75E6A9348DDD5561AD7F1155609175F38A

The hashes in this example, generated using SHA-1 function, are rather long
and result into a considerable increase in source script file sizes. However, the
module responsible for generating and validating the hashes can be easily ex-
tended to facilitate alternative methods of hash generation. For the sake of clar-
ity, the hashes are encoded in hexadecimals in the previous example script. The
test run performed on this diversified script and other similar examples executed
without errors.

The purpose of our diversification library is to provide integrable diversifica-
tion functionality with minimal changes required to the original interpreter. This
would enable a multitude of Bash-like and other interpretable languages to be
diversified relatively easily and lessen the burden of maintaining vastly different
versions of diversifying script interpreters.

Integrating the diversification library into the existing Bash interpreter re-
quired fairly minimal changes to the Bash source code. Most changes were re-
quired in parse.y, the input file for the Bison parser generator. As mentioned
before, the diversification module operates between Bash’s I/O handlers and lexi-
cal analyzer. As Bash analyses the source code, the diversification module collects
recognizable hashes for future comparison. When Bash’s lexical analyzer iden-
tifies a token, diversification module catches these tokens and calculates hashes
for them and compares them with the previously collected hashes. To make sure
that code does not get executed before the tokens have been verified, the file
execute cmd.c was modified to ask permission from the diversification module
to execute the parsed code.
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3.3 Further notes on our approach

A big benefit of our approach is that it does not change the software development
process. The programmer can write scripts as usual and the diversification of the
script is performed by an automatic tool after the code has been written. The
user experience is also not affected because the semantics of the scripts remain
the same.

Diversification resembles encryption, and one might wonder why we do not
encrypt the script files wholly in our scheme. There is a clear benefit in di-
versifying script languages instead of simply encrypting those script files. When
executing an encrypted script, the file first needs to be decrypted. Once this step
has been completed, the file is fed to the interpreter. Were an attacker to utilize
an attack vector that would bypass the decryption phase entirely, such as a code
injection attack, the system would remain vulnerable. In a code injection attack,
the malicious code is placed inside the running program or script. This would
circumvent the encryption-decryption process. Diversification prevents this sce-
nario by renaming the language interface. Even if malicious code is injected in
the running software, it will no longer match the language of the interpreter.

Moreover, unlike with completely encrypted code, with diversified code it
is possible to use a renaming scheme in which the original command names are
part of the diversified names. This way the code remains easily readable and also
maintainable to some extent. The script could also be only partially diversified
so that some parts of the code remain open to manual or automatic changes. In
any case, it is worth noting that diversification and encryption can be used as
separate layers of protection.

Security of our approach could also be futher improved with several methods.
For example, the original language interface of the Bash command shell could be
left in the system as a honeypot that catches malicious programs trying to use
it. This is possible because no trusted program should use this original interface
anymore. Other way to increase the resilience of our scheme is to make the
diversification change dynamically over time. This way, the adversary will have
much less time to figure out the diversification that keeps varying.

We also performed preliminary performance tests on our diversified inter-
preter. The test file consists of 5000 lines of randomized assignment operations.
This file was then diversified in order to run experiments with our implementa-
tion. While the code example itself is näıve, it requires the diversified interpreter
to undiversify each command. This represents the worst case performance sce-
nario for our implementation. Many more complex command structures, such as
loops, could be undiversified just once, even though their code is executed several
times. The Both files were executed 100 times for both original and diversified
Bash interpreter. The times were measured using Bash’s built-in time-command.
The standard Bash interpreter performed each execution at an average of 0.0164
seconds, while the diversified Bash performed at 0.0443 seconds. Hence, our di-
versified interpreter takes around 2.7 times longer to execute. Because we have
not yet fully optimized our diversified interpreter and because the experiment
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was run using the worst case scenario, we do not consider this a large perfor-
mance penalty.

4 Feasibility of shell diversification

In this section, we present a study of presence of script files in two Linux distri-
butions and discuss some limitations of our diversification scheme.

4.1 A study of presence of script files in two Linux distributions

Our data was collected on Fedora 22 Server distribution and an older, mini-
mal Gentoo distribution. More specifically, on Fedora, the command uname -a

yields Linux 4.0.4-301.fc22.x86 64 #1 SMP Thu May 13:10:33 UTC 2015 x86 64
GNU/Linux. Respectively, Gentoo’s uname -a is Linux Gentoo 3.14.4 #1 Tue
May 20 11:04:51 EEST 2014 x86 64 GNU/Linux. During Fedora’s installation
process a few extra selections were made. The installation type Web Server was
chosen and add-ons Tomcat, PHP and MariaDB were added to the installation
to provide a touch of real-life server environment.

The process of cataloguing script files was performed using simple tools pro-
vided with the installation. First, qualifying files were aggregated using the find
command and then filtered using a simple grep command. All commands were
run with root privileges and only script files with execute permissions were
searched for. A guard file was created in order to avoid files that are being
actively updated. Finally, the sed command was used to remove a few pure
binary files from the results:

# touch guard

# find / -type f -perm /a+x ! -newer guard > files

# xargs grep ’^#![/a-z]*/bin/[a-z0-9]*’

< files > grepmatches 2> /dev/null

# sed -i ’/Binary/d’ grepmatches

The results of this process were processed with a simple Python script. Inter-
preter paths of the form #!/usr/bin/env X were shortened to either #!/usr/bin/X
or #!/bin/X where appropriate. The first column of Tables 1 and 2 shows the
interpreter referenced by the script on the shebang (#!) line and the second
column has the number of such references. Due to the grepping procedure, some
files were listed twice. Those files were eliminated in post-processing.

In addition to executable scripts, we also aggregated non-executable library
scripts by first listing all files in the system using

# find / -type f

These files were then filtered using the command

# grep grep ’\.py[co]*$\|\.sh$\|\.p[lm]$’ files > libraryfiles
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The filtering process relies upon file extensions used by library developers. In
Unix-based systems there is no guarantee that file names contain a file extension.
However, most well maintained libraries adhere to the convention of using file
extensions and thus the numbers give an accurate enough estimation on the
quantity of scripts in a fresh system installation.

The data we collected on executable and non-executable scripts were com-
bined using a simple Python script. This script ensured that every file would
be calculated only once (having a file extension and a shebang would qualify
the file for both executable and non-excutable categories). Some libraries have
multiple versions of the same file, for example, python library might include
script file.py, script file.pyo and script file.pyc where the first file is
the source file and the two latter files are byte-code files. In this case script file

would only be added to the sum once.
The script files – both executable and non-executable – found in Fedora and

Gentoo are shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. Comparing these two
tables, we see Fedora has 2319 script files more, but it is also a bit more service-
oriented distribution. The biggest difference seems to be in the number of library
scripts, Gentoo has more Perl, Python and shell libraries than Fedora. Other
than that, the number of scripts is quite similar. The installations themselves
are also fairly similar in size (about 80 MiB).

What can be deduced from this data, then? There are quite many script
files in both distributions we studied. Still, diversifying them all would not be a
huge work for an automated diversifier. It is also worth noting that most of the
scripts are Bash or sh scripts that can be handled (sh is a subset of Bash and
diversified sh scripts can therefore be run using our implementation). Perl and
Python scripts also seem to make up a significant proportion of all the scripts
in the system, so covering the interpreters of these script languages would be
important for a comprehensive script diversification system. Also, some of the
scripts can be rewritten to use a different interpreter to achieve a completely
diversified solution.

4.2 Limitations of shell diversification

Although our diversification scheme provides many advantages from the security
point of view, it also has some limitations and drawbacks. Obviously, diversifying
all scripts in the system introduces a problem for users who want to use the
command shell manually. After all, it would be too laborious for the users to
write diversified keywords and scripts. We could provide users with a separate
terminal for inputting shell commands, but this solution can be a security risk
as the malware may find a way to use this interface as well. On the other hand,
many normal users are not able or do not need to use the command shell. In
some remote systems, the need for an interactive local shell could be replaced
by remote administration tools.

Another challenge is the problem of diversifying all the scripts and programs
that may dynamically create new scripts at runtime. Still, an automatic diver-
sifier program that programmers can use when adding scripts to their programs
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Table 1. Script files found in Fedora.

Interpreter path Number of files

#!/bin/bash 154

#!/bin/sh 349

#!/usr/bin/bash 3

#!/usr/bin/lua 1

#!/usr/bin/perl 50

#!/usr/bin/python 75

#!/usr/bin/python2 2

#!/usr/bin/python2.7 1

#!/usr/bin/python3 10

#!/usr/bin/python3.4 2

perl libraries 1085

python libraries 3705

shell libraries 31

Total 5469

Table 2. Script files found in Gentoo.

Interpreter path Number of files

#!/bin/bash 149

#!/bin/csh 1

#!/bin/sh 237

#!/usr/bin/awk 3

#!/usr/bin/jimsh 1

#!/usr/bin/lua 1

#!/usr/bin/perl 107

#!/usr/bin/perl5.16.3 1

#!/usr/bin/python 40

#!/usr/bin/python2 2

#!/usr/bin/python2.7 15

#!/usr/bin/python3 6

#!/usr/bin/python3.3 13

#!/usr/bin/bash 3

perl libraries 1972

python libraries 4991

shell libraries 251

Total 7788
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can be created for this purpose. This way, the programmer does not have to man-
ually diversify any scripts that might be included in his or her program code.
Also, minimal systems – for instance the operating systems for IoT devices –
contain much smaller amounts of script files and scripts included in program
code and are thus easier to handle with regard to our approach.

Installing new programs and scripts into the system can also introduce some
problems. In order to work correctly, new programs and scripts also need to
be diversified using a diversificator tool. In some systems – such as small-scale
systems on IoT devices – the issue could be mitigated by preferring image based
full-system updates over in-place updates of system files run by scripts. There-
fore, at least for minimal and restricted IoT environments, our solution can be
expected to work well. In the IoT context, the size of the full system may only
be a few megabytes, which makes it quite easy to apply the diversification and
fix possible issues.

In instruction set diversification schemes in general, storing the secret diver-
sification key or keys securely is also an issue. In our scheme, however, we assume
the attacker does not have an access to the file system of the computer he or
she is targeting; this is the case in Shellshock and similar attacks in which the
adversary is trying to gain an access to the system. Therefore, for the purposes
of this attack scenario the file system can be seen as a safe place to store the
secret key. Of course, some stronger cryptographical storing schemes could also
be considered.

5 Related work

Instruction set randomization has been applied to several different software lay-
ers and many different application areas. Portokalidis et. al present the model
closest to our work in [15]. The authors apply instruction set randomization to
a Perl interpreter, enabling execution of diversified scripts. Perl code injected
by an adversary will fail to run because it is not correctly diversified and is not
recognized by the system. They also briefly mention the idea of diversifying shell
scripts but do not provide any details or implementation. In this sense, our work
can be seen as continuation for their paper.

Boyd and Keromytis have studied the SQL language [4]. Their intermediate
proxy, SQLrand, translates the diversified queries into the original SQL language
and passes them on to the database. We present an improved scheme and imple-
mentation for SQL randomization in [19]. Many papers [3, 15] and books [9, 10]
also study the idea of system-wide, global instruction set diversification. Building
diverse operating systems and software systems in general has been suggested by
Cohen already in the nineties [6]. Forrest [8] also discusses diversified software
systems as a security measure.

Barrantes et al. have studied instruction set randomization on binary level
to defend against code injection attacks [1, 2]. There has also been some interest
in randomizing the system call numbers to render malicious code useless: Jiang
et al. [12] and Liang et al. [14] have studied this issue. We have also presented
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a tool for system call randomization [16]. Using similar ideas, randomization of
memory addresses has been used to prevent memory exploits [7]. The common
factor for all of these approaches is that the basic idea is to change the language
of the system in order to prevent malicious programs from using some kind of
interface that provides access to a resource.

Identifier obfuscation scrambles identifier names on source code level. This
is conceptually somewhat similar to our diversification scheme and has been
discussed in many papers. For example, there are diversifying tools for Java [20]
and JavaScript [11]. We have studied this topic and built a tool that scrambles
identifiers and function signatures in web applications written in JavaScript and
HTML [17, 18].

6 Conclusions

We presented an instruction set randomization based scheme for preventing code
injection attacks in Linux shells. By diversifying the tokens of the Bash scripts
uniquely, we prevent the attacker from possessing the knowledge about the cor-
rect script language beforehand. We have also discussed the practical imple-
mentation for our scheme and explained the effectiveness of our scheme against
Linux shell code injection attacks such as Shellshock. We also discussed how our
solution improves security over a previous diversification approach.

A study of the presence of script files in two popular Linux distributions was
also presented. Based on this, it seems that Perl and Python interpreters should
also be covered in a practical and comprehensive script diversification scheme.
Therefore, possible future work includes developing our diversificator library to
more general direction in order to handle other script languages like Perl and
Python.

One limitation of our approach is that all scripts in a system need to be
diversified. However, this is quite possible at least in many restricted server
environments and small IoT environments with a limited number of scripts and
infrequent updates. Also, the diversification could be performed automatically
for the most part.
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Abstract. Due to the limitations of anti-phishing software and limitations in 

creating such software, we propose the usage of metamodelling frameworks and 

software tools for implementing software systems where phishing prevention is 

already designed as a part of the system itself. An expressive computational, 

verifiable and validatable metamodel is created that captures user behaviour. 

Next it is shown through examples that the metamodel follows and describes 

reported phishing scams accurately. The model is then used to create specifica-

tion in an executable formal specification tool. The formal specification, which 

can be executed to observe user behaviour, can be used as a building block in 

the specification of a larger software system, resulting in an inherently phish-

ing-resilient software system design in the form of a formal specification.  

 

Keywords: Phishing, Metamodelling, Formal Methods, Software Design 

1 Introduction 

Though a variety of anti-phishing technologies have been used against online identity 
theft (commonly known as phishing), phishers (online identity thieves) had never 
been discouraged. On the contrary, the phishing attacks become more advanced and 
more sophisticating [1], utilizing knowledge and expertise from socio-technical and 
cognitive domains. Technical anti-phishing solutions e.g. static phishing preventions, 
based on a pre-defined white list or black list [1,2,3] and dynamic anti-phishing appli-
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cations follow reactive or preventive maintenance principles [4,5,6] that are not ade-
quate for users’ protection. These prevention methods are not adaptable enough to 
meet users’ personal anti-phishing/spam demands and software designers’ require-
ments [1]. To discover the user requirements for anti-phishing software, many user-
centered research studies have been carried out, by Zhang et al. [7], Wu et al.[8], Jak-
obsson and Ratkiewicz [9], Li [1] and other, considering usability and security to-
gether. These studies did not, however, result in a reliable, abstract and general mod-
el, practical for the designers of anti-phishing software. In this paper, we approach the 
problem by not creating anti-phishing software, but by creating a metamodel of phish-
ing. This metamodel can help to design software systems using a formal specification 
system. In so doing, phishing avoidance is already considered in the design of the 
software. Thus our research question is: How could user behavior in phishing context 
be computationally metamodelled so that the resulted metamodel can be used as a 
basis for a formal design model of a software system? 

Traditional metamodelling frameworks and tools [10,11] cannot be useful here, be-
cause the nature of this research requires to model and simplify the various users’ 
requirements and SW needs, instead of constructing metamodels based on the collect-
ed requirements. Hence, in this research work, the authors apply an enriched version 
of the finite state machine (FSM) model, which is a straightforward and exact compu-
tational modelling methodology to describe system processes. The rest of the paper is 
organized as follows: Related research approaches and studies in anti-phishing and 
phishing modelling are briefly reviewed. Next, two real phishing scams are presented. 
An FSM model of user behavior is presented and exemplified through the real phish-
ing cases. The FSM model is then used as the basis for the model of the user in a 
specification created in the DisCo [12] formal specification language, showing how 
the FSM can be utilized in software system design. Concluding, the authors summa-
rise the strengths and future potential of this computational metamodelling of user 
behaviour from the software quality point of view. 

2 Research Rationale and Related Work 

There are no formal models or metamodels for understanding phishing activities 
and phishers’ and corresponding victims’ behaviours online; such model’s construc-
tion is not a simple task. From the software quality point of view, such a model 
should be adequately expressive and rich in modeling human activity in detail on the 
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one hand and sufficiently generic and abstract on the other hand. The latter are needed 
in order to communicate and test specialization and/or generalization details when 
needed by and for the various interested groups in the software design of anti-
phishing technologies. Moreover, the correctness and consistency of the phishing 
actions will certainly influence the quality of the resulted anti-phishing prevention 
software. In any case, the phishing situations are hard for software designers to mod-
el, understand and grasp in details unless a modeling solution fits to their cognitive 
needs. Hence, it is imperative to search for a more abstract, formal point of view and a 
higher level of modeling for all software development stakeholder groups and espe-
cially for those of software users and software designers. Our assumption, which we 
aim to prove though our ongoing research, is that developers wishing to create phish-
ing-proof software, should employ formal metamodelling techniques to construct 
dynamic models (like the dynamic nature of phishing) that assist in design. 

The following models and notations employ formality and other quality criteria. 
They are related to but also very different approaches from our work. 

Chandrasekaran et al. [13] conducted a pilot project to detect phishing emails 
based on a set of characteristics of phishing emails. The results showed that the au-
thors’ methodology performed with 95% accuracy rate and low false positive rate 
[13]. However, phishing scams launched from other communication channels, e.g. 
online social media are still not adequately addressed in the use of this methodology. 

Shahriar and Zulkernine [14] introduced a method to model and examine phishing 
web pages by using FSM theory. By testing the behaviour of given web pages’ re-
sponse, the method brought to them the way to identify phishing pages. However,  
phishers can easily circumvent it by using embedded objects and malformed web 
pages, continuing playing games with different roles and versatile game rules. 

Akhawe and other [15] presented a formal model of web security based on an ab-
straction of the web platform and used this model to analyze the security of several 
sample web mechanisms and applications., Nonetheless, this model is still lacking in 
considering human factors. For example, how well users understand web communica-
tions and the risks of misusing phishing preventions are still questionable. 

Kumaraguru et al. [16] attempted to model online trust in their research on trust 
and security with six components. The aim of the research was to create tools and 
training modules to help online users make correct decisions about trust. 

Dong et al. [17] elaborated on why users form false perceptions and fail to discover 
mismatches between authentic and phishing web services. They mentioned four rea-
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sons: insufficient information, misinterpretation, inaccurate/incomplete expectation 
and perception ability drop and the users’ carelessness when taking the next planned 
action. Despite of adequate modeling of the user-phishing interactions, this modeling 
approach is still too general to assist in the design of efficient phishing prevention. 

3 Example Reported Phishing Attack and User Behaviors in the 
Phishing Attack 

Most research projects define phishing attacks as cybercrime. This type of crime aims 
at deceiving victims through fraud web pages in order to steal their personal infor-
mation. Jacobs describes phishing as a marriage between technology and social engi-
neering [9]. In his definition, the extent of phishing is (i) widened and (ii) not Inter-
net-restricted. Thus more scenarios could be included, where phishers take advantage 
of other means than the Internet, web browsers or emails communication channels, 
e.g. surface mail. In order to build a comprehensive and reliable model, the authors 
collected phishing reports based on the analysis of abused by phishers communication 
channels and tools. Next, we expose two real-life examples from our data collection. 

3.1 Reported phishing attack examples 

Attack1: Man-in-the-middle attack 
In September 2011 two banks in Finland, Osuuspankki and Nordea experienced a 

man-in-the-middle attack [18] in which there was no need to install malware to vic-
tims’ computers. In this attack victims received an email that contained a link to a 
malicious, but real-looking web site. There was no certificate and the web site address 
was false, resembling though the original address. If credentials, including a one-time 
password, were given to the fraudulent site the victim was presented with a fake mes-
sage, which instructed to wait for two minutes. During that time the server had time to 
use the credentials and login to the real service for preparing the money transfer. Be-
fore this could be accomplished a final one-time verification code was needed. That 
was asked after the delay and the money could be, thereafter, directly transferred [19]. 

Attack2: A sophisticated Trojan horse program 
There were three banks in Finland attacked: Nordea, Sampo Bank and OP-Pohjola 

in January 2012. Losses were reported at least from OP-Pohjola. In Nordea e-Bank 
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money transfers were cancelled because verifications were sent to the victims by SMS 
about suspicious money transfers [19]. 

In this case, a sophisticated Trojan horse program (later on called as “Trojan”) was 
installed on the users’ computers. The Trojan was created by a Zeus toolkit program 
[20]. There are several possibilities on how a user might have gotten the Trojan in-
stalled on his computer: 

1. Email that contains the Trojan or link to the Trojan. 
2. A malicious or non-malicious source (e.g. web site, memory stick or other media) 

from which the user installed the Trojan without knowing its true nature. 
3. A malicious or non-malicious source (e.g. web site, memory stick or other media) 

that the user used and vulnerability in the user’s computer was used for infection. 
4. Other vulnerabilities that left the user’s computer open to Trojan injection. 

It should be noticed that possibilities 1, 3 and 4 have two basic possibilities: either a 
user does something actively that causes infection or the infection occurs automatical-
ly. However, active doing is more probable in possibilities 1 and 3 than in 4. 

After the Trojan is installed it activates when a user logs into her/his e-bank. This 
time a user just needs to pay a bill and at that exact moment the Trojan intercepts the 
session by changing the bank account and the sum from the transfer. Because a user 
gives all the credentials authorizing money transfer, the Trojan hiding in the computer 
has access to the credential information and can change the transfer accordingly. 
What makes this even more difficult to observe is that the Trojan is able to hijack the 
browser session and show incorrect account balance. 

The authors dare to ask the question: Are the anti-phishing technologies unreason-
ably ineffective? Why did not we become more secure from all the security technolo-
gies that have been deployed against phishing attacks? The authors are also tempted 
to answer that in terms of metacognitive design of secure software, the right computa-
tional metamodels had never been completely realised. As computers and the Internet 
pervaded all areas of social life, communication and production, computationally and 
cognitively effective metamodels are increasingly required. 

4 Computational Modelling of User Behavior  

A finite state machine or finite automaton is a formal, computational model to de-
scribe the states in a process and the transition functions among the states. In formal 
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definition, a FSM consists of 5-tuple elements (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F), which accordingly 
represent the state set (Q), transition alphabet of inputs (Σ), transition function (δ), the 
start state (q0), and the set of final (accept) states (F) [10, 11, 21].  

The Labelled Transition System Analyser (LTSA) [22] is a verification tool for 
concurrent systems. It is scriptable and able to generate FSMs based on the scripts. It 
is also possible to automatically analyze the model and detect errors and deadlocks. In 
this section, we present our LTSA script, and introduce our model complying with the 
formal definition of FSM theory. 

According to the examples of phishing attacks presented earlier, we have designed 
the LTSA script in Table 1. In the FSM notation, the model starts from the composing 
initial state, which means end users’ behaviours begin to take place. That is, the user 
behaviour is to unfold or process according to the state-transition (processing) func-
tions defined in the FSM when a phishing or non-phishing message is composed. 
When a user receives a message, the user starts processing the message, which means 
a user needs to either learn from the message or take further actions upon receiving 
the message. 

Table 1. LTSA script to model user behavior in phishing context 

COMPOSING = 
(messageReceived->INFORMATION), 

INFORMATION =  
(messageRead->PROCESSING), 

PROCESSING= 
 (learnFromMessage ->ACQUIRING 

     |takeActionUponMessage -> DECISIONMAKING), 
ACQUIRING = 

 (understandMessage->COMPOSING 
     |misunderstandMessage->COMPOSING), 
KNOWLEDGE =  

(knowledgeMatchinformation.normalInfo 
->BELIEVE               
|knowledgeNotmatchinformation.detectedFraud 
->NOTBELIEVE               
|knowledgeNotmatchinformation.checkingMoreinfo 
->INFORMATION 

|knowledgeNotmatchinformation.misled 
->DECISIONMAKING), 

MISKNOWLEDGE = 
(misknowledgeMatchinformation.undetectedFraud 
->BELIEVE            
|misknowledgeNotmatchinformation.obstinacy  
->NOTBELIEVE                   
|misknowledgeNotmatchinformation. 
misknowledgeCorrected->DECISIONMAKING), 

DECISIONMAKING =  
(informedDecision->KNOWLEDGE                   
|uninformedDecision->MISKNOWLEDGE                    
|nothingDecided->ACQUIRING), 

BELIEVE = 
 (decisionMade->COMPOSING), 

NOTBELIEVE =  
(decisionMade->COMPOSING). 

When the user learns from the message, the information in the message could be 
correctly understood or misunderstood. Correct understandings result in the user’s 
advanced knowledge, while any misunderstandings finally end up with mis-
knowledge in mind. Both knowledge and misknowledge affect the user’s decisions 
later on. If, in the message, the user needs to take further actions upon the message, 
s/he will make an informed decision, uninformed decision, or nothing will be decided. 
As soon as a user makes a final decision on the given message or processes/learns the 
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information in the received message, the FSM is reset to the initial state to wait for the 
next piece of composed message either from innocent senders or phishers. 

Informed decision represents that the user applies the knowledge to check against 
the information mentioned in the received message. When the user makes an unin-
formed decision, misknowledge is used; and ‘nothing decided’ means there is no 
knowledge or misknowledge in the mind to take action upon the information in the 
received message. In the nothing-decided case, the user has to look for more related 
information from other sources in order to make a proper decision later on.  

When knowledge is applied, it does not necessarily mean that the user made a cor-
rect final decision. For example, the phishing information in the received message 
could be so persuasive that the user is misled by the phishing content to make another 
decision, even though there is an explicit conflict between the user’s knowledge and 
the phishing information. At this point, it is highly likely that the user will be misled 
and deceived by the phishing information. When the user is determined on the 
knowledge, the phishing information can be detected, and no fraud can succeed. 

When misknowledge is taken into use, the phishing scam may succeed, especially 
when the phishing information in the received message matches the mis-knowledge in 
the user’s mind. In the FSM model, this transition is called misknowledgMatchinfor-
mation.undetectedFraud, and this transition goes to the state named BELIEVE; that is 
the user believes in the phishing information. When a piece of innocent information 
showing in the received message mismatches the user’s mis-knowledge, the user 
could either be persistent to stick on the misknowledge or be sensible enough to ac-
tively correct the misknowledge and re-make the decision. The transition alphabet is 
listed in the Table 2 and the state-transition functions and inputs among the states are 
listed in the Table 3. 

Table 2.   States of the FSM 

States Explanation States Explanation 
q0 A message is composed  q5 Corresponding uninformed decision is made  
q1 A message is received q6 Not believing the given information 
q2 Processing information q7 Believing the given information 
q3 Making decision q8 Corresponding informed decision is made 
q4 Acquiring information    

Table 3. The state transition and the inputs of the FSM 

States 
transitions Input States 

transitions Input 

->q0 A message is composed q8->q3 knowledgeNotmatchinformation.misled 
q0->q1 ReceivedMessage q5->q6 misknowledgeNotmatchinformation.obstinacy 
q1->q2 messageRead q5->q7 misknowledgeMatchinformation.undetectedFraud 
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q2->q3 takeActionUponMessage q6->q0 decisionMade  
q2->q4 learnFromMessage q7->q0 decisionMade 
q3->q4 nothingDecided q8->q7 knowledgeMatchinformation.normalInfo 
q3->q5 uninformedDecision q8->q6 knowledgeNotmatchinformation.detectedFraud 
q3->q8 informedDecision q8->q1 knowledgeNotmatchinformation.checkingMoreinfo 
q4->q0 understandMessage, 

misunderstandMessage 
q5->q3 misknowledgeNotmatchinformation 

.misknowledgeCorrected 

In order to verify the FSM model that we elaborated earlier, we explain the phish-
ing example in the FSM. Taking advantage of the animation feature in LTSA, we 
were able to produce a sequence of interactions in each phishing context. Examples of 
these traces are presented next. 

Attack1: When a victim receives an email containing a link to a malicious, but re-
al-looking web site, and decides to give credentials to the phishing web site (Verifica-
tion 1-1): 

messageReceived ->messageRead ->takeActionUponMessage-> 
uninformedDecision-> misknowledgeMatchinformation.undetectedFraud 
->decisionMade 
In this case, the misknowledge is that the given link in the email is mis-understood 

as an authentic and trustworthy web site. Therefore, the victim decides to hand out the 
credentials to the web site. 

When a victim receives an email containing a link to a malicious real-looking web 
site, the victim may suspect the authenticity of the visited web site (Verification 1-2): 

messageReceived -> messageRead ->takeActionUponMessage->informedDecision 
->knowledgeNotmatchinformation.checkingMoreinfo 
In this case, the victim does not use the same misknowledge as the one above. In-

stead, the victim checks more information to verify the authenticity of the displayed 
web page. If verifying the authenticity of the web page, the possible victim’s behavior 
could be e.g. acquiring new information from various sources.  

Attack 2: The four possibilities of users’ behaviors to get Trojan horse program 
installed could be abstracted into two types, installation with users’ awareness and 
permission and installation with no users’ awareness. The two types of installation 
decisions could be described as below: 
1. Installation with users’ awareness and permission (Verification 2-1): 

messageReceived -> messageRead -> takeActionUponMessage 
->uninformedDecision ->misknowledgeMatchinformation.undetectedFraud 
-> decisionMade 

2. Installation with no users’ awareness  (Verification 2-2): 

messageReceived -> messageRead -> takeActionUponMessage  
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-> nothingDecided -> misunderstandMessage 
After the Trojan horse program is installed, the following user behaviors are com-

mitted under the mis-understanding that the communication traffic is secure and no 
one else has the access to the credentials or monitor the traffics. In this case, the vic-
tim’s behavior could be explained like this (Verification 2-3): 

messageReceived -> messageRead ->  takeActionUponMessage  
->uninformedDecision ->misknowledgeMatchinformation.undetectedFraud 
 ->decisionMade 

5 Modeling Software: Usage of the FSM Model 

The presented FSM model depicts the behavior of a user in a phishing situation. This 
kind of knowledge can be utilized in various ways, as long as it is understood. The 
FSM model developed with LTSA is aimed to be easy to understand and use because 
of its simplicity, focus on state transitions instead of states and the possibility for ani-
mating those transitions to help in understanding the model. 

To demonstrate how the FSM model can be used in software development, the au-
thors created an executable specification of dynamic users in a dynamic environment 
in the DisCo language. DisCo is an action based executable formal specification soft-
ware package for modelling reactive and distributed systems [23]. It has been updated 
to include support for probabilistic modelling [24,25,26]. Models created with the 
system can be instantiated with different system states and can be animated in a 
graphical animator. The goal of specifications created with the system is that they can 
later be implemented as software systems. 

While DisCo is a modelling system itself (as LTSA is), it is also different from 
LTSA because DisCo models stay manageable in larger sizes than LTSA models. 
DisCo models also facilitate larger system views and not just state transitions. On the 
other hand, DisCo does not support similar automatic analysis of models as LTSA 
does. Because of the way the LTSA model has been written in the LTSA language, 
that is to focus on state transitions and not actual states, the specification can easily be 
converted into an action based DisCo specification. In fact, the conversion could 
even, at least partially, be done automatically. The converted information can be used 
as part of a larger specification. 

Models created with DisCo can support multiple independent objects that can all 
have states of their own. Thus, it is possible to model larger multi-user phishing at-
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tacks and other scenarios that resemble actual real world scenarios. DisCo can be used 
to analyze how objects following the state transitions given in an LTSA model act in 
those scenarios. 

The model depicts a world view where several persons and information sources ex-
ist. Each person acts based on the user behavior model in our FSM, but their decisions 
at the points where multiple choices are possible, are influenced by both a knowledge 
level variable and a misknowledge variable that are updated when the persons learn 
correct or incorrect information. Each information source has a different value for 
how influential it is, which results in users earning different knowledge and 
misknowledge depending on the information sources they access. 

The specification is implemented by specifying classes and actions. The classes of 
the specification are presented in Table 4 and the actions are presented in Table 5. 
The classes are instantiated to be objects in the specification system. The actions are 
largely based on transitions in the LTSA model and are what alters the state of the 
system. Each action has a guard that determines whether the action is enabled and can 
be executed. The guard is a boolean expression that must evaluate true for the action 
to be enabled. Because DisCo is an action-based system, objects take part in actions 
but the action chooses its participants through the guard expression. 

Table 4. DisCo specification classes 

Class Explanation 
InformationSource A source of information for a person. 
Person A person who can be the target of phishing. 

Table 5. DisCo Specification actions 

Action Explanation Action Explanation 
receiveMessage A source of information for a person. takeAction A person starts to take action. 
learn A person starts learning. canNotDecide A person cannot make a decision. 

understand A person understands and its  
knowledge value is increased. Misunderstand A person understands and its 

misknowledge value is increased. 
makeUninformed 

Decision 
A person starts making an uninformed 
decision. 

makeInformed 
Decision 

A person starts making an  
informed decision. 

checkMoreInfo A person starts reading more 
information. 

Correct-
Misknowledge 

A person starts taking action and its 
misknowledge is lowered. 

mislead A person is misled and starts taking 
action. 

detectFraudDeci-
sion 

A person detects a fraud decision. 

normalInfo-
Decision 

A person makes a decision. undetect-
edFraudDecision 

A person makes a decision but cannot 
detect fraud. 

obstinacyDecision 

Makes a stubborn decision. 
updateSkip-
Values 

Update values that dictate the proba-
bility of a person understanding, 
misunderstanding, and making 
informed and uninformed decisions 

An example action can be seen in Table 6. The class Person (Table 7) is a repre-
sentation of a person, who can access information that might include phishing mes-
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sages. Person has a state variable, which is based on the states in the LTSA model. 
The state variable is used to control the state of each individual Person instance. The 
person has a variable for mis-knowledge and knowledge, so it is possible to control 
how knowledgeable that Person object is. These values are changed through certain 
actions such as ‘mis-understand’. Person also has skip variables which enable in-
stances of Person to decline taking part in actions. For example, an instance of Person 
may decline to take part in ‘understand’ if that instance’s misknowledge is much 
higher than knowledge. The informationSource class (Table 8), is a generic infor-
mation source that a person may access. It only has one variable, informationValue, 
which means how influential the specific source of information is. 

To test the DisCo model, a creation was instantiated. The creation is a view of the 
state of a system in DisCo and is instantiated based on the specified classes. In this 
case, two instances of Person were instantiated (Person_1 and Person_2) along with 
two instances of informationSource (InformationSource_1 and InformationSource_2). 
Person_1 started with knowledge and misknowledge values of 60, while Person_2 
started with both values at 30. The informationValue of InformationSource_1 is 20, 
while the informationValue of InformationSource_2 is 10. 

Table 6. receiveMessage action 
action receiveMessage (p : Person; isource: Infor-

mationSource) is 
when (p.updateSkips = false and p.personState'idle) 
do 
 p.personState->reading()|| 
 p.currentIs:=isource; end; 

 

Table 7. Person class 
class Person is  personState : 
(idle,reading,read,learning,taking_action,indecisive, 
making_informed_decision,making_uninformed_decision); 
skipPossibilitymisunderstand : integer; 
skipPossibilityunderstand : integer; 
skipPossibilitymakeUninformedDecision : integer; 
skipPossibilitymakeInformedDecision : integer; 
skipPossibilitycanNotDecide : integer; 
updateSkips : boolean; knowledge : integer; 
misknowledge : integer; 
currentIs : reference InformationSource;  end; 

 

Table 8. InformationSource class 
class InformationSource is 
informationValue : integer;end; 

 

There were 100 execution steps, resulting in a state where the knowledge of Per-
son_1 was 130 while mis-knowledge was 90. The knowledge of Person_2 was 150 
and misknowledge 10. In this execution, Person_2 had become more knowledgeable 
and shed off some misknowledge, while Person_1 still had a lot of misknowledge, 
even while learning new knowledge.  

Table 9 shows a trace of the first 20 actions that were executed. Traces of executed 
actions can be used to analyze behavior within a scenario. Table 9 divides each action 
into the name of the action and the participant objects that took part in the action to 
give a clear picture of what has happened in each step. Among the things we can dis-
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cover from this trace, is when a Person is part of an undesirable action and why that 
happened.  

Table 9. Execution trace of the first 20 actions executed 

Step Action Participants Step Action Participants 
1 receiveMessage  Person_2,  

InformationSource_1 
11 makeInformedDecision  Person_2 

2 takeAction Person_2 12 detectFraudDecision  Person_2 
3 makeUninformedDecision Person_2 13 receiveMessage  Person_2,  

InformationSource_2 
4 undetectedFraudDecision Person_2 14 takeAction Person_2 
5 receiveMessage  Person_1, 

InformationSource_2 
15 makeUninformedDecision Person_2 

6 takeAction  Person_1 16 receiveMessage  Person_1,  
InformationSource_1 

7 makeUninformedDecision Person_1 17 obstinacyDecision  Person_2 
8 receiveMessage Person_2, 

InformationSource_2 
18 receiveMessage  Person_2,  

InformationSource_1 
9 undetectedFraudDecision  Person_1 19 takeAction  Person_1 
10 takeAction  Person_2 20 takeAction Person_2 

We can see that in step 4, Person_2 was a participant in the undetectedFraudDeci-
sion action which is considered the worst case scenario in which a phishing attempt is 
successful. Person_2 became a part of that action by first receiving a message from 
InformationSource_1, then by taking action and making an uninformed decision. 
Person_1 also takes part in the undetectedFraudDecision action in step 9. 

As DisCo is built to support incremental development of specifications through a 
layer system, the presented model can easily be used as a building block of a software 
system. A specification created in this way would enable the designer to verify that 
the software design takes into account how a user behaves in phishing situations. 
Also, as a DisCo specification can include outside influences, phishers could be mod-
eled separately as classes in a specification to gain a better understanding of possible 
phishing situations regarding the system in design.  

6 Conclusions and Future Research 

In contrast to specific reactive anti-phishing solutions, the method proposed in this 
paper focuses on the analysis and modelling of user behaviour to facilitate the proac-
tive design of phishing-resistant systems. First, user behaviour in a phishing context is 
modelled with FSM notation. The FSM-based model provides a general and abstract 
view to describe user behavioural patterns in phishing context. This model can be a 
helpful guide to evaluate the design quality of anti-phishing and phishing-resistant 
systems at early design stages. The model can be verified, both with automatic meth-
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ods, and through real cases testing with it. The FSM model can be used as a basis for 
a specification of a full software system using a tool such as DisCo. That model can 
take into account important security aspects found in the abstract FSM model. Our 
method is a series of transitions, first transitioning from the FSM model, to a DisCo 
implementation, then to a more refined DisCo implementation of a software system 
through a layer system, and finally to a software implementation. The refined DisCo 
implementation and software implementation are left as future research. 

Rich and multipurposed, testable, computational and easily implementable meta-
models that are expressible and  extendable (yet, by no means complete) can assist: i) 
software designers and developers to realize the dynamic design of security auditing 
systems by considering a great amount of static and dynamic situations; ii) towards an 
improved understanding and empowerment with knowledge of the digitally compe-
tent person to protect his/her own personal data and take appropriate security deci-
sions; iii) software sponsors  to decide on cost-effectiveness by checking and testing 
for security in early design steps. This research concentrates on improving security 
through preventive, and not corrective or adaptive, systems maintenance. For this 
reason cost-effectiveness is a quality property that can also be achieved with our sug-
gested phishing prevention solutions. 

Although the advantages of this metacognitive and computational FSM-based  
metamodel demonstrate that the model is an efficient analytical tool with great design 
and implementation potential, it still requires certain efforts on metamodelling. Argu-
ably, limitations may hinder the usage of the enriched FSM metamodel, but this  ne-
cessitates the investment of efforts and resources on model-driven testing and corre-
sponding automated tools at the early stages of the anti-phishing software lifecycle. 

Naturally, general considerations that will be tackled in future research are: i) the 
scalability of the approach, since phishing typically affects large groups of people. 
DisCo simulations can simulate groups of people, but it really should not be important 
to model a million individuals in an abstract simulation; the focus is elsewhere. ii) 
The FSM described in the paper consists of very general transitions. Nonetheless the 
knowledge we hope to obtain from analysing its usage is that we can see that the tran-
sitions conform to the reality and then we can integrate those transitions to a realistic 
SW design. We can, then, analyse that design which includes the transitions. iii) In 
the case of phishing, and due to its dynamic (not static) nature, unavoidably people 
become more or less informed over time; there should always be ways to distinguish 
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and model between the user making an informed or an uninformed decision. Howev-
er, this is, by and large, a socio-cognitive issue. 
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Abstract. Software security is a combination of security methods, techniques
and tools, aiming to promote data confidentiality, integrity, usability, availabil-
ity and privacy. In order to achieve concrete and measurable levels of software
security, several international, national and industry-level regulations have been
established. Finnish governmental security standard collection, VAHTI, is one of
the most extensive example of these standards. This paper presents a selection
of methods, tools, techniques and modifications to Scrum software development
method to achieve the levels of security compliant with VAHTI instructions for
software development. These comprise of security-specific modifications and
additions to Scrum roles, modifications to sprints, and inclusion of special hard-
ening sprints and spikes to implement the security items in the product backlog.
Security requirements are transformed to security stories, abuse cases and other
security-related tasks. Definition of done regarding the VAHTI requirements on
is established and the steps to achieve it are described.

Keywords: Scrum, agile, VAHTI, software security, security standards

1 Introduction

Software industry has always been under scrutiny by regulators, standardization orga-
nizations and a plethora of industry-specific and more or less general standards. The
purpose of all this has been to guarantee a certain level of evidence about certain quality
aspects or functionality of the software. Consequently, also software security is be-
coming increasingly regulated. Several security standards and audit criteria have been
established, and even more academic and commercial software development methods
have been suggested to meet the standards. A number of the development methods and
best practices have achieved a standardized status themselves. Main issue with the stan-
dardized methods is that while they provide the necessary security assurance required
for certain regulated environments and security audits, they in general do not adhere to
the agile values or ideology.

The term ‘agile’ reflects approaching the development of software using new focus,
ideology and values [3]. As opposed to the sequential waterfall model, which attempts
to maximize the efficiency by not allowing any change, and by locking down the output
of each development phase, the agile mindset anticipates change, and even welcomes it.
At the core of agile software development lies Scrum, one of the oldest, and the most
established and widely-used development approaches among agile methods [19].

The scopes of security standards can be divided into industry specific, national and
international regulations. Standardization types include standards for software safety and
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privacy, control andmanagement of data, software, assets, personnel and processes, and
any other aspects of information security. Consequently, these regulations also concern
the design and development of these aspects. The main subject of this study, software
development security, can further be divided into its components: security of the used
technologies, security of used processes and methods, and, consequently, the security
of the produced software. To control the security of its information systems, the Finnish
government has published its own public security requirements, VAHTI instructions
[10]. VAHTI is the de facto standard for the governmental information systems’ software
maintenance, use and development. VAHTI instructions for application development,
published in 2013, include definite requirements regarding the development of the
software and inherently the used development method itself [9].

VAHTI, however, is not directly compatible with the mainstream agile software de-
velopment methods. Therefore, this constructive paper presents modifications to Scrum
that are needed to complete with the governmental requirements. We have identified the
VAHTI requirements regarding the development method and the development phase,
and outline the necessary mechanisms and measures to be instantiated and integrated
into Scrum necessary to meet these requirements. These means include security-related
roles, processes and techniques, done at the three security levels defined in VAHTI:
basic, heightened and high. The security modifications to Scrum are selected by select-
ing applicable security measures from international standards and established security
frameworks and methodologies. While Scrum does not define security roles or pro-
cesses, we analyse the VAHTI requirements and translate these to concrete software
development concepts to be applied to Scrum.

This article consists of following sections: in Section 2, we discuss the background
and motivation of this article, as well as cover the related work done in the field of
introducing software security mechanisms in agile methods. In Section 3, we present
the Scrum method, its key terminology and how a software project is conducted using
Scrum. Section 4 introduces the VAHTI instructions for Application Development, the
process and reasoning in selecting the key requirements from VAHTI, which are then
grouped by their security level and assigned to Scrum roles. In Section 5, we provide the
modified Scrum process to meet the VAHTI requirements. The security compliance and
security assurance is achieved by importing specific elements of established security
frameworks into Scrum.An example project structure is also provided. Finally, in Section
6, we conclude the results and discuss avenues for future research.

2 Motivation, Research Questions and Related Work

Security in its various aspects has been a key topic in information technology since the
first computers. Perhaps it is the military background of the development of computing
devices, networks and the Internet which still molds the security procedures, aiming to
be well-structured, thoroughly documented and strictly regulated— even to the point of
being rigid and a hindrance to production. On the industry side, finance and bankingwere
among the earliest to introduce computers to their business processes, and financial data
is among the most conspicuously protected information assets in any organization. With
the emergence of personal computing and near-ubiquitous Internet services, privacy
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and identity protection issues have gained importance among security topics. On the
other end, security also concerns countries and governmental entities. These typically
have a special focus on the continuity of services, especially ones critical to running
the society. When comparing the compliance requirement the various security standards
and regulations are setting to the ideology presented in the agile manifesto, the task of
providing security assurance and complying with standards appears to be a non-agile,
or even an anti-agile task. Even the VAHTI instructions for application development
state that the ‘mandatory’ and ‘well-documented’ S-SDLC (Secure Software Develop-
ment Life-Cycle) should ‘define exit criteria for different development phases’, a clear
presumption that the waterfall model will be used. Against this background the key
questions in our research were:

– How to make an S-SDLC conforming with the agile mindset as much as possible?
– Selecting Scrum, the most widely-used software development method, as the refer-
ence method; how should it be modified to comply with VAHTI?

– If a requirement stated in VAHTI is considered an item in the backlog, what is the
definition of done for each of these items?

– How can the definition of done be achieved with the least security overhead?

To address these questions, we used a Conceptual-analytical research approach and
a constructive research strategy [13]. That is, in this study we analysed the integral
elements of two existing tools (i.e., Scrum and VAHTI). Based on the results of this
conceptual analysis, we present the needed modifications to Scrum that it will fulfill the
requirements set by VAHTI. This study presents only the result of conceptual analysis
and further works are needed to verify and validate the proposed model.

In extant literature, several secure software development methods have been intro-
duced. Some of these even claim to be agile, or at least use an agile method such as
Scrum or eXtreme Programming (XP) as a starting point. Fitzgerald et al. [8] have ap-
plied Microsoft Security Development Lifecycle (SDL) [14] to Scrum and created their
own version of the methodology to meet organization-specific security requirements. In
recent work done at the University of Oulu, Vähä-Sipilä, Ylimannela and Helenius (in
[15]) have gathered various additions and modifications to agile programming method-
ologies, such as an initial ‘sprint zero’ for security definition purposes, use of security
stories for communicating requirements, abuse cases for testing, hardening sprints and
overall modifications to Scrum’s basic structure, identifying control points crucial for
security activities. Additionally, to handle the measurably increased complexity the se-
curity requirements add to the software and the processes, even a change of paradigm
to aspect-oriented programming (AOP) has been suggested [5]. Typically the suggested
S-SDLC methods were instantiated only for a single project within a single company, if
instantiated at all.

Implementation of the security controls and tasks is a more clear-cut field: Microsoft
suggests its SDL, and even in its current published version 5.2 provides ‘SDL for Agile’
extension to their method. SDL may be considered a security framework offering a
full set of tools, methods and techniques to implement the security tasks they suggest.
Although not directly security-oriented, the Capability Maturity Model Integration for
Development (CMMI-DEV) was studied by e.g. Diaz et al. [7] regarding the relationship
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of heavy software processes of CMMI’s managed level 2 processes [2] to Scrum.
Similarly, our approach was to examine industry standards and best practices, such as
SSE-CMM [12], BSIMM-V [4] andMicrosoft SDL, andmodify Scrumwith a minimum
set of items that are necessary for VAHTI compliance. In our approach, the processes are
kept as lean as possible by not striving for formal ‘maturity levels’, and by minimizing
any security overhead deemed unnecessary.

3 Scrum

Scrum is an iterative and incremental project management framework, based on the
principle that customer requirements and other agents may change during the project’s
execution, and by working in iterations, allows the team to react to the change. Scrum
gives the organization quite a lot of freedom in how to organize and execute the project,
but certain key roles and concepts are defined. This section’s introduction to Scrum is
based on the Scrum Primer book [6].

Scrum is designed promote productivity and mitigate management and governance
overhead, by e.g. giving the developers as much freedom as possible in defining and
implementing their tasks (self-organizing teams) and all but eliminating the role of
the traditional project manager. The project may still require some project and product
management functions such as financial or other reporting, but the Scrum project does
not have or need a dedicated project manager. Scrum has an emphasis on intra-team
communication, favoring team co-location or at least tight online collaboration.

1-4 weeks
No changes to 

goals

Product 
backlog 

refinement

Daily 
Scrum

Product Owner Scrum Master

Developers

Product 
Backlog

Sprint 
Backlog

Potentially Shippable
Product Increment

Sprint Review Retrospective

SPRINT

Fig. 1. The Scrum process (adapted from [6])

Figure 1 shows an overview of the Scrum process. This is a slightly modified version
of ‘pure’ Scrum, allowing redefining the product backlog during the sprints. The key
concepts of the methods are:
1. The Team consists of three core roles: Product Owner (PO), representing the cus-

tomer and stakeholders, Scrum Master, facilitating for the team and removing any
impediments, and (typically) 3-9 Developers, who as a cross-functional and self-
organizing team utilize their skills to create Potentially Shippable Product Incre-
ments.
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2. Stories are product requirements often written from the product owner’s perspective.
3. Product Backlog is the list of stories, use cases, requirements and other items that

require completion in order to deliver the product.
4. Tasks and Sub-tasks are concrete steps which the teammembers create and complete

based on the backlog items.
5. In Sprint Planning, the team selects from the product backlog items that can (and

should) be completed within the next sprint. The prioritisation of the items comes
ultimately from the stakeholders, i.e., the customer. In Sprint Planning, the items are
converted into completable tasks and sub-tasks, which added to the Sprint Backlog.

6. Sprints are the iterations in which the team completes items (i.e., tasks) in the sprint
backlog within a pre-scheduled time box (typically 7-28 days). During sprints the
product backlog items may be refined, added or deleted, while the sprint backlog
remains as unchanged as feasible.

7. In Daily Scrum meetings the team members brief each other in what they did
yesterday to complete the product, what they plan to do today, and whether there
are any impediments to the work.

8. TheDefinition of Done is a set of consistent criteria to determine when an item in the
product backlog is considered ’ready’, typically after regression testing. Determined
by the Scrum master with input from the stakeholders through the product owner.

9. Sprint Review is held at the end of each sprint. In this event, the team reviews the
completed work, and also the incomplete items on the sprint backlog.

10. Sprint Retrospective is for the team to review the sprint itself and the work done
in it. It aims for continual improvement of the process, and allows for reflection on
what was done well, and what needs improvement.

As any software project, a Scrum project starts with pre-planning and requirement
gathering. The requirements are either functional or non-functional, and may come in
as user stories, regulations, or other requested features that must be implemented in the
product. These items are added into the product backlog. One key point in Scrum is
to ‘deliver value to business’ as effectively as possible. In order to do so, the product
owner, as customer’s voice, prioritizes the items that are selected into each sprint’s
backlog at sprint planning event. This way it is at least theoretically possible, that after
a few sprints (or even one) the ‘potentially shippable product increment’ can already be
utilized despite some less important features being still under development. This way
the value can be realized earlier and, as a bonus, user feedback and bug reports can be
utilized to make the end product better. In each sprint, the developers pull items into
their own work flow from the sprint backlog, entitling the term ’self-organizing team’.

In addition to sprints, research and prototype work may be done in ‘spikes’. Similar
to sprints, spikes are time-boxed efforts to produce something that contributes towards a
completion of a complex backlog item or work as a proof of concept, without necessarily
aiming to complete the item and delivering shippable features.

During sprints, environmental and requirement changes can be taken flexibly into
account, in which case the product backlog is adjusted accordingly – typically the sprint
backlog remains unchanged. After each sprint the results of the work (the potentially
shippable product increment) is evaluated, the definition of done for the product backlog
items is verified. The definition of done is an important concept in Scrum, as it is the
only way items can be removed from the backlog.
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For measuring the progress of the project, agile methods utilize a number of tech-
niques. Probably the single most important technique is story points: product owner
prioritizes some items in the product backlog over others due to their business value,
and the developers evaluate them by the estimated development effort. The story points
are not directly translatable to work hours. To emphasize this, a non-linear scale such
as Fibonacci-like sequence is used. Sometimes the work estimates include an option
to declare items too complex to implement in the current sprint. Thus the story points
represent the team’s view of the required effort, subjective to their current skill set.

Scrum is an empiric method: it readily admits and submits to the fact that not
everything is known or understood, and that things will change. In security engineering,
defined methods would be preferred: a process is started and allowed to complete,
producing invariably the same results each time [20]. The waterfall model aims to this
goal, but by being excessively rigid, it introduces a very concrete risk of failure to
meet the stakeholder’s and environment’s changing requirements. Traditional old school
security engineers tend to scold the agile methods’ iterative approach as ‘trial-and-error’.
Despite this lack of acceptance, Scrum is far from unstructured: it just gives the team
more freedom in deciding the order in which the items are implemented, and possibility
to iterate on the initial requirements, much based on assumptions. At certain point
the definition of done criteria will be met, security compliance achieved and security
assurance provided. In the process of doing so, the quality of the produced software may
actually be higher than those made using sequential methods [17].

4 VAHTI instructions for application development

VAHTI instructions is a wide collection of governmental security regulations, published
by Finnish Governmental Steering Group for Information Security (Valtionhallinnon
tietoturvallisuuden johtoryhmä, VAHTI). First publications in the VAHTI collection
are dated 2001, and they exist to support the data security legislation and Finland’s
strategies for National Knowledge or Information Society1 and Information Security2.
The instructions for application development were published in 2013. Compliance with
VAHTI has been mandatory for state agencies, partners and suppliers since 2014.

VAHTI requirements for software development [9] consist of 120 individual re-
quirements, divided into 15 categories. The categories span the whole life cycle of the
application or information system, ranging from strategy and resourcing to the eventual
end of life and ramp-down of the system. Of this requirement set, only the ones most
relevant to the development process were selected for this study. The candidates for
inclusion were directly involved with either the tasks during development process, such
as security design, audits or reviews; candidates for exclusion considered organizational
issues, strategies, policies, method-independent techniques, IT environment, or issues
related to the post-development phases of the application’s life cycle such as continuity
management or system ramp-down. The result set comprises of 23 requirements consid-
ered to affect the development method directly. Table 1 shows the final selected VAHTI

1 http://www.tietoyhteiskuntaohjelma.fi/esittely/en_GB/introduction/index.html
2 http://www.lvm.fi/c/document_library/get_file?folderId=339549&name=DLFE-
10210.pdf&title=Julkaisuja%2051-2009
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requirement grouped by the security level. For each requirement, the expected frequency
of the task is projected, and the role(s) responsible or affected by the task are displayed.
The only requirement directly concerning the development method, SKM-001, states
that the development process itself is required to be a Secure Software Development
Life Cycle process. The method is to be documented, development personnel trained in
its use, utilized at all times, and comply with all the security requirements.

Table 1. VAHTI requirements for development method per security level

Code Requirement name Frequency Dev SM PO
OSK-001 Security Training 1 x x
OSK-008 Additional security training after change 0 or 1 x x
VTM-005 Application Risk Analysis 1 or more x x x
TST-002 Test Plan Review 1 x
VTM-008 Threat Modeling - recommended 1 x x
VTM-010 Threat Modeling updates - recommended 1 or more x x
ESI-001 Goal and Criticality Definition 1 x x x
ESI-002 Business Impact Analysis 1 x
VTM-001 Documentation of Security Solutions 1 x
VTM-006 App. Security Requirement Definition 1 or more x x x
TST-007 Security Auditing 1 x x x
TST-009 Security Testing - recommended Every-sprint x
KTY-002 Application Security Settings Definition 1 x x
TSK-001 Architecture and Development Guidelines 1 x x
SNT-004 External Interfaces Review 1 or more x x x
SNT-006 Attack Surface Recognition and Reduction Every-sprint x x x
VTM-009 Architectural Security Requirements 1 x x
SNT-016 Internal Communication Security - if applicable Every-sprint x x
TST-001 Security Test Cases Review 1 or more x x x
TST-004 Test Phase Code Review 1 x
TST-006 Use of Automated Testing Tools Every-sprint x
TST-008 Security Mechanism Review 1 x
TST-010 Development-time Auditing 1 x x x
Dev = Developers, SM = Scrum Master, PO = Product Owner

The included compliance requirementswere selected based on their effect to development-
time activities, and grouped into following categories:

1. Prerequisites
2. Documentation
3. Code, interface and test case reviews
4. Development-time and product audits
5. Security testing

VAHTI instructions define three security levels: basic, heightened, and high, each
with cumulative security requirements. In a Scrum project, the product owner will
specify the target level, preferably using tools specified in VAHTI instructions 3/2012
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‘Instructions for determining the security level of the technical ICT environment’ [1],
the state office’s own instructions, and any applicable legislation. In the next sections,
we go analyze each requirement, suggest a means to comply with it and then present the
whole VAHTI-compliant Scrum structure for all defined security levels. The security
levels are separated by horizontal lines: the first section covers the requirements for basic
level, and the heightened and high levels are below that, respectively.

Generic technical requirements, such as ‘the application design must follow secure
design patterns’, and architectural requirements, were considered external to the devel-
opment method. Also, while technology-specific training for the project personnel is
included, any organizational security awareness-type training and general risk manage-
ment activities were also considered to be out of a single development project. Also,
technical or programming technique specific requirements were excluded. These are
considered to be part of design patterns and individual developer’s proficiency and abil-
ity to recognize and utilize them. Moreover, they are depending on the characteristics of
the software under implementation. As an exception to the principle of doing only least
amount of work, the optional Threat Modeling tasks (VTM-008 and 010) were included
already to basic level - although they remain optional. For some reason, VAHTI does not
require threat modeling at all. At highest security level, this can be covered byAttack sur-
face recognition and reduction task (SNT-006), or even included in creation of secure
patterns and architecture (TSK-001, VTM-009). Similarly, a clearly implementation-
dependent requirement for Internal Communication Security (SNT-016) was included,
applicable in case of n-tier applications. It is conceivable that a vast majority of soft-
ware developed for the VAHTI high-security tier is deployed using a secure multi-tier
architecture (i.e., separate database, application, and web server components), so the
inclusion of this requirement was deemed necessary.

Majority of the tasks fall on the developers; it is conceivable that establishing a role
of dedicated security developer would benefit the team, allowing the developers to con-
centrate on their main vocation. Scrummaster, as the ‘servant-manager’, is also involved
in most tasks, albeit indirectly by facilitating the team’s work. The Scrum Master is
also directly involved in all modeling and planning tasks, reviews, and audits. Following
the agile philosophy, the product owner is engaged in development wherever deemed
beneficial: as customer’s and stakeholders’ representative, they have the best knowledge
of the software’s purpose, use and impact. In addition to the Business Impact Analysis,
which is direct input from the stakeholders via the product owner, they participate in
external interface and security testing definition tasks, as well as all the audits. These
are, after all, done to the customer’s benefit. In the next section, we execute these tasks
using Scrum.

5 VAHTI-Scrum

Scrum, as a flexible and relatively adaptable framework, defines only the very rudimen-
tary structure for software development. To achieve compliance with VAHTI, additions
and modifications are required to the requirement gathering, sprint planning and the
sprint structure themselves. Some security activities justify having a dedicated secu-
rity or ‘hardening’ sprints. These may prove especially useful just before auditions and
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planned releases, if the organization has decided to use those. It is also recommendable
to arrange a security sprint, ‘sprint zero’, before commencing the actual implementa-
tion; alternatively, some security work may be completed as security spikes. Spikes
could occur at any time - mainly in the early phases of the project, so they do not have
even approximate placement on the project time line. In similar fashion, the hardening
sprints may be inserted between the implementation sprints, to prepare for audits or just
enhance security. Especially on heightened and high levels the amount of security work
can be so big that a separate sprint is justified. It is important, though, that security
elements become integral part of all the team’s work: all tasks should include some
security considerations, at least in the form of risk analysis, just as all sprints contain
security tasks.
Figure 2 presents the modified Scrum process with the additional requirement sources,
roles, security related actions during the sprints and the artifact types produced by the
security processes.
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Fig. 2. VAHTI compliant Scrum process

The modifications to standard Scrum are listed below:

– The security regulation, although working for the benefit of the stakeholders, is
considered a separate source of security requirements. The items, or tasks, added
by to the backlog by the regulation are:

1. Creating security-related documentation artefacts: application risk analysis,
threat models, security architecture, goal and criticality definition, business im-
pact analysis, security solutions documentation, application security require-
ments definition, security settings definition, and architecture and development
guidelines.
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2. Security training regarding the selected platforms and technologies, such as
operating systems, database engines, programming languages and frameworks.

3. Code, test case and interface reviews
4. Security testing
5. Development time and security audits

– There should be at least one dedicated security developer in the team, preferably the
same person nominated to be responsible for the organization’s software security.
This results in separation of duties, which enhances security by reducing the amount
of group think: also somebody else than the developers themselves should design
security tests, risk analyses, threat models and attack surface analysis.

– On heightened and high security levels, all sprints contain certain amount of specif-
ically security-related work and security testing.

– Audits are performed at a predetermined point in the project. These are set after
completing the corresponding items in the product backlog. The development-time
audits on the high security level are suggested to be held at control points, which in
agile projects map to product backlog items.

– The team/organization must have nominated a person responsible for the security.

This the following subsections provide a breakdown of security roles, tasks and
artefacts on each of the VAHTI security levels.

5.1 Roles

The roles in security-centric Scrum have certain modifications to the standard, plus a
new one: the security developer. In VAHTI-Scrum, the team has at least one person in
the role of security developer. While still a developer in the Scrum terminology, this
role is responsible for security reviews, security test cases and such. It may be beneficial
to have more than just the one security developer in a project. The Scrum Master will
need a substantial amount of security knowledge and practice, or at least they need to
be versatile in adapting to the changing security requirements. Security is an on-or-off
deal: there is no middle ground in testing or auditions, and ignoring security problems
cannot be considered a sustainable idea.

Similarly to the other roles, also the Product Owner has new responsibilities. As
the stakeholder’s representative, they need to be aware of the security regulations,
legislature, customs and other rules, in addition to the normal duties. Being a product
owner in a Scrum project may very well become a full-day job on the higher levels.

5.2 Tasks

For each task, we identify the role(s) responsible for its execution (see also Table 1), and
the artefacts produced by the task.
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Basic level

Security Training (OSK-001).
- The Scrum Master facilitates for (preferably certified) internal or external training and
participates when necessary. This is likely to be performed as a spike as it does not
directly contribute to the product increment.
Additional security training after change (OSK-008).
- The Scrum Master facilitates for internal or external training after the need has been
identified, and participates when necessary.
Application Risk Analysis (VTM-005).
- The team identifies the security concerns, and technology and environment specific
risks. Sources such as OWASP Top 103, Tsipenyuk et al. [18] or Howard et al. [11] in
addition to VAHTI’s own recommendations should be used to identify software risks.
The result of the analysis is used as input for threat modeling. Input mainly from the
developers, producing a risk analysis document.
Test Plan Review (TST-002)
- The person nominated to be responsible for the security reviews the test plan. The
produced review report is part of the security evidence to prove the software and process
is VAHTI compliant.
Threat Modeling (VTM-008)
- Although optional, it is recommended that a formal threat model is created based on
the application risk analysis. Done by the developers, results a threat model document.
Threat Modeling updates (VTM-010)
- Optional. When the requirements or environment changes and a new risk analysis is
performed, the threat model should be updated.

Heightened level

Goal and Criticality Definition (ESI-001)
- In practice the same requirement as Business Impact Analysis, although from the
VAHTI perspective and done by the whole team: the impact and business use of the
software is analyzed and its data confidentiality assessed. The resulting document is
used as input for security requirement definition.
Business Impact Analysis (ESI-002)
- Similar as above, but concentrates on the software’s criticality and impact on the cus-
tomer’s business. Analysis is provided mainly via the product owner.
Documentation of Security Solutions (VTM-001)
- Component level security documentation produced by the developers.
Application Security Requirement Definition (VTM-006)
- Security requirement uses the goal and criticality definition and risk analyses (op-
tionally, also threat models) as an input to define the security requirements. This is a
formalization of work that has already been done: the software is already determined
to belong to the heightened security level. Done by the whole team, involving also PO.

3 http://owasptop10.googlecode.com/files/OWASP%20Top%2010%20-%202013.pdf
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The resulting document is used as input for the maintenance phase.
Security Auditing (TST-007)
- Performed by an external and independent auditor, facilitated by the Scrum master.
Mandatory parts include automated penetration testing; administrative audit to verify
the software’s maintenance processes (post development phase - does not concern de-
velopment); architectural audit from security point of view.
Security Testing - recommended (TST-009)
- While a dedicated set of security tests is not mandatory, it is our recommendation
to perform such tests to help passing the security audit. Security test case review is
mandatory on the High security level. Inconsistently, actual security testing remains
non-mandatory in VAHTI!
Application Security Settings Definition (KTY-002)
- At the end of implementation and before deployment the software settings are docu-
mented and a maintenance guide with hardening instructions is written.

High level

Architecture and Development Guidelines (TSK-001)
- This is an organizational document that defines also some coding practices, such as
exception handling. If this document does not exist, it will have to be created before
security audit. Input from the organization’s developers and Scrum masters (if several)
can be done in e.g. Scrum of Scrums, a process of synchronizing the Scrums.
External Interfaces Review (SNT-004)
- The external interfaces of the software are reviewed against the architectural guidelines.
Input from the developers, review is facilitated by the Scrum master.
Attack Surface Recognition and Reduction (SNT-006)
- All attack vectors are to be identified and security mechanisms planned accordingly.
In practice just different approach to threat modeling; formalization of the work done at
architectural planning by the developers.
Architectural Security Requirements (VTM-009)
- Based on the attack surface recognition (and threat modeling), the architecture is
analyzed against recognized attack vectors by the developers.
Internal Communication Security – if applicable (SNT-016)
- The developers should be aware of the technical environment of the software for this
one. For example, if a web application uses separate database or application servers, the
communication interfaces must be hardened.
Security Test Cases Review (TST-001)
- Review the quality of the security test cases. The cases should be derived from other
documentation and their validity and comprehensiveness is verified (i.e., sanity-checked)
. Main responsible is with the security developer.
Test Phase Code Review (TST-004)
- Dubbed informal and performed by the person nominated to be responsible for security.
Review findings are documented. Developer task.
Use of Automated Testing Tools (TST-006)
- Partially organizational requirement, as acquiring the tools may cause administrative
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overhead. VAHTI specifically mentions e.g. fuzzers and code analyzers. This task is
performed by the developers; the Scrum master facilitates acquiring the tools.
Security Mechanism Review (TST-008)
- Code level review of securitymechanisms. Check list is to be derived from architectural
level documents and other relevant documentation produced during the VAHTI-Scrum
development process. Done by the developers and the security developer.
Development time Auditing (TST-010)
- One or more external audits to be performed at different phases of development.
VAHTI only states that the software’s security is to be audited, so it is to be agreed with
the stakeholders how to handle this. A good baseline would be architecture, interfaces,
security mechanisms and/or the review documentation. Involves all roles

5.3 Artifacts

Software security assurance is provided by evidence, and in most cases this means doc-
umentation: reports, plans, technical documents, memos and other document artifacts
considered relevant for security. VAHTI is not an exception to that, and pragmatically
speaking, producing the required artifacts fulfills the VAHTI Definition of Done. The se-
curity documentation reflects a significant part of work. However, the figurative security
burn down chart does not reach zero even when the last document has been finalized:
security tasks will remain a part of every sprint even after that.

The produced artifacts in a VAHTI-Scrum and their dependencies are outlined in
Figure 3.

Figure 3 is a matrix with the security levels on the x-axis and development phases
on the y-axis. Arrows indicate input; the document is a result of a process of the same
name. It should be noted that if the project is operating on high security level, the
Architectural and Development Guidelines document may and should be used as input
for other documentation. For clarity, the arrows do not cross the security level barriers
from higher level to a lower one. Items with dashed lines are optional, yet recommended.
On the bottom row, we have the external documents on higher levels: audition reports,
and input for the deployment and maintenance phases of the software’s life cycle.

6 Conclusions and future research

Software security and security regulation aim at a defined process, producing a mea-
surable, evidence-backed result. This result is called security assurance or security
compliance. In Finland, the state agencies have formalized their security requirements
into the form of collection of VAHTI instructions; these instructions also concern appli-
cation development. Standardized secure software developmentmethods have deep roots
in the waterfall era, but ‘agile’ is not the antithesis for defined processes or structured
way of working.

In our earlier work, we were interested about the adaptability of the agile methods
to the software development in general [16]: this study further utilized the findings and
analysis, and provided an example how and with what mechanisms the Scrum method
can be adapted to provide compliance with VAHTI instructions. This answers to our two
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Fig. 3. VAHTI documentation artifacts

first guiding research questions. The Definition of Done in security context is twofold:
the formal requirements may be fulfilled, and contribute to the actual DOD; security
may be considered ‘done’ only when the project finishes - or, even when the software
life cycle ends.

Naturally, this study has limitations. The presented model is based on a conceptual-
analytical approach and it has not been empirically evaluated. While we have carefully
addressed the two studied concepts and created the new model based these results, it
is possible that some of the proposed modifications can be improved. Thus, further
work is needed to validate and verify the model with, e.g., a case study conducted in an
university’ course with students or in an industrial setting.

The research field offers several complex and interesting opportunities for future
study:whilewe presented amethod to fulfillVAHTI’s requirementwith agile approach, it
would be fruitful to understand how industry is currently working with the requirements.
A qualitative case study with selected companies is planned to help identify the best
practices and methods to use.

Furthermore, benefits and drawbacks introduced to security and safety development
by agile methods should be studied. While in a quick glance, it seems that agility in
development and security of the product are competing objects that cannot be easily
achieved in the same project, an analysis of advantages and disadvantages of using agile
in secure software development should be performed. This would, furthermore, bring
an answer to the question, what are the reasons to adopt agile in the an environment
which is not the best for it?
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Abstract. Reuse of analysis methods and tools for data from different
issue management systems is challenging because there are differences in
how the data is accessed and represented. While various approaches for
collecting and analysing software engineering data have been developed,
they do not generally pay so much attention into how to actually get
the data from various sources. This paper presents a combined model for
issue management data that is based on an investigation of four issue
management systems. It also presents a proof of concept tool that can
collect issue management data from different services into our analysis
and visualization framework using an API description language that de-
fines how to get the issue management data and how to convert it into
our model. The aim of this approach is to allow the addition of new data
sources by simply providing their API descriptions.

Keywords: issue management, data model, software repository mining

1 Introduction

Issue management is an integral part of software development and management.
Various tools have been developed for that purpose e.g. Jira and the issue track-
ing feature of GitHub. The information collected into the issue management
system can be used to analyze the software project and it can give valuable in-
sights, that can help in managing the project, e.g. how to automatically identify
valid bug reports [12].

Many issue management systems offer an API that can be used to acquire
data. A tool, that could fetch issue management data from multiple sources and
offer the same interface and analysis features regardless what the data source is,
would be useful for both its users and developers. There are some differences in
how different issue management systems handle and represent issues and related
concepts. Thus if the same analysis tools and notations are to be used to analyze
issues from multiple sources, a common model for issue management has to be
defined. Also a generic method for collecting issue data from different sources
and converting it into this model has to be developed. This paper presents a
combined data model based on four different issue management systems. It also
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presents a tool that uses API descriptions in collecting and converting issue
management data from different services.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the motivation and
background of this research in more detail. Section 3 presents our investigation
into different issue management systems. Section 4 describes the combined issue
model that is based on the investigation. Section 5 describes the implementation
of a issue collection tool that uses API descriptions in collecting issue man-
agement data according to the model. Section 6 presents discussion about our
approach. Section 7 presents related work and section 8 presents conclusions.

2 Background and Motivation

An issue management system serves many purposes in an organization. It is a
knowledge repository, a communication and collaboration hub and a communi-
cation channel for requests for new features, bug reports or any task that de-
velopment team should perform [2]. Thus an issue management system contains
different types of useful information for analysis. However, issue management
systems are different in what data is stored and how the data is accessed. The
organization’s practices also affect how issues are used.

This research is related to previous research done in our department consid-
ering software engineering data analysis and visualization. In [9] we present a
study where software engineering data from different data sources were combined
and visualized to show realization of continuous deployment. This research has
led to the development of a unified model for software engineering data and a
framework for collecting, storing and accessing it [10]. This data can come from
various sources and represent different domains such as issue management, ver-
sion control or testing. To collect data from a specific domain an intermediate
domain model can be used. This paper presents such a model for issue manage-
ment data. Data can be first collected according to the intermediate model then
converted into the higher level unified model.

In our previous work we have also developed a method for building Internet
service compositions [7]. There we dealt with similar issues i.e. fetching concep-
tually similar data from different services, and using the data in a unified way
to implement mash-ups. We developed the concept of generic data types that
represented different concepts that many services handle like photo or status
update. Then we added information about the generic data types to the service
API descriptions so that they could be used in service compositions. In this work
we want to use a similar approach for easily gathering issue management data
from different services. We do not just want to write separate tools or plug-ins
for fetching and converting data from different systems. Instead we want one
generic tool that can be given descriptions of the APIs of the source systems.
This would then make it much quicker to add different data sources.
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3 Issue Management Data

To find a model for issue management data, we surveyed four web based sys-
tems that offer issue management. The systems were Jira1, GitHub2, GitLab3

and Bitbucket4. Jira is a dedicated issue management system. GitHub, GitLab
and Bitbucket offer code project hosting that include in addition to a issue
tracker a code repository based on a version control system. We investigated
what information a issue holds, what other concepts are related to issues and
how the systems record changes and other activity related to the issues.

3.1 Properties

First we defined what information an issue contains, i.e., the properties of the
issue. We listed the properties from each system and combined those that meant
the same thing. Properties can be simple attributes or relations to separate
entities, who have their own attributes. We found 26 different properties and 9
of these properties are common to all the systems. All issues have some kind of
unique identifier, a title or summary and a longer explanation about the issue.
The issue systems also record when an issue was created and when it was last
updated. Issues also have a status or state that indicates the current phase in
the workflow. Possible states in the workflow varies by system from just opened
and closed offered by GitHub to the user customizable workflows of Jira.

All of the systems have authenticated users and they can be related to an issue
as the creator. All systems support also assigning the issue to a user who then
is responsible for progressing the issue’s resolution. Issues can also be discussed
in all systems with a commenting feature.

Two properties issue labeling and associating issues to milestones are shared
with three of the systems. Seven properties are shared between two systems. In
six cases those systems are Jira and Bitbucket. They let issues be categorized
with types, offer possibility to associate issues with software versions and specific
components. They also allow issues to be prioritized.

Jira is the most advanced of the systems. It offers eight properties that the
other systems do not offer. It allows the type of the resolution to be recorded
for example fixed or cannot reproduce. It also offers features for estimating and
recording the amount of work for the issue. Issues in Jira can also be linked
to related issues. In addition Jira is customizable offering a possibility to add
custom fields.

3.2 Issue changes

All of the systems record changes to the issues such as changes in the issue state
and properties. What changes are recorded and how they are accessed varies. In

1 https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
2 https://github.com
3 https://gitlab.com
4 https://bitbucket.org
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all of the systems the user who made the change and the time the change was
made is recorded.

GitHub records issue changes as issue events. They can be accessed for the
whole project or for a specific issue. These events have a type that indicates
what kind of change the event represents for example closed, opened, assigned
or labeled. The event contains also information about what the change was e.g.
what label was added to the issue. GitLab has project specific events that include
events about issues but have other events also. There are events only for issue
opening and closing. Some other changes such as labeling or assigning are just
saved as comments of the issue

Bitbucket has also project events. However the feature is limited since only
30 most recent are available. Their content is also quite limited. There are events
for issue creation, commenting and updating but the update event does not have
specific information about what was updated and the creation event does not
tell what issue was created. In Jira each issue has a changelog. It records each
change of the issue. A change record contains the property whose value was
changed, its old value and the new value.

4 Data Model

This section presents the issue management data model that we developed based
on our investigation of the issue management systems. It also shortly presents the
unified software engineering data model used by our analysis and visualization
framework, presented in [10], and its relation to the issue management model.

4.1 Issue Management Model

Our investigation shows that issues in the different systems have quite much in
common. This enables the definition of a combined model for issues. It has eight
different entities: issue, user, comment, milestone, version, component, label and
change event.

An issue in our model has all of the properties presented in section 3.1. Most
of them (18 out of 26) were shared at least with two of the systems and the
rest are also useful. Table 1 lists the properties of an issue with their types and
descriptions.

Label, milestone, version and component are similar simple entities. They
have a name and a description and can be associated with issues. Milestone has
also a due date, a creation time and a closing time. User represents a user of
the issue management system. It can be associated with a issue as the issue
creator and as an assignee. Comments consist of the comment message and the
commenting time. They are associated with an issue and the user who posted
the comment.

Each issue has a changelog. It consists of change events that record when
the change was made, and optionally what property was changed and how i.e.
what is the new value for the property. Change event is also associated with the
user who made the change.
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Table 1. The properties of an issue entity.

Property Type Description

id string An unique identifier for the issue in the
management system

number string An unique identifier for the issue in a
project that is not unique in the whole sys-
tem

title string Describes the issue shortly

description string A longer explanation of the issue.

state string The current state of the issue in the issue
workflow

author user User who created the issue

created datetime When was the issue created

updated datetime When was the issue last updated

assignee user The person who is responsible for the issue.

comments count integer How many comments there are about the
issue

comments list of comments Comments about the issue

change log list of change events Changes made to the issue

labels list of labels Tags that are used to categorize issues.

milestone list of milestones Used to categorize issues to be implemented
in a specific version or sprint

priority string How important is the issue.

type string The type of the issue e.g. bug, feature

resolved datetime When was the issue resolved or closed.

affects version version The version the issue affects

fix version version The version in which the issue should be
resolved.

component component The software component associated with
the issue

watchers integer How many users are interested about the
issue e.g. they get notified about issue
changes

resolution string How was the issue resolved e.g. fixed, won’t
fix

environment string In what kind of environment the issue oc-
curs

votes integer How many votes the issue has

due datetime When the issue should be resolved

estimate integer Original stimate of the time required to re-
solve the issue (minutes)

remaining integer Current time estimate (minutes)

logged integer How much work has been done for the issue
(minutes)
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4.2 Relation to Unified Software Engineering Data Model

The unified software engineering data model, mentioned in Section 2 and de-
scribed in [10], consists of two concepts: artifact and event. Events present ac-
tions that happen in software engineering projects. They have an author, a type,
the time the event happened and a duration. Events are related to artifacts the
event happened to. Artifacts represent various aspects of software engineering
that are interesting for visualization and analysis purposes. For example an ar-
tifact can be a file in version control and commits to that file are events related
to it. Artifacts can also be related to each other. An artifact can have a state
and it can be changed by an event.

The issue management model presented in the previous section works as a do-
main specific model for the unified model. It can be mapped to the unified model
and so issue management data can be saved according to the unified model. Of
the entities issue, milestone, label, component and version are artifacts. Change
events and comments are events. Users can be modeled as artifacts or they can
be just attributes for events. Additionally events can be generated from some
of the entities’ time based attributes. For example issues and milestones have
an attribute that tells when they were created. From this attribute creation or
opening events can be generated.

5 Implementation

This section presents the implementation of an issue collector tool that uses
the issue model and the unified software engineering data analysis framework.
First an overview of the tool is presented. Then its API description system is
presented. Finally a usage example illustrates how the tool works.

5.1 Overview

Our web based data analysis and visualization framework [10] offers a database
for the software engineering data and an HTTP API for storing and querying it.
These APIs can be used by different data collection, analysis and visualization
plug-ins.

To test the feasibility of the issue management data model and data collec-
tion approach presented in this paper a tool was developed that can fetch issue
management data from different web based issue management systems accord-
ing to the issue management model. The data collection involves making HTTP
requests to various API endpoints like issues and milestones. The responses to
these requests will contain lists of items in the JSON format that should be
converted into various entities of the issue management model. After getting the
data the tool then converts the issue management data into the format of the
unified data model and sends it to the database.

The architecture of the tool is shown in Fig. 1. The tool consists of four
components. API descriptions define how to get issue management data from
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different sources. The user interface handles user input required for the data col-
lection. The API description defines what input data is required. The Collector
uses the user input to get data from a service described by an API descrip-
tion. The Unifier converts the data in to the unified model and sends it to the
database.

Fig. 1. The architecture of the issue collector tool.

The tool is implemented with Node.js. Currently the user interface is com-
mand line based. The current version of the tool does not yet cover the whole is-
sue management model. It can process issues, comments, milestones and change
events.

5.2 API Descriptions

An API description is a JavaScript object whose properties describe the API.
The API description consists of general properties and resource descriptions.
General properties describe general information about the API i.e. information
that is common to all API calls. Resource descriptions describe information
specific to API calls to one particular resource such as issues.

Table 2 lists the general properties. General properties for an API description
include the common part of the API URL, possibly some HTTP headers and
query parameters. Headers and query parameters are defined as simple objects
containing key-value pairs where the key is the header or query parameter and
the value its value. If the value is not static, the value undefined is used. This
indicates that the value has to come from the user.

For defining what information is required from the user in the user interface
the API description has an userParams property. This information is usually
project specific information such as identification of project to be targeted. The
value of userParams is a list of objects that contain the name of the parameter
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Table 2. General API description properties.

Property Type Description

BaseUrl string The part of the URL that is common to all
API requests

authentication list of objects A list of ways an user can authenticate to
the service

pagination string How does the API handle pagination.

headers object HTTP headers required by every API call

query object Query parameters required by every API
call

userParams object Defines what information is required from
the user for issue management data collec-
tion

resources resource description Information about how to get and convert
items from one API end point. Resources
can be issues, milestones, changeEvents or
comments.

and a description of the parameter that is shown to the user. The parameter
name indicates where the value will be used. For example it can be used as a
value for a header or query parameter that has the same name.

Issue management services can support multiple ways for their API users
to authenticate. The authentication API description property lists the authen-
tication methods that the service supports. A value in the list can be a string
containing the name of an authentication method that the tool understands.
Currently recognized methods are no authentication and HTTP basic. A value
can also be an object that defines a custom authentication method which can
contain additional headers, query parameters and user parameters.

Most API calls do not return everything at once. Instead they return up to
a certain number of items and the client has to request more. The pagination
property defines how this pagination in API calls is handled. Currently only
pagination using a RFC 5988 link header, that has the pagination information,
is supported.

The API description can contain multiple properties that have a resource
description object as the value. The name of the property indicates what kind
of entities the description describes. Currently supported values are issues, com-
ments, milestones and changeEvents.

A resource description is an object whose properties describe a particular
API resource, i.e., a concrete API end point that we want to make a HTTP call
to. A resource could be for example the list of issues in a project or a list of one
issue’s comments. Table 3 lists the properties that a resource description can
have.

The path property holds the rest of the HTTP request URL. The value is
a RFC 6570 URI template whose variables have to be expanded before mak-
ing the request. Values for these variables are found from the similarly named
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Table 3. Properties of a resource description.

Property Type Description

path string The rest of the URL as an URI template.

query object Query parameters specific for this resource.

headers object HTTP headers specific for this resource

filter function Function used to decide if the current item
will be processed.

item item description object How to convert one item from the resource
into an entity in the issue management
model

createOpeningEvents bool Create a change event from the created at-
tribute of the new entity.

createUpdatingEvents bool Create a change event from the updated at-
tribute of the new entity.

createClosingEvents bool Create a change event from the closed at-
tribute of the new entity.

children object Contains resource descriptions of the cur-
rent resource’s child resources.

parentParams object Information required from a parent re-
source for getting a child resource.

user parameters. The query and headers properties are similar to the corre-
sponding general properties but provide resource specific information. The cre-
ateOpeningEvents, createUpdatingEvents and createClosingEvents properties in-
dicate if additional change events should be created from the new entity’s cre-
ated, updated or closed properties.

The filter property can hold a function that is used to choose which items
received from the issue management system are processed. The function is given
a single item from the response like an issue and its boolean return value deter-
mines if that item should be processed.

The children property describes the current resource’s child resources such as
the comments of an issue. Its value is an object whose properties have resource
descriptions as values similar to the general API description. The parentParams
property is applicable only in child resource descriptions. Like user parameters
its values can be used in the URI template, headers and query parameters but
the source for the values is the child’s parent entity.

The item property gives information on how to convert one item from the re-
sponse in to an entity of the issue management model. The properties of an item
description object correspond to the properties of the entity to be extracted. The
value tells how to extract the value for the new entity’s property. For describing
how to extract the value we use JSONPath5. JSONPath expressions are used
to select a specific part of a JSON document or JavaScript object. The value of
an item description property can be a string or an object. The path property of
that object holds the JSONPath expression. The source property tells where the

5 http://goessner.net/articles/JsonPath/
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Listing 1.1. A part of the GitHub API description. Most item descriptions are not
shown and only part of the comment’s item description is shown.

1var api = {
2baseUrl : ’ https :// api . github . com/ ’ ,
3authent i ca t i on : [ ’ no authent i cat ion ’ , ’ bas ic ’ ] ,
4headers : { Accept : ’ app l i c a t i on /vnd . github . v3+json ’ ,
5’ User−Agent ’ : ’ o h y l l i / i s sue−c o l l e c t o r ’ } ,
6pag inat ion : ’ l ink header ’ ,
7userParams : [ { name : ’ owner ’ ,
8d e s c r i p t i on : ’The user name of the r epo s i t o r y owner ’ } ,
9{ name : ’ repo ’ ,
10d e s c r i p t i on : ’ the r epo s i t o r y name ’ } ] ,
11i s s u e s : {
12path : ’/ repos /{owner}/{ repo}/ i s sue s ’ ,
13query : { s t a t e : ’ a l l ’ } ,
14f i l t e r : func t i on ( item ) {
15return item . pu l l r e qu e s t !== undef ined ; } ,
16item : { . . . } ,
17createOpeningEvents : true ,
18createUpdatingEvents : true ,
19ch i l d r en : { comments : {
20path : ’/ repos /{owner}/{ repo}/ i s s u e s /{number}/comments ’ ,
21parentParams : { number : ’ $ . number ’ } ,
22item : { id : ’ $ . id ’ ,
23i s s u e : { path : ’ $ . id ’ , source : ’ parent ’ } ,
24user : ’ $ . user . log in ’ ,
25message : ’ $ . body ’ , . . . } } } , . . . } ;

value is to be extracted from. Possible values are item, which means the item
received from the service, and parent, which means the parent entity of the new
entity. The mapping property can be used to replace the extracted value with
another value. If source is the item and there is no mapping information, the
object can be replaced with a string containing the path information.

5.3 Usage example

As an example of the tool’s usage we tested the method to collect issue man-
agement data from four public open source projects : grip6, glutin7, gfx8 and
webgl-noise9. The webgl-noise project is the smallest of the four projects con-
taining 14 issues where as gfx is the largest containing 304 issues. Glutin project
has 187 issues and Grip 107 issues. The projects use GitHub as a code repository
and issue management system. Thus we require an API description of GitHub’s
API which is shown in listing 1.1.

When the issue collector is invoked, it first checks what API descriptions are
present and asks the user which of these she wants to use. The issue collector
loads the API description the user chose and first checks what authentication
methods are available and lets the user choose the one she prefers. As can be
seen on the line 3 of the Listing 1.1 GitHub issue collector can be used with-
out authentication or with HTTP basic authentication.10 If the user chooses
basic authentication, the tool next asks the user for her username and password

6 grip – https://github.com/joeyespo/grip/issues
7 glutin – https://github.com/tomaka/glutin/issues
8 gfx – https://github.com/gfx-rs/gfx/issues
9 webgl-noise – https://github.com/ashima/webgl-noise/issues

10 GitHub supports also OAuth2 authentication but our tool does not yet support it.
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required by HTTP basic authentication. Next issue collector checks what ad-
ditional API specific information is needed from the user. From the lines 7-10
of the Listing 1.1 we see that two user parameters named owner and repo are
required. The issue collector queries inputs for these showing their descriptions
to the user. Lastly the tool queries the user for some metadata required by the
unified data model.

Next the collector can begin the actual data collection. It goes through ev-
ery resource description, makes HTTP requests they define and converts the
data received into the appropriate entities. For constructing the HTTP requests
the collector gets the beginning of the URL from line 2. Lines 4 and 5 define
that all HTTP requests have to contain two specific headers. If HTTP basic
authentication was chosen the authentication information provided by the user
is also added to the requests. Then, for example, from the resource description
for issues the collector gets the rest of the URL from line 12. This URI template
has two variables owner and repo. The collector gets values for these from the
similarly named user parameters. The resource description also defines on line
13 that the URL has to include a query parameter named state with the value
all. After making the request, the collector processes each item in the response.
Since on lines 14-15 issues resource has a filter function, that is executed first
and the item is processed only if it returns false. In this case the function is used
to filter out pull requests which GitHub includes with the issues.

The API description defines on line 19 that issues have comments as children.
This means that for each issue entity created its comments should be fetched
as well. The path on line 20 is expanded with the owner and repo and also
the number property of the parent issue. This is defined on line 21 with the
parentParams property. The actual comment entity is constructed according to
the information on lines 22-25. It defines for example that the message property
of a comment can be found from the response item’s property named body. It
also defines that the id of the issue the comment is related to can be found from
its parent entity’s id property.

After each item in a response has been processed, the collector checks if the
response contains a link header that has the URL for the next page of items, and
if it does, it makes a request to it. This behaviour is specified on the line 6 of
the Listing 1.1. After all entities are collected, the collector checks if additional
change events have to be created. For example line 17 defines that from each
issue entity a change event has to be created. This event’s change type will be
opened and the time the creation time of the issue.

After the collector is finished, the unifier converts the issue management data
into unified model’s artifacts and events which are then send to the database. Af-
ter this the user can use the visualization framework’s analysis and visualization
features. Figure 2 has an example visualization from the grip project’s data that
shows each artifact’s events and life spans on a timeline. From the visualization
we can see for example how long different issues have been open and if the issue
has been reopened. Also comment, label, reference and delabel times are visible
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for each issue. This kind of view enables comparing issue lifespans to each other
as well as finding similarities and patterns from issue events.

Fig. 2. Visualization of lifespans and events from Grip open source project. Each ar-
tifact has its own row to display events and lifespan. The lifespan starts when the
artifact is opened and ends when it is closed. Lifespan is shown as a line in artifacts
row. The dots mark different kinds of events. The dot colors are mapped to event types
and those are explained in the top of the visualization. At the right of the artifact line
the artifact type and at the left the artifact id are presented. All artifact rows are not
visible in the figure as the figure is cropped to save space.

6 Discussion

Our issue management data model is based on a survey of four issue management
systems. Although there are many more issue management systems we believe
that our model covers the most important aspects of issue management. However
in our future work we should verify our model by using it with systems that
we did not survey and if the need arises to expand our model. Our model is
quite simple and not as expressive as for example an ontology based approach.
However, our aim was a light weight model for data storage and testing the API
description approach, and for that purpose we believe our model is suitable.

The implementation of our issue collector tool shows the basic feasibility of
the model. We used the model successfully with GitLab and GitHub for which
we currently have API descriptions. The implementation and those API descrip-
tions also shows the feasibility of our data collection approach. This approach
has its strengths and weaknesses. The descriptions are declarative so a descrip-
tion author does not need to worry how the data is collected. When the APIs
behave similarly such as GitHub and GitLab do when fetching issues and their
comments, the approach works well. However, when there are differences in how
things are done like with change events, the tool’s implementation and API de-
scription have to take them in to account, which will cause complexity in the
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implementation code and in the API description syntax. API rate limiting of
the services can cause problems when fetching data from bigger projects and
we must find ways to deal with them. Currently the tool is a proof of concept
implementation and probably new issue sources such as Jira and Bitbucket could
not be added just by adding their API descriptions since there are many things
the implementation does not support yet. For example pagination is supported
only with a link header which all services do not support so a custom pagination
implementation would be required. More advanced data extraction features for
more complex data structures are also required.

In our previous work on Internet service compositions [7] we used the Web
Application Description Language (WADL) to describe the service APIs. Then
we had to add additional metadata to describe the service and its data. In this
work we wanted to try a different approach with our own JavaScript based
API descriptions. It allowed us to combine the API description and the data
description required in the data conversion. We could also add features that
support common higher level tasks such as authentication and pagination. We
can also add functionality to the API descriptions with JavaScript functions
which we used in filtering the items. They could also be used for example with
custom pagination implementations in the future. Though this approach requires
the author of an API description to know JavaScript, the descriptions are quite
simple and do not use advanced features of the language.

7 Related Work

On a high level this work can be seen to be related to research into extract, trans-
form and load (ETL) processes used in data warehousing to integrate data from
different sources for business reports. ETL research deals with similar problems
as our research such as how to combine data from different schemas into a single
schema and what is the workflow of the ETL process [11]. More precisely this
work is a part of the research in to software repository mining where different
tools for collecting and analyzing issue management data among other software
engineering data have been developed. However these tools do not pay so much
attention in making the data collection generic. Fischer et al. [3] developed a
SQL based release history database for collecting and analyzing data for version
control and issue management. The system does not include special features for
data collection from different sources. Issue management data is just collected
with custom scripts from Bugzilla.

Some approaches use semantic web technologies and define an ontology for
software engineering data. Kiefer et al. [8] developed EvoOnt which focuses on
software evolution. It includes models for the software, version history and bugs.
The EvoOnt issue model is based on Bugzilla but it is similar to ours though
there are some differences in what concepts of issue management are covered.
The paper does not go much in to the details of the model like what properties
and relations it supports or what if any change data is collected. This system
also has no special consideration for data collection. Dhruv [1] offers semantically
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enriched features for members of an open source community to work with issues
and related information. Dhruv was developed for a particular open source com-
munity that uses particular tools though the developers point out that it could
be made to work with other communities and tools, because its model should
be general enough and its architecture supports expansion.

Evolizer [4] is a tool whose main focus is in analyzing code changes but its
software metamodel includes issues and has an exporter for getting issue data
from Bugzilla. It is an Eclipse plug-in and its extension including the addition of
new issue data importers takes advantage of Eclipse’s plug-in extension features.
Goeminne and Mens [5] have developed a framework for analyzing and compar-
ing the evolution of open source projects which is mainly focused on different
metrics. It uses the FLOSSMetrics data base [6] which defines a schema for vari-
ous data collectors including issue data collectors. The FLOSSMetrics issue data
collector supports two issue management systems: Bugzilla and SourceForge.

8 Conclusions

Analysis of issue management data can give useful insights in to a software en-
gineering project. In our previous work we had developed an unified software
engineering data model and a framework for storing and accessing it. Collecting
issue management data from various sources and converting it in to the unified
format for analysis presents challenges. We tackled these challenges by first in-
vestigating four different web based issue management systems. Based on that
we developed a combined issue management data model. It consists of eight en-
tities such as issue, milestone and comment. These entities, their properties and
relations cover the essential parts of issue management and allows data from
various sources to be stored and analyzed.

We also developed a proof of concept issue data collection tool which collects
issue data according to our issue management model and then converts the data
into the unified data model’s format. The tool uses declarative API descriptions
which define how data is fetched and converted. The current version of our tool
is limited but it proves the feasibility of our approach. The end goal of our
approach is to allow new data sources to be added quickly just by providing an
API description that can then be used to fetch data from different projects in that
source. We believe that this approach can be expanded to cover different types
of software engineering data such as version control data. In our future work we
will explore the potential of this approach with other issue management systems
and other kind of data. This approach might also have uses in other contexts.
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Abstract. Log files are often the only way to identify and locate errors in a de-
ployed system. This paper presents a new log file analyzing framework, 
LOGDIG, for checking expected system behavior from log files. LOGDIG is a 
generic framework, but it is motivated by logs that include temporal data 
(timestamps) and system-specific data (e.g. spatial data with coordinates of 
moving objects), which are present e.g. in Real Time Passenger Information 
Systems (RTPIS). The behavior mining in LOGDIG is state-machine-based, 
where a search algorithm in states tries to find desired events (by certain accu-
racy) from log files. That is different from related work, in which transitions are 
directly connected to lines of log files. LOGDIG reads any log files and uses 
metadata to interpret input data. The output is static behavioral knowledge and 
human friendly composite log for reporting results in legacy tools. Field data 
from a commercial RTPIS called ELMI is used as a proof-of-concept case 
study. LOGDIG can also be configured to analyze other systems log files by its 
flexible metadata formats and a new behavior mining language. 

Keywords: Log file analysis, data mining, spatiotemporal data mining, behav-
ior computing, intruder detection, test oracles, RTPIS, Python 

1 Introduction 

Log files are often the only way to identify and locate errors in deployed software 
[1], and especially in distributed embedded systems that cannot be simulated due to 
lack of source code access, virtual test environment or specifications. However, log 
analysis is no longer used only for error detection, but even the whole system man-
agement has become log-centric [2]. 

Our work originally started 15 years ago with a commercial Real Time Passenger 
Information System (RTPIS) product called ELMI. It included real-time bus tracking 
and bus stop monitors displaying time of arrival estimates. ELMI consisted of several 
mobile and embedded devices and a proprietary radio network. The system was too 
heterogeneous for traditional debugging, which led to log file analysis as the primary 
method. In addition, log file analysis helped discovering the behavior of some black-
box parts of the system, which contributed to the development of open ELMI parts.  

The first log tools were TCL scripts that were gradually improved in an ad-hoc 
manner. The tooling fulfilled the needs very well, but the maintenance got complicated 
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and the tools fit only for the specific system. This paper presents a new, general pur-
pose log analyzer tool framework called LOGDIG based on the previous experience. It 
is purposed for logs that include temporal data (timestamps) and optionally system-
specific data (i.e. spatial data with coordinates of moving objects). 

Large embedded and distributed systems generate many types of log files from 
multiple points of the system. One problem is that log information might not be pur-
posed for error detection but e.g. for business, user or application context. This requires 
capability to interpret log information. In addition, there can be complex behaviors like 
a chain of sequential interdependent events, for which simple statistical methods are 
not sufficient [1]. This requires state sequence processing. LOGDIG is mainly intended 
for expected behavior mining. 

State-of-the art log analyzers connect the state transitions one by one to the log 
lines (i.e. events or records). LOGDIG has an opposite new idea, in which log events 
do not directly trigger transitions but events are searched for states by special state 
functions. The benefit is much more versatile searches and inclusion of already read 
old log lines in the searches, which is not the case in state-of-the-art. LOGDIG in-
cludes also our new Python based language Behavior Mining Language (BML), but 
this is out of the scope of this paper. 

The new contributions in this paper are i) New method for searching log events for 
state transitions, ii) LOGDIG architecture and implementation iii) Proof-of-concept by 
real RTPIS field data. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work and Sec-
tion 3 the architecture of LOGDIG. Section 4 presents an RTPIS case study with real 
bus transportation field data. The paper is concluded in Section 5. 

 

2 Related work 

We focus on discovering the realized behavior from logs, which is required to fig-
ure out if the system works as expected. The behavior appears as an execution trace or 
sequential interdependent events in log files. The search means detecting events that 
contribute to the trace described as expected behavior. 

A typical log analyzer tool includes metamodels for the log file information, speci-
fication of analytical tasks, and engines to execute the tasks and report the results [2]. 
Most log analyzers are based on state machines. The authors in [5] conclude that most 
appropriate and useful form for a formal log file analyzer is a set of parallel state ma-
chines making transitions based on lines from the log file. Thus, e.g. in [1], programs 
are validated by checking conformity of log files. The records (lines) in a log file are 
interpreted as transitions of the given state machine. 

The most straightforward log analyzing methods is to use small utility commands 
like grep and awk, spreadsheet like Excel or database queries. More flexibility comes 
with scripts, e.g. Python (NumPy/SciPy), Tcl, Expect, Matlab, SciLab, R and Java 
(Hadoop). There are also commercial log analyzers like [3] and open source log ana-
lyzers like [4]. However, in this paper we focus on scientific proposals in the follow-
ing. 
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Valdman [1] has presented a general log analyzer, and Viklund [5] analysis of de-
bug logs. Authors in [6] have presented execution anomaly detection techniques in 
distributed systems based on log analysis. Execution anomalies include work flow 
errors and low performance problems. The technique has three phases: at first abstract-
ing log files, then deriving FSA and next checking execution times. The result is a 
model of behavior. Later it can be compared whether the learned model was same or 
not than current model to detect anomalies. This technique does not need extra lan-
guages or data to configure analyzer. A database based analysis is presented in [7] for 
employing a database as the underlying reasoning engine to perform analyses in a rapid 
and lightweight manner. TBL-language is presented in [8] for validating expected be-
haviors in execution traces of system. TBL is based on parameterized patterns. Domain 
specific LOGSCOPE language is presented in [9] that is based on temporal logic. 

 
LFA [10] has been developed for general test result checking with log file analysis, 

and extended by LFA2 [11; 12]  with the idea of generating log file analyzers from 
C++ instead of Prolog. That improved general performance of LFA and allowed to 
extend the LFAL language by new features, such as support for regular expressions. 
Authors in [13] have presented a broad study on log file analysis. LFA is clearly clos-
est to our work and most widely reported. 

 
Table 1 presents comparison between our work and LFA/LFA2. The classification 

criteria is modified from [1] and for brevity we exclude detailed description of each. 
To conclude, the main difference to LFA/LFA2 is that it connects transitions directly 
to the events (lines) of the log files. LOGDIG has a completely different approach 
enabling more versatile searches, like the search from old (already read) lines or the 
search “backward”. New system-specific search features are also easier to add. 
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Table 1. Comparison of LOGDIG and LFA/LFA2 analyzer 

 
 

Feature LOGDIG LFA/LFA2

1. Analyzed system and logs
1. System type Distributed Distributed
2. Amount of logs Not limited 1
3. size of logs Not limited Not limited
4. formats of logs Not limited Limited

2. Analyzing goals and  results
1. Processing Batch job Batch job
2. type of knowledge Very complex Complex
3. Results SBK, RCL, test oracle Test oracle

3. Analyzator
1. technology or formalism of engine State-machine State-machine
2. using event indexing Time, Id No
3. Search aspects (SA) Index, data, SSD Data
4. Adjustment of accuracy of SA Yes Yes
5. pre-processing (and language) Yes (PPL) No
6. analyzing language BML LFAL
7. versatile reading from log By index not limited Only forward
8. operational modes Multiple-pass Single-pass
9. state-machine-based engine Yes Yes

1. state machines 1 Not limited
2. state-functions ES algorithm No
3. state transitions Limited (F,N,E) Not limited
4. state transition functions Yes Yes
5. variables Yes Yes

4. Analyzator’s structure and interfaces
1. implementation Python (Tcl) Prolog/C++
2. extensibility Via SBK, BMS, SSC ?
3. integratability Command line ?
4. modularity BMU,ESU,SSC,SSD,lib Lib

5. Analyzator’s other features
1. robustness (runtime) Exit transition Error transition
2. user interface Command line ?
3. compiled or interpreted Interpreted Compliled
4. speed Medium Fast
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3 LOGDIG architecture 

Fig. 1 depicts the overall architecture and log processing of LOGDIG. The analysis 
process refines raw data from the log files (bottom) into information (middle) and fi-
nally to knowledge (top). The straightforward purpose is to transform the dynamic 
behavior data from the log files into static behavior knowledge (SBK file). This can 
be thought of linking many found events from many “rows” of log files into one “row” 
of the SBK file.  The static knowledge can be reported and further processed by legacy 
visualization, database and spreadsheet tools like Excel. Besides SBK, LOGDIG pro-
duces a Refined Composite Log called RCL file. Its purpose is to link found data on 
the log files together into one composite, human readable text format described in 
BML language. This helps simple keyword-based searches for reporting and further 
analysis. 

 
Fig. 1. Overview of LOGDIG analyzer log processing. 

 
The LOGDIG processing has two main phases: log data pre-processing and behav-

ior mining. Pre-processing transforms the original log files into uniform, mining-
friendly format, which is defined by our own Pre-Processing Language (PPL). PPL is 
not discussed further in this paper, but we use the common csv format with named 
columns as output of the transform. The behavior mining phase uses our BML lan-
guage to define searching the events of expected behavior. 

Logs may consist of rows of unstructured text that can be parsed with regular ex-
pressions (Python). Timestamp is mandatory in every line. Pre-processed logs are 
structured in rows and columns as csv files. The first row is header line that includes 
column (variable) names. The columns are row number, timestamp and log file specif-
ic data. 

Sometimes analyzing needs systems specific utility data to make decisions in be-
havior mining phase. This is called System Specific Data (SSD) and it is not log data. 
SSD files can come from system documentation and databases without any standard 
structure and format as in our case study. SSD can be e.g. spatial data like position 
boundary boxes for bus stops in RTPIS. SSD is parsed using System Specific Code 
(SSC) written in Python. 
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Fig. 2. Detailed architecture of behavior mining phase of LOGDIG.  

 
 The detailed behavioral mining process is presented in Fig. 2. We first describe the 
concepts and functional units. There are two main functional units: Behavior Mining 
Unit (BMU) and Event Search Unit (ESU) and also one global data structure named as 
Behavior Mining Storage (BMS). There can be many ESU’s, one BMU and one BMS 
in LOGDIG. 

BMS is a global and common dictionary type data structure, which includes varia-
ble names and their values used in LOGDIG. Initial BMS can be described in BML-
language or given in command line parameters. It is possible to add new variables and 
values to BMS on the fly. Used variables can be grouped as follows: command line, 
internal, and result variables. The result variables are grouped as identify, log, time, 
searched, calculated, counter, error flags and warning flag variables (See example in 
table 2). BMS can be implemented as shared memory structure wherein it is very fast 
and it can be used in many (external) tools and commands even in real time. 
BMU consists of five parts: pre-processor of variable names, state-machine, state-
transition functions, ESU interface and composite timetable. Pre-processor converts 
variable names in state transition functions of a BML code to be used in Python. State 
machine is the main engine of BMU that is described in BML language. State transi-
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tion functions are called from the state machine and they are also described in BML-
language. 

ESU interface connects the state machine to ESU. It converts execute command 
and parameters suitable to ESU and converts the result of ESU for the state machine. 
The ESU interface can be modified depending on how ESU has been implemented and 
where it is located, compared to BMU. ESU can be a separate command line command 
and it can be even located on separate computers. This gives interesting possibilities 
for the future to decentralization and performance. 

A composite timetable-structure is for the Refined Composite Log (RCL) file to 
collect together all time indexed “print”-notifications from state transitions. The time-
table is needed because all searched data from log files are not always read in time 
(forwarding) order, because BMU has capability to re-read old lines from same log and 
also to read older line from other logs.  

BML language presents the expected behavior with certain accuracy and it is 
straightforward representation of state machine, (ESU) states with input parameters 
and state transition functions. It can also include initialization of BMS variables and 
values. State transition functions can include Python code and BMS variables. Because 
BML is out of the scope of this paper, we do not go into details. 

ESU is a state of the state machine and it includes state function which is named 
Event Search (ES) algorithm. ES algorithm includes a Basic System Code (BSC) and 
optionally a System Specific Code (SSC). The BSC is the body of ES algorithm and 
SSC is an extension to BSC. BSC reads Basic System (BS) parameters from the state 
machine and on their basis start searching from log. If SSC is in use (set in mode pa-
rameter), also System Specific (SS) parameters are read. 

Base System (BS) parameters are needed to set the search mode, log file name ex-
pression, searched BMS log variable names, time column name, as well as start and 
stop time expressions for ES algorithm. System Specific (SS) parameters are used in 
SSC-part of ES algorithm. E.g. in case of spatial data like in our case study, SS param-
eters are: latitude and longitude column name and also SSD filename expression. 
 
Each search mode has the common task: searches an event between the start and the 
stop time (ESU time windows in figure 5) that values of variable names are same in 
log and BMS. 
 
The search modes can be:  

• “EVENT:First”: Searches the first event from the log 
• “EVENT:Last”: Searches the last event from the log 
 
In the case of SSC, search modes can also be System Specific (SS) modes (as in our 
case study):  
 
• “POSITION:Entering”: Searches object’s entering position to boundary box area 

(desciped in SSD) from the log 
• “POSITION:Leaving”: Searches object’s leaving from boundary box area (de-

scribed in SSD) from the log 
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3.1 Mining process 

 The mining process is described in figure 2. The user of LOGDIG starts the BMU 
execution (1), which reads command line parameters (2) and BML language (3) as 
input. On their basis BMU writes (4) BMS variable values directly or via state transi-
tion function, and executes (5) ESU with search BS parameters (6). If SS mode is in 
use in current ESU, also SS parameters (7) are read. Then ESU reads (8) pre-processed 
log file. If SS mode in use, it reads also (9) SSD file. Then starts the searching. 

After ESU has finished the searching, it returns (10) the result of the search, which 
can be “Found” (F), “Not found” (N) or “Exit” (E). If “Found”, ESU writes (11) found 
variables from the log file to the BMS variables. Then, BMU reasons what to do next 
based on the action attached to the result. This is described in BML language. Depend-
ing on the action, BMU runs possible state transition function which can read (12) 
BMS variables. Based on the action, a transition function may write one row to (13) 
RCL or (14) SBK knowledge-result files. 

After that BMU normally executes (5) a new search by starting ESU with new pa-
rameters. BMU exits the mining phase if there are no searches left or “Exit” has been 
returned. “Exit” is a problem exception that should never happen, but if it occurs, user 
is notified and LOGDIG is closed cleanly. 

When BMU has completed, the SBK file can be read (15) by an external tool (like 
spreadsheet) to write (17) better visualizations from the knowledge results. All tools 
supporting the csv format can be used. Another option is to read (16) directly data from 
the BMS variables by a suitable tool to write (17) other (visualization) knowledge-
results.  

State transition functions can use framework BMU library functions, like setting 
and writing RCL and SBK files and also calculating time differences between 
timestamp. It is also possible to add new library-functions depending on the needs. 

Because LOGDIG analyzer has been implemented in Python and it works on top of 
any operating system, all features of Python and the operating system can be used as a 
platform in BMU and ESU.  
 

4 Case study: EPT-case in ELMI 

 The real time passenger information system ELMI [14], deployed in Espoo, Fin-
land in 1998 - 2009, displayed the waiting time of buses at bus stop monitors. ELMI 
included 300 buses and 11 bus stop monitors [15], 3 radio base stations, central com-
puter system (CCS) and communication server (COMSE). Buses sent login of line and 
location information to CCS via radio base stations every 30 seconds. Then CCS calcu-
lated the waiting time values and sent them to the bus stop monitors via COMSE. Be-
cause all messages of the system went through the COMSE, it was also used for log-
ging and running the LOGDIG analyzer. There are 3 types of original logs: CCS, 
COMSE and BUS. Every bus has own BUS log identified by bus number. In pre-
processing phase of LOGDIG, original logs are divided message-specified log files: 
CCS_RTAT, CCS_AD, BUS_LOGIN and BUS_LOCAT. That makes analyzing faster 
and simpler.  

We have named the main requirement as EPT (Estimated Passing Time) to see 
when the bus pass the stop. The expected behavior can include one or more EPT’s. 
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Other definitions include RTAT (Real bus Theoretical Arrival Time), including bus 
number, line and monitor, as well as AD (Advanced or Delayed) compared to RTAT. 

The sequence of requirements for one EPT case is: 1) a bus driver sent a login for a 
line in a bus terminal, 2) the bus started to drive from the terminal, 3) when the bus is 
in the line and if necessary (started, delayed or advanced of schedule) CCS calculated 
estimated waiting times and sent to target monitors, 4) the bus arrived to a bus stop and 
its monitor, and 5) COMSE removed the waiting time from monitor. 

There are two SSD’s (System Specific Data) in this case: 1) customer’s require-
ment document that requires the error of estimation should be below 120 seconds and 
2) boundary box areas of bus stop’s from database of ELMI-system. 

Various EPT cases are processed by the LOGDIG state machine shown in Fig. 4. It 
can search and analyze all EPT’s in a time window of Expected Behavior (EB) for 
specific lines and monitor as described in Fig. 3.  The time window can be set from the 
command line or BML language. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Time window from 03:00 to 23:00 and 3 example EPT’s in logs 

 
Fig. 4. State machine structure of the EPT’s case study 
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Fig. 5. Timing diagram for one EPT 

Behavior and ESU-states of the state machine of LOGDIG in EPT’s case is depict-
ed in Fig. 5. Inputs of the EPT’s case (from T1 transition function or command line) 
are start time, stop time, line, max login (means maximum time from LOGIN to 
RTAT) and max rtat (means maximum time from RTAT to PASS) and also maximum 
error values (SSD 1: -120 – 120 seconds) for the estimations of CCS and COMSE. 
The sequence is following: 

• S1: Searches first RTAT message (inputs: line) from CCS_RTAT log file in given 
ESU time window (see Fig. 5): 
─ On entry function (before searching), calls T11: Sets start time of ESU time 

window to search next RTAT message or original EB start time in first “round” 
of search 

─ Found: Sets RTAT variables. Calls T2: Sets input variables for next state. 
─ Not found: Calls T10: Prints final results. 

• S2: Searches first LOGIN message (inputs: log-type, bus, line, direction) from 
BUS_LOGIN log file in given ESU time window: 
─ Found: Sets LOGIN variables. Calls T3: Sets input variables for next state. 
─ Not found: Calls T4: Sets input variables for next state. 

• S3: Searches starting (leaving) place of the bus from terminal bus stop in given 
ESU time window from BUS_LOCAT log file (input: bus). This needs SSD 2 to 
check positions: 
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─ Found: Sets LOCAT variables. Calls T5: Sets input variables for next state. 
─ Not found: - 

• S4: Searches arriving place of the bus to the target bus stop in given ESU time 
window from BUS_LOCAT log file. This needs SSD 2 to check position:  
─ Found: Sets LOCAT variables. Calls T6: Sets input-variables for next state.   

Calculates the real passing time of the bus 
─ Not found: - 

• S5: Searches first BQD message (inputs: bus, line) from COMSE log file in given 
ESU time window: 
─ Found: Sets BQD variables. Calls T7: Sets input variables for next state. 
─ Not found: Calls T8: Sets input variables for next state.  

• S6: Searches last AD message (inputs: line, direction, bus) from CCS_AD log file 
in given ESU time window:  
─ Found: Sets AD variables. Calls T9: Calculates errors of the estimated waiting 

time, writes one row to SBK file and writes RCL knowledge from the composite 
timetable structure to RCL file 

─ Not found: - 

There are exit transitions in every ESU state if a problem reading a log file occurs, 
e.g. the file is missing or there is a syntax error.  Variables and their values (BMS 
variables in Fig. 2) comes directly from the log files and the command line initializa-
tion parameters, but there are also result specific variables in the SBK files. Result 
variables of SBK file are set in almost every state and state transition function and 
they are added (by one row) to SBK file at the end of successfully analyzing of one 
EPT in the last transition (T9 in Fig. 4). RCL knowledge is written in almost every 
state transition function to the composite timetable-structure (see Fig. 2) and in T9 
they are added to RCL file. Searching time windows in every state can vary depend-
ing on (initializing variables and) variable values (found events timestamps) given 
from previous states.  
Time indexing and possibility to read already processed log lines is utilized in two 
ways. See the re-read between EPT1 and EPT2 in Fig. 3. When searching different 
log files, RTAT-message from CCS_RTAT log is read before LOGIN message from 
BUS_LOGIN log even though LOGIN (EPT requirement step 1) comes before RTAT 
(EPT requirement step 2) in time. This way we can limit the complexity of the search 
and analyze only certain RTAT and its line or monitor. Within the same log file, 
RTAT or AD messages in many EPT cases exist. If we want to analyze only one 
monitor and its line, we will re-read the old log lines. 

4.1 Case study results 

The content of the SBK file in the ELMI case study is given in Table 2. There are 
described three example EPT’s (bus drives in line 2132 and towards bus stop monitor 
1031), which are also shown in Fig. 6. We consider a more detailed reading of the 
first EPT (EPT1). At 6:24:31 (LOGIN_MSG) in the terminal, the bus driver (num-
ber111) has logged in to line 2132 and its direction 1. Then at 6:25:01 (DRIVE) the 
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bus has started from the terminal. At 6:42:33 (RTAT_MSG) CCS has sent the first 
estimated arrival time (6:45:52, RTAT_VAL) to the monitor. At 6:45:03 (AD_MSG) 
CCS has sent the last time correction for the waiting time. AD_VAL -25 tells that the 
bus has been 25 seconds in advance of the schedule. At 6:45:40 (PASS) the bus has 
passed the bus stop that is the estimation of LOGDIG. COMSE has estimated the 
arrival time to be 6:46:02 (BQD_MSG). That means there has been 13s error 
(PASS_TIME_ERR) between the estimated arrival time (RTAT_AD_VAL: 6:45:27) 
and real arrival time (PASS: 6:45:40). The error to the COMSE estimation has been -
22 seconds (BQD_TIME_ERR). Because absolute values of the errors are smaller 
than 120 seconds, error flag EPT_ERR is 0.  Warning flags are 0, that means there 
have been found LOGIN and BQD messages from the logs. In this case the whole 
EPT has lasted from 6:24:31 (LOGIN_MSG) to 6:46:02 (BQD_MSG) in total of 
21:31 minutes. 

Table 2. Three example EPT’s (in line 2132 and bus stop monitor 1031) of the SBK file 

 
 

Knowledge variables Knowledge data
Group Num Variable EPT1 EPT2 EPT3

Identify 1 SBK_ID 13 35 52
Log 2 BUS 111 451 228

3 LINE 2132 2132 2132
4 DIR 1 1 1
5 SIGN 1031 1031 1031

Time 6 RTAT_SRCH_TIME 6:36:01 7:55:47 8:48:08
Searched 7 LOGIN_MSG (S2) 6:24:31 7:48:17 8:43:09

8 DRIVE (S3) 6:25:01 7:48:47 8:44:10
9 RTAT_MSG (S1) 6:42:33 7:55:47 8:48:08

10 RTAT_VAL (S1) 6:45:52 7:59:02 8:51:18
11 PASS (S4) 6:45:40 8:01:57 8:51:45
12 BQD_MSG (S5) 6:46:02 8:02:17 8:52:08
13 AD_MSG (S6) 6:45:03 8:01:48 8:51:09
14 AD_VAL (S6) -25 166 11

Calculated 15 RTAT_AD_VAL (T9 6:45:27 8:01:48 8:51:29
16 PASS_LOGIN (T9) 1269 820 516
17 PASS_DRIVE (T9) 1239 790 455
18 PASS_RTAT (T9) 187 370 217
19 PASS_TIME_ERR (T 13 9 16
20 BQD_TIME_ERR (T9 -22 -20 -23

Error flags 21 EPT_ERR 0 0 0
Warning 22 LOGIN_WARN (T4) 0 0 0
flags 23 BQD_WARN (T8) 0 0 0
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The same EPT’s has also been presented in a visual form in Fig. 6. The visual 
presentation has been generated from the SBK file using gnuplot and Tcl script lan-
guage. The horizontal axis represents the time of day and the vertical axis time differ-
ences in relation to the passing time. The values can be directly found from the SBK 
variables numbers: 16-20.  

 
 

Fig. 6. Example of visual representation of SBK-file (bus line 2132 and monitor 1031) 

We can reason a few things in Fig. 6. Times between 14 EPT’s have been varied a lot. 
For example “LOGIN time” in about 8:00 – 9:00 and 16:00 - 17:00 seems to be 
smaller. These times are typically morning and afternoon rush hours. We see also that 
real waiting time values have been quite short time (RTAT time: 200s) in monitors, 
but that is because in this case the trip from the terminal bus stop to the monitor was 
quite short. Estimation of waiting times are seemed to work quite well, because error 
values (WT-error and BQD-error) are between +120 - -120 seconds in all EPT cases. 
These were quite normal results. Additionally traffic jams or other problems can also 
be easily see from the visual presentation like that. 
All detected errors can later be explored statistically from SBK file to get more de-
tailed information of causes of errors. For example bus, line and sign (bus stop) spe-
cific errors such as the following error percentages: 
BUS,463           =   1 /  24 = 4.2 % 
BUS,53             =   1 /  29 = 3.4 % 
LINE,2132 DIR 1 =   1 /  42 = 2.4 % 
LINE,2132 DIR 2 =   4 / 139 = 2.9 % 
SIGN,1033       =   1 /  62 = 1.6 % 
SIGN,1061       =   3 /  77 = 3.9 % 
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These kind of results gave valuable “feedback” knowledge to understand the real 
behavior of the system. The results also helped to fix bugs and behavior of the system 
and thus improve the quality of the system. 
 
The execution time of analyzing of one bus line (2132 in this case study) was about 
15 seconds using normal PC. There was at all 181 EPT’s in the analysis. Other EPT’s 
were for other bus stop monitors. The execution time depends on the amount of daily 
log data and analyzed bus line. There have been three key bus lines and its monitors 
used for analyzing the ELMI system. 
LOGDIG can also be used to detect anomalies, like work flow error or low perfor-
mance of the execution. For example, the work flow error can be checked by structure 
of the state machine, and the low performance by time window limits of the ESU’s. 

5 Conclusion 

We have introduced the LOGDIG analyzer framework that is capable to analyze very 
complex expected behavior from the logs. LOGDIG was motivated by the fact that 
there were no other tools flexible enough, even though LFA is very close to the needs. 
Visualizations and other statistical post-processing have been left out, since there are 
lots of them available. 

 
LOGDIG is best suited for complex behavior problems, since the setup takes some 
time compared to e.g. simpler command line search tools. To improve the perfor-
mance, the Python implementation can be further optimized or even written in com-
piled language, and the overall execution distributed. If the source log files are availa-
ble in different machines, the ESUs can be distributed directly there. 

 
In the future, LOGDIG could be used as a higher-level analyzer that uses lower level 
analyzers. For example, the event search algorithm can be replaced by e.g. LFA/LFA2. 
To conclude, LOGDIG fulfills the requirements for RTPIS kind of applications, and 
offers a flexible framework for other domains. 
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Abstract. Technical debt has gained considerable traction both in the
industry and the academia due to its unique ability to distinguish asset
management characteristics for problematic software project trade-offs.
Management of technical debt relies on separate solutions identifying
instances of technical debt, tracking the instances, and delivering infor-
mation regarding the debt to relevant decision making processes. While
there are several of these solutions available, due to the multiformity of
software development, they are applicable only in predefined contexts
that are often independent from one another. As technical debt man-
agement must consider all these aspects in unison, our work pursues
connecting the software contexts via unlimited capturing and explana-
tion of technical debt propagation intra- and inter-software-contexts. We
mine software repositories (MSR) for data regarding the amount of work
as a function of time. Concurrently, we gather information on events that
are clearly external to the programmers’ own work on these repositories.
These data are then combined in an effort to statistically measure the
impact of these events in the amount of work. With this data, as future
work, we can apply taxonomies, code analysis, and other analyses to
pinpoint these effects into different technical debt propagation channels.
Abstraction of the channel patterns into rules is pursued so that develop-
ment tools may automatically maintain technical debt information with
them (the authors have introduced the DebtFlag tool for this). Hence,
successfully implementing this study would allow further understanding
and describing technical debt propagation at both the high level (longi-
tudinal technical debt propagation effects for the project) and the low
level (artifact level effects describing the mechanism of technical debt
value accumulation).

1 Introduction

Technical debt is a software development concept that is interested in exposing
asset management characteristics for project trade-offs [5]. Working with scarce
resources to fulfill ever-changing requirements, software projects often need to
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emphasize certain development driving aspects over others, such as delivery
deadlines over thorough documenting. Further, invalid or lacking knowledge on
certain aspects of the development may lead to emphases made that improperly
reflect the actual situation. In both cases the informed and uninformed decisions
result to trade-offs that accumulate technical debt [13].

It has been argued [16] that a key factor for the adoption of technical debt
management into software development is the capability to produce and maintain
technical debt information within the project. That is, the project trade-offs must
be identified, their distribution and effects defined, and this information must
be maintained to reflect the true software project state. Undoubtedly, failures in
the information delivery result in unmanaged technical debt, or decisions being
made based on outdated information, both of which, implicitly or explicitly,
affect the project.

Technical debt research has been proficient in suggesting identification, track-
ing, and governance solutions to overcome the technical debt information pro-
duction issues [12]. The problem is that while solutions have been proposed and
trialed on various software contexts, no prior research has properly investigated
the whole software context space. That is, identifying and classifying where and
how technical debt exists and how does it propagate intra- and inter-software-
contexts. This higher level structure may be described in some studies as the
concept of technical debt interest and its accumulation, but it has not been ex-
plicitly examined; being less important to the relevant studies’ goals. Arguably,
however, in order to make technical debt management applicable, the various
solutions must function together, and in this the enabling factor is technical debt
propagation.

Today, the software projects that plug into social media services through
APIs (Application Programming Interface) are an exemplar field of software
context versatility. Updates to these APIs, invoked by their external authors,
indicate sources of technical debt accumulation and propagation in their clients’,
often business critical, software. Mining Software Repositories (MSR) for the
clients that are subject to these updates enables studying the software context
space to address the cap in technical debt propagation knowledge.

In the 1980s software applications were relatively simple and they were de-
livered as is. They were relatively bug free and needed no updates. Once an ap-
plication was released, any existing technical debt was outside the organization’s
control. As software grew increasingly complex, especially with the emergence
of the Internet in the 1990s, bigger applications were released with more issues
remaining. The practise eventually turned out having regularly released patches
as a norm, as they were also easily distributed through the net. Technical debt
was feasible and also realized. Now, in the 2010s we have complex applications
that not only utilize third party libraries, but also third party services through
APIs. There are regular updates to the libraries and the APIs, as well as to the
client applications themselves. These all are sources of technical debt. Further, as
previously shown [6], a singular technical debt instance rarely limits to a single
software development component but rather spans over multiple (e.g., design,
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implementation, and testing), making the emerging debt even more cumbersome
to track.

Our intention is to understand the technical debt propagation context by
investigating the latest trends: use of external APIs and especially those of social
media services. The paper is structured as follows: we begin in Section 2 by
reviewing the background. Section 3 builds on this and introduces our technical
debt propagation research objectives. We introduce our approach to overcome
the objectives and initial results in Section 4. The concluding remarks appear in
Section 6.

2 Background

We will introduce here related work regarding technical debt, propagation in
the software context, and APIs. Whilst defining core concepts for the article’s
foundation, empirical work is also visited so as to further understand the state
of current research.

2.1 Technical Debt and Its Propagation

The term “technical debt” was initially coined by Ward Cunningham [2]. In
his experience report, releasing code was paralleled to going into debt: trade-
offs are made in the software project to meet a deadline, and these trade-offs
can be considered debt that should be paid off when resources permit. Until
the debt is paid off, it will incur interest payments—that is, later work in the
project must accommodate the inoptimalities resulting from the trade-offs. This
description has remained applicable to these days. Later revisits to the definition
have mainly captured dimensions that further explain the role of the debt in the
project: McConnell [13] provides a definition for intentional and unintentional
technical debt, while Brown et al. [1] give a further description of the debt’s
effects via reflection to the financial domain and discussion on the resolution
probability.

Firstly, McConnell [13] provided a definition for the intentionality behind the
debt: intentional debt is a trade-off made whilst fully aware of its consequences,
an investment with an expected return. Unintentional debt on the other hand
is accumulated due to, for example, lack of knowledge. This type is a cause for
concern as it remains unmanaged until discovered. Secondly, Brown et al. [1] gave
a further description of the debt’s effects via reflection to the financial domain:
the earlier trade-offs accumulate interests payments manifesting as increased
future costs, and trained decisions should evaluate if paying the interest is more
profitable over reducing the loan via refactoring. Differing from the financial
domain, here, the debt’s interest has a probability that captures if the trade-off
will have visible effects on future development: debt within a software artifact
that will not be visited has a realization probability of zero.

Management of technical debt requires that we are capable of identifying and
tracking the trade-offs, the atomic instances, that form the debt for a project.
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Without this information readily available, trained decision regarding the debt’s
governance cannot be made [16]. The software context, however, makes the iden-
tification, and especially, the tracking an arduous task: instances of technical
debt can span over multiple development phases and the most affected part is
the software implementation [6] which arguably grows exponentially complex in
the future through various abstraction layers and techniques. Nevertheless, the
tracking should be able to follow a technical debt instance in this context.

From the latest systematic mapping study on technical debt [12] we can see
that several solutions for tracking technical debt are available. However, we also
observe (see Figure 10 in [12]) that there are areas in the software development
context that are not covered by any solution; whilst most of the solutions cover
sub-contexts focusing on predefined environments and specific parts of the soft-
ware life-cycle. Furthermore, from Kruchten et al. [10] and Izurieta et al. [7] we
can see that the causes for technical debt are various and they can be described
using various characteristics. We consider all these findings indicative of the mul-
tiformity of the context of technical debt in software projects. Thus, in addition
to searching for solutions in this context, technical debt research should pursue
mapping the full context space and an understanding of technical debt’s value
in it.

Lastly, we note that technical debt tracking is the process of indicating tech-
nical debt propagation in the software context. To this end, the authors identify
only the work by McGregor et al. [14] to explicitly address this issue. Here, con-
sidering mainly the software implementation, they note that technical debt for
a new software asset is affected by the technical debt in relied upon assets, the
amount of abstraction layers may diminish the amount of technical debt that
propagates, and, in another scenario, rather than being directly accumulated
from integrated assets, the technical debt has an indirect effect on the asset’s
users—for example, by making adoption more difficult.

2.2 Software Change Analysis

What is pursued herein is a better understanding of the context of technical debt
propagation in software. We argue that software change should be considered the
fundamental unit for this. Something that Schmid [15] also considered core to
technical debt modelling during software evolution. Capturing software changes
and distinguishing between technical debt inclined and other changes (that is,
changes using information relatable to technical debt properties described by
Brown et al. [1] and discussed in Section 2.1, and changes with no such proper-
ties) would allow non-restricted observation of technical debt in the full software
context. Identifying software change retrospectively for projects corresponds to
Mining Software Repositories (MSR).

Kagdi et al. [8] produce a taxonomy on MSR techniques, defining software
change as “the addition, deletion, or modification of any software artifact such
that it alters, or requires amendment of, the original assumptions of the subject
system.” Here, a source code change is indicated as the fundamental unit for
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software evolution, but as the causes [10, 7] and the manifestations [6] for tech-
nical debt do not limit to the implementation, we adopt software change as the
fundamental unit.

In this work, the mining efforts focus on large open-source, social-networking-
enabled, repositories in order to maximally cover the diversity of software change.
Tsay et al. [18] note that in GitHub handling of pull-requests is affected by social
factors: highly discussed requests enjoy a lower acceptance rate, while submit-
ters relations to—especially the manager of— the accepting project increases
acceptance; this is supported also by [3]. Kalliamvakou et al. [9] survey GitHub
as a MSR target. They conclude that the repository gives solid data on basic
project properties, such as program language use, but synthesizing more ab-
stract conclusions requires careful assessment. The main cause for concern here
is GitHub’s utilization as infrastructure for personal projects. This form of usage
vastly deviates from others. To counter this bias, Kalliamvakou et al. [9] suggest
considering only projects with more than two authors and demonstrated activity
in both commit and pull requests.

3 Seeking Technical Debt Knowledge

In the following we address our ongoing technical debt propagation research on
two distinct levels: the inter-dependency effects at the software artifact level and
the longitudinal effects at the project level.

3.1 Inter-Dependency Effects within Software Artifacts

As discussed in Section 2, a multitude of solutions exist for both identifying
and tracking technical debt. However, most of the solutions are intended for
pre-defined software development contexts; for example, limiting their use to
a specific sub-set of implementation techniques and herein, during continued
software development, to certain mechanisms for technical debt propagation.

However, the ability to produce exhaustive technical debt information re-
quires that all possibilities for technical debt propagation are acknowledged. We
postulate, based on the properties of technical debt identified by Brown et al. [1]
and to the average cover of single technical debt instances queried by Holvitie
et al. [6], that the propagation “stream” for technical debt is capable of leaving
the current host technique and merging into others. This is indicative of several
sub-areas within technical debt research.

Foremost research area for technical debt propagation in software artifacts,
is (1) to show that technical debt propagates between software components that
can exist in external and independent projects and be implemented using differ-
ent technologies. The interest and even the whole initial debt can be created in an
external, but linked project that is worked by another team. The works referred
here do not dispute this information, and may even implicitly assume this, but
it is important to recognize this phenomenon explicitly and have quantitative
research conducted on it to indisputably point it out.
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Second research area, partially reliant on the first, is (2) to accumulate a
documentation that describes the possible ways in which technical debt can
propagate. Preferably, this would be a taxonomy capturing the unique propaga-
tion channels for technical debt. Finally, in order to enable information delivery
for technical debt management purposes, (3) the channel descriptions must be
enriched with information regarding technical debt value accumulation for all
unique accounts of propagation. This would enable, possibly automated, tech-
nical debt information maintenance as the taxonomy is capable of tracking and
valuating technical debt through out the software project.

Fig. 1: Coarse classification for different chains of projects (COP)

3.2 The Chain of Projects

One way to identify the propagation of technical debt is to make longitudinal
studies of increased debt in different phases of a project and connect them with
the root causes. Technical debt can be identified as matters, such as discovered
vulnerabilities, updates, and feature discontinuation in systems related to the
project. Also, adding a new feature in a utilized external service API may cause
technical debt when the project customer wants the new feature implemented in
the project. We can identify different propagation paths by following how such
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an event causes extra work in the chain of projects (COP) that are all linked
with each other.

If an API is not interfaced directly but through a third party library, it may
be that the customer is not happy to wait until the library is updated with the
new feature. This will cause the project debt to be paid by implementing this
new feature quickly with an internal solution. This will become a new kind of
a debt, from the opposite end of the COP, when the referred library is finally
updated. Here, the internal solution becomes legacy and requires refactorization
into a solution that utilizes the library again, for example, in accordance to the
coding conventions followed by the programming team.

There are cross waves moving back and forth in the COP from the root cause,
through the library, to the end of chain application. These can be tracked by
following the amount of increased work in each area.

Figure 1 demonstrates a sample classification for COPs. Here, case 1 demon-
strates a monolith project that has internally implemented services with no
outside dependencies. This is a classical, and probably the most studied, sce-
nario for technical debt management, where the debt is only internally caused,
felt, and managed. Cases 2 through 4 depict more modern scenarios, where the
projects depend on external service providers. In case 2, the project has a direct
dependency to the service and adapts explicitly and directly as invoked by the
service. A slightly dampened version, but still fully managed by the project or-
ganization is presented in case 3, where the project, possibly alongside with the
organization’s other projects, uses an internally produced adapter to access the
service. Hence, the project itself does not directly feel changes in the external
service, but adaptation to them is still managed internally. Finally, in case 4
the project uses an external adapter to access the service. The external adapter
generally serves a broader range of projects and hence is not customized for the
needs of specific projects. On the other hand, external adapters tend to retain
compatibility as long as possible which dampens change speeds invoked by the
external service.

The classification in Figure 1 is especially important from the viewpoint
of distinguishing between the “noisy” and the technical debt inclined software
changes, as the monolith projects of similar size can be used as the baseline
when studying how the external service invokes and propagates technical debt.
Further, as per the previous description, it can be expected that the invoked
technical debt will propagate quicker in the directly dependent cases than in the
indirect cases 2 to 4.

4 Exploiting Open-Source Projects

Exploiting open source code repositories enables us to make longitudinal surveys
of the history. The GitHub code repository service 1 appears as a treasure trove
for this kind of research. We can take a project from GitHub, and we can find
for it, neatly logged, each change and its date with great detail.

1 See https://github.com/
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GitHub gives an open access to several different projects. However, there
is also an option of hosting private projects for premium users as mentioned in
Section 2.2. With only the public access to the repositories, the sample is likely to
be biased. This means that traditionally non-disclosed for-profit projects cannot
be found in GitHub like this, which entails that a lot of professional work is not
covered by this study. However, it can be argued that functionality is delivered
via the same technologies in closed-source projects.

Furthermore, regarding mapping the software change (as discussed in Section
2), the GitHub API gives an easy access to byte-wise size of source files and
line-wise size of code change per commit. Through this we have the scale of
the whole project in bytes, but the scale of changes in lines of code. Optimally
both variables would be measured identically, but we can only rely on these
two measures being sufficiently comparable. The only other option would be to
go through the source files and count the line breaks outside the GitHub API
support.

As elaborated in Section 3, we want to observe the propagation of technical
debt on both at the software project and the software artifact levels, and with as
little constrain as possible so as to capture the propagation context as complete
as possible. Herein, we face the problem of how to identify technical debt in a
highly diverse setting, and this is the reason why we emphasize the novelty of
researching open-source social-networking-enabled projects.

Fig. 2: Coarse classification for technical debt accumulation in projects with dependen-
cies to external services
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Figure 2 captures the different technical debt accumulation classes for projects
with dependencies to external services. Case 3 depicts the most common situa-
tion in which the project accumulates technical debt that realizes at a certain
point in time. In case 1 factors external to the component and its development
invoke technical debt, and it may realize and invoke management needs at a
point in time. In case 2 technical debt has realized (its interest probability is
one, or a decision to remove the debt has been made) and it affects the project.
In this scenario, the debt will propagate onwards, directly or through interme-
diaries, and accumulate in dependants. Accumulation channels are addressed in
Figure 3.

The classification in Figure 2 is important for distinguishing technical debt
inclined software change, as we must be able to distinguish between invoked
change (case 2) and internally accumulated debt (case 1 and 3). This is because
the monolith projects (see Figure 1) are able to internally accumulate technical
debt, and we must form the baseline whilst aware of this.

In addition to source code, open-source projects provide access to documen-
tation and other descriptors. Of these, the social media enabled ones form a set of
projects that share a joint technical debt inducer: the social media APIs. These
APIs provide business critical functionality for the projects, and every time they
change, it causes several changes for their clients. Due to the massive adoption
of social media services, their APIs (e.g., the Facebook Graph API 2 and the
Google OpenID API 3) integrate into and affect a vast amount of projects. This
diverse collection of technologies, which all connect to the APIs that now cause
changes for them, unveils a unique opportunity for technical debt research. As
the changes propagate through various different technologies, they demonstrate
a variety of technical debt propagation paths. Whilst our survey on to the social
media involved open-source does not capture the full propagation space, par-
ticularly, propagation to business processes, it does yield a formidable library
for the propagation of technical debt in delivered software and its supporting
structures. Considering that usually this corresponds to the projects’ delivered
value, research should have a special interest to it.

Figure 3 demonstrates two channels, from a plethora of foreseeable options,
through which technical debt can propagate and accumulate in new components.
The upper channel captures a more problematic propagation method, in which
no explicit dependency exists. In this, accumulated technical debt in the form
of incomplete documentation causes a misunderstanding in a conceptualization
phase of software development and leads to a complex component design. The
lower channel demonstrates an explicit channel, where an interface change is felt
in the dependent project as component disconnection. For example, a referred
class is renamed in the service due to which the client can not access it in the
original fashion. This leads to an erroneous implementation state in the depen-
dent and undoubtedly invokes reparation efforts. In our MSR of open-source
projects, over going both the human-produced messages and the automatically

2 See http://graph.facebook.com/
3 See https://profiles.google.com/
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Fig. 3: Two examples of technical debt propagation channels

identified changes should reveal instances that fit both channels shown in Figure
3, but due to its implicit nature, identification of cases in the upper channel will
be difficult.

4.1 Study Approach

We use the GitHub API through PyGithub/PyGithub library 4. Our crawler is
a Python program 5 designed to crawl through all commits of a given project
and report, for each commit, the date it was committed, the amount of changes
(as the amount of added and removed rows), and the changed files. As such, our
crawler is in itself an end part of a COP.

For an initial test of concept we chose Google’s closing of OpenID 2.0 service
on April 20th 2015 [4] as a source of technical debt. We made a manual search
in GitHub and discovered two Java projects which had closed issues mention-
ing Google closing the service. One was the Passport-based User Authentication
system for sails.js applications—GitHub repository tjwebb/sails-auth. The other
was a Grails website that provides information about festivals—GitHub reposi-
tory domurtag/festivals. For a control project we selected another Java project
that was similarly a user authentication system for sails.js as sails-auth, but
did not appear to be involved with Google services—GitHub repository water-
lock/waterlock

4.2 Initial Results

Our analysis produced the graphs shown in Figure 4.The blue colour is used for
sails-auth, red for festivals and cyan for waterlock. The X-axis marks the time.
The dots denote the amount of changes in a commit. The bars denote commits

4 see https://github.com/PyGithub/PyGithub and in similar fashion for the other
mentioned repositories as well

5 GitHub repository tomibgt/GitHubResearchDataMiner
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Fig. 4: Commit amount analysis for the three selected GitHub repositories
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for a time period at least a week long. The lines denote commit frequency for
previous time interval of at least a week. Finally, on the graph is marked the
date-of-interest, April 20th 2015.

The lines show a general decline, which would appear to indicate that as a
project progresses, less and less changes are made for it. Note that the Y-axis is
logarithmic, which makes the lines curve down, instead of appearing linear.

It would appear to be supporting our hypothesis, where, after the marked
date, sails-auth and festivals show decrease in the decline, unlike the control
project waterlock. With only three projects and without more precise investiga-
tion we can not, of course, claim this to be strong evidence, but it is enough to
encourage us in continuing with this approach.

Table 1: Commits for the festival reposi-
tory file show.gsp around Removal Time

Time Add Remove Delta

5/18/2015 0 2 -2
5/18/2015 7 12 -5
4/19/2015 3 1 2
4/19/2015 14 0 14
12/29/2014 11 6 5
12/29/2014 2 2 0
12/29/2014 2 1 1
12/28/2014 7 3 4
12/28/2014 8 14 -6

Table 2: Technique-wise recorded changes
around Removal Time

Type Add Remove Delta

js 86 2 84
gsp 35 3 32
jpg . . .

With moderate work, the analyser can be modified to point out the files where
there has been increasing changes in the commits correlating to the investigated
events. (See Tables 1 and 2.) Looking into the changes made into these files
should help us to analyse further the effort put by the programmers to pay the
specific technical debt. Also, it should be possible to follow the wave of changes
throughout the COP and analyse the propagation of the debt and the involved
work and communication.

5 Applicability and Limitations

The aforedescribed approach is limited by certain factors which we would like
to address here. Firstly, we described this method as a possibility to explore the
complete software context space, but the study design suggests using service calls
to, especially social media, APIs and libraries as the method. It can be assumed,
as previously discussed, that this approach does not capture all possible varieties
of software change (see 2.2). This is a foreseeable data limitation even though it
can be argued that the volume of captured changes would produce a represen-
tative set for analysis; accumulating enough assurance to allow abstraction to
non-captured context areas.
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Second, there are limitations potentially affecting the identification of techni-
cal debt instances. We discussed the technical debt properties which can be used
to associate a software change with managing technical debt. While this set of
properties currently accounts the state-of-the-art from technical debt research,
if not exhaustive, the properties may lead to missing particular sub-classes of
technical debt. Approach discussed in the following paragraph, can be considered
a partial remedy to this.

Finally, foreseeable limitations may also affect the tracking of technical debt
instances. As a premise for tracking, [6] showed the instances’ ability to span over
multiple components. Modelling of the chain of projects was introduced as the
method to allow capturing this behaviour. The current classification presented
in Figure 1 considers one dimension for the COPs—presumed to be the most
dominant. This classification can be a limiting factor, especially in large hybrid
COP projects, but we argue that this can be countered by iteratively exploring
more dimensions for the COPs until all technical debt inclined changes have
been successfully associated to the technical debt instances.

Overcoming the limitations and achieving the study’s objectives, there is a
number of applications for the results (discussed in Section 3.1). Firstly, demon-
strating technical debt’s ability to propagate, almost boundlessly, between soft-
ware projects and artifacts should fuel the apparent paradigm shift in software
life-cycle management where the inter-connectivity of software project entities
carries increased value. Second, documenting the ways in which technical debt
can propagate should provide an interface for integrating knowledge from other
research domains to enhance technical debt management by for example ap-
plying financial models for technical debt strategization. Lastly, associating the
documentation’s technical debt propagation channels with information regarding
their value accumulation allows automated tooling approaches to be introduced,
but also makes technical debt an integral and explicit component of the software
project’s value production and its assessment.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

With similar studies in the future, using different event markers, it is possible
to map the propagation of technical debt by observing the amount of increased
work caused by different causes of technical debt. It is possible to observe who
pays the technical debt and how it is propagated from the original cause (e.g., a
change in a fundamental library used by many projects) through facade libraries
and components to the final applications.

In an effort to efficiently analyse the propagation of technical debt through
propagation channels, a taxonomy of projects in GitHub should be created to
help characterize and predict the characteristics of the projects. To this end,
and to achieve the goals stated herein, we have analyzed over twenty-eight thou-
sand projects from GitHub and have successfully identified a number of projects
with references to suitable external services. According to Lambe [11], even tax-
onomies founded on criteria that do not stand all scrutiny, can allow for reliable
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predictions and descriptions of characteristics of new members of the taxonomy
based on very little information. A well created taxonomy combined with our
expected mining results should help us identify different propagation channels
within the projects without even analysing them at the code level. Should we
find two or more clusters of different kinds of change behaviour within a single
taxonomy class, it could suggest that the propagation channels between these
clusters differ from each other.

There can, of course, be other causes to variance within a class. For example,
it would be beneficial to have the information of the process maturity level for
each project team. This kind of information would be significant in understand-
ing the project’s sensitivity to external changes and the general preparedness
and carefulness in the design. [17]

Such work would provide us with a better understanding of the economy of
technical debt, which again would help us give good estimates on the actual
costs of applying, for example, social media APIs in an application system and
compare it with the projected benefits and income. It would help in answering the
question: would applying certain features increase the revenue from the service.
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Abstract. As computers are getting more pervasive, software becomes
transferable to different types of hardware and, at the extreme, being
bio-compatible. Recent efforts in Artificial Intelligence propose that soft-
ware can be trained and taught instead of “hard-coded” sequences. This
paper addresses the learnability of software in the context of platforms
integrating biological components. A method for training Spiking Neu-
ral Networks (SNNs) for pattern recognition is proposed, based on spike
timing dependent plasticity (STDP) of connections. STDP corresponds
to the way connections between neurons change according to the spiking
activity in the network, and we use STDP to stimulate outputs of the
network shortly after feeding it with a pattern as input, thus creating
specific pathways in the network. The computational model used to test
this method through simulations is developed to fit the behaviour of bi-
ological neural networks, showing the potential for training neural cells
into biological processors.

Keywords: Pattern recognition, Artificial Neural Networks, Spiking Neu-
ral Networks, Computational models, Computational Biology

1 Introduction

Software is everywhere: the human environment is populated by more and more
software-driven intelligent devices, connected by Internet and other networks.
With the apparition of wearables and implantables, computers are getting more
and more pervasive and close to the biological world. In such systems, software
is expected to expand on various types of platforms.

In the current information technology, the interplay between biology and
software has been indirect. Humans use software through various user interfaces,
rather than with direct communication links. Concepts from biological systems
have inspired various heuristic algorithms to solve computer science problems
(typically optimization and search), or inspired software for communication sys-
tems to mimic the adaptive behavior of biological systems [15, 12]. Novel ways
of programming by training, teaching, imitation and reward are already being
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demonstrated in robotics with the help of in-silico chips behaving like neurons,
i.e. neuromorphic chips [7].

The work reported in this paper is a first step in a project aiming at devel-
oping techniques to support the direct run-time interaction of biological entities
and software. Our vision is that eventually software interacts directly with the bi-
ological world: software controls biological entities, and biological entities control
software systems. Thus, rather than using the biological world as a model of new
algorithms, we intend to let biological entities communicate directly with soft-
ware. In this way, software systems and biological entities form co-operational or-
ganizations in which both parties solve problems suitable for them, contributing
to a common goal. Typically, biological entities are superior in efficient massive
parallel processing of fuzzy data and resilient to damage, while traditional soft-
ware systems are better suited for making discrete, well-defined logical decisions.
Biological entities are also far more energy-efficient than traditional computing
devices.

The project focuses on integrating real neural cultures with software systems.
A central problem then is the training of biological neural structures for a partic-
ular task and the connection of the trained neural culture to the software system.
However, to experiment with different approaches to solve these problems, avail-
able biological neural cultures impose many practical problems: their detailed
structure is difficult to study, their lifetime is limited, and they need constant
nutrition. Luckily, for the past decades, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have
evolved to the point of being currently very close in behaviour to biological neural
structures [13]. Thus, in the first stage of the project, we use ANNs to simulate
biological neural networks. In a later stage we aim to transfer the techniques to
biological neural cultures currently available on Multi-Electrode Arrays (MEAs)
[16].

In this paper we study the basic training problem of biological neural net-
works using a biologically realistic model of spiking neurons. A simple pattern
recognition problem is applied to this model. We demonstrate that a training
technique based on Spike-Timing-Dependent-Plasticity (STDP) appears to be
sufficient for these kinds of tasks.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related
work. In Section 3, we introduce the computational model used in this paper. In
Section 4, we evaluate the results we have obtained. In Section 5, we draw some
final conclusions.

2 Related work

In [11], Maass draws a retrospective of the techniques used for modeling neural
networks and presents the third generation of neural networks: SNNs. This study
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classifies neural networks according to their computational units into three gen-
eration: the first generation being perceptrons based on McCulloch-Pitts neurons
[4], the second generation being networks such as feedforward networks where
neurons apply an “activation function”, and the third generation being networks
where neurons use spikes to encode information. From this retrospective, Maass
presents the computational advantages of SNNs according to the computation
of, first, boolean functions, and secondly according to functions with analog in-
put and boolean output. For instance, Seung demonstrated in [14] that SNNs
can be trained to behave as an XOR logical gate. The study of single neurons,
the population of networks and plasticity [3] provides guidelines on how single
computation units, i.e. neurons, function but more importantly on how to struc-
ture a network (e.g. number of layers, number of units in a layer) and on the
models of evolution of connectivity between neurons, i.e. plasticity.

In their chapter on computing with SNNs [13], Paugam and Bohte present
different methods applied for learning in SNNs. In this review chapter, they
distinguish the traditional learning methods issued from previous research with
ANNs, and learning methods that are emerging solely from computing with
SNNs. Among the traditional methods are temporal coding, unsupervised learn-
ing such as Hebbien learning or Kohonen’s self-organizing maps, and supervised
learning such as error-backpropagation rules. About the “unconventional” learn-
ing methods, they are regrouped into so-called Reservoir Computing methods.
Reservoir Computing methods regroup Echo State Networks and Liquid State
Machines. The main characteristic of reservoir computing models relies in the
apparent disorganization of the network between input and output layers. This
network, the reservoir, is a recurrent network where neurons are interconnected
by a random sparse set of weighted links. More over, this network is usually left
untrained and only the output connections are trained and optimized according
to the desired answer based on what input is given.

To a certain extent, the simple training method proposed in this paper follows
the idea of training only the output layer as STDP will act alone for reinforcing
the positive pathways of the network. However, the network studied in this paper
is simply a feed-forward network modeled with the BRIAN simulator [2].

3 Computational model

The training method presented in this paper is studied with the computational
model presented in this section because it provides a first test of feasibility before
testing this method on biological Neural Networks (bioNNs). The model used for
this research is composed of two basic elements: neurons and synapses. Neurons
are built based on the firing model of Izhikevich which is shown to be very
realistic in [9]. Synapses follow the Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity (STDP),
meaning that a connection between two neurons will grow if the post-synaptic
neuron fires soon after the pre-synaptic neuron. On the opposite, a connection
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will decrease if the post-synaptic neuron fires before the pre-synaptic neuron.
This section presents these two basic models in more details and then gives a
view on the composition of the entire neural network.

3.1 Model of spiking neuron

The model of a spiking neuron used in this study is from Izhikevich [8]. This
model reproduces the dynamic behavior of neurons while being computationally
simple as opposed to models accounting for the structural parameters of neurons
(for example, Hodgkin-Huxley model [6]). The Izhikevich model expresses the
variations of electric potential in the neuron’s membrane according to the current
flowing through the membranes ion channels. These electric potential variations
are expressed in the form of two differential equations, as follows:

C
dv

dt
= k(v − vr)(v − vt)− u+ I

du

dt
= a(bv − u)

(1)

where v represents the membrane potential, u the recovery current of the mem-
brane, I the input current through the membrane, C the membrane capacitance,
vr the resting potential of the membrane, vt the threshold potential for the mem-
brane to fire a spike, k, a and b parameters adjusted according to the firing
pattern required. The variables v and u of equation 1 are reset after v reaches a
peak value vpeak, as follows:

if v ≥ vpeak, then

{
v ← c

u← u+ d
(2)

Figure 1 presents an example of simulation of a pyramidal neuron exhibiting
regular spiking as stimulated with a constant input current of 70pA. The same
simulation among others are compared with recordings from real neurons in [9]
showing the precision of this models in reproducing these dynamic patterns while
being computationally simple.

3.2 Model of STDP

STDP is a rule for neurons to strengthen or weaken their connections according
to their degree of synchronous firing [1]. This rule mostly known in Neurobiology
and Neuroscience is similar to the Hebbian learning rule widely used in learning
Artificial Neural Networks and Self-Optimizing Maps [5, 10]. Considering a pre-
synaptic neuron i and a post-synaptic neuron j, the STDP rule characterizes
the changes in synaptic strength as:

∆wj =
N∑
k=1

N∑
l=1

W (tlj − tki ) (3)
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Fig. 1. Example of Regular Spiking pyramidal neuron simulated with Izhikevich model
from Equations 1 and 2 (step input stimulation current I = 70pA from 0 to 1s).
Simulated with the following values of parameters: vr = −60mV, vt = −40mV, vpeak =
35mV, C = 100pF, k = 0.7pA/mV2, a = 30Hz, b = −2nS, c = −50mV, d = 100pA.
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with the function W (x) defining the order of decrease or increase of strength
depending on the synchrony of spiking between pre- and post-synaptic neurons,
expressed as:

W (x) =

{
A+ exp(− x

τ+
) if x > 0

A− exp( x
τ−

) otherwise.
(4)

In equations 3 and 4, tlj represents the lth spiking time of neuron j; similarly,

tki stands for the kth spike timing of neuron i; A+ and A− are constants defining
the amplitude of change in weight (at t = 0+ and t = 0−, respectively); and, τ+
and τ− are time constants of the exponential decrease in weight change.

Fig. 2. Model of STDP (reproduced after Bi and Poo [1])
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Figure 2 represents equation 4 of relative weight changes in relation with the
experiments realized by Bi and Poo in [1]. This figure shows typically a decrease
in synaptic weight when the pre-synaptic neuron spikes after the post-synaptic
neuron, and on the opposite an increase in connectivity from pre- to post-
synaptic neuron if the pre-synaptic neuron spikes just before the post-synaptic
neuron.

3.3 Network model

The network developed in this study as an example of pattern recognition is
presented in Fig. 3. This network is dedicated at recognizing patterns from a
5x5 pixels image. It is composed of:

– 25 input neurons corresponding to each pixel of the image,

– a hidden layer of 5 neurons, and

– 2 output neurons (1 corresponding to the neuron reacting when a circle
appears in the image, the other one being a test neuron for comparison
between learning and no stimulation).

Fig. 3. Representation of the network developed for 1 pattern recognition
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4 Training method and Evaluation

This section goes more into the details of the simple learning method using
STDP rule for training the network. A pattern recognition task is used as a case
study for testing the learning method proposed.

4.1 Pattern recognition task

The pattern recognition task evaluated during this simple case study consists in
making the difference between a circle given as input stimuli and other inputs
(in that case an X-cross shape). These shapes are represented as coming from
a 25 pixels image (5x5 matrix), each pixel being binary: black or white. Figure
4 presents the input circle and X-cross patterns and their respective representa-
tions as input stimuli to the network.

(a) Circle pattern (b) X-cross pattern

Fig. 4. Input patterns as images and their respective representations as input stimuli

4.2 Training method and test protocol

After initial tests on the learning ability of the network, the training period was
adjusted to be 15s during which the input layer is stimulated every 100ms with
a circle pattern. 10ms after stimulating the input layer, the output neuron is
given an external stimulation making it to spike. This spiking, in relation with
the preliminary spiking of neurons from the input layer, reinforces the paths be-
tween activated neurons of the input layer and the trained neuron of the output
layer. This training can be seen in the first phase of the time diagrams (top and
middle) of Figure 5 from t = 0 to 15s.
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Fig. 5. Training phase and test phase of the circle recognition experiment

The testing phase is composed of 6 stimuli with circle pattern and 7 stimuli
with a different pattern (in that case representing an X-cross). These stimuli
of the input layer happen without any external stimulation of the output layer.
The neuron trained for recognizing a circle fires on its own after the learning
phase. These test patterns are sent between t = 15, 5 to 25s with the following
sequence: {circle, circle, cross, cross, circle, cross, cross, cross, cross, circle, circle,
cross, circle} at the respective times {15.5, 16, 16.5, 17, 17.5, 18, 18.5, 19, 20,
21, 23, 24, 24.5} seconds. The two upper time diagrams of Figure 5 show this
test phase.

The third time diagram of Figure 5 (down) presents the evolution of strength
of synapses between neurons from the hidden layer and neurons from the output
layer. This evolution shows first a stabilization period from the random strengths
given as initial condition to lower values. Secondly, learning can be seen as the
strengths of certain synapses increase to high levels of connectivity (i.e. to lev-
els higher than 0.8 times the maximum connectivity and often reaching this
maximum).

4.3 Results

The 1000 simulations of this experiment revealed a success rate of 80.3% in
recognizing a circle from a cross. This rate was computed after the execution
of a thousand experiments. From these experiments, five different cases were
observed:

– correct learning: output fires only when a circle is given as input (80.3%)
– some mistakes: output fires sometimes when input is a cross (5.7%)
– always firing: output always fires whatever the input may be (12.8%)
– no learning: output never fires (1.1%)
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– wrong learning: output fires only when input is a cross (0.1%)

These different cases are represented in Figure 6.

These results show a high learning rate, i.e. a high rate of correct experiments
(80.3%), meaning that such learning method has correct grounds. Indeed, there
is space for improving this rate and a lot to learn from the analysis of failed
experiments.

First, we can notice that the network keeps on learning even after the train-
ing phase has stopped. Each time a pattern is fed as input to the network, small
increase in synaptic weights take place.

The second important thing noticed due to this continuous learning is that
the output neuron trained to recognize a circle also gets trained when receiving
another pattern as input. As the synaptic levels may already be high, it requires
only few X-cross stimulation signals for the output neuron to start spiking and
we notice that when it has learned to spike for a cross pattern, it will then fire
each time a cross appears. This is what happens for the cases where some mis-
takes are found (57 cases out of 1000 simulations).

Third, for 128 simulations the synaptic levels are high from the beginning of
the training due to the initial random value of synaptic weights. This causes the
network to be “over-trained” and thus to fire for every kind of patterns from the
beginning of the test phase. In the contrary, for 11 simulations the output neuron
does not fire at all when given any input. These 11 tests show clearly low rates in
synaptic weights and low increase in synaptic weights during training expressing
the fact that the network does not have time to learn during this period of time.
The only simulation where the output neuron fires only and always when given
the wrong input could not be explained.

5 Discussion and future work

We have studied a central problem in using biological neural networks as com-
puting resources: how to train the neural culture for a particular task. The SNN
presented in this paper shows reasonable success rate in learning (80.3%) to
differentiate between two patterns. As the behavior of the simulated network is
very close to that of real biological neural networks (bioNNs), this experiment
gives preliminary insight for using bioNNs to process complex tasks requiring
massive parallelism.

However, there is still possibility for improvement in performing such recog-
nition tasks. In the case where pathways did not have time to form during initial
training, it is indeed possible to continue training the network until synaptic level
reaches the appropriate levels. On the opposite case, when the network fires for
any type of input pattern, meaning that it is “over-trained”, training the net-
work with negative output stimulation should help restoring the differentiation
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(a) Correct learning (rate 80.3%)

(b) Some mistakes (rate 5.7%) (c) Always firing (rate 12.8%)

(d) No learning (rate 1.1%) (e) Wrong learning (rate 0.1%)

Fig. 6. Example of the 5 different cases found in experiments
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between input patterns. Such negative stimulation can be realized by stimulat-
ing the output neuron just prior to the input pattern, when an input pattern
is to be discarded by the network. This way, the synaptic pathways related to
this input pattern would decrease due to the STDP rule, thus de-correlating the
output neuron with this input pattern.

The proximity in behavior of SNNs from bioNNs should not require efforts
to transfer computations from silicon platforms into biological platforms. From
this point, transferring the various tasks developed for the past sixty years with
ANNs (e.g. classifiers, generators, etc.) to small bio-computers will be possible.
Research directions for such transfer lead to the following questions:

– Can a taxonomy of the various tasks performed with ANNs and their hier-
archical relations be developed?

– Can we classify tasks as unitary/atomic to some higher level? On the other
hand, can tasks be broken down into summation of unitary tasks?

– Is it possible to automatically associate tasks to network structures (number
of nodes, number of layers etc.) ?

– Can training also be automatically generated for these specific tasks?

These questions could lead to the construction of a compiler deriving the
number of biological neural networks used for an application, their structural
parameters and the training associated to each task required for the application.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a simple learning method using STDP for training
pathways of a SNN. This method was tested on a SNN model trained to differ-
entiate between two patterns given as input to the network. The results of this
test (80.3% success rate) combined with the fact that the behaviour of the simu-
lated network is very close to the one of a real biological network gives promising
expectations for the future of this project. This first test is still a preliminary
test towards applying bioNNs to the computation of more complex tasks such
as handwritten digit and character recognition 1. Expectations on the results to
such test should give similar success rate as to the test conducted in this paper.
Next experiments will be conducted on real biological cells in order to validate
the possibility of training bioNNs for pattern recognition tasks. In the final stage
we intend to connect such trained bioNNs with software applications requiring
pattern recognition capability such as classification of moving objects.
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